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Abstract

In the first chapter of the report, we present a synthesis of all the projects carried out during the

academic career, starting with the PhD Thesis. The following chapters focus on the main results

obtained in the sector of the Brout-Englert-Higgs boson, which has been discovered in 2012 at the

Large Hadron Collider. Various theories underlying the Standard Model of elementary particle

physics are considered. The results presented cover statistical analyses of the experimental data,

phenomenological studies and more formal aspects of the theories.
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Chapter 1

Overview of the studies

As an introduction to this report, we present a summary of the research activity covering the whole

career since the PhD Thesis at the “Institut de Physique Théorique” of the C.E.A. in Saclay/France.

1.1 Supersymmetry

1.1.1 Colliders

The PhD Thesis as well as the following years of research were dedicated to phenomenological

studies at high-energy colliders, aimed at developing tests for supersymmetric extensions of the

Standard Model (SM) of elementary particles. Probably one of the strongest motivations for

supersymmetry is to render possible the existence of a new physics energy scale much higher than

the ElectroWeak (EW) symmetry breaking scale, by stabilizing the quantum corrections to the

Higgs boson mass (gauge hierarchy problem). Nowadays, the quest for supersymmetric signatures

at colliders has been extensively developed, from both the points of view of theory (model building,

higher-order calculations) and phenomenology (Monte Carlo generators,. . . ). Our studies have

focused on the supersymmetric interactions violating the so-called R-parity symmetry 1 on which

we have written a review [1].

Tevatron.- In the search for supersymmetry at colliders, the possibility of producing supersym-

metric partners through s-channel resonances benefits from a lower phase space suppression com-

pared to their pair production. During the Tevatron Run II, we have studied [2], in collaboration

with experimentalists, the single chargino production in association with a lepton, pp̄→ ν̃i → χ̃±1 `
∓
i ,

as induced by the resonant sneutrino production via a coupling of type, λ′i11LiQ1D
c
1 ∈W , in the su-

perpotential. Such a coupling breaks the R-parity symmetry. Within a supergravity model, we have

studied the three-leptons final state induced by the cascade decay, through the lightest neutralino

1The symmetry, called R-parity (Rp), is defined as Rp = (−1)3B+L+2S , where B, L and S denote the baryon
number, the lepton number and the spin, such that Rp = −1 (Rp = +1) for any supersymmetric (SM) particle.
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(Lightest Supersymmetric Particle here) and a W-boson decaying both leptonically, χ̃±1 → χ̃0
1W
±(?),

χ̃0
1 → `+i ūd, W±(?) → `±j νk. The comparison with the simulated SM background – from running

a PYTHIA version interfaced with the SHW detector simulation package – has demonstrated that

this signature was able to extend the sensitivity on the superpartner mass spectrum beyond the

LEP limits and to probe the relevant R-parity violating couplings down to values one order of

magnitude smaller than their most stringent low-energy indirect bounds. Besides, the trilepton

signal offered the opportunity to reconstruct the neutralino mass in a model-independent way with

good accuracy. Indeed, the experimental data of the Tevatron Run II have finally allowed both the

CDF and D0 Collaborations to constrain minimal supersymmetry breaking scenarios with R-parity

breaking, exactly via such reaction investigations (last experimental analyses in 2006-2007).

In a more complete study [3], we have considered as well the charged slepton resonant production

and the superpartner decays into charginos and neutralinos. The non-resonant single superpartner

productions, like d̄jdk → W+ ˜̀
iL, were also included in the analysis. The scattering amplitudes

for the s, t, u channels of all these reactions have been calculated analytically and numerically

computed using the COMPHEP routine. We have suggested there to scrutinize the like sign dilepton

signature as well. This study has allowed to extend the potential sensitivity on several λ′ijk cou-

plings and to propose promising kinematical reconstructions of superpartners, namely the lightest

chargino, lightest neutralino, sneutrino and charged slepton.

LHC.- As a complementary analysis, the resonant production of sneutrinos via the R-parity vio-

lating couplings of the superpotential, λ′ijkLiQjD
c
k, was studied through its three-leptons signature

at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [4]. A detailed particle level study of signal and background

was performed using a fast simulation of the ATLAS detector. Through the full reconstruction

of the cascade decay, a model-independent and precise measurement of the masses of the involved

sparticles was be performed. This signature can be detected for a broad class of supersymmetric

models, and for a wide range of values of several λ′ijk coupling constants. An illustrative quantita-

tive result is that within the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), the production

of a 900 GeV sneutrino with λ′211 > 0.05, and of a 350 GeV sneutrino for λ′211 > 0.01, could be

observed at the 14 TeV LHC running up to an integrated luminosity of 30 fb−1.

Leptonic Colliders.- In an optimistic scenario of supersymmetry discovery at the LHC, the fu-

ture leptonic colliders with clean environment (low background) would constitute ideal frames for

precision measurements of the superpartner characteristics. The first works of my thesis were fo-

cused on the attractive possibility to produce superpartners through resonances at leptonic colliders

with center of mass energies up to 500 GeV – 1 TeV [5]. Such resonant productions can be induced

by lepton number violating interactions breaking the R-parity symmetry (of type λijk) and create

a single fermion (charginos, neutralinos) or scalar field (sleptons, sneutrinos) through 2→ 2 body

processes.

We have first calculated analytically and systematically the resonant probability amplitudes, as

well as the decay branching ratios for the superpartners, and explored the parameter space (m0,

9



m1/2, A, sign(µ), tanβ) of a minimal supergravity model assuming grand unification of gauge

interactions and universal (flavor independent) soft supersymmetry breaking parameters at the

unification scale. The predictions obtained for the total and partial rates showed that the single

production reactions have a good potential of observability at the next linear collider energies, for

values of R-parity violating coupling constants close to their indirect bounds and slepton/gaugino

masses below the TeV scale. Then we have implemented the amplitude rates, obtained analytically,

in the SUSYGEN event generator. Based on this code, a Monte Carlo simulation for the single gaug-

ino productions was performed to point out some characteristic final state dynamical distributions

(transverse momentum, missing energy,. . . ) allowing to discriminate the signal from backgrounds

and superpartner pair productions (R-parity conserving).

In Ref. [6], it was shown quantitatively that the background for the single superpartner production

can be reduced using the initial beam polarization of future linear colliders (selecting helicities of

the initial electrons-positrons). It was then illustrated how the single chargino production – in

association with a charged lepton – would allow to reconstruct the charginos, χ̃±1,2, and sneutrino

masses, using the clear two-body final state kinematics and including the Initial State Radiation

effect (important in the regime where the s-channel sneutrino would be produced on-shell).

As a possible indirect test of supersymmetry, we have also examined [7] the effects of the R-

parity odd interactions [λijk, λ
′
ijk with CP odd complex phases] on flavour changing rates and CP

violation asymmetries in the production of fermion-antifermion pairs (leptons, up/down-quarks)

at e+e− colliders, for center of mass energies from the Z-boson pole up to 1 TeV. Off the Z-boson

pole, the flavor changing rates are controlled by tree level amplitudes and the CP asymmetries by

interference terms between tree and loop (photon and Z-boson vertex corrections involving λ
(′)
ijk

couplings) amplitudes. In contrast, at the Z-boson pole, both observables involve loop amplitudes,

that we have calculated using the Passarino-Veltman formalism.

In particular, the contribution from the R-parity violating interactions to the associated production

of a top quark with a charm antiquark (tc̄) has been examined for high-energy leptonic colliders [8].

We have been concentrating on the reactions associated with the semileptonic top decay (t→ b¯̀ν).

A set of characteristic dynamical distributions for the signal events was evaluated and the results

contrasted against those from the SM background (W-boson pair production). Then, we turned to

a study of a CP odd observable, associated with the top spin, which leads to an asymmetry in the

energy distribution of the emitted charged leptons for the pair of CP-conjugate final states, b¯̀νc̄

and b̄`ν̄c. A non-vanishing asymmetry arises once more from a CP odd phase, embedded in the

R-parity violating coupling constants, through interference terms between the R-parity violating

amplitudes at the tree and loop levels.

In the spirit of pinning down R-parity odd interactions, flavour non-diagonal rates and CP violation

asymmetries in the production of slepton pairs at future e+e− colliders – induced by such interac-

tions – were also calculated [9]. The flavour changing rates are controlled by tree level amplitudes

(and quadratic products of different R-parity violating couplings), while the CP asymmetry ob-

servables come from interference terms between tree and loop level amplitudes (involving quartic
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coupling products).

1.1.2 Fermion mass models

One of the mysteries of the SM is the neutrino mass scale being about 12 orders of magnitude smaller

than the EW breaking scale, and than the top quark mass. We have proposed a mechanism [10] to

generate such neutrino mass values within the Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

(NMSSM). The primary motivation for the NMSSM is to address the so-called µ-problem in su-

persymmetry 2 thanks to the introduction of a new superfield being singlet under the SM gauge

symmetries and acquiring a Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) constituting the µ parameter. Our

mechanism uses a compensation between the gaugino and singlino (singlet superpartner) tree-level

contributions to the neutrino masses. Such an explanation of the neutrino mass question is thus

connected to the µ-problem, through the singlet superfield. Indeed, we considered an R-parity

violating NMSSM version where the neutrinos mix with higgsinos via the R-parity violating bilin-

ear terms µiLiHu of the superpotential. Then the neutrinos acquire Majorana masses since the

higgsinos in turn mix with the massive gauginos or singlino.

Based on this mechanism, we have generated realistic neutrino mass values without requiring any

strong hierarchy amongst the fundamental parameters, in contrast with alternative models. In

particular, the ratio |µi/µ| can reach ∼ 10−1, unlike in the MSSM where it has to be much smaller

than unity. We have checked that the obtained parameters also satisfy the collider constraints and

internal consistencies of the NMSSM. The price to pay for this new cancellation-type mechanism of

neutrino mass reduction is a certain fine tuning, which gets significantly improved in some regions

of parameter space. Besides, we have discussed the feasibility of our scenario when the R-parity

violating bilinear terms have a common origin with the µ-term, that is when those are generated

via a VEV of the singlet scalar component from the couplings, λiSLiHu.

Besides, in the MSSM with bilinear R-parity violation, only one neutrino eigenstate acquires

a mass at tree level. Consequently experimental data on neutrinos cannot be accommodated at

tree level. We have shown [11] that in its NMSSM extension, it is possible to generate two massive

neutrino states at tree level. Hence, the global three-flavour neutrino data can be reproduced at tree

level, without appealing to loop dynamics which is vulnerable to model-dependent uncertainties.

We have given analytical expressions for the neutrino mass eigenvalues and presented examples of

realistic parameter choices.

1.1.3 Astrophysics

The supersymmetry and supergravity were also considered within an astrophysical context [12,13].

We have calculated the lifetime of the gravitino in scenarios where a gravitino, relic from the hot

2Generate an acceptable energy scale for the dimension-one coupling constant (µ) of the mixing term for Higgs
superfields, µHuHd.
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big-bang, constitutes the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) and hence a candidate of type

WIMP (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle) for the dark matter of the universe. The decay of

the gravitino may occur there through one or several of the bilinear/trilinear R-parity violating

interactions and possesses either two-body (G̃ → γ ν, G̃ → Z0ν,W+`−, G̃ → h ν, h+`−, a ν) or

three-body final states (involving three quarks and/or leptons). The results are that a decay pre-

vious to the big-bang nucleosynthesis is difficult to realise in the MSSM (for scalar superpartner

masses not exceeding O(10) TeV), while the gravitino lifetime is typically larger than the age of

the universe by two orders of magnitude within the NMSSM (decay channels suppressed by the

weak gravitational strength). Therefore, the considered minimal scenarios would either upset the

standard big-bang nucleosynthesis or predict gravitinos decaying after the present epoch, so that

those do not seem to constitute natural solutions to the cosmological gravitino problem. Other

aspects were considered quantitatively in those works: WIMP candidates of type sneutrino LSP or

neutralino LSP, as well as gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking scenarios and the additional

constraints on gravitino decays coming from the flux data of indirect dark matter detection exper-

iments. Both the one-flavor simplification hypothesis and the realistic scenario of three neutrino

flavors were analyzed. Technically, we have modified the NMHDECAY program in order to extend the

neutralino mass matrix to the present framework.

In the other astrophysical context of solar neutrinos, we have presented a general study [14] of

a three-neutrino flavour transition model based on the supersymmetric interactions which violate

R-parity. These interactions induce flavour violating scattering reactions between solar matter and

neutrinos. The model does not contain any vacuum mass or mixing angle for the first generation

neutrino. Instead, the effective mixing in the first generation is induced via the new interactions.

The model provides a natural interpretation of the atmospheric neutrino anomaly, and is consistent

with reactor experiments. We have determined all R-parity violating couplings which can contribute

to the effective neutrino oscillations, and summarized the laboratory bounds. Independent of the

specific nature of the (supersymmetric) flavour violating model, the experimental data on the solar

neutrino rates and the recoil electron energy spectrum were found to be inconsistent with the

theoretical predictions. The confidence level of the χ2-analysis ranges between ∼ 10−4 and ∼ 10−3.

The incompatibility, is due to the SNO results, and excludes the proposed model. It must thus be

concluded that a non-vanishing vacuum mixing angle for the first generation neutrino is necessary.

It can be expect that this statement also applies to the solutions based on other flavour violating

interactions having constraints of the same order of magnitude.

1.2 Extra dimensions

During the post-doctorate position at the Bruxelles University [2002-2004], we have started to study

the extensions of the SM with Extra spatial Dimensions (ED). Such extensions, first introduced in

high-energy physics by string theorists, have attracted a particular attention since the years 1999-
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2000. The reason was mainly the appearance of two classes of scenarios, denoted by ADD and RS

(from the initial letters of their respective author names), which brought new kinds of solution to

the gauge hierarchy problem. Those scenarios constitute thus alternatives to supersymmetry. The

RS model (RS2 version), containing warped extra dimensions, even allows to almost have a unique

order of magnitude for the fundamental energy scales of nature (SM and gravity scales). The RS

framework constitutes a new paradigm in the sense that it has a dual description, through the

AdS-CFT correspondence, in terms of a composite Higgs scenario. For instance, the gauge-Higgs

unification 3 corresponds to composite Higgs models with a pseudo-Goldstone Higgs boson. Such

models have the additional advantage to address the little hierarchy problem. Finally, both the

ADD (with thick branes) and RS (version with matter propagating in the bulk) scenarios further

provide original geometric solutions to the flavour puzzle and fermion mass hierarchy question.

1.2.1 Colliders

Indirect effects.- As in the context of supersymmetry, we have studied possible signatures of the

scenarios with ED at colliders. First, we have interpreted [15] the long-standing anomaly (dis-

crepancies in experimental data with respect to their SM predictions) observed at LEP in the

forward-backward asymmetry of the bottom quark pair production channel (AbFB), both at the

Z-boson pôle and off the pôle. More recently, we have explained [16] similar significant anomalies

for the forward-backward asymmetry in the top quark pair production (AtFB) at Tevatron Run II

[detected both by the CDF and D0 Collaborations]. Our interpretations rely on the couplings or

mixings between the SM fields (top, bottom quarks, EW gauge bosons, gluons) and their Kaluza-

Klein (KK) excitations, in scenarios of type RS with matter propagating in the bulk. As will be

discussed in next subsection, within such a framework, the heavy SM fermions (especially the top

and bottom quarks) are localized towards the ED boundary where the Higgs boson is stuck. Since

the KK excitations are also localized towards the Higgs brane, one expects the new physics effects

(from the KK modes) arising with the strongest intensity in the top and bottom sector (largest

wave function overlaps between heavy quarks and KK states). It is interesting to note that the only

robust experimental SM anomalies reported so far at colliders concern the bottom (AbFB at LEP)

and top (AtFB at Tevatron) quark sector. A careful study [17] of the EW precision observables

measured at LEP (oblique parameters S,T,U. . . ) was performed to establish what are the precise

lower limits (∼ 3 TeV) on the first KK mass scale, in models achieving the AbFB puzzle explanation.

At this level it must be mentioned that it is generally difficult to explain the AbFB, AtFB anomalies

in supersymmetric extensions of the SM which are limited there to loop-level effects.

Let us bring some important precisions here. In the considered RS framework, the SM gauge

symmetry was extended in the bulk to the custodial symmetry, SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×U(1)X, which

enlarges the field content to additional gauge bosons (Z ′,W ′) together with their KK towers. The

3In this interesting model, the Higgs scalar boson comes from the new spatial component of a gauge field embedded
in a higher-dimensional background.
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motivation is twofold, protecting the EW precision observables measured at LEP against too large

corrections (from KK sates) and possibly contributing to address the AbFB anomaly. The models

contain enough degrees of freedom to solve the AbFB anomaly without affecting dangerously the

other crucial observable of the bottom sector, namely Rb, which is already in good agreement with

its theoretical (SM) prediction. Those kinds of model addressing simultaneously AbFB and AtFB

predict in particular new s-channel effects, induced by a KK gluon excitation exchange, in the top

quark pair production at LHC [18]. This brings a logical transition with the next paragraph.

Direct effects.- The direct effects of ED at colliders, from the on-shell productions of KK modes,

have also been investigated – sometimes in collaboration with experimentalists. First, in the cus-

todially protected RS models, some specific KK states (without zero-modes), being the extra-

components of the fermion multiplets promoted to SU(2)R representations, can constitute the

lightest KK states. It is thus relevant to scrutinize the productions of these co-called custodians at

colliders, that could come out in the future as the first evidence for physics beyond the SM. The

custodians, as any KK fermionic mode in this context, are vector-like fermions (identical quantum

numbers for the two chiralities, L,R). It must be noticed that present Higgs boson data put bounds

on the KK scale (reference KK photon mass) in the RS scenarios around 10 TeV. Nevertheless, such

bounds hold within the minimal RS versions and it is important to keep a bottom-up approach at

this time where the LHC is exploring the TeV scale area.

We have studied in Ref. [19] the LHC signatures of TeV scale vector-like quarks b′, t′ and some

with an exotic electromagnetic charge 5/3 that may appear in custodially protected RS models.

In addition to the usually studied pair-production channels which depend on the strong coupling

(custodians are usually embedded into triplet representations under SU(3)c as the SM quarks), we

have put equal emphasis on single production channels that depend on EW couplings and EW

symmetry breaking induced mixing effects between the heavy vector-like quarks and SM quarks.

We have then identified new promising gg-initiated pair as well as single production channels (like

gg → bb′Z0) and find the luminosity required for discovering the associated final states at the

LHC. For these channels, we have further proposed a cut that allows one to extract the relevant

electroweak couplings of the vector-like quarks (bringing information on the underlying ED model).

Different fermionic representations under the SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×U(1)X gauge group were consid-

ered.

Although the primary motivation was from warped extra dimension models, we have presented

many of the results model-independently using vector-like terminology and effective parameters.

Indeed, the vector-like fermions could be realised generically as KK excitations in ED models or as

excited bound states of their dual composite Higgs scenarios.

The phenomenology of KK excitations of gauge bosons is also attractive to look at as those can

be produced resonantly. Among them, the KK gluon has the additional advantage to benefit from

strong interactions. Within the RS model addressing flavour, the KK gluon would mainly decay

into top and bottom quark pairs, given the favoured wave function overlap between the top quark
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and the KK modes (inducing large effective 4D couplings).

In Ref. [20], we have studied the manifestations of both the strongly-interacting and electroweak

gauge boson KK excitations at the LHC, with masses of the order of a few TeV. We have first

analyzed the two-body tree-level production processes pp→ tt̄ and bb̄ in which the KK excitations

of gauge bosons are exchanged. We found that the additional channels can lead to a significant

excess of events with respect to the SM prediction; characteristic top quark polarization and angular

asymmetries were quantitatively studied and turned out to potentially probe the chiral structure

of couplings to excited states. We then analyzed higher-order production processes for the gauge

boson excitations which have too weak or no couplings to light quarks and, in particular, the loop

induced process gg → gKK → tt̄ and bb̄ in which the anomalous gggKK four-dimensional vertex has

to be regulated. The RS effects in this process, as well as in the four-body reactions pp→ tt̄bb̄, tt̄tt̄,

bb̄bb̄ and the related three-body reactions gb → b̄tt̄, bbb̄, in which the gKK excitations are mainly

radiated off the heavy quarks, are shown to be difficult to test at LHC – due to small phase space

and low parton density above MgKK ∼ 3 TeV.

In the specific case of the custodial O(3) symmetry implemented in the RS background, as

suggested primarily to protect the Z0bb̄ vertex, the left-handed lepton locations (along the ED)

can be moved closer to the Higgs brane (TeV-brane). This would enhance lepton couplings to

KK gauge boson modes while keeping an acceptable compatibility with EW precision data and

allowing to reproduce the measured lepton masses (thanks to right-handed leptons moved closer

the Planck-brane). In Ref. [21], we have considered such a possibility that a resonant KK gauge

boson decays into leptons, at the LHC, namely the contribution from the exchange of KK excitations

of gauge bosons to the clear Drell-Yan reaction. We have shown that this contribution is detectable

(even with the low luminosities of the LHC regime) for KK masses around the TeV scale and for

sufficiently large lepton couplings to KK gauge bosons. This LHC phenomenological analysis was

realistic in the sense that it was based on fermion localizations which reproduce all the correct

quark/lepton masses plus mixing angles and respect Flavour Changing Neutral Current (FCNC)

constraints in both the hadron and lepton sectors. This leads us naturally to the next subsection.

1.2.2 Fermion mass models

Within the RS version with gauge bosons and fermions propagating in the bulk, while the Higgs

boson remains stuck on the TeV boundary (as necessary to solve the gauge hierarchy problem),

a simple geometrical mechanism was proposed to address the SM flavour question. Indeed, the

observed quark/lepton mixing angles [CKM and PMNS matrix textures] as well as the SM fermion

mass hierarchy can be generated (meaning: generated from same order fundamental parameters) by

controlling the amplitude of the effective 4-Dimensional (4D) Yukawa coupling constants, respon-

sible for the fermion masses in the EW symmetry breaking mechanism. Those effective couplings

are controlled by the overlaps between the Higgs boson and different fermion wave functions along

the ED(s).
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A similar geometrical mechanism arises in the context of flat extra dimensions (ADD), from con-

trolling the overlaps between the two chiralities of each fermion generation. In such models, the

fermions may spread along a thick brane. A field theory method to localize the chiral fermions at

different points along this domain wall is to couple them to a solitonic background.

We have elaborated concrete realizations of these two types of mechanism, applied to the

RS [22, 23] and ADD [24] frameworks, in order to reproduce the quark/lepton masses and their

structure in flavour space. It is remarkable that such flavour models can accommodate the neutrino

sector as well and generate their tiny masses (just by introducing a right-handed neutrino), thus

representing alternatives to the usual See-saw mechanism. The models provided predictions for

neutrino observables to be tested in future neutrino experiments (sin θ13, the mν1 eigenstate mass

and neutrino mass combinations), both in the cases of flat [24] and warped [23] extra dimensions.

In the ED context, specific mechanisms were proposed to suppress the neutrino mass scale

with respect to the EW energy scale (not full flavour models). The idea was to extend the SM

with an additional right-handed neutrino propagating along a flat extra dimension, while the SM

fields would remain confined on a 3-brane. The wave function overlap between the left-handed and

right-handed neutrinos would then be responsible for a volume suppression factor. We have also

constructed such models able to reproduce the neutrino data, both within the ADD framework [25]

and in the RS multi-brane extensions [26]. In particular, in the ADD context, we have found

that the strong phenomenological constraints on mixing angles between active and sterile neutrinos

(especially those derived from the SNO experiment data) do not conflict with the possibility of

generating a realistic neutrino mass spectrum.

1.2.3 Astrophysics

In the context of the ED paradigm, and more specifically within the ADD scenario with a new

right-handed neutrino propagating along the fifth dimension (compactified over a S1/Z2 orbifold),

we have also discussed astrophysical aspects, simultaneously to the generation of a realistic neutrino

mass scale. Our discussions concerned the possibility of a successful leptogenesis through the (tree

and loop level) decays of massive KK excitations of right-handed neutrinos into a charged lepton

and a charged Higgs boson [25]. The leptogenesis, affecting the baryon sector via sphaleron induced

processes, would allow to explain the baryon asymmetry of the observable universe (excess of matter

with respect to anti-matter).

1.3 Higgs boson

The Higgs boson discovery at the LHC in 2012, beyond bringing the missing cornerstone of the SM

and its EW symmetry breaking mechanism, marked the beginning of a new era of rate measurements

constituting new windows on the physics underlying the SM. Today, grouping the ATLAS and CMS
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Collaboration public results, there are no less than ∼ 80 measurements of Higgs production and

decay rates that are deduced from the data collected at the center of mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV.

1.3.1 Data analysis

Our effort concerning the treatment of the Higgs rate measurements was to clarify the statistical

methods that experimentalists and theorists should apply regarding the theoretical uncertainties,

in order to fit the data in any effective/theoretical framework. For that purpose, we have recently

produced a guide [27] of the various statistical methods (marginalisation / biais, frequentist /

Bayesian approaches. . . ) allowing to fit the Higgs data, focusing on the theoretical errors (QCD,

EFT, PDF. . . ) which are crucial and open up different questions like the choice of the ‘prior’

distributions (flat / Gaussian. . . ). We have reviewed the individual sources of theoretical error

and combined them, one-by-one, taking into account the intricate correlation effects among Higgs

production reactions, decay modes and detection channels.

Besides, methods to constrain the invisible width of the Higgs [decays into hypothetical stable

particles] were elaborated [28]. The determination of the Higgs parity [its CP composition] was

also worked out from the LHC data on Higgs rates. In the same paper, it was suggested to the

community to measure/use some specific ratios of cross sections (times Higgs branching ratios) in

order to cancel the main theoretical errors between each other and even some experimental ones –

like the uncertainty from the luminosity determination – within the Higgs rate fits.

1.3.2 Phenomenology

The second part of our contributions, to the global effort of understanding the EW symmetry

breaking sector, included the calculations of various new physics effects on the Higgs interactions [29]

and its VEV [30]. The goal here is clearly to learn on the Ultra-Violet completion of the SM from

Higgs data.

The impact of several fermionic/bosonic KK excitations on the Higgs production/decay modes was

estimated. This impact may be caused either by the new contributions of KK modes exchanged

in the loops generating the Higgs-gluon-gluon or Higgs-photon-photon vertex, or by the quantum

mixing effects between SM fermions/bosons and their KK excitations. Those mixings further

produce corrections to the EW precision observables (MW , MZ masses, ΓZ width. . . ) that required

some control [30]. Some of our studies are based on specific ED models and others [31, 32] follow

a more effective approach by considering extra vector-like fermions that could arise as KK modes

(in several ED models) or excited bound states (dual composite Higgs framework).

In a different context, the potential modifications of the Higgs couplings, induced by its mixings

with the extended Higgs sector of supersymmetric extensions of the SM, were estimated [33]. Fits

of the LHC Higgs data have been realised in 2D and 3D parameter spaces – depending on the

theoretical regimes considered – in order to constrain minimal supersymmetric models.
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Besides, we have shown that there exist new promising Higgs production reactions at LHC,

induced by possible new physics scenarios [34]. Indeed, for instance the (QCD) pair production of

t′ vector-like quarks, followed by their decays into a Higgs scalar field, t′ → tH, can reach significant

rates.

1.3.3 Theory

The third part of the investigations on the Higgs sector concerns some formal aspects. We have

first pointed out a non-commutativity in the calculation ordering for the mass spectrum of bulk

fermions coupled to a Higgs boson localised on a 3-brane 4 [35], as occurs in the scenarios à la

RS addressing both the fermion mass and gauge hierarchies. This order is between the two limits

N →∞ (N ≡ number of modes in the KK tower) and ε→ 0 (ε ≡ Higgs Dirac peak regularisation

parameter) and affects the analytical expressions of the fermion masses. The question arising is

thus: which one of the two is the correct calculation order? Helped by the exact matching between

the 4D and 5D calculations, we were able to address this apparent paradox: the two orderings

should be numerically equivalent since they constitute two physical regularisations.

With my first PhD student, we have constructed a supersymmetric extension of the RS model [36].

Such models could constitute effective low-energy models whose Ultra-Violet completion would be

a superstring theory (candidate for a quantum description of gravity). In order to write the 4D

effective Lagrangian, useful for any phenomenological study, we had first to set up technics of regu-

larisation – based on the completeness relation for wave functions along the fifth dimension. Indeed,

divergences (of δ(0) type) appear in the couplings of sfermions to the Higgs boson, if the latter is

localised on the TeV-brane as motivated by the gauge hierarchy. Those singularities turn out to be

precisely cancelled out by contributions to the couplings coming from the tree-level exchanges of

infinite towers of KK scalar fields – with boundary conditions of type Dirichlet-Dirichlet (arising

in higher-dimensional supersymmetric models).

This first regularisation of the Higgs couplings has then allowed a clear approach the other subtle

regularisation, called the KK regularisation, leading to the cancellation of the quadratic ‘diver-

gences’ in the quantum corrections to the Higgs mass. Note that this quadratic divergence cancel-

lation is induced by the 5D supersymmetry structure and the 5D anomaly cancellation.

Those theoretical developments have lead us to answer a more phenomenological question: in the

case where a superpartner would be produced and observed at the LHC, how one could distinguish

experimentally between a pure 4D supersymmetric scenario and its higher-dimensional version, like

for example the supersymmetric RS model? Several phenomenological discriminating tests were

proposed, using for instance differences arising at the level of the Higgs coupling to sleptons.

4ED fixed point.
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Chapter 2

A first guide to statistical treatments

of the theoretical uncertainties in

Higgs fits

Adapted from: S. Fichet and G. Moreau, arXiv:1509.00472 [hep-ph].

2.1 Introduction and summary

Besides the historical discovery of a resonance around 125 GeV [1,2] that is most probably the Brout-

Englert-Higgs boson responsible for the ElectroWeak (EW) symmetry breaking [3], the ATLAS

and CMS Collaborations have provided a set of 88 rate measurements – based on the full dataset

collected so far with luminosities of ∼ 5 fb−1 at the center of mass energy
√
s = 7 TeV and ∼ 20 fb−1

at
√
s = 8 TeV [4, 5] (see also Ref. [6, 7]) – that constitutes a new and precious source of indirect

information on physics beyond the Standard Model (SM). Indeed, observing deviations of the

Higgs boson rates with respect to their SM predictions would reveal the presence of an underlying

theory while the absence of such deviations allows one to strongly constrain new models (see for

example Ref. [8] for higher-dimensional models, Ref. [9] for composite Higgs theories and Ref. [10]

for supersymmetric scenarios). So far, no signs from an unknown world have came out from the

data, but this is only the beginning of a long exploration, given the expected LHC upgrades [11].

The fits of the Higgs rates (c.f. Ref. [12] for the first set of analyses, Ref. [13–16] for the

results after the Moriond 2013 winter conference and Ref. [4, 5] for the latest official ATLAS and

CMS analyses) are thus obviously important. Now certain aspects of these analyses remain to be

worked out in order to obtain the final fits for testing new physics. First, the precise likelihood

functions associated to the experimental rates (in particular their specific shapes and the complete

correlations between channels) are not provided in the present public papers, although they might
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be expected at some point. Second, a major part of the theoretical uncertainties is due to QCD

calculations of the Higgs production rates [17–20] and their treatments in the fits raise questions in

the Higgs physics community (see Ref. [21,22] for recent discussions). Taking carefully into account

these theoretical uncertainties is crucial for the Higgs fits due to the following reasons.

First, theoretical uncertainties can be sizeable with respect to the experimental ones. The

QCD uncertainty on the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism dominantly involved in most of the Higgs

discovery channels induces typically an error of ∼ 10% on signal strengths (see Section 2.6), that

is already comparable to the experimental error bars in several Higgs channels which reach values

down to ∼ 20% [4–7]. Besides, considering for instance the CMS prospectives at
√
s = 14 TeV

with a luminosity of 300 fb−1, the experimental error bars are around ∼ 5% (with same systematic

errors as today) for the diphoton final state and less than ∼ 10% for the τ -lepton, Z and W boson

channels [11] so that the theoretical error might even become the dominant one in some channels.

Second, theoretical uncertainties might be of the same magnitude as the main potential deviations

due to new physics. For instance the maximal corrections to Higgs couplings estimated in Ref. [23]

for characteristic composite Higgs and supersymmetric models 1 lead typically to deviations of the

signal strengths between ∼ 2% and tens of percent compared to SM. This is of the same order as

the theoretical error mentioned above, so that one is precisely in the situation where the theoretical

error deserves a careful treatment to test new physics scenarios. 2

Therefore, in this work, our primarily goal is to answer precisely the question : what is the cor-

rect treatment of the theoretical uncertainties in the fits of the Higgs boson rates? 3 This seemingly

simple question has lead us to several new developments, summarized in the three lines of work

described in the paragraphs below.

First, we present a systematic survey of the various statistical treatments of the theoretical error

and their applications to the Higgs fits within a unified formalism. We confront the frequentist

and Bayesian frameworks, 4 5 that prove to exhibit a certain degree of convergence at the level of

accuracy of the present LHC data. 6 We also compare the marginalisation and bias treatments. In

the former, we consider the representative cases of Gaussian and flat combined priors because of the

lack of knowledge inherent to the distribution of theoretical uncertainties. 7 We find the Gaussian

1In the case of no new states, related to the EW symmetry breaking, directly observed at the LHC.
2This intermediate situation is to be contrasted with the two extreme cases of expected signal strength deviations

much higher than the theoretical error (which can then be neglected) or deviations well smaller (no hope to detect
them). In both of these cases, a detailed treatment of the theoretical error would not be really needed to test new
physic scenarios.

3Throughout this work, we use generically the expression “theoretical error” to denote any error on the SM
prediction for the Higgs rates. This is a slight wording abuse, because certain of these errors like the ones from the
PDF determination have a partial experimental origin.

4Sometimes in the literature, there are inconsistencies in the sense that errors are combined in a frequentist way
(combination depending on the prior shape) while the priors are convoluted in a Bayesian way (convolution via
integrations).

5A pure Bayesian fit of the Higgs rates has been carried out in Ref. [16].
6To be contrasted with the preliminary study of Ref. [24] based on simulated Higgs data.
7To the best of our knowledge, a flat prior for the theoretical uncertainty is for the first time applied to the Higgs
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prior to be well motivated by the full combination of each individual theoretical uncertainty. It

turns out that the choice of one among all these statistical approaches may affect significantly the

determination of the Higgs properties. It is thus important to understand precisely the conceptual

differences between these approaches. Finally, this survey is the opportunity to provide useful an-

alytical expressions for the marginalised likelihood functions, including the theoretical correlations

among the Higgs channels.

Second, we explain precisely the principle of bias 8 and its fundamental differences with the

marginalisation principle. The bias principle is more conservative than the marginalisation princi-

ple by construction and does not depend on the shape of the priors of the nuisance parameters. This

thorough examination of the bias principle leads naturally to introduce a statistical framework for

biasing. We propose two realisations of the bias, referred to as the extremal bias and the envelope

method, that apply in both frequentist and Bayesian contexts. Regarding the error combinations,

important differences arise between the marginalisation and bias frameworks. 9

Third, we discuss and implement several improvements in the treatment of the theoretical uncer-

tainties. (i) For the cross sections, the combinations of all the individual uncertainties are discussed

exhaustively, including in particular the several errors constituting the parton PDF uncertainty.

The so-called leading moment approximation is developed to facilitate the combination of such a

high number of errors. (ii) The error contamination by various production modes and the errors

on the Higgs branching ratios are taken into account. (iii) The correlations between the theoretical

errors on the various Higgs detection channels are included. 10 We show that these theoretical

correlations induce significant shifts of the best-fit regions in the Higgs coupling parameter space.

(iv) A Higgs fit with more conservative theoretical errors is shown to illustrate the potential impact

from the imperfect knowledge of the magnitude of these errors.

For each of the statistical approaches developed along these three lines of work, we provide the

up-to-date Higgs fit results based on the latest available data from the 7 and 8 TeV LHC, that can

be readily used for new physics tests. From the theory side, we have updated the major gluon-gluon

Fusion mechanism by using its reduced perturbative QCD error, issued from the recent calculation

up to N3LO [25]. We have also included the theoretical uncertainty on this production mode due

to the use of an Effective Field Theory in the amplitude calculation [25–27], so that the whole error

on the cross section remains at ∼ 10%.

fits. Notice also that the combination in quadrature of the theoretical and experimental errors, sometimes made
in the literature, is equivalent to a marginalisation assuming Gaussian distributions for both sources of errors and
neglecting the correlations. This is true in both frequentist and Bayesian cases.

8A bias has been applied once in Ref. [14]. The analysis developed here improves the bias performed in Ref. [14]
by including more effects like the production contamination, the individual scale/EFT/PDF errors, the branching
fraction uncertainties, the correlations between Higgs channels and the Bayesian/frequentist cases.

9For example, the PDF and amplitude uncertainties for the ggF mechanism are summed in quadrature in the
Bayesian marginalisation, whereas they are linearly summed in the bias approach.

10We notice that such correlations were included e.g. in Ref. [15] for the specific assumption of errors with Gaussian
priors and neglecting the correlations among different Higgs production modes.
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2.2 Statistical preliminaries

This section condenses the basic elements of frequentist and Bayesian statistics that will be used

along the work. In addition to statistical basics, the principle of bias is also presented.

2.2.1 Need-to-know frequentist and Bayesian statistics

In order to extract some information about a new physics model from a set of data, the central

quantity to study is the likelihood function [28]. 11 The likelihood function is equal to the conditional

probability density for obtaining the observed data, taken as a function of the hypothesis. In the

case of predictions made in a given hypothesis H with n parameters {θn} ≡ θ, the likelihood

function reads

L(θ) ≡ p(d|H, θ) , (2.1)

where d represents the set of data. Note that the likelihood is defined up to an overall factor. In

the present work, the data we will consider are the set of signal strength measurements from LHC

and Tevatron, described in Section 2.4.1.

In particle physics, the likelihood function encloses a statistical uncertainty associated with the

data. This is the uncertainty coming from the fluctuations inherent to the observation of a quantum

process. This statistical uncertainty tends to zero in the limit of a large amount of data. However,

other sources of uncertainty can be present, both on the experimental or the theoretical side. For

example, uncertainties arise from the finite resolution of a detector, or from the finite accuracy of

a computation. These systematic uncertainties do not depend on the amount of data, and need to

be taken into carefully. In this work, we are going to have a close look at the theoretical systematic

uncertainties.

The starting point for modeling a systematic uncertainty is to explicitly parametrize it. Namely,

one introduces a set of new parameters, δ ≡ {δi}, which explicitly modifies the likelihood,

L(θ, δ) . (2.2)

These new parameters are named nuisance parameters, as opposite to the θ’s which are considered

as the parameters of interest. This step of parametrisation is common to the frequentist and

Bayesian frameworks, and is fairly universal. Discrepancies will appear in the way the δ’s are

treated, and will be at the center of our attention in the rest of the work. Two fundamentally

different points of view on how to treat the nuisance parameters, denoted as marginalisation and

bias, will be further identified (in both the frequentist and Bayesian contexts).

In Bayesian statistics, model parameters are genuine random variables. They are associated

11Note this is an abuse of language, the likelihood function is actually a distribution.
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with a so-called prior distribution, noted π(θ). In order to carry out a process of inference (for

example, setting exclusion bounds), the relevant object to study is the posterior distribution,

p(H, θ|d) ∝ L(θ)π(θ) . (2.3)

In this framework, a so-called 1 − α Bayesian credible region is defined by the domain Ωα =

{θ | p(H, θ|d) > pα}, where pα is determined by the fraction of integrated posterior∫
Ωα

dθ p(H, θ|d)∫
Ω dθ p(H, θ|d)

= 1− α , (2.4)

Ω being the whole parameter space. The 1−α Bayesian Credible (BC) contour is the boundary of

Ωα and it corresponds to the contour level defined as {θ | p(H, θ|d) = pα}. In what follows we will

use the BC contours at

1− α = {68.27% , 95.45% , 99.73%} . (2.5)

In frequentist statistics, the likelihood function is employed to build a statistical test, like the

likelihood ratio 12

q(θ) = −2 log

 L(θ)π(θ)

max
θ∈Ω

L(θ)π(θ)

 . (2.6)

The probability density function (pdf) of this test is then computed by simulation (typically, using

Monte-Carlo pseudo-data). The pdf of q(θ), noted fq, can then be used to evaluate a p-value,

typically of the form

p(θ) =

∫ ∞
qd

fq(q
′|θ) dq′ , (2.7)

where qd is the value given by the actual data. The 1− α confidence regions are then obtained by

solving p(θ) = α, i.e. the confidence regions are given by Ωα = {θ|p(θ) > α}.

Whenever the likelihood is Gaussian, q follows a χ2 distribution. One has then 1−α = F
(n)
χ2 (qα),

where F
(n)
χ2 is the χ2 cumulative function with n degrees of freedoms. Confidence regions can thus

be obtained by plotting q(θ) = qα. This simpler procedure is commonly used in the literature, even

when the likelihood is not Gaussian. We adopt this procedure throughout this work. In the case

where the likelihoods are bivariate (which will be the case of our example of Higgs fit), we adopt

the threshold values

q = {2.30, 6.18, 11.83} . (2.8)

12In classical frequentist statistics, hypotheses and parameters are not associated with probabilities. In this work,
for the frequentist side, we adopt the more general framework of hybrid Bayesian-frequentist statistics, in which a
distribution can be attributed to a nuisance parameter. Conceptually, such distribution cannot be seen as a prior
pdf, but corresponds to the likelihood for a real or imaginary measurement constraining the nuisance parameter (see
Ref. [29], p. 4). However, by abuse of language, we will sometimes use the term “prior” in frequentist statistics as
well. Classical frequentist statistics are recovered by giving a flat shape to these frequentist “prior” distributions.
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In the Gaussian limit, these values match exactly the confidence levels 1 − α = {68.27%, 95.45%,

99.73%}.

2.2.2 Treatment of nuisance parameters

Marginalisation principle

Having introduced the nuisance parameters δ 13 in the likelihood L(θ, δ), the next step is to eliminate

them. This will effectively deform the likelihood, enlarging the preferred regions, and possibly shift

their central values. In the Bayesian framework, this is naturally done by integrating over δ, so

that

LB(θ) =

∫
D
dδ L(θ, δ)π(δ) , (2.9)

where π(δ) is the prior distribution for the δ parameters. This operation is named marginalisation.

In the frequentist framework, the likelihood is instead maximized,

LF(θ) = max
δ∈D

[L(θ, δ)π(δ)] . (2.10)

This operation is usually named profiling. Here however, in order to emphasize the parallel between

Bayesian and frequentist cases, we also refer to it as “marginalisation”. The outcome of Bayesian

and frequentist marginalisation gives respectively the marginal likelihoods LB and LF. The best-fit

regions are then obtained by using LB and LF in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6), respectively. Finally, let us

notice that in the frequentist case, it is clear that the marginalisation operation has the effect of

selecting the values of δ preferred by the data.

Bias principle

The common feature of Bayesian and frequentist marginalisations is that nuisance parameters

contribute to goodness-of-fit. This implies that the nuisance parameters can relax a tension among

various measurements, which in turn induces a shift of the best-fit regions. In the context of the

search for new physics, such a shift could also be characteristic of the presence of a new physics

signal. It is thus of highest importance to correctly understand the effects of nuisance parameters,

in order not to confuse systematic uncertainties with the presence of new physics!

In order to explicitly expose the shifts induced by nuisance parameters, and ultimately obtain

more conservative results, a useful approach is to define a new operation, alternative to marginal-

ising, with the requirement that the nuisance parameters do not contribute to goodness-of-fit. We

will refer to this principle as bias, as opposite to the marginalisation principle. We will see that

13Recall that we have defined δ as a set of nuisance parameters, δ ≡ {δi}. The subsequent integrations and
maximisations will thus be multidimensional.
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the bias principle provides results that are independent of the shape of the prior of the nuisance

parameters.

The bias principle can be intuitively grasped as follows. Consider the likelihood L(θ, δ) with

a single nuisance parameter on the interval δ ∈ [δa, δb]. Instead of marginalising over δ, one can

look at the contours of the likelihood for various discrete values of δ, say δ = δa, δb. For each

value of δ, the contours are given by Eq. (2.4) (Bayesian) or Eq. (2.6) (frequentist). To obtain the

contours, we can see that the likelihood is separately normalised for δa and δb. This normalisation

is in general not the same for δa and δb. Because of this normalisation factor, no particular value

of δ is preferred by the fit. It is this normalisation factor that concretely realises the bias principle.

In Bayesian statistics, the bias principle finds a general realisation as follows. The requirement

one wants to implement is that the nuisance parameters δ do not contribute to goodness-of-fit.

This is equivalent to ask that the δ do not have a preferred region once data are taken into account.

To translate formally this condition, the relevant quantity to involve is the marginal posterior of

δ, p(δ|d). To implement the bias principle, one should thus require p(δ|d) to be constant, which

translates into the condition
∂

∂δ
p(δ|d) = 0 , (2.11)

with

p(δ|d) =

∫
Ω
dθ L(θ, δ)π(δ)π(θ) . (2.12)

We see that the condition (2.11) fixes the π(δ) prior to be

π(δ) =
1∫

Ω dθ L(θ, δ)π(θ)
. (2.13)

This peculiar prior is not independent on data, and is thus not orthodox with respect to the usual

Bayesian philosophy. This is an expected consequence of biasing and all quantities are nevertheless

well defined. It follows that the posterior for θ and δ has the form L(θ, δ)π(θ)/
∫
dθ [L(θ, δ)π(θ)].

The Bayesian bias likelihood is then given by marginalising this particular posterior with respect

to the nuisance parameters,

L̄B(θ) =

∫
D
dδ

[
L(θ, δ)∫

Ω dθL(θ, δ)π(θ)

]
. (2.14)

In frequentist statistics, the bias principle is realized in a very similar way to the Bayesian case.

The quantity telling how δ is constrained by the data is the marginal likelihood for δ (with its

associated “prior”), max
θ∈Ω

[L(θ, δ)π(θ)π(δ)], which selects the preferred θ for a given δ. One requires

this marginal likelihood to be constant,

∂

∂δ
max
θ∈Ω

[L(θ, δ)π(θ)π(δ)] = 0 . (2.15)
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This implies that the π(δ) “prior” satisfies

π(δ) =
1

max
θ∈Ω

L(θ, δ)π(θ)
. (2.16)

The marginal likelihood of θ is then given by

L̄F(θ) = max
δ∈D

 L(θ, δ)

max
θ∈Ω

[L(θ, δ)π(θ)]

 . (2.17)

This operation is sometimes referred to as the envelope method. This is because, for a continuous

domain D, it draws continuous regions which are wider than the ones obtained by marginalising.
14

Comparing the Bayesian and frequentist realisations of the bias principle, Eq. (2.14) and

Eq. (2.17), it appears that the resulting bias operations are fully similar: the expressions Eq. (2.14)

and Eq. (2.17) are identical up to interchanging maximisation and integration.

Let us finally comment about the best-fit regions for the bias likelihoods. The Bayesian bias

is a particular case of Bayesian marginalisation with a well-chosen prior. The contours are thus

obtained by integration, using L̄B in Eq. (2.4). For the frequentist bias, the bias likelihood L̄F can

be treated using the usual likelihood ratio test and computing the associated p-value, as described

in Eq. (2.6). We conclude that the best-fit regions for both the Bayesian and frequentist bias are

well-defined.

Let us make an important comment which will turn useful for the frequentist treatments in

Section 2.8. For a single δ in the discrete domain D = {δa, δb}, the best-fit regions obtained by

inserting the likelihood (2.17) in Eq. (2.6) reproduce exactly the ones in the discrete version of the

bias described earlier in this subsection. Indeed, the normalized likelihood (2.17) will lead to a

denominator equal to one in Eq. (2.6) and the role of this denominator in the contour definition

will be played instead by the denominator of Eq. (2.17).

In this work, we will refer to the general realisations of the bias principle given by Eq. (2.14),

(2.17) as the envelope method, for both the Bayesian and frequentist versions. In contrast, the

discrete version of the bias previously introduced can be seen as a minimal realisation of this

principle. In this work, we will refer to it as the extremal bias, for both the Bayesian and frequentist

versions.

14 Using L = e−χ
2/2, one has the equivalent formulation of the envelope method in terms of χ2,

χ̄2(θ) = min
δ

[
χ2(θ, δ)− 2 log π(θ)−min

θ
[χ2(θ, δ)− 2 log π(θ)]

]
. (2.18)

In case of classical frequentist statistics, π(θ) is a constant, so that the two log π(θ) terms cancel.
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2.3 Combinations of theoretical uncertainties

This section applies to any systematic uncertainties. Nevertheless, since in this work our main focus

is on theoretical uncertainties, we will readily use this term. In the previous section, we have seen

that the correct procedure to incorporate theoretical uncertainties into the likelihood is to model

these uncertainties using nuisance parameters and treat them using either the marginalisation or the

bias approach. From the practical point of view, this step of marginalisation can be computationally

heavy to carry out, both in the Bayesian and frequentist cases. Indeed, for each point in the space

of parameters of interest, for n nuisance parameters, either a n-dimensional integration or a n-

dimensional maximisation has to be done, whose complexity typically grows exponentially with

n.

Because of the cost of exact marginalisation, it is a common practice in the high-energy physics

community to combine certain uncertainties in a preliminary step, before carrying out the operation

of marginalising. This approach of “preliminary combinations” should be followed with some care,

because it can be approximative and may contain implicit assumptions. In this section, we revisit

and develop the various operations of preliminary combination on a firm statistical ground.

2.3.1 Error modelisation

Let Q be an arbitrary quantity entering into a base likelihood L[Q]. The uncertainty about Q can

be modelled via a dependence of the form

Q 7→ Q× (1 + δ∆) , (2.19)

where δ is the nuisance parameter, associated with a distribution π(δ), defined over the domain

D. Here and throughout this work, without loss of generality, we let all the δ follow a “standard

distribution”, such that all the information about the magnitude of the uncertainty will be contained

in the coefficient ∆. With this parametrisation, ∆ represents the relative uncertainty associated

with Q. This linear model (2.19) is valid for any π distribution, provided that the magnitude of

the relative error is small, ∆ � 1. The actual definition of π depends on the statistical approach

adopted. In the Bayesian case, δ is a random variable, so that one chooses E[δ] = 0, V[δ] = 1. 15

Note that the domain of δ can be either finite or infinite. In the hybrid frequentist case, one can

follow the same conventions as for the Bayesian case. The classical frequentist case is equivalent

to have a flat π, and one sets the domain to be D ≡ [−1, 1] in that case. For the errors we will

consider, π will always be centred on zero.

15E and V respectively denote the expected value and variance operators, E[δ] =
∫
D dδ δ π(δ) and V[δ] =∫

D dδ δ
2 π(δ)− (E[δ])2.
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2.3.2 Bayesian combination of theoretical uncertainties

In the Bayesian framework, a nuisance parameter δ is rigorously taken as a random variable with

prior distribution π. In presence of various nuisance parameters, one may wish to combine various

sources of error, say δA and δB. A combination of these sources can be done if they appear

systematically into a single combination inside the likelihood, L[δA∆A + δB∆B]. One can then

define the combined error δC∆C = δA∆A + δB∆B, so that

L[δC∆C ]πC(δC) ∝
∫
dδA dδB δ[δA∆A + δB∆B − δC∆C ]L[δA∆A + δB∆B] πA,B(δA, δB) , (2.20)

where δ[x] is the Dirac distribution. Here πA,B is the common prior of δA, δB. If these are

independent, one has πA,B(δA, δB) = πA(δA)πB(δB). Note that the integration over δC of the

left-hand side of this equation recovers Eq. (2.9).

When δA and δB are independent, Eq. (2.9) implies that the distribution of δC is exactly given

by a convolution product,

πC

(
xC
∆C

)
=

∫
dx πA

(
x

∆A

)
πB

(
xC − x

∆B

)
. (2.21)

The variable x can be seen as δ∆. It is convenient to define π̄C(x) = πC

(
x

∆C

)
, so that the width

of π̄C is given by ∆C . In contrast, recall that the width of πC is always normalized to one by

convention. Using the π̄ definition, the convolution (2.21) can simply be written as

π̄C (xC) =

∫
dx π̄A (x) π̄B (xC − x) , (2.22)

or more shortly

π̄C = π̄A ? π̄B . (2.23)

The resulting distribution πC has in general a non trivial shape, except for example when both

πAand πB are Gaussian, in which case πC is Gaussian as well. In contrast, Eq. (2.21) implies that

the magnitudes of the errors ∆A, ∆B are combined following

∆2
C = ∆2

A + ∆2
B , (2.24)

irrespective of the shape of the distributions. That is, the errors are always combined in quadrature,

i.e. the variances always add-up. Note the ∆2’s correspond to the variance of the π̄ distributions.

In case of two independent sets of several correlated variables δA,i, δB,i with respective covariance
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matrices CA, CB, combined as δC,i = δA,i + δB,i,
16 the combination is naturally generalized to

CC = CA + CB . (2.25)

Again, this is independent of the prior shapes. The distribution of δC,i is again obtained using

Eq. (2.20).

Finally, one may wish to combine nuisance parameters that are themselves correlated. In the

case of two nuisance parameters δA, δB with a correlation coefficient ρ, one gets

∆2
C = ∆2

A + ∆2
B + 2ρ∆A∆B , (2.26)

giving rise to a linear combination in the fully (anti-)correlated case ρ = ±1, and to Eq. (2.24) in

the de-correlated case ρ = 0. The combination (2.26) is still independent of the prior shapes. Note

that in this case πC is still obtained from Eq. (2.20), but is not given anymore by a convolution

product because πA and πB are not factorised anymore.

Finally, in the case of two sets of nuisance parameters δA,i, δB,i with a relative correlation matrix

CAB, one gets

CC = CA + CB + 2CAB . (2.27)

All the results of this subsection are straightforward to derive using characteristic functions (more

details are given in the Appendix of Ref. [30]).

In the limit ∆A � ∆B, it appears that πC ∼ πA, i.e. the combined prior has mainly the

shape of the leading uncertainty. In Section 2.3.4, we demonstrate that it is well justified to use

Eq. (2.24), which is exact, together with the approximation πC ≈ πA. Beyond the ∆A � ∆B limit,

if one wishes to care about the shape of πC , a conservative approach is to consider both extreme

cases πC = πA and πC = πB. This is because the actual shape of πC is always an intermediate

distribution between πA and πB, as dictated by the convolution product.

2.3.3 Frequentist combination of theoretical uncertainties

Let us start again with the nuisance parameters δA, δB and their associated “prior” distribution

πA,B. If the nuisance parameters enter as a single combination in the likelihood, L[δA∆A + δB∆B],

one can define the nuisance parameter δC as above, and write

L[δC∆C ] πC(δC) ∝ max
δA,δB

[
δ[δA∆A + δB∆B − δC∆C ]L[δA∆A + δB∆B] πA,B(δA, δB)

]
, (2.28)

16 Note that in this case, for simplicity, we used a different convention from the one-variable case: we do not factor
out the magnitude of the uncertainties (∆i) in front of the δi.
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where again δ[x] is the Dirac distribution. 17 We emphasis that this formula is exactly similar to

the Bayesian one, Eq. (2.20), with integration replaced by marginalisation. When πA,B(δA, δB) =

πA(δA)πB(δB), it appears then that the distribution of δC is given by

πC

(
xC
∆C

)
∝ max

x

[
πA

(
x

∆A

)
πB

(
xC − x

∆B

)]
. (2.29)

This formula has a convolution product structure, where the integration has been replaced by a

maximisation. From that point, it is then possible to compute the frequentist correlation matrix,

C−1
ij = −∂2 logL/∂θi∂θj . The general formula for the combination of CA, CB is straightforward but

tedious to compute. In sharp contrast with the Bayesian case, it appears in the frequentist case

that the combination of the correlation matrices CA, CB accordingly to Eq. (2.29) depends on the

shape of the πA, πB distributions.

In the particular case where both πA, πB are Gaussian, the combination appears to be in

quadrature, as in the Bayesian case. The combination formulas then match exactly the Bayesian

ones, Eqs. (2.24) and (2.25). Moreover πC is also Gaussian. Another important particular case is

the one of flat priors. In that case, πC appears to be flat, and the combination is linear,

∆C = ∆A + ∆B . (2.30)

Note that no correlation matrix can be defined in the flat case. 18

In the case where δA and δB are correlated, they should be treated with a common “prior” as

in the Bayesian case.

2.3.4 The leading moment approximation

Consider again the Bayesian case of a combination of two nuisance parameters, δC∆C ≡ δA∆A +

δB∆B. Recall that the δ parameters have zero mean and have a standard distribution so that

E[δ] = 0, V[δ] = 1. Assume further that the magnitude of the uncertainty B is small with respect

to the uncertainty A,

∆A � ∆B . (2.31)

When this condition is satisfied, the source of uncertainty B can be treated as a perturbation to

the source of uncertainty A. Starting from this observation, one can obtain πC up to ∆B/∆A

corrections. This is demonstrated in the Appendix of Ref. [30] using characteristic functions. In

particular, for independent variables, at the first non-trivial order in the expansion, one obtains

17Here δ[x] can be taken as the regularised Dirac peak.
18In the multivariate case, δA,i and δB,i have in general a non-trivial domain DA, DB . The combined domain DC

is given by the distance ||δC,i|| for which the centers of DA and DB are aligned with δC,i and the domain DA and
DB share a single point. For example if DA, DB are “hyper-rectangles” with size ∆A,i, ∆B,i, the sizes simply add
up just like in the one-dimensional case, ∆C,i = ∆A,i + ∆B,i.
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that

πC ≈ πA (2.32)

∆2
C = ∆2

A + ∆2
B . (2.33)

Recall that πC is determined by the convolution product π̄C = π̄A ? π̄B. Hence for ∆A � ∆B, one

can intuitively expect that the shape of π̄A and π̄C are similar (see Eq. (2.32)), even though their

widths are different (according to Eq. (2.33)). In case δA and δB are correlated, Eq. (2.33) has to

be replaced be Eq. (2.26).

This “leading moment” approximation is useful in presence of a hierarchy between the magni-

tude of the various uncertainties. It dictates how to consistently capture the main effects of the

uncertainties into the likelihood. This in turn allows one to obtain an approximate form for the

combined priors, which opens up the possibility of obtaining analytical expressions for the marginal

likelihoods.

The leading moment approximation also applies when δA and δB appear in various linear combi-

nations within the likelihood. This situation typically happens when various observables are affected

by the same source of uncertainty. The case of two nuisance parameters and two combinations is

discussed in the Appendix of Ref. [30]. One considers two combinations δC1∆C1 = δA∆A1 +δB∆B1 ,

δC2∆C2 = δA∆A2 + δB∆B2 . It is found that the ∆C1,2 are obtained as in the one-combination

case discussed above. The correlation coefficient between δC1 and δC2 requires more attention. If

∆A1 � ∆B1 , ∆A2 � ∆B2 , it is found to be approximately equal to one. This implies that the

shapes of the distributions of δC1 , δC2 and δA are the same up to ∆B1,2/∆A1,2 corrections (see

Appendix of Ref. [30]), that is

πC1C2(δC1 , δC2) ≈ πA(δC1) δ[δC1 − δC2 ] . (2.34)

From Eq. (2.34), it appears that the leading moment approximation reduces the number of nuisance

parameters in the likelihood. In the case where ∆A1 � ∆B1 , ∆A2 � ∆B2 , it appears that the

correlation coefficient between δC1 and δC2 is approximately equal to the correlation coefficient

between δA and δB (see Appendix of Ref. [30]), so that

πC1C2 ≈ πAB . (2.35)

In the particular case where δA and δB are independent, one has

πC1C2 ≈ πC1πC2 , πC1 ≈ πA , πC2 ≈ πB . (2.36)

In the other particular case where δA and δB are 100% correlated or anti-correlated, one has

πC1C2(δC1 , δC2) ≈ πA(δC1) δ[δC1 ± δC2 ] . (2.37)
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All the cases with more variables or more combinations can be deduced recursively from the case

with two parameters and two combinations studied here. 19

2.3.5 Combining uncertainties in the bias approach

We now analyse how the combination of uncertainties arises in the case of the method of bias. We

still consider a combination of nuisance parameters δA,B entering in the likelihood as L[δA∆A +

δB∆B]. Recall that in our conventions, δ is a random variable with a fixed domain, while ∆ is

a number representing the magnitude of the uncertainty. In the bias approach, by definition, the

shape of the distribution of δ is set so that δ does not participate to the fit. The information about

the uncertainty is thus encoded only in the domain of the variable δ∆. The choice of this domain

has some degree of arbitrariness. This choice depends on how conservative one wants the results to

be. In the following we choose to let δ vary in the interval [−1, 1] and we identify ∆ as a 1σ error,

i.e. the same way it is defined for the marginalisation.

The operation of Bayesian bias can be seen as a special case of marginalisation, where the prior

is set by Eq. (2.13). As the likelihood we consider in this section depends only on the combination

δA∆A+δB∆B, this peculiar prior depends only on the combination δA∆A+δB∆B by construction.

Let us denote it as πBbias(δA∆A + δB∆B). In order to get the combination δC∆C = δA∆A + δB∆B,

one applies the definition of Eq. (2.20) using the πBbias prior. It turns out that πC(δC) = πBbias(δC∆C).

This means that the domain of δC∆C is given by the domain of δA∆A + δB∆B,

DδC∆C
= DδA∆A+δB∆B

. (2.38)

When δA and δB are independent, one has simply

∆C = ∆A + ∆B . (2.39)

When δA and δB are 100% correlated positively (i.e. δA = δB), it turns out that one has again the

combination

∆C = ∆A + ∆B . (2.40)

When δA and δB are 100% correlated negatively (i.e. δA = −δB), the combination reads

∆C = |∆A −∆B| . (2.41)

Let us stress that the correlation between δA and δB is determined by their common domain

DδA∆A,δB∆B
. The above extreme cases are easily determined. The case of an intermediate correla-

tion is trickier as it requires a precise definition of the domain. The case of an arbitrary correlation

19This leading moment approximation will be applied to the theoretical uncertainties on the Higgs rates in Sec-
tions 2.6.4 and 2.6.5.
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will not be needed throughout this work. We see that the uncertainties are automatically combined

linearly in the Bayesian bias method.

These results above can be applied recursively to more complex combinations. For example if

δD∆D = δA∆A + δB∆B + δC∆C , with δA and δB 100% anti-correlated and δc independent from

the two others, the bias combination gives

∆D = |∆A −∆B|+ ∆C . (2.42)

Also, the bias combination applies in presence of various linear combinations (labelled by i) of

the same nuisance parameters. In that case, the result of the combination is a common nuisance

parameter δ, coming with different magnitudes ∆i for each combination.

The frequentist bias has the same structure as the Bayesian bias. The starting point to de-

termine the error combination is to use the frequentist version of the bias prior of Eq.(2.16) in

Eq. (2.28). It follows that the frequentist combinations are the same as in the Bayesian case. We

can thus conclude that in the bias approach, the preliminary combinations of uncertainties are done

linearly, in both the frequentist and Bayesian cases. One should remark that such a combination

is systematically more conservative than the combinations from both the Bayesian and frequentist

marginalisations, as can be seen comparing Eqs. (2.39), (2.40), (2.41) with for example Eq. (2.26).

Note that the combination in the frequentist marginalisation with flat prior (see e.g. Eq. (2.30)) is

the same as the bias combination. Therefore the bias method is also more conservative than the

standard marginalisation at the level of error combinations.

2.4 The Higgs boson rates

The couplings of the Higgs boson h are all predicted in the Standard Model, so that any deviation

from the SM predictions would constitute a sign of the existence of physics beyond the SM. The

Higgs couplings can be probed by collider experiments, which can produce the Higgs on-shell and

observe its decays. This process of Higgs production followed by its decay is parametrised as

pp (pp̄)
X−→ h→ Y . (2.43)

The SM Higgs production mechanisms accessible at the LHC (and Tevatron) are i) gluon-gluon

fusion (ggF), ii) vector boson fusion (VBF), iii) associated production with an electroweak gauge

boson V = W,Z (VH), and iv) associated production with a tt̄ pair (ttH). The main SM Higgs

decays observed at the colliders are decays into gauge bosons, h → γγ, ZZ, W+W−, and into

heavy fermions, h→ bb̄, τ τ̄ . The production modes X and final states Y will be therefore taken in

the following list,

X = {ggF, VBF, VH, ttH} , (2.44)
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Y = {γγ, ZZ,WW, bb̄, τ τ̄} . (2.45)

2.4.1 The data

The Higgs searches at ATLAS, CMS and the Tevatron are focussed on a specific final state Y . For

each final state, various channels are defined using mutually exclusive cuts. Throughout this work,

these experimental channels will be labelled by lower case latin indices (i, j . . . ). We will consider

all the 88 channels. A given i contains the information on the final state and the specific channel.

In the following, it will be sometimes useful to refer to the final state Y corresponding to a given

channel i. We will use the short notation Yi, meaning that Y is taken as a function of the variable

i, i.e. Yi ≡ Y (i).

The results from Higgs searches at the LHC and the Tevatron are reported in terms of signal

strengths µex
i . A signal strength is defined as the ratio of the observed event number with the

expected SM event number,

µex
i =

N ex
i

NSM
i

. (2.46)

The predicted SM event rate of a process pp (pp̄)
X−→ h → Y is given, in the narrow width

approximation, by L σSM
X BSM

Y . Here σSM
X is the production rate, BSM

Y is the branching ratio BSM
Y =

ΓSM
Y /

∑
Y ′ Γ

SM
Y ′ and L is the integrated luminosity. However, from the experimental viewpoint, all

the production processes contribute to a given final state. Hence the Higgs production cross sections

have to be weighted by a selection efficiency εSM
X,i encoding the effects of kinematical cuts. The actual

expected event rates are thus given by

NSM
i = L

∑
X

εSM
X,iσ

SM
X BSM

i , (2.47)

where the notation BSM
i is a shortcut for BSM

Y (i), i.e. the index i selects the final state Y . The

experimental Higgs signal strengths have thus the form

µex
i =

N ex
i

L
∑

X ε
SM
X,iσ

SM
X BSM

i

. (2.48)

Note that the kinematical cuts have been to some extent designed to disentangle the production

modes, so that often one of the efficiencies will dominate over the others.

The experimental central values of the µex
i , the associated statistical errors, the experimental

systematic errors, and the selection efficiencies εSM
X,i that we will exploit in our analysis are taken

from the following references. The statistical and experimental systematic errors are often combined

within these references and will be denoted here as ∆µex
i .

Regarding the ATLAS data, the diphoton final state results are taken from Ref. [31], the ZZ

channel is from Ref. [32], the WW channel from Ref. [33], the bb̄ from Ref. [34] and the τ τ̄ from
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Ref. [35]. Results are presented as well in Ref. [6] and the combined channels are studied in Ref. [4].

As for the CMS results, the diphoton final state has been presented in Ref. [36], the ZZ channel

measurements are provided in Ref. [37], the WW ones in Ref. [38], the bb̄ in Ref. [39] and the τ τ̄

in Ref. [40] (see also Ref. [7] and the combined channel analyses [5]).

Finally, the latest results from the Tevatron (D0 and CDF Collaborations) can be found in Ref. [41,

42].

Apart from statistical and experimental systematic errors, certain theoretical errors on µex
i are

included in the public results. To the best of our knowledge, the combination between these exper-

imental and theoretical uncertainties is often made in quadrature. We thus subtract in quadrature

these theoretical errors from the provided total uncertainties. How to properly (re)introduce the

theoretical errors constitutes the main topic of this work, and will be discussed at length in the

upcoming sections.

Finally, we mention that we do not include in our fits more challenging observables related to the

Higgs pair production [43], off-shell effects, loop-induced Zγ final state, electron/muon pair final

states, final states induced by flavour-changing Higgs couplings, nor exotic or invisible final states.

Some of those would require to introduce new parameters in the Lagrangian that we will consider

in Eq. (2.49). The motivation is to keep a simple physical framework in order to discuss easily

the statistical aspects. In any case, the present experimental limits on such Higgs observables are

still not stringent enough to affect drastically the Higgs fits. Moreover, all the statistical concepts

discussed throughout the work can be simply extended to new Higgs observables.

2.4.2 New physics parametrisation

The new physics possibly lying beyond the SM may induce a distortion of the SM Higgs cou-

plings. The correct way of dealing with the low-energy manifestation of heavy new physics is

through the use of an effective Lagrangian (see e.g. Ref. [16] for global fits of the Higgs effective

Lagrangian). The leading effects on the Higgs sector appear through dimension-6 operators. The

effective Lagrangian then induces anomalous couplings between the Higgs and the SM particles.

The anomalous couplings to weak bosons and to heavy fermions can be parametrised as

LH = cW ghWW h W+
µ W

−µ + cZ ghZZ h Z0
µZ

0µ

− ct yt h t̄LtR − cb yb h b̄LbR − cc yc h c̄LcR − cτ yτ h τ̄LτR + h.c. (2.49)

where yt,b,c,τ are the SM Yukawa coupling constants (in mass eigenbasis), the subscript L/R in-

dicates the fermion chirality, v is the Higgs vacuum expectation value, ghWW = 2M2
W /v and

ghZZ = M2
Z/v are the EW gauge boson couplings. The cW,Z,t,b,c,τ parameters are defined such that

the limiting case cW,Z,t,b,c,τ → 1 corresponds to the SM. New tensor structures are also generated

by the effective Lagrangian but are not taken into account here.
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Our focus being on theoretical uncertainties, we adopt a fairly simple parametrisation of the

new physics effects. We assume universal deviations for fermion couplings, cf ≡ ct = cb = cc = cτ ,

and for weak bosons, cV ≡ cW = cZ . The cf are assumed to be real. Clearly, this simplified

description of the new physics effects represents only a piece (operators with no extra derivatives)

of the full dimension-6 effective Lagrangian. Having cW ≈ cZ and cf universality is however

approximately compatible with certain new physics scenarios, like for a warped extra-dimension

with bulk custodial symmetry vanishing IR brane kinetic terms for EW gauge bosons [44, 45]. 20

Having only two parameters in this simplified framework, the results of our fits will systematically

be presented in the cV − cf plane.

In the hypothesis of the existence of a physics Beyond the SM (BSM) parametrised by cV − cf ,

the expected signal strength is given by

µth
i [cV , cf ] =

NBSM
i [cV , cf ]

NSM
i

=

∑
X ε

BSM
X,i σ

BSM
X BBSM

i∑
X ε

SM
X,iσ

SM
X BSM

i

, (2.50)

NSM
i being defined in Eq. (2.47). This is the theoretical prediction of the experimental signal

strength defined in Eq. (2.48). Both BSM cross sections and branching ratios σBSM
X , BBSM

i can be

expressed in terms of the SM amplitudes and of cV , cf . The expressions can for example be found

in Ref. [46], whose procedure is closely followed here. In all generality, the BSM efficiencies are not

the same as the ones of the SM either. However, this happens when couplings with new tensors

structures are generated by new physics. In our simplified framework, this does not happen, such

that one can safely take εBSM
X,i = εSM

X,i ≡ εiX .

The SM production cross sections and partial decay widths for the Higgs boson are taken,

respectively, from the LHC Higgs cross section Working Group (LHCHWG) Ref. [17] (see also

Ref. [18–20] as well as the recent N3LO ggF computation [25]) and Ref. [17, 20]. These numerical

results correspond to the rates calculated at the highest orders of EW and QCD corrections known so

far (mixed EW-QCD at NNLO for the ggF mechanism [27] and at NLO for other Higgs production

modes).

2.5 The Higgs likelihood

2.5.1 The base likelihood

Having introduced the statistical framework and the Higgs data in Sections 2.2 to 2.4, we can pro-

ceed with building the Higgs likelihood function. We define the base likelihood L0 as the likelihood

containing the central values of Higgs signal strengths, and the experimental uncertainties. The

theoretical uncertainties are kept apart from now. Their inclusion into the base likelihood will be

20Note that contrary to a widespread belief, cW = cZ is not entirely justified by custodial symmetry [44].
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discussed at length in the next sections and is the central topic of this work.

In absence of any experimental systematic errors, a signal strength variable follows a Poisson

statistics, and the associated likelihood is thus a Poisson distribution. Whenever the event number

is large enough, about O(10) in practice, the likelihood can be approximated by a Gaussian. In

contrast, in presence of systematic uncertainties, this approximation generally does not hold. In

practice however, the complete likelihood resulting from the combination of statistical and exper-

imental systematic errors is not provided in the experimental public results. We will therefore

model the base likelihood using Gaussian distributions, just as if the shape came out only from the

statistical error. Such an approximation is expected to be good as long as the systematic error is

small with respect to the statistical error, as shown in Section 2.3.4.

The observed rates in the current 88 channels (labelled by i, j) are potentially correlated, for

example because of the experimental error on the luminosity. The base likelihood follows therefore

a multivariate normal distribution,

Lµ(µth
i ;µex

i ) = exp

−1

2

∑
i,j

(µth
i − µex

i ) Cex−1
ij (µth

j − µex
j )

 , (2.51)

where Cex
ij is the correlation matrix among all channels.

Ideally, each individual observed channel i must be considered in order to take into account all

the experimental information available on the signal strengths. In practice, few elements of this

correlation matrix have been provided by the Collaborations up to now. Therefore in the follow-

ing, we will include only the diagonal elements of Cex
ij , given by Cex

ii = (∆µex
i )2, where ∆µex

i is the

experimental uncertainty extracted from the public experimental results. For future releases, we

encourage the experimental Collaborations to provide as many elements as possible for the corre-

lation matrix of the individual signal strengths. 21

Alternatively, to perform the Higgs fits one could think of using the correlations between the com-

bined observed rates, that are currently provided by the LHC Collaborations. Although instructive,

these combined rates do not keep track of all information since they are grouping together different

Higgs production modes (which were originally measured independently), like µex
VBF,VH and µex

ggF,ttH

for each Higgs decay channel [6, 7]. Notice that such combined signal strengths also hide some in-

formation in the sense that they can result from summations over various exclusive selection cut

categories.

21 Also, we suggest that both the magnitudes of the uncertainties ∆µex
i and the correlations should be presented

without ambiguities, so that the people exterior to the Collaborations be able to properly reconstruct the likelihood
function.
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2.5.2 The uncertainty on the signal strengths

The Higgs theoretical uncertainties we will refer to are the theoretical uncertainties associated

with the expected event rates NSM
i defined in Eq. (2.47), that are obtained through analytical and

numerical computations in quantum field theory. These uncertainties will propagate both into the

experimental signal strengths µex
i and into the theoretical strengths µth

i , defined in Eqs. (2.48),

(2.50). Following our conventions (see Section 2.3, Eq. (2.19)), the theoretical uncertainty on the

Standard Model expected rate in a channel i is written under the form

NSM
i (1 + δNi ∆N

i ) , (2.52)

where δNi is the nuisance parameter with E[δNi ] = 0, V[δNi ] = 1, and ∆N
i represents the relative

magnitude of the uncertainty.

The theoretical uncertainty on NSM
i propagates to the experimental signal strength as

µex
i (1 + δµi ∆µ

i ) = µex
i (1− δNi ∆N

i ) . (2.53)

The case of the theoretical signal strength µth
i = NBSM

i /NSM
i is slightly trickier. Here we focus on

the most realistic case where the deviations induced by new physics are small, so that the anomalous

couplings ca (with a = (W,Z, t, b, c, τ)) are close to one, i.e. |ca − 1| � 1. The contributions from

new physics can be linearised with respect to the small parameters ca − 1, so that the BSM event

rate in the channel i can be written as

NBSM
i = NSM

i +
∑
a

(ca − 1)NBSM
a,i +O((ca − 1)2) . (2.54)

In this expression, it appears that the leading source of uncertainty comes from the SM event rate

uncertainty ∆N
i . In the expression of µth

i , it turns out that this uncertainty cancels out at first

order between the numerator (NBSM
i ) and the denominator (NSM

i ). The subleading uncertainties

would then come from a term quadratic in ∆N
i and from the relative uncertainty (ca − 1)

∆NBSM
a,i

NBSM
a,i

on the components NBSM
a,i . Notice that one can reasonably expect similar QCD errors in the SM

and BSM predictions so that
∆NBSM

a,i

NBSM
a,i

∼ ∆N
i . These higher-order contributions are subleading

compared to the error on the experimental signal strength, given in Eq. (2.53), which is of order

∆N
i . In the following, we will thus focus only on the uncertainty of the experimental signal strength

µex
i (1 + δµi ∆µ

i ).

2.5.3 The structure of the Higgs theoretical uncertainties

The theoretical uncertainty on NSM
i comes from the errors on the Higgs cross sections σSM

X and

partial decay widths ΓSM
Y . Still following our conventions, these relative uncertainties are written
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as

σSM
X (1 + δσX∆σ

X) , (2.55)

ΓSM
Y (1 + δΓ

Y ∆Γ
Y ) . (2.56)

The exact content of these errors will be discussed in details in the next section.

The uncertainty on the partial decay width propagates to the branching ratios. Defining the

relative error on the branching ratios as BSM
Y (1 + δBY ∆B

Y ), one has 22

δBY ∆B
Y =

∑
Y ′

δΓ
Y ′∆

Γ
Y ′

(
BSM
Y ′ − δY Y ′

)
. (2.57)

The uncertainty from the cross sections and branching ratios then propagates to the signal strength (2.48)

and is thus encoded in a factor µex
i (1 + δµi ∆µ

i ) where

δµi ∆µ
i = −δNi ∆N

i = −
∑

X ε
i
Xσ

SM
X δσX∆σ

X∑
X′ ε

i
X′σ

SM
X′

− δBYi∆B
Yi , (2.58)

Yi = Y (i) being the Y decay mode of the Higgs channel detection i. Note that the sign after the

first equal symbol is just a convention if the errors are symmetric.

Finally, the errors on cross sections and partial widths come from several sources. One can

write those generically as

δσX∆σ
X =

∑
n

δnX∆n
X , (2.59)

δΓ
Y ∆Γ

Y =
∑
n′

δn
′

Y ∆n′
Y (2.60)

with the relative errors ∆n
X , ∆n′

Y to be detailed in the following. 23

Knowing the base likelihood of Eq. (2.51), and knowing where exactly the theoretical uncer-

tainties enter, we have the complete Higgs likelihood as a function of all the quantities that will

have to be treated statistically, namely the nuisance parameters and the effective BSM parameters,
24

Lµ

(
µth
i [cV , cf ]; µex

i (1 + δµi ∆µ
i )
)

= L0

(
cV , cf ; δnX , δ

n′
Y

)
. (2.61)

Rigorously, the next step is to eliminate the nuisance parameters, δnX , δn
′

Y , applying either the

marginalisation or the bias method. In general these steps should be performed numerically, and

are computationally heavy. Here however, we will use the methods of preliminary combinations

22δY Y ′ represents the Kronecker symbol.
23 Throughout the work, we will systematically denote the values of ∆n

X , ∆n′
Y taken from the literature by ∆ |0 or

∆ 0. The possible ambiguities in the interpretation of these numbers will be discussed case by case.
24In the following, to adopt compact notation, we will omit the cV , cf arguments of the likelihood function when

no ambiguity is possible.
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advocated in Section 2.3. Then it will appear that the subsequent Higgs likelihoods are much

lighter to treat.

2.6 Combining the Higgs rate uncertainties

In this section we shall combine the Higgs rate uncertainties that will be used in the marginal likeli-

hood studied in Section 2.7. The most clear and rigorous statistical context for the marginalisation

procedure is arguably the one of Bayesian statistics. In particular, the nuisance parameters are

treated on the same ground as the variables of interest and are thus automatically given a proba-

bility distribution (see for instance Ref. [47]). For that reason we focus in this section on the error

combinations within the Bayesian context. The resulting likelihood involving the combined errors

will be formally treated within both the Bayesian and frequentist marginalisations in Section 2.7.

As we have described in Section 2.2.2, the Bayesian marginalisation procedure eliminates the

dependence of the likelihood on the nuisance parameters through an integration. For the Higgs

likelihood Eq. (2.61), this integration reads

L(cV , cf ) =

∫ ( ∏
n,n′,X,Y

dδnX dδn
′

Y

)
π0(δnX , δ

n′
Y ) L0(cV , cf ; δnX , δ

n′
Y ) , (2.62)

where π0 is the joint prior of all the nuisance parameters. Recall that this prior factorises when

parameters are independent. More explicitly, this marginal likelihood reads

L(cV , cf ) =

∫ ( ∏
n,n′,X,Y

dδnX dδn
′

Y

)
π0(δnX , δ

n′
Y ) × (2.63)

exp

−1

2

∑
i,j

(µth
i [cV , cf ]− µex

i (1 + δµi ∆µ
i )) Cex−1

ij (µth
j [cV , cf ]− µex

j (1 + δµj ∆µ
j ))

 .
The theoretical uncertainties δµi ∆µ

i on each signal strength µi are expressed in terms of the uncer-

tainties on cross section δnX∆n
X and partial decay width δn

′
Y ∆n′

Y through Eqs. (2.57) to (2.60).

In the following subsections, starting from Eq. (2.63), we will combine all the sources of un-

certainty step-by-step, following the combination formalism established in Section 2.3. The aim of

this section is to provide a clear and exhaustive treatment of all the Higgs theoretical uncertainties.

2.6.1 Combining the PDF and αs uncertainties

Let us first discuss the errors on QCD predictions for the Higgs production cross sections at the

proton level. Those are induced by the uncertainties on the parton Probability Density Functions

(PDF) inside the proton. First, one may distinguish between two distinct origins to the PDF un-
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certainties: an experimental source – as the PDF are reconstructed from collider data – and the

choice of a specific PDF set (MSTW, CT/CTEQ, NNPDF. . . ).

Second, we consider simultaneously the parametric uncertainty coming from the strong coupling

constant, αs. We consider both PDF and αs uncertainties simultaneously because they contribute

in an intricate way to the cross section, as αs enters both in the hard process matrix element and

the PDF themselves.

• Modeling the uncertainties:

The uncertainties from αs and the collider data are modeled by the nuisance parameters δαs , δdata

and constitute independent sources of uncertainty (hence with factorisable priors). The relative

uncertainties on αs and the PDF data can be parametrised as

αs(1 + δαs∆αs) , data(1 + δdata∆data) . (2.64)

The αs error enters in the cross section in two different ways. On one hand, αs is used in the fit

of the data aimed at determining the PDF themselves. On the other hand, αs is also involved in

the hard subprocess that is convoluted with the PDF to obtain the final cross section. These two

contributions to the cross section uncertainty, named here as ∆αs,fit and ∆αs,hard, are not available

in the literature. However, we will show that the knowledge of these two separate contributions is

not necessary either. Rather, provided that the relative errors ∆αs,fit and ∆data are small enough

to be linearised, only the sum ∆αs,hard + ∆αs,fit is needed. This sum can typically be inferred from

the literature.

In order to understand the interplay among the αs and the data uncertainties, it is instructive

to write explicitly how they enter into the cross section. One should start with the form

σSM
X [fPDF[αs,data], αs] , (2.65)

where the first argument corresponds to the PDF input, while the second argument represents the

αs-dependence coming from the partonic process. From this general form, one then introduces the

δαs and δdata nuisance parameters, and expand the expression at first order, 25

σSM
X

[
fPDF[αs(1 + δαs∆αs),data(1 + δdata∆data)], αs(1 + δαs∆αs)

]
=

σSM
X

[
fPDF [αs,data], αs

](
1 + δαs(∂1fPDF ∂1σ

SM
X ∆αs) + δdata(∂2fPDF ∂1σ

SM
X ∆data)

+ δαs(∂1fPDF ∂2σ
SM
X ∆αs) +O(∆2)

)
.

(2.66)

The terms in the last two lines represent the errors propagated to the cross section at first order

in ∆, expressed as partial derivatives of σSM
X , and correspond precisely to the relative errors on the

25 The ∂1,2 represents derivative with respect to the first and second argument of the function respectively, ∂1f =
∂f(x, y)/∂x, ∂2f = ∂f(x, y)/∂y.
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cross section, 26

δαs∆αs,fit
X + δdata

X ∆data
X + δαs∆αs,hard

X . (2.67)

It appears clearly that only the sum ∆αs,hard
X +∆αs,fit

X is needed. Fortunately, this is what is provided

in the literature. This sum ∆αs
X ≡ ∆αs,hard

X + ∆αs,fit
X can be read for example from Ref. [20]. Note

also that the nuisance parameter δαs is common to any production mode, i.e. it does not carry the

index X. In contrast, the nuisance parameter δdata
X carries an index X because each production

mode potentially involves different initial states. These initial states correspond to different PDF,

which are fitted from different data sets.

Finally, one should check the validity of the error propagation at linear order in the cross sections

(i.e. that the O(∆2) in Eq. (2.66) is well negligible). From Eq. (2.66)-(2.67), one can see that at

linear order, for any fixed value of αs (i.e. fixed value of δαs), the error bar on σSM
X induced by the

data uncertainty (obtained from varying δdata, e.g. in [-1,1]) should have the same size. A change

with αs of this bar size could thus come only from higher order terms such like

δαsδdata (∂1∂2fPDF ∂2
1σ

SM
X ∆αs ∆data).

On the Fig. (57)-(58)-(59) of Ref. [20] for the various Higgs production reactions at the 8 TeV

LHC, we see that the change of this bar size (vertical bar there) is small with respect to the shift

(i.e. ∆αs
X ) of the bar central values. We conclude that one can restrict the expansion Eq. (2.66) to

linear order in a good approximation.

Notice that a customary way to write these uncertainties is by splitting between the overall

PDF error and the hard subprocess error, δPDF
X ∆PDF

X + δαs∆αs,hard
X , with δPDF

X ∆PDF
X = δαs∆αs,fit

X +

δdata
X ∆data

X . The trouble when using this form is that the δPDF
X and δαs,hard contributions are cor-

related via αs. Combining these uncertainties then requires to know such a correlation coefficient,

which is fixed by ∆αs,fit, as well as ∆αs,hard. We emphasize that the use of this intermediate

parametrisation brings unnecessary complications, and we recommend thus to avoid it.

Hence according to Eq. (2.67), the parametric uncertainties from αs are cast into a single error

∆αs
X , and add up with the statistical error from the data as

δdata
X ∆data

X + δαs∆αs
X . (2.68)

Using this approach, one deals directly with the elementary sources of uncertainty. These two

sources of error have no intrinsic relation and are thus independent, meaning that δdata and δαs

have factorisable priors.

Similarly, the uncertainty from the choice of a specific PDF set, modeled by δset, can be added

26Note that the ∆’s in Eq. (2.67) can be negative as they are identified from the partial derivatives in Eq. (2.66). In
the rest of the work however, the ∆’s are taken positive by convention. Different signs for the ∆’s would correspond
to a negative correlation, that is instead included at the level of the δ’s in the rest of the work.
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up linearly to the errors of Eq. (2.68) in a good approximation. The linear approximation can

be justified from Fig. (57) in Ref. [20]. There one can see that the size of the data error bars as

well as the shifts induced by αs depend only weakly on the PDF set choice. The δset error is also

independent from the δdata
X , δαs errors and in turn possesses its own prior distribution. All those

errors induce three terms in the sum of theoretical errors entering Eq. (2.59). These terms can be

cast into a global PDF uncertainty,

δPDF+αs
X ∆PDF+αs

X =̂ δset∆set
X + δdata

X ∆data
X + δαs∆αs

X . (2.69)

We recall that X = {ggF,VBF,VH, ttH} and that the ∆’s are relative errors, which are chosen by

convention to correspond to one standard deviation. Those are related to the 1σ absolute errors

on the SM Higgs cross section through e.g.

∆data
X =̂

∆σdata
X

σSM
X

.

• Combining the three uncertainties:

Here we combine the three sources of theoretical uncertainty described in Eq. (2.69). We will

add up more and more errors progressively in the following subsections. These three independent

sources of error are associated with three priors παs , πdata
X , πset. These nuisance parameters appear

in Eq. (2.63), where they are integrated over. We now proceed to combine these errors following the

analysis of Section 2.3, starting from Eq. (2.20). In practice, for the discussion, it will be convenient

to combine only two errors at a time. One then finds a likelihood of the type (2.63) depending only

on the nuisance parameter δPDF+αs
X . The distribution of this nuisance parameter comes with a 1σ

width ∆PDF+αs
X given by

(∆PDF+αs
X )2 = (∆set

X )2 + (∆data
X )2 + (∆αs

X )2 . (2.70)

The nuisance parameter δPDF+αs
X obeys a new prior πPDF+αs

X , obtained via two successive convolu-

tions of the initial priors (as in Eq. (2.21)-(2.22)-(2.23)),

π̄PDF+αs
X = π̄set

X ? π̄data
X ? π̄αsX , (2.71)

where π̄PDF+αs
X (x) = πPDF+αs

X (x/∆PDF+αs
X ) and the variable x corresponds to the relative error

δPDF+αs
X ∆PDF+αs

X . For the initial priors one has for example π̄αsX (x) = παs(x/∆αs
X ). The Eq. (2.70)

and then (2.71) are justified in details in the rest of this subsection.

• Details on the data and αs error combinations:

We emphasize that the Bayesian combination of the 1σ widths, as here in Eq. (2.70), is independent

of the shapes of the prior distributions. This combination only depends on the possible correlations
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among individual errors [c.f. Section 2.3.2]. In the present case, there is no correlation between the

δdata
X and δαsX parameters, as explained right below Eq. (2.68). This leads to the sum in quadrature

of the 1σ errors (∆data
X )2 + (∆αs

X )2 in Eq. (2.70).

Let us comment about those uncertainties. First, the error associated to πdata
X originates mainly

from measurements: it is mainly induced by the limited accuracy of data points used to perform the

fit for reconstructing PDF. Hence this error is mostly of statistical nature. There exists of course

systematic errors as well, but it has been checked by several groups that the final πdata
X distribution

can be reasonably taken as Gaussian [18].

Second, the uncertainty on αs originates mainly from lattice calculation errors (mainly theoretical)

and especially from perturbative truncation errors [48] 27. Indeed the αs determination from lat-

tice methods (most accurate one in Ref. [48]) represents today the most precise determination and

hence essentially dictates the final world average error [49]. The FLAG Working Group on lattice

calculations has estimated a more conservative uncertainty on αs, which is increased by a new QCD

perturbative error estimation [50], thus still leading to a dominant theoretical uncertainty.

At this level, a comment is needed on the link between the 1σ errors and the uncertainty magnitudes

provided in literature. To remain conservative we use ∆αs
X = ∆αs

X |0 for the 1σ error, where ∆αs
X |0

is the error provided by Ref. [17, 20]. There is indeed a somewhat arbitrary choice for the relation

between ∆αs
X and ∆αs

X |0, due to the theoretical (QCD) nature of the uncertainty. The origin of

this arbitrariness is the fact that the QCD errors are just estimated by varying the renormalisation

and factorisation scales on arbitrary intervals. We present a similar discussion in the beginning of

next Section (2.6.2) for ∆scale
X . Concerning the 1σ error from data, one can adopt ∆data

X = ∆data
X |0

(∆data
X |0 being read from Ref. [17, 20]). Indeed, the probability distribution for the uncertainty

induced by the experimental data can be safely described by a Gaussian, as described above, so

that the errors provided by Ref. [17, 20] can reasonably be interpreted as 1σ errors.

Let us now discuss the convolution between π̄data
X and π̄αsX that appears in Eq. (2.71). For that

purpose, we first need to discuss the form of the παs distribution. The shape of παs can be taken

as flat since the uncertainty on αs originates mainly from theoretical uncertainty, as mentioned

above. However, the choice of the prior for a theoretical uncertainty is often controversial, so that

we will also consider the case of a non-flat παs distribution. 28

Finally, the convolution of the Gaussian prior, π̄data
X , with a flat prior, π̄αsX , gives rise to a Gaussian

distribution, π̄data
X ? π̄αsX , in a good approximation for the various Higgs production modes. The

justification is that the π̄αsX width, ∆αs
X , is systematically smaller or of the same order as ∆data

X , 29

27The only source of experimental error is, mηc ,mηb , and is minor – as can be read from the Table IV of Ref. [48].
28To be consistent throughout the work, concerning the initial priors, we will assume a flat shape for the distributions

whose shape is unknown (uncertainties from QCD, parametrisation. . . ).
29For the ggF example, our conservative treatment of the errors provided in Fig. (59) of Ref. [20] gives an half

absolute width, W/2 =̂
√

3∆σαsX =
√

3∆σαsX |0 ' 0.5 pb, which is indeed comparable to, ∆σdata
X = ∆σdata

X |0 ' 0.5 pb.
In the alternative case (see the analogous discussion at the start of Section 2.6.2), one has instead, W/2 =̂

√
3∆σαsX =

∆σαsX |0 ' 0.3 pb, which is clearly smaller than, ∆σdata
X ' 0.5 pb, so that the Gaussian approximation for the final

convolution would be even better because this case would tend to a situation where the non-Gaussian error becomes
negligible.
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in which case the convolution leads to an almost pure Gaussian prior. This will be demonstrated

explicitly in Fig. (2.2) for other priors.

• Details on the combination with the PDF set error:

The various PDF estimations provided by the different fitting groups reflect several sources of

error [51–53]. Indeed, these groups make different choices/hypotheses about the numbers of free

parameters used to model the PDF 30, the statistical methods adopted to fit the data 31, the num-

ber of independently parameterized PDF (in particular regarding (anti-) strangeness), the collider

results exploited, the matching methods applied to include heavy-quark mass effects in the flavour

number scheme and the variable- or fixed-flavour number scheme. All these sources of uncertainty

are synthesized in the 1σ error on the Higgs production rates noted ∆set
X . To remain conservative,

we assume ∆set
X = ∆set

X |0, where ∆set
X |0 is the error read from Fig. (57)-(59) of Ref. [20]. ∆set

X |0
can be estimated by taking half the interval obtained by using the various PDF sets which lead

to a finite number of predictions for the Higgs rate central values. Of course, this determination

of ∆set
X |0 is probably underestimated as (i) the hypotheses made by the groups provide illustrative

examples which do not necessarily indicate the extremal values of the PDF, and, (ii) the effects of

the various sources of error listed above can potentially compensate each other. We comment on

this point in the following paragraph.

In Eq. (2.70), the sum in quadrature between the ∆set
X error and the data and αs errors is justified

because these are independent uncertainties. Nevertheless, in practice, for our numerical applica-

tions, we use the so-called envelope method 32 to determine ∆PDF+αs
X as done in Ref. [20, 54] 33

and calculated by the LHCHWG [17]. Note that the envelope method overestimates the com-

bined errors, compensating somehow for the underestimation of the PDF set error. For the ggF

mechanism, the ∆σPDF+αs
ggF error derived in this way has to be reduced by ∼ 40% to recover the

quadrature summation of Eq. (2.70), and the decrease is smaller for the other Higgs production

reactions. Hence, we conclude that the use of the envelope method to determine the global PDF

uncertainties gives rise to a substantial overestimation of these errors.

We finally discuss the shape of the prior of the final combination πPDF+αs
X . Most of the sources

of error taken into account in ∆set
X are of theoretical nature and all the errors have unknown

distributions. The shape of πset
X is therefore assumed to be flat. The convolution of π̄set

X (see

Eq. (2.71)) with the nearly Gaussian distribution π̄data
X ? π̄αsX leads in a good approximation to a

30The infinite-dimensional problem of representing a space of functions is reduced to a finite-dimensional form, in
order to be manageable, by introducing a parametrisation of the PDF.

31There exist mainly two classes of methodology currently used to determine a confidence interval represented in
the space of functions: some variations of the Hessian approach (multi-Gaussian probability distributions) and the
Monte Carlo approach. Both types of methods have their own limitations.

32This “envelope method” corresponds precisely to the uncertainty combinations in the bias approach, see Sec-
tion 2.3.5. What we call envelope method in the present work is rather described in Section 2.2.2.

33In the envelope method used in this reference, the whole uncertainty interval is found by searching at the minimum
and maximum rates (considering the various PDF sets, αs values and including the possibility to move along the
data-error bars). Then dividing by two this interval gives an estimation of the combined error as well as a central
value for the rate.
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final Gaussian prior, πPDF+αs
X

34. Once more, this is guaranteed by the fact that for any Higgs

production mode at the LHC, ∆set
X is smaller or comparable to the combination of ∆data

X and ∆αs
X

(see for instance Ref. [20]).

2.6.2 Scale and EFT errors: the amplitude uncertainties

• Scale error:

There exists another major type of error, this time at the parton level, on the QCD prediction

for Higgs production cross sections. It originates from the lack of knowledge on the higher order

contributions to the amplitude in the perturbative expansion, and can be recast into the depen-

dence on the QCD renormalisation and factorisation scales. We note δscale
X the nuisance parameter

representing this “scale uncertainty”.

There are no strong arguments to choose the shape for πscale
X . As for many other theoretical un-

certainties, the choice of the prior is typically a subject of controversy. Here we choose πscale
X to

be flat. Concerning the magnitude of the scale uncertainty ∆scale
X , it is also not clear to which

width exactly corresponds the provided value, noted ∆0
X here, that is found in Ref. [17,18,25]. It is

reasonable to expect ∆scale
X to be of order ∆0

X . To be more precise, we could make the two different

assumptions, ∆0
X=̂∆scale

X or ∆0
X=̂W/2 where W is defined as the support of the distribution, 35

with e.g. in the case of a flat distribution on an interval with size W: 2∆scale
X =̂W/

√
3 = 2∆0

X/
√

3.

In order to be conservative in the choice of ∆scale
X , we choose the former hypothesis throughout this

work: ∆scale
X = ∆0

X .

It is remarkable that recently [25], the calculation for the ggF mechanism has been pushed up to the

complete N3LO order in perturbative QCD. This has allowed a reduction of the symmetrized 36

scale error from ∆0
ggF ' 7.51% (with the renormalisation/factorisation scale µ0 = mH/2 to ab-

sorb some of the soft-gluon resummation corrections [55]) [17, 18], down to ∆0
ggF ' 4.16% (with

µ0 = mH
37) [25]. The error was obtained in both cases by spanning the interval [µ0/2, 2µ0],

for the renormalisation/factorisation scale µ = µR = µF, at an energy
√
s = 8 TeV and for

mH ' 125.2 GeV.

• EFT error:

In the specific case of the ggF mechanism, another source of error arises in the amplitude of the

Higgs production [56], that we describe now. The evaluation of this amplitude beyond the NLO

34 Given that there are several sources of errors contained in the PDF set uncertainty, one may expect the πset
X

prior to be somehow peaked. This feature improves even more the Gaussian approximation of πPDF+αs
X .

35Recall that the support of a distribution is the domain where this distribution is not zero-valued.
36Symmetrized over the positive and negative errors as, ∆ = [(∆2

+ + ∆2
−)/2]1/2.

37Choosing instead, µ0 = mH/2, could be motivated by a faster convergence of the perturbative series [25].
However, since it would lead to a significantly smaller uncertainty, ∆0

ggF ' 2.13%, we stick to the central choice,
µ0 = mH , in order to remain conservative.
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Figure 2.1: Probability density distribution, πamp
ggF (x/∆amp

ggF ) (in red), involving the relative error x (in %)

of the ggF cross section, as derived through the convolution of the πQ,V
ggF and πscale

ggF priors (both in blue).

The quantity ∆amp
ggF represents the relative 1σ error on the Higgs production rate (see text). For better

comparison, the normalisation is chosen such that all the functions possess the same maximum, equal to
unity at the origin.

level is possible within the Effective Field Theory (EFT) approach, where the particles running in

the triangle loop are assumed to be much heavier than the produced Higgs boson to integrate out

the heavy particles.

For the top quark exchange, the infinite mass assumption, mt � mH , induces a negligible error

on the ggF amplitude [27, 57]. In contrast, the EFT approach is clearly not valid for the other

significant ggF contribution: the bottom quark exchange [25]. This inappropriate use of the EFT

limit introduces some non-negligible error mainly through the interference between the bottom and

dominant top quark loops (this error being smaller at the Tevatron than at the LHC) [58].

A similar uncertainty originates from the mixed QCD-EW corrections to the ggF process [27].

Those have been calculated at NNLO via the EFT approach based on the simplifying but unre-

alistic assumption, MW,Z � mH . For all the EFT errors, some approximative estimations can be

computed at NNLO (using K-factors obtained at NLO and NNLO for the top loop) [26,57].

A related uncertainty comes from the freedom in the choice of a renormalisation scheme for the

bottom quark mass, involved in the ggF amplitude (on-shell scheme, MS scheme. . . ). The error

from the renormalisation scheme dependence can be approximately estimated at NLO [57].

These three sources of theoretical uncertainty, namely the two kinds of EFT assumptions (on the

heavy quark masses, mQ (Q = b, t), and vector boson masses, MV (V = W,Z)) and the mb scheme

dependence, are independent and their respective priors are unknown. We assume these priors to

be flat. To be conservative, we take the three 1σ errors to be equal to the numbers estimated in

Ref. [26,57], for the 8 TeV LHC. Summing those in quadrature gives rise to the relative rate error,

∆Q,V
ggF =̂∆σQ,V

ggF /σ
SM
ggF ' 5.6%. The convolution of the three flat priors (accordingly to Eq. (2.23))

leads to the blue distribution, πQ,V
ggF , shown in Fig. (2.1), which already resembles a Gaussian shape

as predicted by the central limit theorem.
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• Combining the ∆scale
ggF and ∆Q,V

ggF errors:

The theoretical scale and EFT uncertainties on the ggF mechanism are of different nature and are

thus independent. The combined ggF 1σ error is in turn given by

(∆amp
ggF )2 = (∆scale

ggF )2 + (∆Q,V
ggF )2 . (2.72)

This error constitutes the characteristic width of the πamp
ggF distribution obtained by convoluting

the π̄scale
ggF and π̄Q,V

ggF priors, as performed in Fig. (2.1) (see the final red curve). Remarkably, this

distribution,

π̄amp
ggF ≡ π̄scale

ggF ? π̄Q,V
ggF , (2.73)

derived from four purely flat priors, is Gaussian in a good approximation. This can be also seen in

Fig. (2.3) where πamp
ggF is plotted together with a pure Gaussian distribution (blue curves). Recall

that π̄amp
ggF (x) = πamp

ggF (x/∆amp
ggF ) and the variable x corresponds to δamp

ggF ∆amp
ggF .

2.6.3 Combination of the PDF and amplitude errors

For the various Higgs production modes – except the ggF process that will be discussed separately

below, one has to combine the PDF and scale errors to determine the final uncertainty on the whole

cross section. The scale error adds up to the PDF error of Eq. (2.69), according to Eq. (2.59),

defining the total uncertainty on the cross section,

δσX∆σ
X = δPDF+αs

X ∆PDF+αs
X + δscale

X ∆scale
X . (2.74)

These errors being independent, the 1σ widths add-up in quadrature,

(∆σ
X)2 = (∆PDF+αs

X )2 + (∆scale
X )2 , (2.75)

as dictated by Section 2.3.2, i.e. irrespective of the πPDF+αs
X and πscale

X shapes. Recall that ∆σ
X is

the 1σ width of the resulting π̄σX distribution. The prior πσX of this total uncertainty is then given

by (see Eq. (2.23))

π̄σX ≡ π̄PDF+αs
X ? π̄scale

X , (2.76)

with π̄σX(x) = πσX(x/∆σ
X) and x corresponding to δσX∆σ

X .

Let us discuss the form of the πσX function, as generated through Eq. (2.76). The shape of πscale
X

being unknown, we assume a flat πscale
X distribution. Remind that this error is simply obtained by

varying the QCD scale, so that no favoured value is predicted for the cross section. It is therefore

a sensible choice to assign equal probabilities to all the values of δscale
X (or equivalently of the Higgs

cross section) inside a certain range. On the other hand, we have seen in Section 2.6.1 that πPDF+αs
X
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is approximatively Gaussian. Given the relative values of ∆PDF+αs
X and ∆scale

X for each process X

– which are systematically such that either ∆PDF+αs
X > ∆scale

X or ∆PDF+αs
X ≈ ∆scale

X
38 – a Gaussian

πPDF+αs
X and a flat πscale

X lead in a good approximation to a final Gaussian πσX . This combination

is shown in Fig. (2.2) for ZH production, for which ∆PDF+αs
ZH ' 2.5% and ∆scale

ZH = ∆0
ZH ' 3.1% (at√

s = 8 TeV with mH ' 125.2 GeV) [17].
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Figure 2.2: Probability density distribution, πσZH(x/∆σ
ZH) (in red), involving the relative error x (in %) of

the ZH production cross section, as derived through the convolution of a Gaussian πPDF+αs

ZH and a flat πscale
ZH

priors (both in blue). The quantity, ∆σ
ZH, represents the relative 1σ error on the Higgs production rate. The

normalisation is chosen such that all the functions possess the same maximum, equal to unity at the origin.
The 1σ band for the πscale

ZH distribution is indicated by the vertical dotted lines.

• The ggF reaction:

In the case of Higgs production via the ggF mechanism, the PDF error has to be combined with

the whole amplitude error studied previously in Section 2.6.2. The resulting total error on the cross

section is

δσggF∆σ
ggF = δPDF+αs

ggF ∆PDF+αs
ggF + δamp

ggF ∆amp
ggF . (2.77)

These two errors being independent, their widths add-up in quadrature,

(∆σ
ggF)2 = (∆PDF+αs

ggF )2 + (∆amp
ggF )2 , (2.78)

and their priors are convoluted following

π̄σggF ≡ π̄PDF+αs
ggF ? π̄amp

ggF . (2.79)

This convolution (2.79) is performed in Fig. (2.3), using the πamp
ggF distribution obtained in Fig. (2.1)

and the value ∆PDF+αs
ggF ' 7.20% (at

√
s = 8 TeV with mH ' 125.2 GeV) [17]. Both priors πamp

ggF ,

π̄PDF+αs
ggF being nearly Gaussian, the final distribution is almost Gaussian. 39

38whatever is the prescription: ∆scale
X = ∆0

X or ∆scale
X = ∆0

X/
√

3.
39Recall the convolution of two Gaussian distributions gives rise to a Gaussian distribution.
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Figure 2.3: Probability density distribution, πσggF(x/∆σ
ggF) (in red), involving the relative error x (in %)

of the ggF cross section, as derived through the convolution of a Gaussian πPDF+αs

ggF prior and the πamp
ggF

distribution obtained in Fig. (2.1) (both in blue). The quantity, ∆σ
ggF, represents the relative 1σ error for

the ggF rate.

2.6.4 The production contamination

There are several production mechanisms for the Higgs boson (recall that X = {ggF, VBF, WH,

ZH, ttH}). The cross section for each of these production modes is associated with a theoretical

uncertainty, that has been obtained through subsections 2.6.1 to 2.6.3. In fact, one may note that

the uncertainties of these various cross sections are potentially correlated, as they partly arise from

common sources like the αs parametric error. Therefore the δσX follow a common distribution πσ,

which does not necessarily factorise into πσggFπ
σ
VBF × . . . The aspect of correlations among the

cross section errors will be further discussed in Section 2.7.1. Here we shall proceed using the most

general prior πσ, and we denote the resulting correlation matrix as ρσXX′ .
40

The contribution from the cross sections errors in a given detection channel can be read from

Eq. (2.58). Let us first adopt a more compact notation,∑
X ε

i
Xσ

SM
X δσX∆σ

X∑
X′ ε

i
X′σ

SM
X′

=̂
∑
X

δσX∆X,i , (2.80)

where the δσX∆σ
X are defined in Eqs. (2.74), (2.77). The Higgs detection channels have been

designed to select predominantly a certain mode of production. That is, for a given channel i,

the experimental cuts are profiled so that typically the efficiency εiX for one of the production

modes X (see Eq. (2.48)) is much larger than for the others, implying a hierarchy among the ∆X,i.

We can therefore use the leading moment approximation, developed in Section 2.3, to proceed to

the combination of the errors. Applying the leading moment approximation amounts to treat the

contaminations as a small perturbation of the uncertainty from the leading production mode. The

40In Section 2.7.1, the assumptions adopted for ρσXX′ will allow us to express πσ in terms of the πσX .
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cross section uncertainties propagate in a given detection channel as (P stands for production)

δPXi∆
P
i = δσggF∆ggF,i + δσVBF∆VBF,i + δσZH∆ZH,i + δσWH∆WH,i + δσttH∆ttH,i . (2.81)

Here the label of the combined nuisance parameter δPXi is chosen to be the label of the dominant

production mode in the i channel. Note that Xi should be understood as X(i). This naming refers

to the fact that the shape of the combined nuisance parameter prior corresponds approximatively

to the shape for the dominant uncertainty, see Eq. (2.32). For example, if the production mode

ggF dominates in the channel i, one has

δPXi = δPggF . (2.82)

The various nuisance parameters δPX are potentially correlated. They should thus follow a joint

prior distribution, πP , generating a correlation matrix ρPXX′ .

Assuming generic correlations ρσXX′ among the various cross section errors, the magnitude of

the combined production uncertainty in a channel i is given exactly by

(∆P
i )2 =

∑
XX′

ρσXX′∆X,i∆X′,i . (2.83)

The leading moment approximation then dictates (see Eqs. (2.34)–(2.37)) that

πP ≈ πσ . (2.84)

Equation (2.84) implies that the correlations among the δPX are approximatively the same as the

ones between the δσX , i.e.

ρPXX′ ≈ ρσXX′ . (2.85)

This fact can be understood as follows. Consider only two detection channels, i and j. If the same

production mode X =̂Xi = Xj dominates in both channels, they are nearly 100% correlated, so

that they are described by a single nuisance parameter δPX , which is equivalent to say that ρPXX ≈ 1.

Note that one has ρσXX = 1 by definition, so that ρPXX ≈ ρσXX . Besides, if two different production

modes Xi 6= Xj dominate respectively in the i and j channels, the uncertainties in both channels

are respectively described by δPXi and δPXj . These two nuisance parameters inherit the correlation

from the leading production modes Xi and Xj , which is given by ρσXiXj . Therefore one recovers

Eq. (2.85).

Finally, notice that for certain kinematical cuts selecting the ttH mode in the diphoton decay

channel [31], even additional production modes can slightly contribute, like the bbH, tHW and

tHbq productions. These production modes participate in the contamination and have thus been

included in the combination of production modes in Eq. (2.81).
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2.6.5 The uncertainties on branching ratios

Two sources of error affect the Higgs signal strengths: the production and the decay rate uncertain-

ties (see Eq. (2.48)). The latter is often not considered in the Higgs fits. Still following our approach

of step-by-step combinations, one should start with the signal strength error Eq. (2.58), where all

uncertainties on production modes have been already combined (Eq. (2.81)). The uncertainties on

production and decay rates combine thus as, up to an irrelevant global sign,

δµXi∆
µ
i = δPXi∆

P
i + δBYi∆

B
Yi with ∆B

Yi =
∆BSM

i

BSM
i

, BSM
i =

ΓSM
Yi

Γtot
(2.86)

where ΓSM
Yi

is the SM partial decay width for the detection channel i. In this equation, we apply

the leading moment approximation to treat the branching ratios errors as perturbations of the

leading error from production modes. This is why the δµXi parameters carry the index Xi, which

is the index of the dominant production mode in the channel i, as in the previous subsection. For

example, if the production mode ggF dominates in the channel i, one has

δµXi = δµggF . (2.87)

The relative error δBYi∆
B
Yi

on the SM branching ratio is expressed as in Eq. (2.57), where the

decay width uncertainty (2.60) can now be specified in terms of the various sources of error (c.f.

Section 3 of Ref. [57] for a recent overview, and references therein),

δΓ
Y ∆Γ

Y =
∑
a

δ
pua
Y ∆

pua
Y + δthu

Y ∆thu
Y where e.g. ∆thu

Y =
∆Γthu

Y

ΓSM
Y

. (2.88)

The partial decay width errors ∆Γ
thu/pua
Y are taken from the LHCHWG [17, 18, 20]. The ∆Γthu

Y

denote the theoretical uncertainties due to the limitations of QCD perturbative calculations. The

∆Γ
pua
Y represent the parametric uncertainties induced by the experimental errors on the input

parameters, labelled by a ≡ αs,mc,mb,mt (charm, bottom and top quark masses). Typically, one

has ∆
thu/pua

bb̄
� ∆

thu/pua
V V ∗ , ∆

thu/pua
τ τ̄ since the QCD corrections to the h→ V V ∗, τ τ̄ decay channels

arise only at orders higher or equal to O(α2
s).

The ∆Γ
pua
Y errors are associated to Gaussian distributions, and are thus identified without

ambiguity with the errors defined in Ref. [20]. The ∆Γthu
Y errors are purely theoretical, so that

one associates them with flat priors. To adopt a conservative prescription, as in Section 2.6.3, we

interpret the numbers given in [17] as 1σ-widths. These numbers are thus directly identified with

the ∆Γthu
Y .

Now inserting Eq. (2.88) into Eq. (2.57) provides the contributions of the theoretical and para-
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metric uncertainties to the branching ratios,

δBYi∆
B
Yi =

∑
Y,a

δ
pua
Y ∆

pua
Y

(
BSM
Y − δYiY

)
+
∑
Y

δthu
Y ∆thu

Y

(
BSM
Y − δYiY

)
=̂

∑
Y,a

δ
pua
Y ∆a

Y,i +
∑
Y

δthu
Y ∆Y,i , (2.89)

where in the last line one introduces a compact notation for the error magnitudes. The sum over

Y here must include all the individual Higgs decay channels (not only the ones effectively detected

at colliders), namely Y ≡ bb̄, cc̄, WW, ZZ, τ τ̄ , γγ, gg . . .

We stress that the parametric error δ
pua
Y ∆

pua
Y on various decay rates Y arises from the same

source (namely, varying the fundamental parameter a). The parametric errors on the various

decays are thus fully correlated. Therefore, one could in principle drop the Y index on δ
pua
Y . There

is however a subtlety, because these errors can be either 100% correlated or 100% anti-correlated.

The use of parameters δpua would render the full correlation manifest, but minus signs would have

to be included in certain ∆
pua
Y . Here instead, we chose positive ∆’s by convention. We have thus

to keep the Y index on δ
pua
Y , bearing in mind that this Y labels only 100% correlation or anti-

correlation. A second subtlety is that these signs are actually not clearly given in the literature.

Rather, only the absolute values of the ∆
pua
Y |0 are provided. We adopt a conservative choice by

assuming that all these errors are 100% correlated.

We can now apply the leading moment approximation on the combination of Eqs. (2.86)-(2.89),

where the leading uncertainty is δPXi∆
P
i and the perturbation is δBYi∆

B
Yi

, i.e. ∆P
i � ∆Y,i,∆

a
Y,i. The

1σ-width of the global theoretical uncertainty in a channel i is given by

(∆µ
i )2 = (∆P

i )2 +
∑
a

[∑
Y

∆a
Y,i

]2

+
∑
Y

(∆Y,i)
2 , (2.90)

with ∆P
i given by Eq. (2.83). Regarding the prior distribution of the δµX , the discussion is exactly

the same as the one in Section 2.6.4. That is, following the leading moment approximation, the

joint distribution of the δµX corresponds to the one of the leading uncertainties δPX , so that

πµ ≈ πP . (2.91)

This implies in particular that the δµX inherit the correlations from the δPX , that is ρµXX′ ≈ ρPXX′ .

Let us discuss the correlations used to derive Eq. (2.90), which are drawn from Ref. [17,18,20].

First, a given parametric uncertainty associated to δ
pua
Y introduces 100% correlated errors among

the various decay modes Y , so that the sum over Y of the ∆a
Y,i is linear. Recall the parametric

correlations are taken to be all positive. There is also a slight correlation between δPXi∆
P
i and

δ
puαs
Y ∆αs

Y,i, because δPX also contains a contribution from the αs error. The αs contribution being

subleading in δPX , its correlation with δ
puαs
Y is expected to be small, so that we can neglect it. All
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the other sources of uncertainties are independent due to their different origins, so that summations

in quadrature appear everywhere else in Eq. (2.90).

Using the definitions of the reduced ∆’s in Eq. (2.89), we finally write explicitly the total theoretical

uncertainty on the signal strength of a Higgs detection channel i,

(∆µ
i )2 = (∆P

i )2 +
∑
a

[∑
Y

∆
pua
Y

(
BSM
Y − δYiY

) ]2

+
∑
Y

[
∆thu
Y

(
BSM
Y − δYiY

) ]2

. (2.92)

2.6.6 Summary

In this section we have assembled step by step all the theoretical uncertainties on the Higgs signal

strengths, starting from the Higgs likelihood Eq. (2.63). This combination is made possible by the

statistical analysis of Section 2.3, whose results have been extensively used here. The final Higgs

likelihood involving the combined errors reads

L(cV , cf ) =

∫ (∏
X

dδµX

)
πµ(δµX) × (2.93)

exp

−1

2

∑
i,j

(
µth
i [cV , cf ]− µex

i (1 + δµXi∆
µ
i )

)
Cex−1
ij

(
µth
j [cV , cf ]− µex

j (1 + δµXj∆
µ
j )

) .
The only label for the combined nuisance parameters δµXi is Xi, the dominant production mode for

a given channel i (see for instance Eq. (2.87)). The prior πµ is approximately equal to the prior

of the production mode uncertainties πσ, through Eq. (2.84) and Eq. (2.91). In Section 2.7.1, the

assumptions on the correlations among the production modes will allow us to express πσ in terms

of the priors of individual production mode uncertainties πσX (see Eqs. (2.34)–(2.37)).

One of the outcome of the combination procedure followed throughout this section is that the

shape of the combined priors πσX appears to be almost Gaussian. This comes partly because some

of the priors for the individual sources of uncertainty are Gaussian. However, the main reason is

actually that a substantial number of the individual sources of uncertainty are independent and of

same order of magnitude. These conditions resemble to the ones of the central limit theorem, which

predicts that the combination would converge towards a Gaussian distribution. Besides, the small

errors from contamination and partial decay widths do not affect either the final prior shape under

the leading moment approximation. It follows that the πµ distribution is close to a multivariate

Gaussian distribution.

Finally, we stress again that the famous question of the linear versus quadratic summation of

individual errors (as the ones used in this section to derive ∆µ
i in Eq. (2.92)) relies uniquely on

the correlations among the errors, and is therefore independent of the shapes of the priors. This

general feature holds when uncertainties are combined using Bayesian statistics.
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2.7 Marginalising the Higgs likelihood

2.7.1 Correlations of the detection channels

In this subsection we focus on the correlations among Higgs detection channels induced by the

theoretical uncertainties. These correlations appear whenever a source of uncertainty contributes

simultaneously to various channels.

As a preliminary observation, let us recall that these correlations are sometimes not taken into

account in the literature. What is typically done in such case is that some amount of error, typically

from Refs. [17–20], is added independently to the statistical error of each detection channel. Such

combination typically reads (∆µex
i )2 + (∆µth

i )2 if done in quadrature. From the point of view of

nuisance parameters, this combination would correspond to associating one independent δµi ∆µ
i to

each detection channel, and thus performing one integration per channel in the marginal likelihood.

The issue with such approach is that the correlations among channels induced by the theoret-

ical uncertainties are lost. As stated in Section 2.2.2, these correlations are crucial because they

potentially change the tension among the various channel measurements, which in turn can modify

the best-fit regions. As slight modifications of the best-fit regions are expected in presence of new

physics, treating correctly the theoretical uncertainties is fundamental.

Taking into account the correlations among channels amounts to consistently propagate the

theoretical errors into the different detection channels. This is precisely what is done through the

combination procedure of Section 2.6. Combining the errors together and using the leading moment

approximation to treat subdominant errors, only five nuisance parameters δµggF, δµVBF, δµZH, δµWH

and δµttH arise (see Eqs. (2.92)–(2.93)). The uncertainty on each channel is described by only one of

these δµX , where the X corresponds to the dominant production mode in this channel. That is, all

channels dominated by the same production mode X have the same nuisance parameter δµX . This

implies that these channels are 100% correlated.

In principle, the combination procedure of Section 2.6 describes the complete distribution for

the δµX , πµ, including the correlations ρµXX′ among the different δµX . In practice, a complete knowl-

edge of the correlations among the individual sources of uncertainties is needed to obtain ρµXX′ .

Here we consider the determination of ρµXX′ as beyond the scope of this work, since for example

one would have to work out clearly the correlations among the Higgs production modes induced by

the PDF data uncertainties (δdata
X ). Using the information available in the literature we will rather

consider some characteristic cases for ρµXX′ .

Let us first discuss the typical correlations induced by the PDF uncertainties (originating from

the PDF data fit) and the scale uncertainties (c.f. Section 2.6.2) on the production cross sections.
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From now on, the δµX are denoted as δX for simplicity,

δµX =̂ δX . (2.94)

First, we will set δggF = −δttH since an anti-correlation between the corresponding PDF errors is

reported in Ref. [29] 41. Note that in reality, this anti-correlation is not total (its value is -0.6 in

Ref. [29]) and furthermore the other source of error, the scale uncertainty, does not correlate the

ggF and ttH cross sections as these come from independent QCD calculations.

The correlation coefficients of the PDF errors – between ∼ 0.63 and 0.93 [29] – for the three other

production modes motivate us to take δVBF = δZH = δWH. This assumption is further justified by

the fact that the PDF error is larger than the scale error (particularly for VBF) and that the scale

error most probably correlates the ZH and WH modes.

The correlation coefficients of the PDF errors between ggF and WH (-0.23), ZH (-0.14) or VBF (-

0.57) suggest to consider the two extreme cases of vanishing correlation and 100% anti-correlation.

The scale uncertainties tend to decorrelate these modes. It is thus coherent to consider the cases

of vanishing correlation and 100% anti-correlation as the two extreme cases to study. All these

assumptions are summarized as the two following configurations on the nuisance parameters, 42

δggF = −δttH , δVBF = δZH = δWH , (2.95)

−δggF = δttH = δVBF = δZH = δWH , (2.96)

keeping in mind that the realistic situation lies in between these extreme cases.

Regarding the PDF set error, the individual uncertainties giving rise to this error are not

available in the literature. Rather, only the global PDF set error is estimated by changing various

assumptions at a time. One can at least notice that the PDF set errors can be potentially correlated

either negatively or positively, respectively, for the ggF and VBF reactions or the VBF and VH

processes, as observed from the relative signs of rate variations in Fig. (57) of Ref. [20] when

changing the PDF set. 43 These correlations are roughly consistent with the ones in Eq. (2.96).

Let us describe how the correlation configurations of Eq. (2.95)-(2.96) are related to the πµ

appearing in the marginal likelihood (2.93). The prior πµ is approximately equal to the prior of

the production mode uncertainties πσ (Eq. (2.84) and Eq. (2.91)) which can itself be expressed

(according to (2.36)–(2.37)) in terms of the πσX under the assumptions (2.95)-(2.96). One ends up

with the two final priors, associated respectively to the correlation configurations of Eqs. (2.95)-

41It is not clear from this reference whether the correlations include as well the whole error from αs which is 100%
correlated between the production modes. Nevertheless this source of error is minor compared to the other ones.

42For consistency, these two configurations are used as well to determine the ρσXX′ correlation matrix of Eq. (2.83).
43Recall that the Fig. (57) of Ref. [20] is for the 8 TeV LHC.
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(2.96),

πµ(δX) = πσggF(δggF) δ(δggF + δttH) πσVBF(δVBF) δ(δVBF − δZH) δ(δVBF − δWH) , (2.97)

πµ(δX) = πσggF(δggF) δ(δggF + δttH) δ(δggF + δVBF) δ(δggF + δZH) δ(δggF + δWH) , (2.98)

where δ() denotes the Dirac distribution.

2.7.2 The Bayesian analytical likelihood

The πσX priors deduced from the combination of all the cross section errors, in Section 2.6.3, have

been found to be nearly Gaussian distributions. These Gaussian shapes are obtained by choosing

flat shapes for all the unknown priors for theoretical uncertainties. As mentioned in Section 2.6.6,

one expects this result to hold approximatively for other choices of initial priors. Nevertheless, in

order to take into account in our numerical results the possibility of non-flat initial shapes, we also

consider a totally different form of the final prior: we take it as a flat distribution. The choice of

these two shapes (Gaussian and flat) provides an estimate of the impact of the prior shape on the

final results. The distributions πσX appearing in Eqs. (2.97)-(2.98) are hence defined as

πσX(δσX) =
1√
2π
e−(δσX)2/2 , (2.99)

πσX(δσX) =

1/2
√

3 if δσX ∈ [−
√

3,
√

3] ,

0 otherwise
(2.100)

for the Gaussian and flat cases respectively. Recall that the variance of all the δ’s, including δσX ,

are chosen to be equal to one for any prior shape. This appears clearly in Eq. (2.99) and implies

the [−
√

3,
√

3] interval in Eq. (2.100).

For analytical integrations of the final likelihood (2.93), it is convenient to denote by X a subset

of fully correlated production modes, {X,X ′, . . .}. We then denote by ΩX the subset of channels

(labelled by i) dominated by the production modes contained in X . In presence of anti-correlations,

one further divides ΩX into two anti-correlated subsets Ω+
X , Ω−X . Finally, the set of all channels

is written Ω. Assuming the correlations among production modes follow Eq. (2.95), the set of

detection channels is splitted into Ω{ggF,ttH} and Ω{VBF,WH,ZH}. Ω{ggF,ttH} is then splitted into

the anti-correlated subsets Ω+
{ggF,ttH} = ΩggF, Ω−{ggF,ttH} = ΩttH. Assuming the correlations of

Eq. (2.96), there is instead a unique set Ω = Ω{ggF,ttH,VBF,WH,ZH}. It is splitted into the anti-

correlated subsets Ω+
{ggF,ttH,VBF,WH,ZH} = ΩggF, Ω−{ggF,ttH,VBF,WH,ZH} = Ω{ttH,VBF,WH,ZH}.
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At that point it is also convenient to introduce the following quantities ζX and ηXX ′ defined as

ζX =
∑

i∈ΩX , j∈Ω

κi ∆µ
i (µth

i − µex
i ) Cex−1

ij µex
j , κi =

1 if i ∈ Ω+
X

−1 if i ∈ Ω−X

ηXX ′ =
∑

i∈ΩX , j∈ΩX′

κi ∆µ
i µ

ex
i Cex−1

ij κj ∆µ
j µ

ex
j . (2.101)

The overall sign of ζX is irrelevant. Note also that if X 6= X ′ (as may occur in the ηXX ′ function),

there are no theoretical correlations at all between the channels belonging to ΩX and ΩX ′ .

In the case of a Gaussian prior (Eq. (2.99)), it is noticeable that the most general likeli-

hood (2.93) can be integrated analytically and results in the simple analytical expression 44

LGauss
B = Lµ exp

[
1

2

∑
XX ′

ζX (δXX ′ + ηXX ′)
−1ζX ′

]
. (2.102)

Here δXX ′ is the Kronecker symbol. Lµ is the base likelihood defined in Eq. (2.51), i.e. the likeli-

hood before introducing nuisance parameters. One observes that the marginal likelihood takes the

form of a product of the base likelihood with a term generated by the theoretical uncertainties.

This term, which depends on cV , cf through ζX , as well as on all theoretical and experimental

uncertainties, implements all the deformations and correlations induced by the theoretical uncer-

tainties.

For the case of no experimental correlations between different group of channels of dominant pro-

duction modes, including the case considered without experimental correlations at all (see Sec-

tion 2.5.1), one has ηXX ′ = 0 for X 6= X ′ and

ηXX ≡ ηX =
∑

i,j∈ΩX

κi∆
µ
i µ

ex
i Cex−1

ij κj∆
µ
j µ

ex
j . (2.103)

The marginal likelihood (2.102) then reduces to,

LGauss
B = Lµ

∏
X
eζ

2
X /2(ηX+1) . (2.104)

Note that this product is over different X subsets i.e. there are no theoretical correlations among

the channels belonging to the different ΩX groups.

Note that if one assumes a single independent nuisance parameter per channel, there is no sum

in Eqs. (2.101), meaning that no correlation among channels is induced. 45 One can directly verify

that in the purely de-correlated case (neither experimental nor theoretical correlations), Eq.(2.104)

44A similar expression can also be obtained for an arbitrary correlation matrix ρµXX′ . Note one dropped an overall
factor, as the likelihood is defined up to a normalisation constant.

45We recall that such a combination should be avoided as it is not realistic.
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gives back the primary likelihood (2.51) with a summation in quadrature between the absolute

experimental and theoretical errors, ∆µex
i and µex

i ∆µ
i .

In the case of the flat prior of Eq. (2.100), there is no simple general form such as Eq. (2.102).

However, assuming no experimental correlations among various ΩX subsets, the marginal likelihood

takes a simple form,

Lflat
B = Lµ

∏
X
eζ

2
X /2ηX

[
Erf

(√
3
√
ηX√

2
+

ζX√
2ηX

)
− Erf

(√
3
√
ηX√

2
− ζX√

2ηX

)]
, (2.105)

where Erf is the standard error function.

2.7.3 The frequentist treatment

The marginal likelihood

In classical frequentist statistics, hypotheses are not associated with probabilities, so that there is

no such thing as a prior distribution for a nuisance parameter. In the hybrid frequentist framework

however, one can associate a parameter with a “prior” distribution that can be seen as an extra

likelihood constraining the nuisance parameter. Pushing forward the analogy with the Bayesian

case, we worked out the way to combine uncertainties within frequentist statistics in Section 2.3.3.

One may find however that the Bayesian combination of uncertainties are better defined than the

frequentist one.

More pragmatically, frequentist combinations are also more complicated, as the combination of

the magnitude of the errors (the ∆’s) depends on the shape of the frequentist “priors”, contrary

to the Bayesian case. These drawbacks can constitute motivations to rather follow the Bayesian

approach developed in previous sections. Nevertheless, for completeness we describe here the final

part of the frequentist method for the Higgs fit. For that purpose we consider in the following, a

generic prior, πµ(δµX), of width ∆µ
i , obtained after a first phase of frequentist combination.

Recall that the frequentist marginalisation procedure, also called profiling, consists in maximiz-

ing over δµX , instead of integrating as done in Eq. (2.93). Hence the frequentist marginal Higgs

likelihood reads

L(cV , cf ) = max
δµX

[
πµ(δµX) × (2.106)

exp

[
−1

2

∑
i,j

(µth
i [cV , cf ]− µex

i (1 + δµXi∆
µ
i )) Cex−1

ij (µth
j [cV , cf ]− µex

j (1 + δµXj∆
µ
j ))

]]
.

As often done in practice for the frequentist treatment, one can equivalently minimize the χ2
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distribution, χ2 = −2 logL, instead of the maximisation in Eq. (2.106),

χ2(cV , cf ) = min
δµX

[
− 2 log πµ(δµX) + (2.107)

∑
i,j

(
µth
i [cV , cf ]− µex

i (1 + δµXi∆
µ
i )
)
Cex−1
ij

(
µth
j [cV , cf ]− µex

j (1 + δµXj∆
µ
j )
)]
.

The best-fit point given by the χ2 minimum in the (cf , cV ) parameter space is noted (ĉf , ĉV ) and

the best-fit regions are obtained by drawing contour levels of the difference (c.f. Section 2.2.1)

∆χ2(cf , cV ) = χ2(cf , cV )− χ2(ĉf , ĉV ) (2.108)

at the values given by Eq. (2.8).

The frequentist analytical likelihood

Assuming that the Bayesian and frequentist combinations of the errors lead to analogous shapes for

the final priors, we consider both a Gaussian and a flat shape for each πσX prior, as in Eqs. (2.99)–

(2.100). In the Gaussian case, the marginal likelihood (2.106) can be computed analytically,

LGauss
F = Lµ exp

[
1

2

∑
XX ′

ζX (δXX ′ + ηXX ′)
−1ζX ′

]
, (2.109)

where the ζX , ηXX ′ are defined as in Section 2.7.2. This is precisely the same result as for the

Bayesian likelihood of Eq. (2.102), LGauss
B .

For the case of no experimental correlations between the ΩX ’s, the marginal likelihood with

Gaussian prior thus simplifies just like in Eq. (2.104). 46 In this case, the marginal likelihood with

a flat prior also gets an analytical expression,

Lflat
F =

∏
X

(2.110)

exp

−1

2

∑
i,j

(
µth
i [cV , cf ]− µex

i (1 + ξXκi∆
µ
i )
)
Cex−1
ij

(
µth
j [cV , cf ]− µex

j (1 + ξXκj∆
µ
j )
)

46Hence the same likelihood (with a sum in quadrature) as in the Bayesian framework arises, in the case of neither
experimental nor theoretical correlations.
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with

ξX =


ζX /ηX if ζX /ηX ∈ [−

√
3,
√

3]
√

3 if ζX /ηX >
√

3

−
√

3 if ζX /ηX < −
√

3

, (2.111)

where ζX , ηX are defined as in Eq. (2.101), (2.103).

2.7.4 Numerical results

The frequentist marginalisation (likelihood (2.109) for the Gaussian prior or (2.110) for the flat

one) is not illustrated here because the frequentist framework may seem slightly less consistent

than the Bayesian one and the error combinations are more delicate. For these reasons, we rather

recommend to use the Bayesian marginalisation technics for the Higgs fits. In any case, the Bayesian

and frequentist approaches are expected to converge as the experimental uncertainties become small

relatively to the theoretical ones. This situation will gradually occur in the next LHC Runs due to

the decrease of the statistical uncertainties and the expected improvement in the knowledge of the

experimental systematic errors. We have described this feature in Ref. [59].

Now as a general remark allowing a better comprehension of the following subsections, let us try

to explain in simple words the reason why the presence of nuisance parameters can indeed modify

the size and the location of the best-fit domains in cV − cf .

For the sake of understanding the impact on the size, it is easier to focus on frequentist marginali-

sation. Frequentist marginalisation can be seen as an approximation of Bayesian marginalisation,

so that the same explanation holds for both. The frequentist marginalisation consists of a maximi-

sation of the nuisance parameter (say δµX) at any point in the space of the parameters of interest.

This means that the value of δµX at a given point is chosen in order to maximise goodness-of-fit.

Now, this improvement of goodness-of-fit is typically larger for the points far away from the best-fit

point than for those close by the best-fit point. When this fact is true (which is usually the case),

the operation of marginalising tends to enlarge the best-fit regions.

The effect of the nuisance parameters on the location of the best-fit regions in cV − cf can be un-

derstood as follows. Recall that the nuisance parameters enter in the likelihood as µex
i (1 + δµXi∆

µ
i )

(see Eq. (2.93)), so that they shift the central experimental value of the signal strength. This in

turn can induce a change in the location of the best-fit point in cV −cf . Such a shift actually occurs

if a non-zero value of δµX is preferred. This happens when a non-zero value for δµX helps relaxing

the tensions (i.e. different preferred values of cV , cf ) among various signal strengths µex
i . Notice

that this means that the likelihood itself favours a non-zero value for δµX , even though the prior of

δµX is centered on zero.
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Figure 2.4: The best-fit regions in the cV − cf plane obtained from Bayesian marginalisation and Gaussian
priors for the theoretical uncertainties. The 68%, 95% and 99% credible regions are represented respectively
by the green, yellow and grey domains. No theoretical error correlations between the Higgs detection
channels are taken into account in this figure. The dashed contours illustrate the case without theoretical
uncertainties. The SM prediction is shown by the red point.

The forbidden case: no correlations

Following our overview approach, let us start with the simplest case: the Bayesian marginalisation

in the absence of correlations between the theoretical errors of the different Higgs channels. Let us

take for instance a Gaussian prior (taking a flat one would not change our conclusions). This case

was described in more details in the beginning of Section 2.7.1 as well as in Section 2.7.2. In this

“de-correlated” case, the likelihood is simply the primary likelihood (2.51) with a summation in

quadrature of the absolute experimental and theoretical errors, (∆µex
i )2 + (µex

i ∆µ
i )2. The best-fit

domains in the cV − cf plane are derived following the standard procedure described in Section 2.2,

and are shown in Fig. (2.4). Here and throughout Section 2.7.4, the priors for cV , cf are taken flat,

π(cV,f ) ∝ 1.

We see on this figure that the theoretical SM prediction (cV = cf = 1) lies well within the

68% C.L. 47 region. Physically, this implies that, with such a fit, no physics beyond the SM is

required to interpret the 8 TeV LHC measurements of the Higgs rates. The increase of the best-fit

domain sizes induced by the existence of theoretical errors is relatively weak, due to the sum in

quadrature, as observed when comparing to the best-fit regions obtained with vanishing theoretical

errors. The latter regions are superimposed on Fig. (2.4) for illustration purpose (as the dashed

contours) and to ease the comparison with next plots.

However let us recall that the likelihood used here (and leading to the colored regions of Fig. (2.4))

is not realistic as the correlations among the Higgs channels should not be neglected. We thus do

47The acronym C.L. will stand for Credible Level within the Bayesian framework and for Confidence Level in the
frequentist framework.
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Figure 2.5: The best-fit regions in the cV − cf plane obtained from Bayesian marginalisation and flat priors
for the theoretical uncertainties. The 68%, 95% and 99% credible regions are represented respectively by
the green, yellow and grey domains. The [a] and [b] plots correspond, respectively, to the two characteristic
correlation configurations described in Eq. (2.97) and Eq. (2.98). The dashed contours illustrate the case
without theoretical uncertainties. The SM prediction is shown by the red point.

not recommend the use of this likelihood.

Flat prior

From now on we consider the more realistic likelihoods obtained in Section 2.7.2. These likeli-

hoods contain all the correlations between Higgs channels induced by the theoretical uncertainties.

First, we consider the configuration with two independent nuisance parameters (see Eq. (2.95) and

Eq. (2.97)). The Bayesian marginalisation over these two nuisance parameters leads to the analyt-

ical likelihood (2.105) for flat final priors. Applying the standard Bayesian procedure, described in

Section 2.2, we find the best-fit regions of Fig. (2.5)[left].

By comparing the colored plots in Fig. (2.4) and Fig. (2.5)[left], one observes clearly a shift of the

best-fit regions. This shift originates from the theoretical correlations that are taken into account

in Fig. (2.5)[left]. This shift occurs because the relaxation of the tensions between the individual

signal strength measurements (see discussion in the introduction of Section 2.7.4) is different in

the correlated case and in the “de-correlated” one. We emphasize that this shift is a consequence

of taking into account the theoretical correlations. Indeed we will see in next subsection that the

same effect occurs for a different prior shape. Concerning the region size, a slight increase occurs

relatively to Fig. (2.4). This comparison can be done by looking at the reference case (dashed

contours) without theoretical errors at all, which is once more superimposed on Fig. (2.5)[left].

The plot on the right hand side of Fig. (2.5) is the same as the left plot but for the second corre-
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Figure 2.6: The best-fit regions in the cV − cf plane obtained from Bayesian marginalisation and Gaussian
priors for the theoretical uncertainties. The 68%, 95% and 99% credible regions are represented respectively
by the green, yellow and grey domains. The [a] and [b] plots correspond, respectively, to the two characteristic
correlation configurations described in Eq. (2.97) and Eq. (2.98). The dashed contours illustrate the case
without theoretical uncertainties. The SM prediction is shown by the red point.

lation configuration, involving a single nuisance parameter (discussed in Eq. (2.96) and Eq. (2.98)).

The effect of the theoretical correlations (relatively to Fig. (2.4)) appears to be softer than for the

left plot: the shift is smaller. This difference between the two colored regions of Fig. (2.5) makes

clear that the theoretical correlations have an important impact on the fits, and should thus be

carefully taken into account.

As described below Eq. (2.96), the most realistic correlation configuration is most probably an

intermediate configuration between those adopted in the two plots of Fig. (2.5). We thus conclude

that, with the statistical treatment adopted here, the SM prediction remains in a good agreement

(1σ level) with the 8 TeV LHC Higgs data, even once realistic theoretical correlations are taken

into account.

Gaussian prior

Fig. (2.6) illustrates the same case as in Fig. (2.5) except that the final priors are now Gaussian, 48

which leads to the marginalised Bayesian likelihood of Eq. (2.102) and Eq.(2.104). It appears that

there is no substantial difference (neither in location, size nor shape of the best-fit regions) between

these two figures. This illustrates the mild impact of the choice of the shape for the prior of the

theoretical uncertainties. We conclude that, with the present statistical uncertainties on Higgs

48At this stage, we recall that the Gaussian priors are obtained from a combination of all the individual priors,
while the flat priors have just been chosen ‘by hand’ to illustrate what happens for completely different distributions.
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Figure 2.7: The data-dominated posterior p(δggF|µex
i ) (Eq. (2.112)). The 68%, 95% and 99% credible

domains are indicated respectively by the green, yellow and grey areas.

data, the recurring question of the exact shape of the prior, 49 in particular for the errors due to

truncated perturbative expansions in QCD, is nearly irrelevant.

However we should stress that this insensitivity to the prior shape occurs because the experimen-

tal uncertainties of the current data are typically larger or of the same order as the theoretical ones.

This situation is expected to change with the upcoming LHC runs, as the statistical uncertainties

will decrease with the integrated luminosity.

The nuisance parameters favoured by the data

Let us now consider the posterior distribution for the theoretical uncertainties themselves, instead

of the posterior for the parameters of interest. Here we shall take the priors associated with the

theoretical uncertainties (πσX) as flat and with an infinite range. For such choice of prior, the

information of the posterior is fully contained in the likelihood (second line in Eq. (2.112)). The

interest of this data-dominated posterior is that it allows us to study exclusively the information

that the sole Higgs data provide about the theoretical uncertainties, ∆µ
i .

We first consider the case with a single nuisance parameter δggF (i.e. the fully correlated case),

given in Eq. (2.96), and we present in Fig. (2.7) the data-dominated posterior for δggF,

p(δggF|µex
i ) =

∫
dcV dcf π(cV , cf ) πσggF(δggF) × (2.112)

exp

−1

2

∑
i,j

(
µth
i [cV , cf ]− µex

i (1± δggF∆µ
i )

)
Cex−1
ij

(
µth
j [cV , cf ]− µex

j (1± δggF∆µ
j )

) .
49Including the details of the form at the boundaries in case e.g. of a flat distribution.
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This posterior is obtained by integrating the likelihood of Eq. (2.93) (with πµ given by Eq. (2.97))

over all δ’s but one, chosen to be δggF, and marginalising with respect to the cV , cf parameters

with π(cV , cf ) ∝ 1.

It appears in Fig. (2.7) that the posterior for δggF is centred on δggF ' −1. 50 This means that

for each signal strength, the data typically favour a value falling at ±1σ (i.e. at ±∆µ
i ) from the

nominal value µex
i . In other words, for the correlation configuration of Eq. (2.96) the Higgs data

provide a non-trivial indication that the magnitudes of the theoretical errors are reasonably well

estimated. Indeed, the theoretical estimations predict the µex
i to lie typically within the 1σ interval

±∆µ
i .

This compatibility suggests that the ∆µ
i uncertainties, whose estimations rely on quite ad hoc

QCD scale variations and on the arbitrariness in the choice of PDF sets, are nevertheless quite

robust. On the other hand, one also notices in Fig. (2.7) that the credible intervals for p(δggF|µex
i )

go beyond −1. This could be taken as an argument for slightly increasing the overall magnitude

of the theoretical uncertainties (see next subsection).

The correlation configuration with two nuisance parameters, given by Eq. (2.95), leads to larger

preferred values for the nuisance parameters δggF ' −2, δVBF ' −5. We interpret these very large

values as the fact that neglecting totally the correlation between the two nuisance parameters is an

unrealistic hypothesis (as already described in Section 2.7.1). As a matter of fact, if one restored the

usual prior for the δ’s (i.e. a prior with unit variance, V [δ] = 1), a hypothesis testing would show

that the data favour the correlation configuration of Eq. (2.96) with respect to the configuration

of Eq. (2.95).

More conservative theoretical errors

Throughout this work, we have been observing that, among the various origins of theoretical

uncertainty involved in the Higgs fit, some are of a nature (see Section 2.6.1 - 2.6.5) which renders

difficult the exact determination of the associated 1σ interval. These are the truncation of the

perturbative expansion for the QCD calculation of Higgs rates translated into an arbitrary error

range for the renormalisation/factorisation scale µ = µR = µF (affecting the production and decay

amplitudes as well as the αs coupling constant), the choices made (on the statistical method, the

number of free parameters. . . ) in the different PDF sets, and finally the mb renormalisation scheme

and EFT assumptions for the ggF mechanism. These considerations can be taken as a motivation

to adopt more conservative theoretical errors.

Moreover, we have seen in the previous subsection (see Fig. (2.7)) that the data tend to prefer

theoretical uncertainties that are somewhat larger than the combined 1σ width ∆µ
i obtained in

Section 2.6, see e.g. the 68% C.L. interval in Fig. (2.7). Taking seriously this fact, it makes sense

50For comparison, the maximum of p(δggF, cV = cf = 1|µex
i ) is reached for δggF ' −0.7.
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to perform the fits with a slight overall increase of the uncertainties. We suggest a rescaling

∆µ
i → 1.5 ∆µ

i (2.113)

as a reasonable estimation for a most conservative choice of theoretical uncertainties. Notice that

the rescaling of Eq. (2.113) is equivalent (c.f. Eq. (2.93)) to rescale by 1.5 the axis on Fig. (2.7).

For example, the point δggF = −1 becomes δggF = −1.5.

The best-fit regions with ∆µ
i × 1.5 are shown in Fig. (2.8) for the two correlation configurations

and considering the flat prior case (Eq. (2.105)), keeping in mind that with the current Higgs data,

the final prior shape does not affect significantly those best-fit domains. The impact of the increase

of the theoretical uncertainties (Eq. (2.113)) on the fit of the current Higgs data can be seen by

comparing Fig. (2.5) and Fig. (2.8). It turns out that the shift of the preferred regions with respect

to the case without theoretical errors gets slightly accentuated. In the correlation configuration of

Eq. (2.97), i.e. with two independent δX , it even appears (see Fig. (2.8)[left]) that the SM point

moves just outside the 68% C.L. region.

The increase of this shift can be understood by recalling that rescaling the ∆µ
i is equivalent

to increase the width of the δX prior. It is then clear that more possibilities are opened for the

preferred values of δX . It turns out that these preferred values move further away from zero, which

induces a more pronounced shift of the best-fit regions.

Even though these effects are not statistically significant for the current Higgs data, we stress

that the impact of the theoretical errors will increase while more data will be accumulated at the

LHC. The ambiguity existing in the theoretical errors estimation deserves thus to be taken into

account. For future LHC phenomenological studies, we suggest to take into account, in the same

way as proposed in this subsection, the impact on the fits from the lack of knowledge in theoretical

errors.

2.8 Biasing the Higgs likelihood

The principle of bias has been presented in Section 2.2.2. To have a self-consistent section, we recall

here the basics of a “biasing” procedure. We distinguish two realisations of the bias principle: the

extremal bias and the envelope method.

The method of extremal biasing consists in drawing the best-fit regions for the parameters of

interest for extreme fixed values of the theoretical errors. By the word ‘extreme’, we mean that we

set the nuisance parameters δ at ±1 (corresponding to one-standard deviations with our conven-

tions) in order to obtain a strong impact on the fit. In our Higgs fit, the theoretical uncertainties

affect the signal strengths µex
i , which in turn modify the preferred value of µth

i (cf , cV ) and thus the

best-fit regions of cV , cf . Note that the choice of extreme values δ ± 1 can be seen as natural, and
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Figure 2.8: The best-fit regions in the cV − cf plane obtained from Bayesian marginalisation and flat priors
for the theoretical uncertainties. The 68%, 95% and 99% credible regions are represented respectively by
the green, yellow and grey domains. The [a] and [b] plots correspond, respectively, to the characteristic
correlation configurations described in Eq. (2.97) and Eq. (2.98). The dashed contours illustrate the case
without theoretical uncertainties. The SM prediction is shown by the red point. The difference with Fig. (2.5)
is the enhancement of the uncertainties, accordingly to ∆µ

i → ∆µ
i × 1.5.

for that reason will be used in our numerical results, but strictly speaking remains only a choice

with a certain degree of arbitrariness.

The envelope method corresponds formally to the continuous version of this extremal biasing.

Loosely speaking, this is what one obtains if one does the fit for each fixed value of the nuisance

parameters between the extreme values δ = ±1. One expects typically a deformed contour somehow

interpolating between the regions of extremal biasing. For a more formal and unified description

of these biasing methods, see Section 2.2.2.

What are the motivations for choosing the marginalisation or the bias approaches (extremal bias

or envelope method) in the Higgs fits? The lack of knowledge on the shape of the prior associated

to the main QCD uncertainties discussed in Section 2.6.3 encourages one to apply a bias method,

which does not rely on the prior shape – in contrast with the marginalisation.

Besides, the bias is more conservative. Indeed, while in the marginalisation the best-fit domain cor-

responds roughly to nuisance parameters centered around a preferred δX value, in the bias methods

δX rather spans by construction its [−1, 1] interval without favouring any value. Hence, generally

speaking (and this is the case for the Higgs fit), the best-fit regions in the space of the parameters

of interest obtained through the bias methods are wider than the ones from marginalising.

In addition, the envelope method allows one to see at a glance the whole best-fit domain in the

cV − cf plane spanned by varying the nuisance parameters inside their entire [−1, 1] intervals.

The price to pay here is maybe a heavier technical approach than in the marginalisation proce-

dure: compare the marginalisation definitions in Eqs. (2.9),(2.10) with the biasing definitions in
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Eqs. (2.14),(2.17) (see for example Eq. (2.93) and Eq. (2.118) for the application to the Higgs

likelihood). It is clear that more operations (either integrations or maximisations) are needed for

the envelope method.

2.8.1 Combining the uncertainties

The starting point is the likelihood (2.51), and then (2.61). Applying the Eqs. (2.39)-(2.40)-(2.41)-

(2.42) together with the definition of Eq. (2.89) and,

∆P
X,i =̂

εiXσ
SM
X∑

X′ ε
i
X′σ

SM
X′

(
∆amp
X + ∆PDF+αs

X

)
, (2.114)

which is a new compact notation comparable to Eq. (2.80), we obtain the likelihood depending on

a unique nuisance parameter, δb,

Lbias(δb) = exp

−1

2

∑
i,j

(
µth
i [cV , cf ]− µex

i (1 + δb∆
b
i)

)
Cex−1
ij

(
µth
j [cV , cf ]− µex

j (1 + δb∆
b
j)

)
(2.115)

relying on the combined error,

∆b
i =

∣∣∆P
ggF,i −∆P

ttH,i

∣∣+ ∆P
VBF,i + ∆P

WH,i + ∆P
ZH,i +

∑
Y,a

(∆a
Y,i + ∆Y,i) , (2.116)

or,

∆b
i =

∣∣∆P
ggF,i − (∆P

ttH,i + ∆P
VBF,i + ∆P

WH,i + ∆P
ZH,i)

∣∣+
∑
Y,a

(∆a
Y,i + ∆Y,i) , (2.117)

for the two configurations of correlations defined in Eq. (2.95)-(2.96), respectively.

The combinations of the errors on the partial decay widths are dictated by the fact that their

nuisance parameters are either independent (among them and from the nuisance parameters at the

production level) or taken 100% correlated to each other, as discussed in Section 2.6.5.

In Eq. (2.114), ∆amp
X is either equal to ∆scale

X (see Section 2.6.2) or taken as ∆amp
ggF = ∆scale

ggF +∆Q,V
ggF ,

for the ggF channel (instead of Eq. (2.72)) with now, ∆Q,V
ggF ' 9%, from the linear sum of the three

errors originating from EFT assumptions and mb scheme dependence [26]. These linear summa-

tions are all motivated by the fact that these errors are independent.

The ∆PDF+αs
X uncertainty entering Eq. (2.114) is obtained from Ref. [20, 54] using an “envelope

method”, which corresponds exactly to the combinations in the bias approach presented in Sec-

tion 2.3.5. Indeed, this combination is equivalent to a linear sum of the individual errors ∆set
X ,

∆data
X and ∆αs

X , which are independent (c.f. Section 2.6.1). Finally, the linear sum in Eq. (2.114)

is justified by the independence of the errors ∆amp
X and ∆PDF+αs

X .
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The 1σ-errors (∆’s) are taken to be exactly the symmetrized errors provided by the LHCHWG [17,

18, 20] in order to be conservative (similar discussion as in Sections 2.6.3 and 2.6.5). These errors

are consistent with the previous marginalisation framework, so that the results from bias and

marginalisation can readily be compared.

2.8.2 The Bayesian approach

Extremal bias

According to Section 2.2.2, the extremal bias within the Bayesian framework consists in deriving

the best-fit regions in the cV − cf plane for two fixed values of the nuisance parameters, δb = ±1,

using the likelihood Lbias(δb) of Eq. (2.115). Recall that in the Bayesian case, the best-fit regions

are computed by integrating the posterior density probability, according to Eqs. (2.3)-(2.4)-(2.5).

The priors (π(θ)) for the parameters of interest (here θ ≡ cV , cf ) entering Eq. (2.3) are taken flat,

i.e. π(cV,f ) ∝ 1.

Note that, if the two extreme regions have an overlap, one cannot display them together con-

sistently. Instead, one has to follow the rigorous definition of Eq. (2.14), using a discrete domain

D = {−1, 1}. This equation dictates to use the sum of the posteriors at δb = −1 and δb = 1, with

each posterior separately normalised by its integral over the cV − cf plane.

Envelope method

The envelope method corresponds to letting vary continuously δb within [−1, 1], i.e. this is the

continuous version of the extremal bias, as discussed in Section 2.2.2. The corresponding likelihood

is

L̄B(cf , cV ) =

∫ 1

−1
dδb

[
Lbias(cf , cV , δb)∫

dcf
∫
dcV Lbias(cf , cV , δb)

]
. (2.118)

This likelihood is derived by applying Eq. (2.14) with the likelihood Lbias(cV , cf , δb) from Eq. (2.115).

The best-fit regions are obtained through the standard procedure of Eqs. (2.3)-(2.4)-(2.5). Again,

we take the priors for the parameter of interest to be flat, π(cV,f ) ∝ 1.

2.8.3 The frequentist approach

Extremal bias

For the extremal bias in the frequentist framework (see Section 2.2.2), one uses again the likelihood

Lbias(δb) (Eq. (2.115)), with δb fixed at the two extreme values δb = ±1. In practice, in order to
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draw the best-fit regions in cV − cf , one can define a χ-squared function difference

∆χ2(cf , cV , δb) = χ2(cf , cV , δb)− χ2(ĉf , ĉV , δb) , χ2(cf , cV , δb) = −2 log[Lbias(δb)] , (2.119)

as follows from Eq. (2.6). Remind that χ2(ĉf , ĉV , δb) stands for the minimum of χ2 with respect

to cf , cV for a given δb. The best-fit regions are obtained by drawing the contour levels of ∆χ2 set

at the values given in Eq. (2.8). Once more, the prior for the parameters of interest entering in

Eq. (2.6) are taken flat, π(cV,f ) ∝ 1.

If the two extreme regions overlap, the same remark as in the Bayesian case holds. To display

consistently the two regions together, one has to follow the rigorous definition of Eq. (2.17), using

a discrete domain D = {−1, 1}. This equation dictates to use the minimum of the two ∆χ2,

i.e. minδb∈{−1,1}[∆χ2(cf , cV , δb)].

Envelope method

For the envelope method in the frequentist case, one can proceed with the χ2 introduced in

Eq. (2.119) and define

χ̄2(cf , cV ) = min
δb∈[−1,1]

[
χ2(cf , cV , δb)− χ2(ĉf , ĉV , δb)

]
, (2.120)

according to the general definition of Eq. (2.17). This equation is the frequentist analog of

Eq. (2.118). In order to draw the best-fit regions in the cV − cf plane, one should then define

∆χ̄2(cf , cV ) = χ̄2(cf , cV )− χ̄2(ĉf , ĉV ) . (2.121)

The best-fit regions are obtained by drawing the contour levels of ∆χ̄2 set at the values given in

Eq. (2.8). Again, the prior for the cV , cf parameters entering in Eq. (2.6) are taken flat, π(cV,f ) ∝ 1.

Let us finally recall the parallel between Eq. (2.118) and Eq. (2.120). As first explained in

Section 2.2.2, the subtracted term in Eq. (2.120) is the frequentist analogy of the ratio over∫
dcfdcV Lbias(cf , cV , δb) in Eq. (2.118). In both cases, the effect of this term is to remove the

contribution of δb to goodness-of-fit (which avoids favouring specific values of δb). Both formulas

are analog up to exchanging integration over δb with minimisation over δb. The fact that the inte-

gration/minimisation over δb is performed on the whole range [−1, 1], rather than on the discrete

domain {−1, 1}, leads to an envelope in the cf − cV plane, instead of two distinct domains as in

the extremal bias.
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2.8.4 Numerical results

In this section, we apply both the frequentist and Bayesian versions of the bias method to the Higgs

likelihood. We stress that the Higgs likelihood Lbias(δb) is exactly the same in the two statistical

frameworks, so that the discrepancies observed among the plots originate solely from the different

statistical treatments. These two treatments differ in their definition of the best-fit regions (see

Section 2.2.1) and their realisation of the bias principle (see Eqs. (2.14), (2.17)).

Extremal bias

In Fig. (2.9), we present the best-fit regions obtained through the Bayesian and frequentist bias

methods, respectively described in Sections 2.8.2 and 2.8.3. The likelihood, Lbias(δb) of Eq. (2.115),

is used together with one of the two combined errors (2.116)-(2.117) depending on which correlation

configuration is considered (Eq. (2.95) or Eq.(2.96) respectively).

The left and right pannels of Fig. (2.9) correspond to the two correlation configurations surrounding

the case with realistic correlations. It turns out that the best-fit regions obtained in these two

extreme correlation configurations have only mild differences.

Now, compare the two upper plots and lower plots of Fig. (2.9), corresponding respectively to

the frequentist and Bayesian treatments. A small difference appears at the junction of the two

set of regions, coming from the different realisation of the bias principle in the two statistical

frameworks. Besides, the frequentist best-fit regions are slightly larger than the Bayesian ones,

due to the non-equivalent definitions of the Bayesian and frequentist contours. Overall, there is a

strong resemblance between the Bayesian and frequentist results. This reflects the weak impact of

choosing the Bayesian or frequentist procedure for the extremal bias.

Let us now compare the lower plots of Fig. (2.9) with the previous Bayesian marginalisation

plots obtained in Fig. (2.5) – considering of course respectively the two correlation configurations

used in the left and right plots. One can clearly see that the best-fit regions 51 obtained from

the extremal bias are larger than the ones obtained through marginalisation. This is because the

regions in Fig. (2.5), derived by marginalising, correspond somehow to fix the nuisance parameters

to their values favoured by the fit. For the present Higgs fits, it turns out that these preferred

values are close to δ ≈ −1. Hence, the regions from the extremal bias (Fig. (2.9)) being obtained

for δb = ±1 (lower left set is for δb = −1 52), they clearly cover more space in the cV − cf plane

than the domains in Fig. (2.5).
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Figure 2.9: The best-fit regions in the cV − cf plane obtained through an extremal bias. The 68%, 95%
and 99% confidence regions are represented respectively by the green, yellow and grey domains. The upper
plots illustrate the frequentist approach whereas the two lower ones show the Bayesian approach. The [a],
[c] and [b], [d] plots correspond, respectively, to the characteristic correlation configurations described in
Eq. (2.116) and Eq. (2.117). The dashed contours illustrate the case without theoretical uncertainties. The
SM prediction is shown by the red point.

Envelope method

The four plots of Fig. (2.10) illustrate the Bayesian and frequentist envelope methods performed

accordingly to Sections 2.8.2 and 2.8.3. Again, both correlation configurations, giving rise to the

51Notice that these best-fit regions include essentially the two extreme sub-domains corresponding to δb = ±1.
52The dependence of the best-fit region location on the nuisance parameter is induced by the dependence of the

likelihood (2.115) on, µex
i [1 + δb∆

b
i ].
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Figure 2.10: The best-fit regions in the cV − cf plane obtained through the envelope method. The 68%,
95% and 99% confidence regions are represented respectively by the green, yellow and grey domains. The
upper plots illustrate the frequentist approach whereas the two lower ones show the Bayesian approach. The
[a], [c] and [b], [d] plots correspond, respectively, to the characteristic correlation configurations described in
Eq. (2.116) and Eq. (2.117). The dashed grey contours illustrate the best-fit regions at 68% C.L., 95% C.L.
and 99% C.L., obtained in Fig. (2.9). The SM prediction is shown by the red point.

combined errors of Eq. (2.116)-(2.117), are studied numerically. The two upper and lower plots of

Fig. (2.10) differ due to the direct envelope method being not equivalent within the Bayesian and

frequentist cases.

The sets of frequentist envelopes represent the best-fit areas that would be obtained by superimpos-

ing the best-fit regions of the extremal bias, but for δb spanning continuously the interval [−1, 1].
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This correspondence between the envelope method and extremal bias appears clearly when one

realises (c.f. end of Section 2.2.2) that the former is based on the Eqs. (2.120)-(2.121) while the

latter can be obtained through the same equations just with a minimisation over the discrete do-

main δb ∈ D = {−1, 1} in Eq. (2.120), instead of the continuous range [−1, 1]. The correspondence

is visible when comparing the envelopes with the extreme sets of best-fit domains at δb = ±1,

obtained previously from the frequentist bias method and also superimposed on upper plots of

Fig. (2.10), as dashed contours: these contours draw exactly the extreme limits of the envelopes.

The two sets of Bayesian envelopes obtained in the two lower plots of Fig. (2.10) represent less

conservative regions with respect to the frequentist envelope. Besides, the envelopes of these plots

cover smaller regions than the best-fit domains that would be obtained by superimposing the best-

fit regions of the extremal bias, but for δb spanning continuously the interval [−1, 1]. This appears

clearly when comparing those envelopes to the extreme sets of best-fit regions at, δb = ±1, ob-

tained previously from the Bayesian bias method (once more superimposed on the lower plots of

Fig. (2.10), as dashed contours).

Finally, we mention that the SM point belongs to all the 68% C.L. regions of Fig. (2.10). At this

level, we can illustrate one of the interests of the bias. Let us consider an hypothetical but plausible

situation. For example, suppose that with future LHC data, the SM point would fall outside the

3σ region obtained by marginalising. Such a discrepancy could be interpreted either as an indirect

effect of physics underlying the SM on the Higgs sector, or as a shift of the best-fit regions induced

by values of the nuisance parameters favoured statistically by the fit. This shift induced by the

nuisance parameters would come from the fact that the nuisance parameters and the parameters

of interest are determined simultaneously. In contrast, in the envelope method, a SM prediction

falling beyond the 3σ region would indicate the presence of new physics without any alternative

explanation relying on the statistical treatment (the entire interval of the nuisance parameters being

covered). This example provides a motivation to apply both bias and marginalisation methods,

which are somehow complementary.

2.9 Conclusions

The main goal of this analysis was to work out a consistent statistical treatment of the theoretical

uncertainties in the fits of the Higgs boson rates. We have analysed in a unified formalism both the

Bayesian and frequentist approaches to theoretical uncertainties. We systematically analysed how

to perform error combinations in a given statistical context and we have introduced a framework

to use the bias principle on firm ground.

This analysis has been the opportunity to update the Higgs rate fit based on the latest LHC data

at 7 and 8 TeV. In the case of Bayesian marginalisation, we have found that the SM prediction for

the Higgs couplings still falls into the 68% C.L. region of the cV −cf plane. Bayesian marginalisation

benefits from well-defined distributions for the nuisance parameters and from an easier convolution
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of these error distributions compared to frequentist marginalisation.

We have reviewed all the fundamental sources of the individual theoretical errors involved in the

SM Higgs cross sections and branching ratios. Then those errors have been combined in a careful

‘step-by-step’ approach following the Bayesian rules. In this task of combining a significant number

of uncertainties (various Higgs production modes, decay channels. . . ), we were helped by the leading

moment approximation – which has been deduced from considerations on the moment-generating

function.

This has allowed us to show that the prior of the total uncertainty resulting from the combination

of all the theoretical errors (using flat priors for the unknown ones) converges to a nearly Gaussian

shape. Besides, it also came out from the numerical results that the precise form of this final

theoretical prior is not crucial with respect to the determination of the best-fit regions. This

conclusion holds only for the present data, which still have large experimental errors with respect

to the theoretical ones.

In contrast, our analysis has shown that the correlations of the theoretical uncertainties among

the Higgs detection channels induce a significant shift of the best-fit domains in the space of the

parameters of interest. These correlations appear thus to be an unavoidable ingredient of the fits.

The Higgs fits were performed in two extreme configurations of theoretical correlations between the

various detection channels. The most realistic correlation setup is an intermediate configuration

between those two. Such an approach is thus conservative. Besides, considering characteristic

configurations has allowed us to derive simple analytic expressions for the marginal likelihood

functions.

For future Higgs fits, given the ambiguities inherent to the estimation of the theoretical error

magnitudes, we recommend to present an additional analysis with 1σ errors enhanced by a typical

factor of 1.5 as a conservative benchmark. Such a factor is consistent with the 1σ theoretical

errors preferred by the data. Of course the present degree of arbitrariness in the theoretical error

magnitudes could be improved for instance with future higher order QCD calculations or new

methods to determine the PDFs.

Finally, we have provided a rigorous statistical framework for the bias principle, which consti-

tutes an alternative to marginalisation. This framework has lead us to define two complementary

bias treatments: the extremal bias and the envelope method. The bias principle is more conserva-

tive than marginalisation by construction, and does not depend on the shape of the priors of the

nuisance parameters, which are not always known. Therefore, a reasonable advice is to apply both

the marginalisation and bias methods to the Higgs data. Using the envelope method, we find that

the SM prediction belongs to the 68% C.L. region of the cV − cf plane.
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Chapter 3

The couplings and CP properties of

the Higgs boson from fits of its rates

and their ratios

Adapted from: A. Djouadi and G. Moreau, Eur. Phys. J. C73 (2013) 9, 2512.

3.1 Introduction

The ATLAS and CMS collaborations have released their analyses of the mass and the production

times decay rates of the 126 GeV Higgs–like particle using the full set of data collected so far, ≈ 5

fb−1 at
√
s = 7 TeV and ≈ 20 fb−1 at

√
s = 8 TeV [1–4]. This closes a very successful first run

at the LHC, which culminated with the historical discovery of the state in July 2012 [5, 6]. To be

convinced that the observed particle is indeed the Higgs boson that is responsible of the spontaneous

breaking of the electroweak symmetry [7,8], one needs to prove that the particle: i) has spin–zero,

ii) is a CP–even state, iii) couples to fermions and gauge bosons proportionally to their masses

and, ultimately, iv) has a self–coupling that is also proportional to its mass. While there is little

doubt on the spin–zero nature of the observed state 1, and the probing of the self–coupling has

to await for a high–luminosity LHC [11] or a future lepton collider, a first determination of the

couplings [12–14] and the CP–properties [15, 16] can be performed with the current results. The

ATLAS and CMS collaborations themselves have given a first “portrait” of the observed particle

which indicates that indeed it has the properties of a Higgs boson and even more, the properties

of the unique Higgs boson that is predicted in the Standard Model (SM) [1–4,17].

However, in the case of the particle coupling determination, the ATLAS and CMS analyses

1The observation of the H → γγ decay rules out the spin–1 case [9] and the graviton–like spin–2 possibility is
extremely unlikely and, from the particle rates, is ruled out in large classes of models [10].
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suffer from two serious drawbacks [18,19]. The first one is that the signal strength modifiers µXX ,

that are identified with the Higgs cross section times decay branching ratio normalized to the SM

expectation in a given H → XX search channel, are affected by large theoretical uncertainties

that are now becoming a dominant source of error. Indeed, the combined theoretical uncertainty

in the rate of the by far dominant Higgs production process at the LHC, gluon fusion gg → H,

is estimated to be of order ±15–20% [20, 21] even before it is broken into jet categories which

significantly increases the uncertainty [22,23]. The uncertainty is similar in the vector boson fusion

channel when the large contamination from the gg → Hjj process is taken into account [23].

Another drawback of the analyses [18, 19] is that they involve strong theoretical assumptions on

the total Higgs width since some contributing decay channels not accessible at the LHC are assumed

to be SM–like and possible invisible Higgs decays in scenarios beyond the SM are supposed not to

occur.

In this letter, we consider ratios of Higgs production cross sections times decay branching

fractions in which these two sources of uncertainties and, eventually, also some systematical and

parametrical uncertainties such as the error on the luminosity measurement and the one on the

Higgs branching ratios 2 [21,24], should be absent [18,19]. Using the Higgs signal strengths in which

the theoretical uncertainty is taken to be a bias and not a nuisance (as is done generally), as well

as the ratios µγγ/µZZ and µττ/µWW which are free from the ambiguities above, we perform a fit

of the latest ATLAS and CMS data and conclude that, already at the 68% confidence level (CL),

there is no deviation of the Higgs couplings to fermions and gauge bosons from the SM expectation.

On an other front, the attempts made so far for the determination of the CP nature of the

particle mainly exploit the kinematical features of the H → V V decays with V = W,Z [15] or the

production in the vector boson fusion V ∗V ∗ → H and Higgs–strahlung V ∗ → V H processes [16].

Since a CP–odd particle has not have tree level couplings to V V states 3, all these processes project

out only the CP–even component of the HV V coupling [30] and the considered distributions can

be thus only those of a 0++ state.

We will show that a much better way to measure the CP composition of the observed Higgs

state is to consider the measured signal strength in the H → V V decays; see also Ref. [31]. Using

µZZ , we demonstrate that, if the magnitude of the Higgs couplings to fermions is as in the SM, the

pure CP–odd possibility is excluded at the 4σ level, irrespective of the (mixed CP) Higgs couplings

to light fermions.

Finally, assuming that the Higgs couplings to fermions and gauge bosons are SM–like and

using mainly the signal strength µZZ , one obtains a limit on the rate for invisible Higgs decays,

2There are parametric uncertainties that affect the hadronic Higgs decay widths. For a ≈ 126 GeV SM Higgs
boson, this translates into an uncertainty on the total Higgs width which is found to be of order ≈ 4% in Ref. [24]
and slightly higher in Ref. [21].

3The effective V V coupling of a pseudoscalar A boson, ∝ M2
V V

µν Ṽµν with Ṽµν = εµνρσVρσ, should be generated
through tiny loop corrections. To make this coupling as large as the SM tree–level HV V coupling, one needs a very
low new physics scale that would spoil the precision electroweak data.
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Γinv
H /ΓSM

H ≤ 0.52 at the 68%CL (see also Ref. [14, 25] for an indirect limit), that is stronger than

the one obtained from direct invisible Higgs searches [26,27].

3.2 The signal strengths and their ratios

Let us first summarize the LHC Higgs data collected in the 2011 and 2012 runs for the various

SM Higgs decay channels that have been searched for by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations:

H → ZZ∗ → 4`±, H → WW ∗ → 2`2ν, H → γγ, H → τ+τ− and H → bb̄; we will ignore the

additional search channels H → µ+µ− and H → Zγ (see e.g. Ref. [28]) for which the sensitivity

is still too low. In most cases, the various Higgs production channels have been used: the by far

dominant gluon–gluon fusion mechanism gg → H (ggF) that has the large production rates but

also the subleading channels, vector boson fusion (VBF) qq → Hqq and Higgs–strahlung (HV)

qq̄ → HV with V = W,Z; the top quark associated pp̄ → tt̄H mechanism (ttH) has too low

a cross section to be relevant. At least the ggF and VBF channels have been considered in the

H → ZZ,WW, γγ and H → τ+τ− channels, while in the case H → τ+τ− and H →WW ∗ → 2`2ν

decays, also the HV production mode in which the H → bb̄ decay has been searched for, has been

considered.

ATLAS and CMS have provided the signal strengths for the various final states with a luminosity

of, respectively, ≈ 5 fb−1 for the 2011 run at
√
s = 7 TeV and ≈ 20 fb−1 the 2012 run at

√
s = 8

TeV. We will identify these µ values with the Higgs cross section times decay branching fractions

normalized to the SM expectation and, for the H → XX decay, one would have indeed in the

narrow width approximation,

µXX |th '
σ(pp→ H → XX)

σ(pp→ H → XX)|SM
' σ(pp→ H)× BR(H → XX)

σ(pp→ H)|SM × BR(H → XX)|SM
. (3.1)

From the experimental point of view (and in our fits), this would correspond to

µXX |exp '
N evts
XX

ε× σ(pp→ H)|SM × BR(H → XX)|SM × L
, (3.2)

where N evts
XX stands for the measured number of events in the H → XX search channel, ε denotes

the selection efficiency and L is the luminosity.

In this work, we consider the decay ratios DXX discussed in Ref. [18] and defined as

Dp
XX =

σp(pp→ H → XX)

σp(pp→ H → V V )
=
σp(pp→ H)× BR(H → XX)

σp(pp→ H)× BR(H → V V )
=

Γ(H → XX)

Γ(H → V V )
(3.3)

for a specific production process p = ggF,VBF,VH or all (for inclusive production) and for a given

decay channel H → XX when the reference channel H → V V with V = W or/and Z is used. In

these ratios, the cross sections σ(pp→ H) and hence, their significant theoretical uncertainties will
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cancel out as discussed previously, leaving out only the ratio of decay branching fractions and hence

of partial decay widths. Thus, the total decay width which includes contributions from channels not

under control such as possible invisible Higgs decays, do not appear in the decay ratios Dp
XX . Some

common experimental systematical uncertainties such as the one from the luminosity measurement

as well as the uncertainties in the Higgs decay branching ratios also cancel out. We are thus, in

principle, left with mostly the statistical uncertainty and some systematical errors 4.

The ratios DXX involve, up to kinematical factors, only the ratios |cX |2/|cV |2 of the reduced

couplings of the Higgs boson to the particles X and V compared to the SM expectation, cX ≡
gHXX/g

SM
HXX . For the SM Higgs boson with a mass of MH = 125 GeV, the kinematical factors

can be straightforwardly obtained using the program HDECAY [34] for the evaluation of the Higgs

branching ratios when the SM inputs recommended by the LHC Higgs working group [20] are

adopted; they are given in Ref. [18] for the various normalisations (and, for simplicity, are then set

to unity in that work).

In practice, to take into account the fact that there are four different Higgs production channels

with different topologies, the cross section part is more involved and the ratio DXX can be more

precisely written as

DXX ∝
εggX σ(gg→H)+εVBF

X σ(Hqq)+εHVX σ(HV ) + εtt̄HX σ(tt̄H)

εggV σ(gg→H) + εVBF
V σ(Hqq) + εHVV σ(HV ) + εtt̄HV σ(tt̄H)

×
Γ(H→XX)

Γ(H→XX)|SM

Γ(H→V V )
Γ(H→V V )|SM

(3.4)

where the εpX , provided by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations, denote the experimental efficiencies

to select the Higgs events in the gg, VBF, HV , tt̄H production and H → XX decay channels

(exclusive cut categories are also considered). DXX is only proportional to the above expression

due to the presence of another identical ratio of cross sections but within the SM 5. Nevertheless

for almost the same selection efficiencies, and even for εpX = kεpV with k a constant, the expression

eq. (3.4) simplifies to that in eq. (3.5).

In fact, the decay ratios DXX can be simply written in terms of the signal strengths

DXX=̂
µXX
µV V

'
σ(pp→H)×BR(H→XX)

σ(pp→H)|SM×BR(H→XX)|SM

σ(pp→H)×BR(H→V V )
σ(pp→H)|SM×BR(H→V V )|SM

=

BR(H→XX)
BR(H→XX)|SM

BR(H→V V )
BR(H→V V )|SM

=

Γ(H→XX)
Γ(H→XX)|SM

Γ(H→V V )
Γ(H→V V )|SM

=
|cX |2
|cV |2

(3.5)

where have used as normalisations in the ratios the channels 6 H → V V with V =Z or W .

4The theoretical and common systematical uncertainties will completely cancel out only when the same selection
cuts are applied for the different final state topologies in a given production process (the selection efficiencies should
be εpX = k εpV , k being a constant). This is obviously not the case in all the channels that we are considering here. We
will assume, nevertheless, that this will be the case and we consider that the remaining uncertainty in the ratio is, to a
good approximation, only of statistical nature. We hope that in the future, with the much larger data sample that is
expected, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations will analyze the various search channels under the same experimental
conditions.

5Without derivative Higgs couplings, the kinematics and selection efficiencies are as in the SM.
6In fact, one can assume custodial symmetry and use the combined H → WW and H → ZZ channels as a
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Nevertheless, performing the ratios of signal strengths leads to a loss of information and, in

some case, we will need at least one signal strength to set the normalisation. Rather than using the

global µtot value obtained by combining all search channels, we will consider the cleaner H → ZZ

channel alone as it is fully inclusive and thus does not involve the additional large scale uncertainties

that occur when breaking the gg→H cross section into jet categories 7. The combination of the

ATLAS and CMS data in the ZZ channel gives

µZZ = 1.10± 0.22 exp ± 0.2 th (3.6)

where the first uncertainty is experimental and the second one theoretical and that we assume to

be, conservatively, ∆th =±0.2. It has been advocated in Ref. [18, 21] that, since the main effect of

the theoretical uncertainty (which has no statistical ground) is to modify the normalisation of the

SM cross section, it should be considered as a bias (rather than a nuisance as in the case of the

experimental error) and, hence, one needs to perform two separate fits: one with µZZ+∆th and

another with µZZ−∆th.

3.3 A combined fit of the Higgs couplings

In order to study the Higgs at the LHC we define the (now usual) effective Lagrangian,

Lh = cW gHWW H W+
µ W

−µ + cZ gHZZ H Z0
µZ

0µ (3.7)

− ct yt Ht̄LtR − cc yc Hc̄LcR − cb yb Hb̄LbR − cτ yτ Hτ̄LτR + h.c.

where yt,c,b,τ = mt,c,b,τ/v are the SM Yukawa coupling constants in the mass eigenbasis (L/R

indicates the fermion chirality and we consider only the heavy fermions that have substantial

couplings to the Higgs boson), gHWW = 2M2
W /v and gHZZ = M2

Z/v are the electroweak gauge

boson couplings and v is the Higgs vacuum expectation value. The c parameters are all defined

such that the limit c → 1 corresponds to the SM case. For the present task, we assume no or

negligible new contributions to the Higgs couplings to photons or gluons, e.g. as induced by new

particles.

We will present the results for the fits of the Higgs signal strengths, µi (i labels each channel

and cut category investigated), in the plane cf versus cV . We have chosen universal coupling

corrections, cf = ct = cc = cb = cτ and cV = cW = cZ , for an illustrative purpose. All the

Higgs production/decay channels are considered here and the data used are the latest ones and are

reference to increase the statistical accuracy of the normalization factor. The ratio DZZ = µZZ/µWW has been
measured for instance by the ATLAS collaboration to be DZZ ' |cZ |2/|cW |2 = 1.6+0.8

−0.5 [2] (with the error expected
to be only statistical), hence, supporting this approach.

7In addition, contrary to the global signal strength µtot, it does not involve the channel Γ(H → γγ) which, at
least in the ATLAS case, deviates from the SM prediction and might indicate the presence of new physics in the Hγγ
loop which is not reflected in the other couplings.
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borrowed from Ref. [35] for the Tevatron, from Refs. [36–40] and the combined results of Refs. [1,2]

for the ATLAS collaboration as well as Refs. [3, 4, 41–45] and the combined analysis of Ref. [3]

for the CMS collaboration and finally the LHC results presented at the Moriond conference this

month [29,33].

We will closely follow the procedure of Ref. [13] (to which we refer for the relevant details) for the

fit of these data, with one major difference though, the treatment of the theoretical uncertainty. The

errors used in the present fit are those given by the collaborations as quoted above and, thus, contain

the experimental and theoretical uncertainties added in quadrature, δµi =
√
δµi|2exp + δµi|2th, which

completely dilutes the effect of δµi|th. In the present analysis, we treat the theoretical uncertainty

as a bias (and not as if it were associated with a statistical distribution) and perform the fit for the

two extremal values of the signal strength : µi|exp[1 ± δµi/µi|th] with the theoretical uncertainty

δµi/µi|th conservatively assumed to be 20% for both the gluon and vector boson fusion mechanisms.

The results of the fit of the data is presented in Fig. 3.1 and relies on established values [46] of

∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2
min with the following χ2 function

χ2 =
∑
i

[µi(cf , cV )− µi|exp]2

(δµi)2
. (3.8)

In addition to the fit that is usually performed, leading to the colored regions on the left plot of

Fig. 3.1 for the best fits at the 1σ, 2σ and 3σ levels in the cf versus cV plane 8, we also present

the results of the fit for a treatment of the theoretical uncertainty as a bias. The value, µi|exp +

(δµi/µi|th)
∣∣∣µi|exp

∣∣∣, corresponds to the plain contours on Fig. 3.1 while the dashed contours are for

the lower µi|exp expectations (negative sign in front of the error). The distances between the two

contours represent the theoretical uncertainty induced on the fitted parameters. The treatment of

the theoretical uncertainty as a bias is also illustrated on the right plot of Fig. 3.1 using colored

domains.

A first conclusion that can be drawn from this figure is that, with the latest LHC data, in

particular the new CMS di-photon rate which has no excess compared to (and is even slightly

below) the SM expectation, the SM point is now included inside the 1σ domain. Before the CMS

update, there was a large deviation in the di–photon channel which triggered discussions about

the possibility that cf < 0 (as shown in the figure for the 2σ and 3σ regions) which leads to a

constructive interference between the top quark and W -boson loop contributions to increase the

di-photon rate. This possibility has been elaborated within several effective scenarios in the recent

literature to generate such a di–photon enhancement (see examples in Ref. [12]).

The statement that the fit result is compatible with the SM expectation is true regardless of the

method chosen to implement the theoretical uncertainty. Nevertheless, it appears clearly on the

figure that treating this uncertainty as a bias enhances significantly its effects in the c-parameter

8Because of the exact reflection symmetry under, c → −c, leaving the squared amplitudes of the Higgs rates
unaffected, only the part, cV > 0, is presented in Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Left plot Best-fit regions at 68.27%CL (green), 95.45%CL (yellow) and 99.73%CL (grey) in the

plane cf versus cV , based on the χ2 function of eq. (3.8); the best-fit location is indicated by a (black)
cross. The ‘concentric’ best-fit domains at the same CLs obtained also from χ2 but for the two extreme
theoretical predictions – upper (plain contours) and lower (dashed contours) – of the Higgs signal strengths,
are presented. The SM (red) point at cf = cV = 1 is also shown. Right plot Best-fit domains at the

68.27%CL (green), 95.45%CL (yellow) and 99.73%CL (light grey) based on the χ2 function; these domains
were obtained by varying continuously the Higgs signal strengths from their lowest to highest theoretical
predictions.

determination. For instance, the entire 1σ domain on the plot is larger when taking into account

the possible shifts due to the theoretical uncertainty.

As this theoretical uncertainty cancels out in the ratios DXX of signal strengths of eqs. (3.4,3.5),

we have performed a fit based on the χ2
R function 9:

χ2
R =

[Dgg
γγ(cf , cV )− µγγ

µZZ
|ggexp]2[

δ(
µγγ
µZZ

)gg
]2 +

[Dgg
ττ (cf , cV )− µττ

µWW
|ggexp]2[

δ( µττ
µWW

)gg
]2 +

[DVBF
ττ (cf , cV )− µττ

µWW
|VBF
exp ]2[

δ( µττ
µWW

)VBF

]2 . (3.9)

We have considered the inclusive di-photon channels of CMS [4,33] and ATLAS [36] that are largely

dominated the ggF mechanism. Regarding the ZZ final state in ATLAS [37] and CMS [42], we

have also used inclusive production 10. Finally, for the WW and ττ searches in ATLAS [38, 40]

and in CMS [43, 45], we have selected Higgs production in ggF with an associated 0/1 jet or the

VBF production mechanism. Hence for both ATLAS and CMS, the situation is equivalent in a

9The fact that the distribution of µ ratios is not gaussian is not expected to modify our results. Also, we refrain
from including the H → bb̄ channel as the ATLAS and CMS sensitivities are still too low [3,39].

10In fact, for µγγ/µZZ |exp, we will use the more accurate ργγ/ZZ value provided by the ATLAS collaboration [2];
this quantity corresponds exactly to the branching fraction ratio and it is deduced from a combination of the ggF
and VBF channels.
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Figure 3.2: Left: Best-fit regions at 68.27%CL (green), 95.45%CL (yellow) and 99.73%CL (grey) in the plane
cf versus cV , based on the χ2

R function. The best-fit (dotted) contours obtained from the χ2 function in case
of a theoretical error added in quadrature (as in Fig. 3.1) are superimposed (in red). The associated best-fit
point (cross) and SM (red) point are also shown. Right: Same plot as the left one but the best-fit domains

from the χ2 analysis are now derived for the two extreme theoretical predictions of the signal strengths (as
in Fig. 3.1).

good approximation to have vanishing selection efficiencies except, εZgg ' εγgg ' 1 and ετgg ' εWgg ' 1

or ετVBF ' εWVBF ' 1, so that the theoretical predictions for the ratios simply read as in eq. (3.5).

The combined ratio values measured by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations are

µγγ
µZZ

∣∣∣
exp

= 1.1+0.4
−0.3 ,

µττ
µWW

∣∣∣VBF

exp
= −0.24± 0.83 and

µττ
µWW

∣∣∣gg
exp

= 1.2± 0.75 (3.10)

The errors δ(µγγ/µZZ) and δ(µττ/µWW ) are computed assuming no correlations between the dif-

ferent final state searches. These uncertainties on the ratios are derived from the individual errors,

δµi – provided in the experimental papers – and are thus also dominated by the experimental

uncertainties, e.g. δ(µγγ/µZZ) ≈ δ(µγγ/µZZ)|exp, as expected from the fact that the theoretical

uncertainty largely cancels in ratios Dγγ and Dττ . These ratios are given by

Dγγ ' 1

|cZ |2
{∣∣ 1

4cWA1[mW ] + ( 2
3 )2ctA[mt] + (− 1

3 )2cbA[mb] + ( 2
3 )2ccA[mc] + 1

3cτA[mτ ]
∣∣2∣∣ 1

4A1[mW ] + ( 2
3 )2A[mt] + (− 1

3 )2A[mb] + ( 2
3 )2A[mc] + 1

3A[mτ ]
∣∣2

}
Dττ ' |cτ |2

|cW |2
, (3.11)

where A[m] ≡ A1/2[τ(m)] and A1[τ(m)] are respectively the form factors for spin 1/2 and spin 1

particles [8] normalized such that A[τ(m)� 1]→ 1 and A1[τ(m)� 1]→ −7 with τ(m) = M2
H/4m

2

and, for mH ' 125 GeV, one has A1[τ(mW )] ' −8.3 and A1/2[τ(mt)] ≈ 1.

In Figure 3.2, we show the results from fitting the Higgs decay ratios through the function χ2
R.
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Figure 3.3: Best-fit regions at 68.27%CL (green), 95.45%CL (yellow) and 99.73%CL (grey) in the plane ct
versus cV as obtained from a three-dimensional fit (whose best-fit point is the black cross on the central plot)
of the 3 free parameters, cf , ct, cV , based on the χ2

R function. The three two-dimensional plots correspond
to the slices of these three-dimensional domains at cf = 0.52, 1.14 and 1.55. Superimposed are the best-
fit domains at 68.27%CL, 95.45%CL, 99.73%CL obtained from χ2 for the two theoretical signal strength
predictions – upper (red plain) and lower (red dashed contours).

In the left panel, the best-fit domains obtained e.g. at 1σ do not exclude parts of the 1σ regions

obtained from χ2; such a compatibility was expected since the main theoretical uncertainty cancels

out in the DXX ratios and is negligible for the signal strengths since it is added in quadrature

to the experimental error as already described. The domains from χ2 are even more restricted as

(i) this function exploits the full experimental information on the Higgs rates and not only on the

ratios and (ii) the experimental error on a ratio of rates is obviously higher than on the rates alone.

In the case where the theoretical error for each Higgs channel is taken into account as a bias,

the best-fit contours span wider regions of the parameter space. This could be seen in Fig. 3.1 and

the same contours appear in the left–hand side of Fig. 3.2 as well as in its right–hand side part

where the theoretical uncertainty enters as a bias for χ2. In the latter case, the large 1σ domain

from χ2
R excludes a small part of the 1σ region (near the SM point) obtained from χ2. Besides, the

lower 95.45%CL region from the χ2 fit is completely excluded by the χ2
R domain (in yellow) at the

same CL. In conclusion, within the more realistic case of treating the theoretical uncertainty as a

bias, the χ2
R domains can thus play an important role by excluding parts of the χ2-fit regions; this

is due to the increased contribution of the theoretical error, in χ2, which does not affect χ2
R.

In Fig. 3.3, we present the three-dimensional χ2-fit results in the case where the parameters

cf , ct and cV are free. It shows how precisely are presently known the top quark Yukawa and the

gauge boson interactions with the Higgs scalar (in the case of a preserved custodial symmetry).

For either lower (left plot) or higher (right plot) bottom quark Yukawa couplings as compared to

the SM, the size of the characteristic 1σ regions decrease significantly, which also gives an idea

of the present knowledge of the coupling cb. This more realistic three-dimensional fit illustrates

as well the potential interest of the χ2
R-fit : for instance, one observes on the central plot, that

it excludes at 1σ the lower-right (i.e. the dysfermiophilia solution ct < 0) and upper-left (i.e. its
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almost symmetric domain) 1σ regions resulting from the χ2-fit.

Since χ2
R is only affected by the experimental uncertainty, it is interesting to quantify the

evolution of the fit when the experimental systematic and statistical errors are reduced [47]. For

this purpose, we combine the present measurements with the expected results from the 14 TeV LHC

in each channel investigated by ATLAS and CMS. We assume the central values at 14 TeV to be

identical to those from the combination of the 7 and 8 TeV data, and that the future experimental

errors, δµi|exp, will reduce essentially like the inverse of the square roots of number of events,
√
σiL

with L the integrated luminosity 11.

The estimated χ2 fit results at 14 TeV are presented in Fig. 3.4 assuming luminosities of L ≡ 300

and 3000 fb−1 [47]. The behavior of the best-fit χ2
R regions appearing in the figure originates from

the compensation between the enhancement of Γ(H→γγ) and that of Γ(H→ZZ) as cV increases,

leading to relatively stable Dγγ values; the increase of Γ(H→ττ) and Γ(H→WW ) with increasing

cτ or cW also compensate each other in Dττ . Best-fit values of cf and cV in Fig. 3.4 would be

illustrative only since the precise central values are of course not yet known, neither the exact

experimental uncertainties. However, the above estimation of the statistical error provides an

indication of the typical relative sizes of the best-fit χ2 and χ2
R domains in the future.

The main features that the plots of Fig. 3.4 exhibit are that when increasing the luminosity and

hence, reducing the experimental error as shown by the smaller ellipses on the right plot, the χ2-fit

reaches the level where the theoretical error is dominating and fixes the typical uncertainty scale

(stable red band length on the two plots), whereas for the χ2
R-fit in which the theoretical uncertainty

is absent, the precision obtained on the couplings cf and cV improves as long as the experimental

error decreases (decrease of the colored region widths on the right plot). Thus, for high LHC

luminosities, the fit of the decay ratios will play a crucial role and will have to be combined with

the common Higgs rate fit, as illustrated on the right plot of Fig. 3.4: there for instance the 1σ

region from χ2 (typically the red band) is wider than when restricted to its intersection with the

χ2
R domain at 1σ (green band). This corresponds, to an improvement of the whole accuracy from

∼ 10% down to ∼ 5% on both cf and cV ; with such accuracies one starts to be really sensitive to

deviations in the Higgs couplings arising in supersymmetric theories or composite Higgs models as,

for instance, discussed in Ref. [48].

For illustration, we present in Fig. 3.5 the expected results of the χ2 fit, at 14 TeV with

L ≡ 3000 fb−1, when adding the theoretical error to the experimental one in quadrature; the

associated best-fit regions are obviously different from the pairs of ellipse-like best-fit domains

obtained for a theoretical uncertainty treated as a bias [Fig. 3.4]. Furthermore, in Fig. 3.5, there

exist best-fit regions at negative cf values. This comparison between Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 clearly

allows to convince oneself that the choice of the treatment of theoretical errors will be crucial for

11This is justified for the statistical error and corresponds to an optimistic situation for the systematic error, which
is difficult to predict for each channel but depends partially on the background rate uncertainties which have a
statistical behavior as well.
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Figure 3.4: Best-fit regions at 68.27%CL (green), 95.45%CL (yellow) and 99.73%CL (grey) in the plane cf
versus cV , based on the χ2

R function and including hypothetical data from the 14 TeV LHC with L = 300 fb−1

[left plot] or 3000 fb−1 [right plot]. The best-fit ∆χ2 contours at 95.45%CL and 99.73%CL obtained in the
same conditions, for the two extreme theoretical predictions of signal strengths (red plain and dashed ellipses),
are superimposed; the 68.27%CL domain presented (in red) was obtained by varying continuously the signal
strengths from their lowest to highest theoretical predictions. So typically the length of this domain indicates
the theoretical uncertainty and its width the experimental error. The exactly symmetric domains, obtained
via cf → −cf , cV → −cV , are not shown.

the determination of the Higgs couplings. Nevertheless, even in the case of a theoretical uncertainty

combined in quadrature, the fit of rate ratios (independent of the theoretical error and presented

again in Fig. 3.5) allows to select a sub-part of the 1σ, 2σ, 3σ ellipses derived from the signal

strength fit.

3.4 The parity or CP–composition of the Higgs boson

As mentioned in the introduction, the observables such as correlations in Higgs decays into vector

boson pairs [15] or in Higgs production with or through these states [16] that are usually used

to probe the Higgs parity project out only the CP–even component of the HV V coupling even if

the state has both CP–even and CP–odd components. Thus, in these CP studies, one is simply

verifying, a posteriori, that a CP–even Higgs state has been indeed produced. The HV V coupling

takes the general form (here, we assume cV > 0)

gµνHV V = −i cV (M2
V /v) gµν (3.12)

where cV measures the departure from the SM: cV = 1 for a pure CP–even state with SM–like

couplings and cV = 0 for a pure CP–odd state. Indeed, the coupling of a pseudoscalar A state to
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Figure 3.5: Best-fit regions at 68.27%CL (green), 95.45%CL (yellow) and 99.73%CL (grey) in the plane
cf versus cV , based on the χ2

R function and including hypothetical data from the 14 TeV LHC with L =
3000 fb−1 [as in Fig. 3.4]. The best-fit ∆χ2 contours at 68.27%CL, 95.45%CL, 99.73%CL obtained in the
same conditions, and with the theoretical error added in quadrature, are superimposed as dotted (red)
contours; the best central point is indicated as a (black) cross.

W/Z bosons is zero at tree-level and is generated only through loop corrections which are expected

to tiny. The measurement of cV should allow to determine the CP composition of a Higgs boson if

it is indeed a mixture of CP–even and CP–odd states.

However, having cV 6=1 does not automatically imply that the observed state has a pseudoscalar

component. As a matter of fact, the Higgs sector could be enlarged to contain other neutral Higgs

particles Hi that have not been detected so far because they are too heavy or too weakly coupled.

In this case, the sum of the squared couplings of each state Hi to gauge bosons, c2
V i g

2
HV V , should

reduce to the SM Higgs coupling, g2
HV V . Hence, c2

V <1, could mean that there are other CP–even

states which share the SM Higgs coupling to V V with the observed Higgs boson. Nevertheless, in

all cases, the quantity κCP = 1− c2
V gives an upper bound on the CP–odd contribution to the HV V

coupling 12.

In contrast to the couplings to massive gauge boson, the CP–even and CP–odd components of

the state can couple to fermions with the same magnitude and one can write

gHff = −imf

v

[
Re (cf ) + i Im (cf ) γ5

]
(3.13)

12The best example of an extended Higgs sector with CP–violation is the minimal supersymmetric extensions
of the Standard Model (MSSM) with complex soft–SUSY breaking parameters [32]. One has then three neutral
Higgs states H1, H2 and H3 with indefinite parity and their CP–even components will share the SM HV V coupling,
c2V 1 + c2V 2 + c2V 3 = 1. There are no antisymmetric CP–odd couplings HiVµν Ṽ

µν at tree-level and those generated at
the one–loop level are extremely tiny [32].
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where in the SM one has Re(cf )=1 and Im(cf )=0 but in general, the normalisation of the coupling,

Re(cf )2 + Im(cf )2 = |cf |2, should be taken arbitrary as in the previous section.

Hence, one can consider the same effective Lagrangian as in eq. (3.7) where cV = cZ = cW

represents exclusively the CP–even component of the observed boson assumed to be one eigenstate

of an enlarged Higgs sector. In contrast, the cf = cb = cc = cτ and ct parameters for light fermions

and the top quark contain the CP compositions of eq. (3.13) with the possibility of a deviation of

the normalisation |cf |2 compared to the SM Yukawa interaction.

In the case of the light fermions, one has MH � mf so that chiral symmetry holds and the

partial decay widths (the only place where they enter if one neglects their tiny contribution to the

loop induced vertices) can be simply written as Γ(H → ff̄) ∝ Re(cf )2 + Im(cf )2 ∝ |cf |2 and the

discussion in the previous section should entirely hold.

In the case of the top quark, the situation is different as mt>MH . The top quark enters the

Hgg and Hγγ vertices and the loop form factors for the CP–even AH1/2 and CP–odd AA1/2 parts are

in principle different [8]. Fortunately, in these vertices the approximation mt � MH is extremely

good and in this limit, the form factors take simple forms: AH1/2 = 4
3 and AA1/2 = 2. Ignoring

the small contributions of the light fermions for simplicity, the Higgs rates normalized to the SM

expectations can be written as,

Γ(H → γγ)

Γ(H → γγ)|SM
'

∣∣ 1
4cWA1[mW ] + ( 2

3 )2Re(ct)
∣∣2 + |( 2

3 )2 3
2 Im(ct)|2∣∣ 1

4A1[mW ] + ( 2
3 )2
∣∣2

σ(gg → H)

σ(gg → H)|SM
=

Γ(H → gg)

Γ(H → gg)|SM
'
∣∣Re(ct)

∣∣2 + |3
2

Im(ct)
∣∣2 (3.14)

with A1[mW ] ' −8.3 for MH ≈ 125 GeV. For a pure pseudoscalar state, Re(ct) = 0, there is no

W contribution to the H → γγ rate; there are also no H → ZZ and WW decays, a possibility

that is clearly excluded by the present data as the 4` and 2`2ν signals have been observed. To

quantify the degree of exclusion of this possibility, one needs to measure κCP = 1− c2
V (and ideally,

independently of the fermion couplings cf ).

Based on these rates, one can perform a fit using the same χ2 function as in eq. (3.8) but with the

dependence, χ2 = χ2[Re(ct), Im(ct), cf , cV ]. The numerical results are displayed in Fig. 3.6 for the

χ2-fit and the χ2
R-fit which reveals itself to be useful as well for measuring the CP-odd component

of the Higgs boson. In this case, we have made the simplifying assumption (besides cV ≥ 0) that

the absolute normalisation of the fermion couplings is the same as in the SM, |ct|2 = |cf |2 =1, but

in the case of the top quark, Im(ct) is assumed to be free. We assume Re(ct) ≥ 0 and the obtained

plot is symmetric under Im(ct)→ −Im(ct).

The conclusion is that, at the 99.73%CL or at the 3σ level, the CP–odd component of the

observed Higgs boson obeys the upper bound κCP = 1 − c2
V < 0.68. A pure CP–odd Higgs state,

i.e. the case κCP ≈ 1, is excluded with more than 4σ. This is much more severe than the constraint

from the correlations in H → ZZ decays, which (with its inherent limitation discussed above)
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Figure 3.6: Best-fit regions at 68.27%CL (green), 95.45%CL (yellow) and 99.73%CL (grey) in the plane
1− c2V versus Im(ct) for |ct|2 = |cf |2 =1 ; these regions are obtained from a two-dimensional fit based on the
χ2
R function. Superimposed are the best-fit regions at 68.27%CL, 95.45%CL, 99.73%CL obtained from χ2

for the two theoretical signal strength predictions (plain and dashed contours in red). The SM (red) point
is represented at the origin together with the best-fit points (the two black crosses) for the χ2 fits.

allows only a ∼< 3σ discrimination between the CP–even and CP–odd cases [2, 3].

3.5 The invisible Higgs decay width

In the previous discussion, the signal strength µZZ in the channel H → ZZ → 4`± played a

prominent role because the theoretical ambiguities are minimised: the measurement is inclusive

and does not involve the additional theoretical uncertainties that are introduced when breaking the

cross section into jet categories and there is no loop induced new physics effect as in the H → γγ

case; besides that, it is the most accurate single signal strength measurement. One can also use

µZZ for the determination of the invisible Higgs decay width which enters in the signal strength

through the total decay width Γtot
H , µZZ ∝ Γ(H → ZZ)/Γtot

H with

Γtot
H = Γinv

H + ΓSM
H (cf , cV ) (3.15)

ΓSM
H (cf , cV ) is the SM total width which is calculated with free coefficients cf and cV and including

the state-of-the art radiative corrections [21,24]. One can write the ZZ signal strength as a function

of Γinv
H and the Higgs couplings, µZZ |th = µZZ(Γinv

H , cV , ct, cf = cc = cb = cτ ), and impose that it

lies within its 1σ or 2σ ranges. This restricts the parameter space to specific regions as is shown

in Fig. 3.7 where in the left-hand hand side cf is SM–like and cV is varied and in the right–hand

side, it is the opposite cf is varied while cV = 1.
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Figure 3.7: Domains at 1σ (green), 2σ (yellow) from the central value of µZZ , in the plane cV (left plot)
or cf (right plot) versus Γinv

H /ΓSM
H [ΓSM

H being the total SM Higgs width] for ct= 1 and cf = 1 (left plot) or
cV = 1 (right plot). The dependence of these constraints on the theoretical uncertainties is illustrated by
the (black) curves which indicate the other possible extreme domains. The direct upper limit on Γinv

H from
invisible searches at LHC (derived for cV =1) [27,29] is shown on the right plot.

On the figure, we also display for comparison the recent direct limit [27, 29] on the invisible

Higgs width obtained from combining the 7+8 TeV LHC data in the qq̄ → ZH → Z+ 6ET direct

search channel. This gives Binv
H < 65% at the 95.45%CL if the assumption cV = 1 is made. With

the simplifying cf = cV = 1 assumption, the indirect limit on the invisible width that one obtains

from the signal strengths is better, as can be seen from the figure; at 1σ, it reads as

µinv = Γinv
H /ΓSM

H ≤ 0.52 @68%CL (3.16)

This limit is at least a factor of two worse than those obtained in the similar fits of Refs. [14] using

the latest LHC data, the reason being that, here, we assume a 20% theoretical uncertainty on the

Higgs production cross sections that we treat as a bias and do not combine quadratically with the

experimental uncertainty.

3.6 Conclusion

We have analyzed the Higgs production cross sections at the LHC for the different Higgs decay

channels that have been searched for, H → WW,ZZ, ττ, bb̄ and H → γγ. Using the latest results

given by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations with the ≈ 25 fb−1 data collected in the runs at√
s = 7 and 8 TeV, we have first performed a fit of the Higgs couplings to fermions and massive

gauge bosons and shown that they are now compatible with the SM expectation at the 1σ level.
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The accuracy of the various experimental measurements is now almost saturated by the theoretical

uncertainties stemming from QCD.

We have argued that ratio of cross sections times branching ratios in different Higgs search

channels are essentially free from these uncertainties and do not require further theoretical as-

sumptions, on the total Higgs decay width for instance. These ratios, in particular in the H → γγ

v.s. H → ZZ and H → ττ v.s. H → WW channels, are being measured quite accurately already

with the present data and provide tests of the SM predictions in a less model–dependent way. We

show that at the 14 TeV LHC with a high luminosity, 300 fb−1 and even 3000 fb−1, they could

allow the measurement of ratios of Higgs couplings with an accuracy at the level of a few percent

which should allow to test the small deviations expected in realistic new physics models.

In a second part of this work, we have considered together with the ratios of cross sections

times branching ratios in the most important search channels, the signal strength in the extremely

clean H → ZZ channel in which the theoretical uncertainty is taken to be a bias. We have then

shown that first, the particle observed at the LHC is at most 68% CP–odd at the 99%CL and the

possibility that it is a pure pseudoscalar state (and hence does not couple to ZZ states at tree–level)

is excluded at the 4σ level when including both the experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The

signal strengths in the H → ZZ channel also measure the invisible Higgs decay width which is

shown to be Γinv
H /ΓSM

H ≤ 0.52 at the 68%CL if the Higgs couplings to fermions and gauge bosons

are assumed to be SM–like.

All these results give us great confidence that the state observed at the LHC in July 2012 is

indeed a Higgs particle and, more than that, it resembles very closely to the Higgs particle predicted

in the Standard Model.
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Chapter 4

Constraints on extra-fermions from

the Higgs boson rates

Adapted 1 from: G. Moreau, Phys. Rev. D87 (2013) 015027.

4.1 Introduction

Based on the combined LHC data collected at the center-of-mass energies of
√
s = 7 TeV and

8 TeV, the ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] Collaborations have independently announced the discovery at

the ∼ 5σ level of a new resonance – with a mass close to 125 GeV – which can be identified as the

missing Standard Model (SM) cornerstone : the Higgs boson [3–6]. The long list of measurements

of the various Higgs boson rates provided by the two LHC Collaborations [7, 8] constitutes a new

precious source of experimental results which can be exploited to test and constrain indirectly

theories beyond the SM.

Most of the theories, underlying the SM and addressing the gauge hierarchy problem, predict

the existence of new fermions, like charginos/neutralinos in supersymmetry, fermionic Kaluza-Klein

(KK) excitations in higher-dimensional scenarios (e.g. Gauge-Higgs unification frameworks as in

Ref. [9] or the warped extra-dimension setup [10, 11] with matter in the bulk [12–31]), excited

resonances of bounded states in the dual composite Higgs [32–39] or composite top [40,41] models

and top quark multiplet components in the little Higgs context [42–44]. Additional fermions could

also arise as fourth generations [45] or as components embedded e.g. in simple SU(5) representations

of gauge unification theories [46].

In the first part of this work, we will combine all the Higgs rate measurements to constrain any

model with extra-fermions [i.e. of any baryon/lepton number, Yukawa/gauge coupling] that are

1Updated figures in Appendix A.
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able to induce corrections to the Higgs couplings 2. We will assume that the presence of Extra-

Fermion(s) [EF] constitutes the only origin of significant deviations to the Higgs interactions. Note

that our results also apply to any model with extra scalar field(s) or vector boson(s) leading to

significant Higgs interaction deviations, but not through their mixing(s) respectively with the Higgs

boson or SM gauge bosons (c.f. end of Section 4.2.2). By using a generic parametrization, we will

determine the corrections to the Higgs couplings – coming from fermion mixing or new loop-level

exchanges – which are favored by the fits of the Higgs boson rates. We will show that the best

Higgs rate fits obtained could be seen as first indirect indications of the presence of EF since those

fits can be better than the SM fit; another way of seeing this indication will be to observe that the

best-fit regions for the EF-induced corrections to the Higgs couplings do not contain the vanishing-

correction point (SM point).

In the second part of the work, the Higgs fit constraints will be applied to characteristic and

well-motivated classes of single EF scenarios (extra-quark/lepton) and will reveal themselves to

be already quite predictive. We will focus on single EF in same color representations as the SM

quarks or leptons; various [including extreme] electric charges will be considered for the extra-quark

whereas the extra-lepton will be assumed to have the same charge as the SM charged leptons.

Let us close the introduction by comparing our analysis to the related literature. The constraints

from Higgs rate fits on corrections to the Higgs couplings, induced exclusively by EF, have been

partly studied in analyses aimed at studying all the possible types of corrections [47–61] (see Ref. [62]

for a statistical analysis by the ATLAS Collaboration). A first extension of the present work is to

describe qualitatively and quantitatively the effect of varying the correction to the bottom-quark

Yukawa coupling [parametrized here by cb, the ratio of the bottom Yukawa coupling over its SM

prediction] on constraints for other Higgs couplings; similarly, we study the dependence of the

rate fit on cτ , namely the ratio of the tau-lepton Yukawa coupling over its SM value (without

the simplifying assumption cτ = cb). Another extension is the inclusion of the data on the Higgs

production in association with a top-quark pair (relying on the top ratio ct) and on the Higgs decay

channel h → τ̄ τ (involving cτ ) which can play a role in constraining fermion-mixings. Because of

the inclusion of the former data, we do not integrate out the top quark which allows us to explicitly

study the ct parameter (and we do not take e.g. ct = cb) : we point out in particular that the ct

variation leads to simple translations of the best-fit domains obtained.

Let us note that our fits are performed over the three free parameters cb, cgg and cγγ (related to

the hgg and hγγ coupling corrections defined later) for characteristic fixed values of cτ and ct
3.

In a second step, we fix cb for studying examples of EF scenarios.

In Section 4.2, we discuss the theoretical context and the formalism used. Then the measure-

ments of the Higgs boson rates are summarized in Section 4.3 and confronted to the parameter

2The extra-fermions are assumed to be heavier than the Higgs field to avoid new Higgs decay openings (in particular
invisible decays into stable particles) that would require special treatments.

3In order to explain clearly the influences of these five relevant parameters on the Higgs rate fit, we do not
marginalize any of those parameters.
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space of EF scenarios in Section 4.4. In the part 4.4.1 we describe the fit procedure and in the

part 4.4.2 we present the numerical results while in the part 4.4.3 we study the simplified case of

a unique EF. We conclude in Section 4.5.

4.2 Theoretical framework

4.2.1 The physical context

We consider the general framework with any EF able to modify the Higgs couplings. In our context,

no other source of physics beyond the SM is responsible for deviations of the Higgs couplings; this

choice allows to concentrate one’s efforts on the class of models with EF and in turn to have a

deeper analysis of the parameter space. In particular, we assume the Higgs scalar field to receive

no coupling modifications due to significant mixings with other scalars as it can occur e.g. in

extended Higgs sectors.

For example, such a framework could be realized concretely in warped extra-dimension scenarios

where some so-called custodians (fermionic KK modes) [63–74] would be below the TeV scale

inducing e.g. large top mixings, while the decoupling KK gauge boson excitations would be much

above ∼ 3 TeV (the order of the lower bound from Electro-Weak (EW) precision tests [63, 75, 76])

forbidding in particular significant corrections to the Higgs couplings with gauge bosons.

From a more basic point of view, in a bottom-up approach without prejudice, this hypothesis

that mainly EF affect the Higgs observables is one simple possibility, among others, to be considered.

This possibility has been considered for instance in Ref. [77–84] where the sole effects from some

EF species – namely the vector-like fermions (which can arise in many SM extensions) – on the

Higgs production cross sections and branching ratios were considered.

In a different context from here, other sources of large Higgs coupling deviations could exist

as well – like extra-bosons below ∼ 10 TeV as could be needed e.g. in a UV completion theory

allowing a vacuum stability in the presence of new fermions at the EW energy scale with large

Yukawa couplings [85]; then the present results might be used to understand specifically the impact

of EF on the Higgs rate fits.

Since we adopt a generic approach, we will not make assumptions in particular regarding the EF

representations under the SU(2)L gauge group. Hence it will not be possible to study EW precision

tests on EF as those tests depend on the SU(2)L isospins of EF. Such tests can be performed once

a given EF model is chosen, like for instance in Ref. [79–81, 86] where it was shown that some EF

models can pass the EW constraints.
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4.2.2 The effective Lagrangian

In our framework, all the Higgs couplings receiving corrections can be written in the following

effective Lagrangian, which allows to work out the current Higgs phenomenology at the LHC and

Tevatron colliders :

Lh = − ctYt h t̄L tR − cbYb h b̄L bR − cτYτ h τ̄L τR
+ Chγγ

α

πv
h FµνFµν + Chgg

αs
12πv

h GaµνGaµν + h.c. (4.1)

where Yt,b,τ are the SM Yukawa coupling constants of the associated fermions in the mass eigenbasis,

v is the Higgs vacuum expectation value, the subscript L/R indicates the fermion chirality and the

tensor fields in the hγγ and hgg coupling terms (following e.g. the normalization adopted in

Ref. [59]) are respectively the electromagnetic and gluon field strengths. The ct,b,τ parameters –

taken real for simplicity – are defined such that the limiting case ct,b,τ → 1 corresponds to the

SM; deviations from unity of those parameters can be caused by mixings of EF (like t′ states,. . . )

with the SM fermions. Only the Yukawa couplings of the third generation are supposed to receive

potentially important corrections from EF mixing effects since EF are closer in mass to the third

generation and this heavy generation is in general more intimately connected to the ultraviolet

physics, like the top quark in warped/composite frameworks.

A few remarks are in order regarding terms absent from the Lagrangian (4.1). First, we only

consider tree-level (loop-level) corrections to couplings induced at the tree-level (loop-level) in the

SM, i.e. we calculate exclusively the dominant corrections; in the absence of tree-level correction

from EF origins for a certain SM tree-level induced coupling, we do not go to the next order so

that the global analysis coherence is preserved. Secondly, we have not included in the Lagrangian

the hZγ coupling [87] as it is not constrained by a dedicated experimental analysis e.g. in the Zγ

channel, and, the EF-induced corrections to the relatively small Γ(h→ Zγ) width are expected to

be too weak to change significantly the total Higgs width (involved in all branching fractions). For

similar reasons, we have not considered flavor-changing Yukawa couplings (those are not excluded

in some EF scenarios and could induce new partial Higgs decay widths).

Let us make another comment about the Lagrangian (4.1). Neglecting the mixings with the

first two SM flavors, one gets, −Yt,b,τ = mt,b,τ/v [the minus sign is due to the sign taken in front of

the Yukawa couplings in Eq. (4.1)], where mt,b,τ are the final masses generated after EW symmetry

breaking. The EF mixing effect on the Yukawa couplings enters via the ct,b,τ parameters. These

parameter values also contain the 3×3 SM flavor mixing effect in case it is not neglected. This 3×3

mixing is considerable in the lepton sector (while CKM mixing angles [88] are typically small) but

there a possibility is that the strongest mixing angles originate from the neutrino mass matrix. Now

even if a Higgs decay channel into neutrinos is open, like in the simple case of added right-handed

neutrino singlets leading to neutrino Yukawa couplings, the partial width into neutrinos would

typically be so tiny compared to others – even for huge neutrino Yukawa coupling enhancements
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by say two orders of magnitude – that it would not affect the Higgs fit analysis.

Summing over the dominant loop contributions, the coefficients of the dimension-five operators

in Eq. (4.1) can be written as,

Chgg = 2C(t) A[τ(mt)] (ct + cgg) + 2C(b) A[τ(mb)] cb + 2C(c) A[τ(mc)], (4.2)

Chγγ =
N t
c

6
Q2
tA[τ(mt)] (ct + cγγ) +

N b
c

6
Q2
bA[τ(mb)] cb +

N c
c

6
Q2
cA[τ(mc)]

+
N τ
c

6
Q2
τA[τ(mτ )] cτ +

1

8
A1[τ(mW )], (4.3)

where mc (mW ) is the charm quark (W±-boson) mass, C(r) is defined for the color representation,

r, by Tr(T ar T
b
r ) = C(r)δab [T a denoting the eight generators of SU(3)c], N

f
c is the number of colors

for the fermion f , Qf is the electromagnetic charge for f , A[τ(m)] and A1[τ(m)] are respectively

the form factors for spin 1/2 and spin 1 particles [87, 89] normalized such that A[τ(m) � 1] → 1

and A1[τ(m) � 1] → −7 with τ(m) = m2
h/4m

2 (for mh ' 125 GeV one has A1[τ(mW )] ' −8.3

whereas A[τ(m > 600GeV)] ' 1.0). The terms proportional to ct, cb and cτ account for the contri-

butions from the fermionic triangular loops involving respectively the top, bottom quark and tau

lepton Yukawa coupling. The A[τ(mc)] and A1[τ(mW )] terms are for the SM loop-exchanges of

the charm quark and W±-boson. The dimensionless cgg and cγγ quantities – vanishing in the SM

– parametrize the EF loop-exchange contributions to the hgg and hγγ couplings. This choice of

parametrization in Eq. (4.2) with a common factor in front of ct and cgg [as well as for ct and cγγ

in Eq. (4.3)] makes easier the understanding of the ct influence on the best-fit cgg [or cγγ ] ranges,

that will be discussed in Section 4.4.2.

Note also that extra scalar field(s), unmixed with the Higgs boson h (like a squark in supersymme-

try), or extra vector boson(s), unmixed with the SM gauge bosons, could affect the Higgs couplings

only through new loop-contributions to the cgg and cγγ quantities studied here.

4.2.3 Higgs rate modifications

Within the present context, let us write explicitly certain Higgs rates, normalized to their SM

prediction, which will prove to be useful in the following. The expression for the cross section of

the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism of single Higgs production, over its SM prediction, reads as (for

the LHC or Tevatron),

σgg→h

σSM
gg→h

'
∣∣(ct + cgg)A[τ(mt)] + cbA[τ(mb)] +A[τ(mc)]

∣∣2∣∣A[τ(mt)] +A[τ(mb)] +A[τ(mc)]
∣∣2 . (4.4)
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The expression for the ratio of the diphoton partial decay width over the SM expectation is,

Γh→γγ
ΓSM

h→γγ
' (4.5)∣∣1

4A1[τ(mW )] + (2
3)2(ct + cγγ)A[τ(mt)] + (−1

3)2cbA[τ(mb)] + (2
3)2A[τ(mc)] + 1

3cτA[τ(mτ )]
∣∣2∣∣1

4A1[τ(mW )] + (2
3)2A[τ(mt)] + (−1

3)2A[τ(mb)] + (2
3)2A[τ(mc)] + 1

3A[τ(mτ )]
∣∣2 .

The ratios for the partial decay widths into the bottom quark and tau lepton pairs as well as for

the cross section of Higgs production in association with a top pair (LHC or Tevatron) are given

by,

Γh→b̄b

ΓSM
h→b̄b

' |cb|2 ,
Γh→τ̄ τ
ΓSM

h→τ̄ τ
' |cτ |2 ,

σht̄t

σSM
ht̄t

' |ct|2 . (4.6)

Let us make a comment related to the mass insertion in the triangular loops of fermions inducing

the hγγ and hgg couplings. Strictly speaking, a factor εt, equal to the ratio of the sign of mt in

the SM over sign(mt) in the EF scenario, should multiply ct in Eq. (4.2)-(4.3) or Eq. (4.4)-(4.5)

[similarly for εbcb and ετ cτ ]; in other words, if for instance εt = −1 the values for ct obtained below

would have to be interpreted instead as values for −ct (the observables of Eq. (4.6) being insensitive

to the ct,b,τ signs).

4.2.4 Ratio of cγγ and cgg

For a better understanding of the above parametrization, we finally provide the examples of expres-

sions for the cgg and cγγ quantities, in the case of the existence of a t′ quark [same color number

and electromagnetic charge as the top] (possibly vector-like as e.g. in Ref. [90, 91]), an exotic q5/3

quark with electromagnetic charge 5/3 and an additional `′ lepton (colorless), in terms of their

physical Yukawa couplings and mass eigenvalues :

cgg =
1

C(t)A[τ(mt)]/v

[
− C(t′)

Yt′

mt′
A[τ(mt′)]− C(q5/3)

Yq5/3
mq5/3

A[τ(mq5/3)] + . . .

]
, (4.7)

cγγ =
1

N t
cQ

2
tA[τ(mt)]/v

[
− 3

(
2

3

)2 Yt′

mt′
A[τ(mt′)]−N

q5/3
c

(
5

3

)2 Yq5/3
mq5/3

A[τ(mq5/3)]

− Q2
`′
Y`′

m`′
A[τ(m`′)] + . . .

]
. (4.8)

The dots stand for any other EF loop-contributions. The mass assumption made in the first

Footnote leads to real A[τ(mf ′)] functions and thus real cgg, cγγ values, for real masses and Yukawa

coupling constants, as appears clearly in the two above expressions.

It will turn out to be instructive to express the ratio of these parameters in the simplified
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scenario where a new single q′ quark is affecting the Higgs couplings; denoting its electromagnetic

charge as Qq′ and assuming the q′ to have the same color representation as the top quark, this ratio

reads as :

cγγ
cgg

∣∣∣∣
q′

=
Q2
q′

(2/3)2
. (4.9)

This ratio takes indeed a simple form that will be exploited in Section 4.4.3. In particular, notice

that cγγ |t′ = cgg|t′ . Clearly, q′ should have non-vanishing Yukawa couplings to satisfy Eq. (4.9),

otherwise cγγ |q′ = cgg|q′ = 0. In the specific case of a vector-like q′L/R, this one could for example

constitute a singlet under the SU(2)L gauge group and have a Yukawa coupling with another q′′R/L
state of same Qq′ charge but embedded in a SU(2)L doublet; then the heaviest q

(2)
L/R mass eigenstate,

composed of q′L/R and q′′L/R, could decouple from the Higgs sector so that the orthogonal q
(1)
L/R

composition would represent the considered unique new quark influencing significantly the Higgs

couplings.

4.3 The Higgs boson data

All the Higgs rates which have been measured at the Tevatron and LHC [for
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV] are

defined in this section. The references with their experimental values are also given below (these

values have been summarized in Ref. [58]).

Generically, the measured observables are the signal strengths whose theoretical predictions read

as (in the narrow width approximation as used in Ref. [62]),

µps,c,i '
σgg→h|s +

εhqq

εgg→h
|ps,c,i σSM

hqq|s + εhV
εgg→h

|ps,c,i σSM
hV |s + εht̄t

εgg→h
|ps,c,i σht̄t|s

σSM
gg→h|s +

εhqq

εgg→h
|ps,c,i σSM

hqq|s + εhV
εgg→h

|ps,c,i σSM
hV |s + εht̄t

εgg→h
|ps,c,i σSM

ht̄t
|s
Bh→XX

BSM
h→XX

,

with, σgg→h|s =
σgg→h

σSM
gg→h

σSM
gg→h|s , σht̄t|s =

σht̄t

σSM
ht̄t

σSM
ht̄t |s ,

Γh→γγ =
Γh→γγ
ΓSM

h→γγ
ΓSM

h→γγ , Γh→b̄b =
Γh→b̄b

ΓSM
h→b̄b

ΓSM
h→b̄b , Γh→τ̄ τ =

Γh→τ̄ τ
ΓSM

h→τ̄ τ
ΓSM

h→τ̄ τ , (4.10)

where the p-exponent labels the Higgs channel defined by its production and decay processes, the

s-subscript represents the squared of the energy [we will note
√
s = 1.96, 7, 8 in TeV] of the realized

measurement, the c-subscript stands for the experimental collaboration (CDF and D0 at the Teva-

tron, ATLAS or CMS at LHC) having performed the measurement and i is an integer indicating

the event cut category considered. σhqq is the predicted cross section for the Higgs production in

association with a pair of light SM quarks and σhV is for the production in association with a gauge

boson [V ≡ Z0,W± bosons]; their s-subscript indicates the energy and in turn which collider is
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considered. The Bh→XX (X stands for any possible final state particle) are the branching ratios

defined from all the opened Higgs decay widths which are modified according to the second line of

Eq. (4.10) and taken as in the SM for the others. The SM rates at LHC for a given energy, like

σSM
gg→h|s, and the SM partial widths, ΓSM

h→XX, are taken from Ref. [92] (including the cross section

corrections at next-to-next-to leading order in QCD and next-to leading order in the EW sector,

except for σSM
ht̄t at next-to leading order in QCD), while the SM rates at Tevatron are from Ref. [93]

(QCD corrections at next-to-next-to leading order). The cross section and partial width ratios

in the second line of Eq. (4.10) are those in the considered effective theory with EF expressed in

Eq. (4.4)-(4.5)-(4.6). The EW/QCD corrections are expected typically to be compensated in these

ratios (especially for heavy EF in the same gauge group representation as the SM fermions). Fi-

nally, εgg→h, for the gg → h reaction example, is the experimental efficiency [detector acceptance,

particle identification, isolation,. . . ] including the (kinematical) selection cut effects; the efficiency

ratios entering Eq. (4.10) are obtained by multiplying the SM cross section ratios by the ratios of

expected Higgs reaction compositions (in %) – derived via simulations and provided in the relevant

experimental papers [see just below]. These selection efficiencies, relying on the Higgs mass, are

identical in the SM and in EF frameworks (i.e. in the denominator and numerator of µps,c,i).

Here is the list of Higgs channels that have been experimentally investigated (corresponding, once

summed, to 55 measured signal strengths) :

• For the process I, pp→ h, h→ γγ, the Higgs field is mainly produced by the gluon-gluon fusion;

the signal strengths µI7/8,ATLAS/CMS,i are proportional to Bh→γγ and depend on the efficiency ratios

like e.g. εhqq/εgg→h|I7/8,ATLAS/CMS,i which can be derived from the reaction compositions provided

in Ref. [94] (ATLAS) and Ref. [95] updated by Ref. [96] (CMS). While for ATLAS nine cut cate-

gories (i = 1, . . . , 9) have been applied on the data collected at
√
s = 7 TeV in 2011 (4.8 fb−1) and

8 TeV in 2012 (5.8 fb−1) – leading to a measured mass mh ' 126.0 GeV after combination with

other channels [97] – CMS has chosen four cut classes (j = 0, . . . , 3) to treat the 2011 (5.1 fb−1)

and 2012 (5.3 fb−1) data – pointing out a mass mh ' 125.3 GeV from combination with the ZZ

channel. Note that in Eq. (4.10), the terms,

εhZ

εgg→h
|I7/8,ATLAS,i σ

SM
hZ |7/8 +

εhW

εgg→h
|I7/8,ATLAS,i σ

SM
hW|7/8 ,

for the ATLAS data must be replaced by, (εhZ+hW/εgg→h|I7/8,CMS,j)(σ
SM
hZ + σSM

hW)|7/8 , for CMS (a

common efficiency is set).

• In the diphoton channel, other series of cuts have been employed to increase the vector bo-

son fusion contribution, pp→ hqq, h→ γγ, defining the process noted II. The signal strengths

µII7/8,ATLAS/CMS,i rely on the efficiency ratios obtained from the reaction compositions in Ref. [94]

and Ref. [95,96]. A unique cut category is selected by ATLAS, to tag the dijet final state, whereas
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two of them (i ≡tight,loose) are used with the CMS data at
√
s = 8 TeV.

• The last diphoton channel analyzed, process III, is the inclusive Higgs production at the Teva-

tron, pp̄→ h, h→ γγ. The µIII1.96,CDF+D0 strength is simply fixed by ε/εgg→h|III1.96,CDF+D0 ' 1 [93]

for each Higgs production cross section in Eq. (4.10).

• For the process IV , pp→ hV [V→ leptons], h→ b̄b, all selection efficiencies vanish except,

εhV|IV7/8,ATLAS/CMS ' 1 [97–99] (of course in such a case, one should not divide by εgg→h in

Eq. (4.10)), so that, µIV7/8,ATLAS/CMS ' Bh→b̄b/B
SM
h→b̄b

, since σSM
hV does not receive corrections in the

EF framework.

• Similarly, for the process V , pp̄→ hV [V→ leptons], h→ b̄b, one has µV1.96,CDF+D0 =

µIV7/8,ATLAS/CMS [93].

• The process V I, pp→ ht̄t, h→ b̄b, is characterized by vanishing efficiencies except, εht̄t|V I7,CMS '
1, leading to,

µV I7,CMS '
σht̄t

σSM
ht̄t

Bh→b̄b

BSM
h→b̄b

. (4.11)

The experimental value, which will be mentioned in next section, is µV I7,CMS|exp = −0.75+2
−1.8 [99].

• The reaction V II, pp→ h, h→ ZZ, has a strength µV II7/8,ATLAS/CMS calculated according to se-

lection efficiencies all equal to unity (for CMS see Ref. [99] and for ATLAS Ref. [100] at
√
s = 7 TeV

or Ref. [97] at 8 TeV).

• In the same way, for the reaction V III, pp→ h, h→WW, the strength µV III7/8,ATLAS is com-

puted with efficiencies at unity (see Ref. [98] for 7 TeV and Ref. [101] for 8 TeV, both updated by

Ref. [97]), whereas µV III7/8,CMS is based on vanishing efficiencies except εgg→h|V III7/8,CMS ' 1 [99].

• From analog considerations as in the channel IV , one predicts, µIX7/8,CMS ' µX7,CMS '
Bh→WW/B

SM
h→WW, for the processes IX, pp→ hqq, h→WW, and X, pp→ hV, h→WW [99].

• The channel XI, pp̄→ h, h→WW, has a strength µXI1.96,CDF+D0 containing exclusively effi-

ciencies at unity [93].

• As in channel IV , one has the theoretical predictions, µXII7/8,CMS ' µXIII7,CMS ' Bh→τ̄ τ/BSM
h→τ̄ τ ,

for the processes XII, pp→ hqq, h→ τ̄ τ , and XIII, pp→ hV, h→ τ̄ τ [99].

• Finally, for the process XIV , pp→ h, h→ τ̄ τ , the strength µXIV7,ATLAS has the efficiencies equal
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to one [97,98] and µXIV7/8,CMS has all efficiencies equal to zero but εgg→h|XIV7/8,CMS ' 1 [99].

4.4 The Higgs rate fits

4.4.1 The fit procedure

In order to analyze the fit of the Higgs boson data from colliders within the effective theory described

above, we assume gaussian error statistics and we use the χ2 function,

χ2 =
∑
p,s,c,i

(µps,c,i − µ
p
s,c,i|exp)2

(δµps,c,i)
2

, (4.12)

where the sum is taken over all the different channel observables defined in Section 4.3 and µps,c,i|exp

are the measured central values for the corresponding signal strengths. δµps,c,i are the uncertainties

on these values and are obtained by symmetrizing the provided errors below and above the central

values : (δµps,c,i)
2 = [(δµps,c,i|+)2+(δµps,c,i|−)2]/2. µps,c,i|exp and δµps,c,i|± are given in the experimental

papers listed in Section 4.3 which contain the QCD error estimations.

The summation over all the signal strengths in Eq. (4.12) allows to compare the maximum of

available experimental information with the theoretical predictions, in order to optimize the test of

the effective EF theory. Note that the i-subscript in this summation corresponds to exclusive cut

categories into which the event samples are split.

The global fit is performed without including the correlation coefficient effects which are cur-

rently not supplied in the experimental papers. Nevertheless, this does not affect the statistical

and uncorrelated systematic errors.

4.4.2 Fits in the {cgg, cγγ, cb} space

In Eq. (4.12), χ2 = χ2(ct, cb, cτ , cgg, cγγ) depends on the five effective parameters ct, cb, cτ , cgg, cγγ

through Eq. (4.10) and Eq. (4.4)-(4.5)-(4.6). A priori, the fit analysis should be performed over

these five free parameters but to still be able to draw plots of the whole parameter space (and in

turn study it graphically) one has to restrict it to a three-dimensional space. In this section, we

will indeed choose three freely varying parameters, cgg, cγγ , cb, and search for the best-fit regions in

this three-dimensional space. Then we will show slices of these regions at several chosen values of

cb (i.e. in the plane cγγ versus cgg). This will be repeated for different fixed values of ct and cτ .

The motivation for fixing ct and cτ , among the five effective parameters, is the following one. First,

the |cτ | range compatible at 1σ with the Higgs data is known and turns out to be roughly [0;∼ 1.8]

(for ct ≈ 1 and reasonable cb values described later on) because the measured values for µXII7/8,CMS

are negative – even with the errors – so that Bh→τ̄ τ , and in turn Γh→τ̄ τ and |cτ |, cannot be too
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large. Hence, there is no need to apply the numerical global fit analysis on cτ , then treated as a free

parameter, to find its relevant range. Secondly, for the purpose of demonstrating the ct peculiarity

(correlation with cgg, cγγ) discussed in Section 4.4.2, it is easier to choose ourselves its fixed values

than to have those values dictated by the numerical best-fit search method.

So now, having the three free parameters, cgg, cγγ , cb, we are going to show the best-fit domains

in this three-dimensional space at 68.27%C.L. (1σ), 95.45%C.L. (2σ) and 99.73%C.L. (3σ) which

correspond to established values of ∆χ2 = χ2 − χ2
min (χ2

min being the minimum χ2 value reached

in the {cgg, cγγ , cb} space) [see for instance Ref. [88]].

In Fig.(4.1), we present four slices of these three-dimensional best-fit regions at four cb values

(cb = 0.75 [a]; 1 [b]; 2.08 [c]; 10 [d]) in the plane cγγ versus cgg. These regions are shown for three

different fixed values of ct but for the unique choice cτ = 1. The cτ parameter is varied in the several

plots of Fig.(4.2) (again for three ct values) where the behavior of the domain-slice at cb = 2.08

is still shown in the {cγγ , cgg} plane; note that Fig.(4.1)[c] has also been included in Fig.(4.2) [see

plot [b]] for an easier comparison with Fig.(4.2)[a,c]. All these plots of Fig.(4.1)-(4.2) are discussed

in the following subsections.

The c-ranges

A few comments are in order with respect to the reasonable choice of parameter ranges in Fig.(4.1)-

(4.2). The naive perturbativity condition |ctYt| . 4π leads to |ct| . 18 since |Yt| ' |mt/v|. The

similar theoretical constraints for |cb| and |cτ | are even less stringent due to the smaller mb,τ values.

The perturbativity considerations on cγγ and cgg are model-dependent; for example, in the case of

a t′ state with mt′ of the order of mt, Eq. (4.7)-(4.8) show that cγγ and cgg would typically set the

t′ Yukawa coupling (relatively to Yt) and would thus have to satisfy roughly the same condition

as ct : |cγγ | . 18, |cgg| . 18. For the sake of generality, we consider the whole ranges of cγγ , cgg

values pointed out by the Higgs rate fits.

The ct,b,τ choice is also related to the generation of fermion masses through Yukawa couplings. In

the SM, the top quark mass determines Yt up to CKM mixing angles. For large deviations with

respect to the SM Yukawa coupling, i.e. for ct values very different from unity, the physical top

mass may be recovered by new strong mixing effects like in t − t′ mixings. |ct| values different

from unity by a factor ∼ 5 would certainly already require strong t − t′ mixings, to be predicted

by specific scenarios. Similar comments hold for cb and cτ . From this point of view, the value of

cb = 10 in Fig.(4.1)[d], and cτ = 0.05 in Fig.(4.2)[a], are respectively large and tiny; those have

been chosen for the purpose of explaining the behavior of the best-fit domains in the large cb and

low cτ regimes.
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Figure 4.1: Best-fit regions at 68.27%C.L. (in green), 95.45%C.L. (yellow) and 99.73%C.L. (grey) in the plane
cγγ versus cgg, for cτ = 1. Each one of the four figures [a,b,c,d] is associated to a certain cb value written
(in blue) on the figure itself. In each figure, the regions are drawn for three ct values, the corresponding
value being indicated nearby the relevant region; the regions for the lowest, intermediate, highest ct values
are respectively shown by the plain contours, colored filled domains, dotted contours. The SM (black) point,
at ct = cb = cτ = 1, cγγ = cgg = 0, is shown on the plot [b]. Finally, the four best-fit point locations are
indicated by crosses in the plot [c]. The theoretically predicted lines for extra-quarks of type b′ (plot [c,d])
and t′ (plot [b]) are also represented (in red).

Best-fit points

The best-fit points reachable, when varying the three free parameters, cb, cgg, cγγ , for fixed values

ct = 1 and cτ = 1, are at cb = 2.08 and the cgg, cγγ values corresponding to the four crosses drawn
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Figure 4.2: Best-fit regions at 68.27%C.L. (green), 95.45%C.L. (yellow) and 99.73%C.L. (grey) in the plane
cγγ versus cgg, for cb = 2.08. Each one of the three figures is obtained for a cτ value which is indicated
(in blue). In each figure, the regions are drawn for three ct values [same conventions as in Fig.(4.1)]. The
predicted (red) line for an extra-quark of type b′ is also represented in the plot [b].

in Fig.(4.1)[c]. Since there are exact symmetries along the cgg and cγγ axes (see discussion below),

those four cross-points are all associated to the same χ2
min = 52.36.

For comparison, the best-fit point reachable, when varying the five effective parameters, ct, cb,

cτ , cgg, cγγ , is {ct = 0.0; cb = 1.13; cτ = 0.0; cgg = −0.79; cγγ = −0.11} leading to χ2 = 50.26.

A vanishing ct (a top-phobic Higgs boson) imposes µV I7,CMS = 0 [via Eq. (4.6)] which lies inside

the 1σ experimental interval and is even the possible value the closest to the measured negative

central value [given just after Eq. (4.11)]. Similarly, cτ = 0 (tau-phobic) induces µXII7/8,CMS = 0

which is the closest value to the negative experimental central values. In view of the generation

of fermion masses through the Yukawa couplings, one could require say |cτ | > 0.3 and |ct| > 0.3

which leads instead to the best-fit point {ct = 0.3; cb = 1.18; cτ = −0.3; cgg = 0.67; cγγ = −0.42}
having χ2 = 50.44.

All these minimal χ2 values are smaller than the SM one, χ2
SM = 57.10 [from taking all the strength

predictions at unity in Eq. (4.12)]. The regions at 68.27%C.L. in Fig.(4.1)[b] do not even contain

the SM point ({ct = 1; cb = 1; cτ = 1; cgg = 0; cγγ = 0}).

Let us interpret the c-values of the best-fit points obtained in Fig.(4.1)[c] (or equivalently

Fig.(4.2)[b]). For example the best-fit point at, cb = 2.08, cgg = 0.66 and cγγ = −1.09, shown

on Fig.(4.1)[c] (for fixed ct = cτ = 1) indicates in particular that an increase of the diphoton

partial width is favored by the data. Indeed, a negative cγγ implies a constructive interference

between EF loops and the main SM W±-boson exchange, as shows Eq. (4.5). Interestingly, the

preferred cγγ value approximatively cancel the top-loop contribution. The obtained indication for

a Γh→γγ enhancement is not surprising as most of the measured strengths in the diphoton channel

– described in Section 4.3 – are above their SM expectations (even significantly for some of those).
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The best-fit value, cgg = 0.66, also outlines the preference for a σgg→h increase [see Eq. (4.4)] related

to the excesses with respect to the SM rates of the experimental values for some of the diphoton

rates.

Finally, a Γh→b̄b increase is favored (see Eq. (4.6) with cb = 2.08) which tends to enhance the

µV1.96,CDF+D0 strength and suppress µXII7/8,CMS relatively to the SM, as indicated by the experimental

results (all at more than 1σ from the SM).

The three other best-fit points of Fig.(4.1)[c] can be obtained through the symmetries described in

the next subsection and are thus interpretable with the same physical arguments about the Higgs

rates.

The symmetries

Some exact reflection symmetries with respect to vertical and horizontal axes appear clearly on

Fig.(4.1) and Fig.(4.2). Indeed, for a cγγ value giving rise to a certain ∆χ2, there always exists

a cγγ partner value leading to the opposite-sign h→ γγ amplitude [squared in Eq. (4.5)] and in

turn to the same ∆χ2. The same kind of symmetry occurs for cgg entering the h→ gg (or gg→ h)

amplitude.

Another type of symmetry is constituted by the transformation, cb → −cb, leaving invariant the

b̄b partial width [c.f. Eq. (4.6)]. This symmetry is approximative due to the dependence of σgg→h

and Γh→γγ on cb; for cb values such that the bottom-exchange contributions to σgg→h and Γh→γγ
remain sub-leading (as in the SM), the transformation, cb → −cb, keeps unchanged, at the percent

level, the cγγ , cgg values associated to a given ∆χ2. The similar symmetry arises for, cτ → −cτ .

Dependence of the best-fit regions on cgg and cγγ

At this level, one is able to interpret the typical shapes of the obtained best-fit regions. The typical

oblique direction (diagonal positioning) of the best-fit domains, for example for the fixed value,

ct = 1, around the best-fit point, at cgg = 0.66 and cγγ = −1.09 in Fig.(4.1)[c], can be understood

as follows – the orientations of the three other best-fit region groups are then deduced through the

reflection symmetries along cgg and cγγ . Starting from this best-fit point and decreasing cgg tends

to decrease σgg→h and hence to degrade the fits for diphoton rates, a degradation which must be

compensated by the cγγ decrease (|cγγ | increase enhancing Γh→γγ) to remain below 68.27%C.L.

Dependence of the best-fit regions on ct

We discuss now the modifications of the best-fit domains as the effective parameter, ct, is varying.

We observe separately on Fig.(4.1)[a,b,c] and Fig.(4.2) that a ct variation of amount, δct, leads in

a good approximation to a translation (no domain shape modification) of −δct along both the cγγ

and cgg axes, for each one of the three best-fit regions. It is particularly clear in Fig.(4.1)[b] where
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a large δct is exhibited.

Indeed, considering a given Confidence Level, the ∆χ2 = χ2−χ2
min value is fixed which determines

[c.f. Eq. (4.12)] in particular the ct correction factor for the major top loop-exchanges and the

parameters for EF loop-contributions, cgg, cγγ , entering the predicted strengths [c.f. Eq. (4.10)]

through the sums (ct+cgg) and (ct+cγγ) [c.f. Eq. (4.4)-(4.5)]. Hence for a δct parameter variation,

since the χ2
min value is unchanged (for similar compensation reasons to the following one), the

induced χ2 modification should be exactly compensated by variations, δcgg = δcγγ = −δct.
Note that for different ct, cgg and cγγ definitions from here (then distinguished by a prime), say

generalizing to effective parameters entering Eq. (4.4)-(4.5) via (αgc
′
t + βgc

′
gg) and (αγc

′
t + βγc

′
γγ)

with new constants αg,γ , βg,γ , the translations would be instead of

δc′gg = −αg
βg

δc′t , and, δc′γγ = −αγ
βγ

δc′t .

The measured signal strength of Eq. (4.11) is also sensitive to ct
4 and there is no possible δct

compensation in it, as shows Eq. (4.6), which invalidates the above argumentation strictness. Nev-

ertheless, since the error bar on this measured rate is quite large, the above translation estimations

remain a good approximation up to relatively large |ct| values where the three reference best-fit

domain sizes start to decrease – before disappearing. This is visible for instance in Fig.(4.1)[d];

in fact these more central, i.e. more fit-favored, domains in the {cγγ , cgg} plane mainly allow to

balance the degradation of the µV I7,CMS fit due to larger |ct| values (tending to increase too much the

ht̄t production cross section). This effect of decreasing domain widths appears in Fig.(4.1)[d] for

smaller |ct| values than in all the other figures because, for this extremely large cb = 10 enhancing

Bh→b̄b, µV I7,CMS is getting above its 1σ range faster as |ct| increases.

To conclude on this part, this strong parameter interdependence implies that in order to de-

termine experimentally the cγγ and cgg quantities, it is crucial to determine as well the ct Yukawa

correction whose measurement is essentially relying on the µV I analysis; now this analysis requires

in particular good efficiencies for the challenging simultaneous reconstruction of the top and bottom

quark pairs in the final state.

Dependence of the best-fit regions on cb

Concerning the cb variation (for fixed ct = cτ = 1), we first explain the impact of the cb increase

on the typically allowed cγγ , cgg values – starting from the best-fit domains around the best-fit

point, {cb = 2.08; cgg = 0.66; cγγ = −1.09}, in Fig.(4.1)[c] – and the reasons why huge values up

to cb ' 50 could still agree with present Higgs rate fits. For such a cb increase, the strengths

µV II,V III7/8,ATLAS/CMS, µXI1.96,CDF+D0 and µXIV7/8,CMS are reduced via Γh→b̄b, a reduction which has to be

4Other signal strengths, like in the diphoton channel, are also sensitive to ct [c.f. Eq. (4.10)] but less, due to the
experimental selection efficiencies and the smallness of σht̄t relatively to the dominant Higgs production reactions.
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compensated by a σgg→h increase through a cgg enhancement to conserve a satisfactory χ2 (or

equivalently here, ∆χ2). This explains the shift of the considered best-fit domains, around {cb =

2.08; cgg = 0.66; cγγ = −1.09} in Fig.(4.1)[c], to higher cgg values in the plot [d] where cb = 10 (still

with ct = 1). This necessary compensation between the Γh→b̄b and σgg→h increases also guarantees

the stability of diphoton rates (there is also a significant gluon-gluon fusion contribution in the three

dijet-tagged final states) letting the χ2 at the same level, without cγγ modifications – explaining

nearly identical cγγ values for the studied regions in Fig.(4.1)[c] and [d]. The Γh→b̄b increase

leads to enhancements of the strengths µIV7/8,ATLAS/CMS, µV1.96,CDF+D0 and µV I7,CMS without major

consequences on the fit; a cb increase up to ∼ 50 [leading to Γh→b̄b . 5 GeV] would still leave

existing domains at 68.27%C.L. since in the theoretical limit, cb → ∞, Bh→b̄b tends obviously

to a finite value compatible with data : Bh→b̄b → 1. Similarly, the Γh→b̄b induced decrease of

µIX,X,XII,XIII7/8,CMS does not affect significantly the global fit; in the limit, cb → ∞, all these signal

strengths tend to zero (via the involved branching ratios) which is clearly in agreement at 1σ with

their experimental central value [and µXII7/8,CMS|exp is negative].

There is another effect induced by the cb enhancement; as cb is increasing, its contribution to

σgg→h renders softer the σgg→h evolution with cgg so that the cgg interval, spanning the σgg→h

range allowed by the fit, gets larger; this can be seen by comparing the considered best-fit domain

widths along the cgg axis in Fig.(4.1)[c] and [d].

Now in the other direction, when cb decreases from its value in Fig.(4.1)[c] down to its values in the

plots [b] and finally [a], the dominant effect of surface area diminution (and disappearance) for the

best-fit regions is related to µV1.96,CDF+D0 which is reduced and thus moved away from its best-fit

value.

What is the experimental impact of the above cb variation analysis ? The present experimental

results do not prevent cb from taking extremely large values – due in particular to Higgs rate

compensations. In order to put a more stringent experimental upper limit on it, one could of

course if possible improve the accuracies on the signal strengths involving σgg→h and Γh→b̄b. A

new possibility to measure cb (or equivalently the bottom Yukawa coupling constant) would be

to investigate the processes, q̄q→ hb̄b and gg→ hb̄b (or b̄b→ h and bg→ hb), followed by the

decay, h→ b̄b. Indeed, here both the production and decay rates should increase with cb (Γh→b̄b

being the dominant partial width) so that compensations should not occur; then too large cb values

would be experimentally ruled out. This Higgs production in association with bottom quarks

could have significant cross sections for high LHC luminosities and enhanced cb values compared

to the SM [102] as the present fit points out. The sensitivity to such a reaction relies deeply on

the b-tagging capability [87]. This reaction suffers from large QCD backgrounds but new search

strategies have been developed for such a bottom final state topology, as in Ref. [103].
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Dependence of the best-fit regions on cτ

Finally, to complete our discussion on the parameter variations, we describe the cτ influence on the

best-fit domains.

If the fixed cτ parameter is chosen at a larger value, like in Fig.(4.2)[c] compared to the plot [b], the

induced best-fit cb value, obtained by χ2 minimization, is modified. The best-fit µXII7/8,CMS value,

minimizing χ2, can involve (via Bh→τ̄ τ ) a larger best-fit cb value in the case of [c] than in case [b],

to compensate the higher cτ (also entering Bh→τ̄ τ ). In consequence, along the cb axis, the distance

of the regions in the plot [c] (at cb = 2.08) to the best-fit point at cb > 2.08 is larger than the

distance of the domain-slices in [b] (also at cb = 2.08) to the best-fit point at cb = 2.08 [indicated

by the cross(es) on the figure]. Along the cγγ and cgg axes, the typical distances of contours at

a given Confidence Level to the respective central best-fit points are shorter in [c] than in [b]. In

other terms, best-fit regions in [c] are smaller than in [b].

The cτ decrease from Fig.(4.2)[b] to [a] leads to a softer region size reduction [in the limit cτ → 0,

µXII7/8,CMS → 0 which is the preferred strength].

4.4.3 The case of single EF scenarios

In this Section 4.4.3, we apply the constraints from the Higgs rate fit to examples of simple scenarios

where a unique EF state significantly affects the Higgs interactions.

An EF mixed with SM fermions

For instance, a single b′ state [same color representation and electromagnetic charge as the bottom

quark], that could be a light custodian top-partner in warped/composite frameworks, would lead

to a ratio in Eq. (4.9), (cγγ/cgg)|b′ = 1/4, corresponding to the straight line drawn on Fig.(4.1)[c,d].

Generically, a b′ would be mixed with the SM bottom quark so that possibly, cb 6= 1, whereas one

would have, ct = cτ = 1 – like in Fig.(4.1)[c,d]. These figures show that there exist cγγ , cgg and cb

values for which the predicted b′ line crosses the 68.27%C.L. region. The simultaneous knowledge of

the exact position on the b′ line and the cb value fixing the C.L. regions, necessary to determine the

goodness of fit, requires the specification of the bottom mass matrix and hence of the considered

model.

The other example of EF candidate able to be mixed with SM quarks is the t′ state, possibly

constituted e.g. by a light top-partner in little Higgs models. For a dominant t′ state, the ratio of

Eq. (4.9) tends to one which corresponds to the straight line on Fig.(4.1)[b]. Since a t′ field can

mix with the top quark, ct 6= 1, but in the context of a single t′ one should have, cb = cτ = 1, as in

Fig.(4.1)[b]. The predicted t′ line crosses two 95.45%C.L. regions e.g. for, ct = 0.5, as well as two

68.27%C.L. regions exclusively in the range, ct ∼ 1.1↔ 2.6 (above ∼ 2.6 the region sizes decrease

as explained in Section 4.4.2).
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Figure 4.3: Best-fit regions at 68.27%C.L., 95.45%C.L. and 99.73%C.L. in the plane cγγ versus cτ , for the
case of an extra-lepton with electric charge, Q`′ = −1, corresponding to ct = cb = 1, cgg = 0. The two
best-fit points are indicated (in black).

These discussions on the b′ and t′ states illustrate the fact that it is useful to study the best-fit

domains in the {cγγ , cgg} plane as, in simplified models, the theoretical prediction for the cγγ/cgg

ratio takes a simple form independent of the extra-quark masses and Yukawa couplings.

For a single extra-lepton (colorless) with charge, Q`′ = −1, potentially mixed with the SM

τ -lepton, the parameters, cb = ct = 1, cgg = 0 [see Eq. (4.7)], are fixed and there remain two free

effective parameters, namely cγγ and cτ . The best-fit regions for such a two-dimensional fit are

presented in Fig.(4.3). The two best-fit points shown in this figure correspond to, χ2
min = 52.54.

An EF unmixed with SM fermions

It is also possible theoretically that the new single t′ (or b′) particle does not mix with the SM

top (bottom) quark. This would be the case as well for additional q′ quarks with exotic electric

charges. For illustration, let us first concentrate on the components of possible extensions of the

SM quark multiplets under SU(2)L, as in warped/composite frameworks where SM multiplets are

promoted to representations of the custodial symmetry [63–74]. The charges for such q′ components

obey the relation, Yq′ = Qq′ − Iq
′

3L (Y ≡ hypercharge, I3L ≡ SU(2)L isospin). We will consider the

electric charges of smallest absolute values, Qq′ = −1/3, 2/3, −4/3, 5/3, −7/3 and 8/3, keeping

in mind that the naive perturbative limit on the electric charge reads as, |Qq′ | .
√

4π/α ' 40

(α ≡ fine-structure constant [88]). The q′ states are in the same color representation as the SM

quarks.
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In the case of the presence of such a q′ quark, unmixed with SM quarks, while ct = cb = cτ = 1,

one has cγγ 6= 0 and cgg 6= 0 if the q′ state possesses non-zero Yukawa couplings; the best-fit domains

for a two-dimensional fit keeping the fixed parameters, ct = cb = cτ = 1, are shown in Fig.(4.4)

together with the four best-fit points associated to, χ2
min = 55.04. On this plot, we also represent

the theoretically predicted regions in the cases of a single q′ quark with electric charge Qq′ : these

regions are the straight lines defined by Eq. (4.9). All the predicted lines – whatever is the Qq′

charge – cross the SM point which is reached in the decoupling limit, cγγ → 0, cgg → 0. The first

result is that the upper-left best-fit regions, around cγγ ∼ 8, cgg ∼ −1.8, cannot be explored in

single q′ models [no line can reach it]. We also observe on Fig.(4.4) that the predicted line being

the closest to a best-fit point is for, Qq′ = −7/3. This result means that, among any possible SM

multiplet extension component, the fit prefers the q−7/3 state compared for example to a t′ or q5/3

state. For instance, this latter q5/3 state leads to a smaller |cγγ/cgg|q′ ratio (∝ Q2
q′) which is less

favored by the data due in particular to the observed diphoton rate enhancements.

A possibility in the future is that, as the measurements of the Higgs signal strengths will improve

their accuracies – leading typically to smaller best-fit regions in plots such as Fig.(4.4) – some

absolute charges like for example, |Qq′ | = 2/3, could get excluded at 68.27%C.L. (the overlaps of

the associated line with any 1σ region could disappear). This kind of exclusion would be quite

powerful in the sense that it would be independent of the Yq′ Yukawa coupling constants, the q′

mass values (mq′) and the q′ representations under SU(2)L. This is due to the simplifications

occurring in the ratio of Eq. (4.9) or in other terms to the correlations between cγγ and cgg [see

Eq. (4.7)-(4.8)].

• Best-fit domains in the plane of the Yukawa coupling versus the EF mass: Now we

determine the physical parameters corresponding typically to an overlap between a given line in

Fig.(4.4) and the best-fit regions; we consider the characteristic examples of the charges, Qq′ =

−1/3, 5/3 and 8/3. More precisely, we plot in Fig.(4.5) the regions in the plane |mq′ | versus

Ỹq′ = −Yq′/sign(mq′) which correspond [see Eq. (4.7)-(4.8)] to cγγ , cgg quantities giving rise to the

best ∆χ2 values in the case of one free effective parameter, say cgg (related to cγγ through the fixed

ratio cγγ/cgg|q′ ∝ Q2
q′).

In Fig.(4.5), we also illustrate the case of a single additional `′ lepton (colorless) without significant

mixing to SM leptons [cτ = 1], as may be justified by exotic Q`′ charges or the large mass difference

between the SM and extra-leptons. Here we choose, Q`′ = −1, being quite common for extra-lepton

scenarios (as for instance recently in Ref. [81]). There is, again, a unique free effective parameter,

cγγ , since cgg = 0.

Let us discuss the results shown in Fig.(4.5). For a given Confidence Level, the linear dependence

of Ỹb′ on |mb′ | appearing clearly on the upper left plot is explained by the expressions (4.7)-(4.8)

and the constant limit, A[τ(mb′ � mh)] → 1 [described after Eq. (4.3)]. This linear behavior also

holds for the three other cases illustrated in this figure, even if for those it is hidden by the chosen
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4π/α, are shown as well. The four best-fit points are indicated (in black).

logarithmic scale (allowing for a better view of the couplings in the small mass ranges). Eq. (4.7)-

(4.8) show that increasing Qq′ leads to a slower evolution of |Ỹq′ | with |mq′ | (perturbative limit,

−4π, reached for higher |mq′ |) and a smaller allowed Ỹq′ range at fixed |mq′ | as can be observed by

comparing Qq′ = 5/3 and 8/3 in Fig.(4.5). Comparing a `′ extra-lepton with the b′ extra-quark,

it appears in Eq. (4.8) that the smaller N `′
c = 1 color number tends to compensate the larger

Q2
`′ = 1 squared charge (the favored cγγ |f ′ interval size also affects the Ỹf ′ range width). The two

unconnected 95.45%C.L. regions in the {|mb′ |, Ỹb′} plane correspond basically to the two overlaps

between the 95.45%C.L. domains and the b′ line in Fig.(4.4).

We now describe the direct experimental constraints indicated on the various plots of Fig.(4.5).

The LHC bound, mb′ > 611 GeV, illustrated on the upper left plot is the strongest direct experi-

mental constraint on a b′ state; this bound is based on the QCD b′ pair production and it is less

stringent for a branching ratio, Bb′→tW− < 1 [104]. The bound for, Bb′→tW− = 1, combined with

the 68.27%C.L. region push the Yukawa couplings towards large absolute values, as Fig.(4.5) is

demonstrating. The experimental bounds from investigations of other decay channels, like b′ → bZ

or b′ → bh, are not relevant in the context of a b′ field unmixed with SM quarks.

The bound, mq5/3 > 611 GeV, from the LHC shown in Fig.(4.5) is imposed by the search for the

same decay final state, q5/3 → tW+, following the q5/3 pair production; this bound is obtained for,

Bq5/3→tW+ = 1 [104], and it leaves a possible region at 68.27%C.L. in Fig.(4.5). Concerning the

q8/3 particle which could decay as, q8/3 → tW+W+, there have been no experimental searches so
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Figure 4.5: Best-fit regions at 68.27%C.L., 95.45%C.L. and 99.73%C.L. in the plane of the |mf ′ | absolute

mass (in GeV) versus the Ỹf ′ coupling, with ct = cb = cτ = 1, for the cases Qq′ = −1/3, 5/3, 8/3 and
Q`′ = −1. Also represented as dashed lines are the lower perturbative limit on Yukawa couplings, −4π
[black horizontal lines], and the direct LHC bounds, mb′ > 611 GeV, mq5/3

> 611 GeV, or LEP constraint,
m`′ > 63.5 GeV (> 101.9 GeV) for m`′ −mν′ > 7 GeV (> 15 GeV) [purple vertical lines]. The mass ranges
start at the Higgs mass, mh (see the first Footnote, except for the `′-lepton case (see text) where the mh

value is indicated by a [black dashed vertical] line.

far.

There exist bounds on extra-leptons from the LEP collider; those read as, m`′ > 63.5 GeV

(m`′ > 101.9 GeV) for m`′ − mν′ > 7 GeV (> 15 GeV) [81, 88], in the case of the existence

of an additional ν ′ neutrino (which would have no effects on the Higgs couplings to charged

fermions or gauge bosons). These constraints have been obtained from investigating the channel,

`′ →W(?)ν ′ → `+ 6E , where ` denotes a SM charged lepton and 6E stands for missing energy, as-

suming a stable ν ′ on collider time-scales. The results for the domain, mh > m`′ , shown in Fig.(4.5)
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are valid in the absence of new significant partial Higgs decay widths (see the first Footnote).

To conclude on all these aspects of Fig.(4.5), one can say that the collider constraints from

Higgs rate measurements on representative single EF models are already significant, especially in

the low-mass regime where the allowed range for Yukawa coupling constants can be quite predictive.

The constraints are sensitive to larger masses in cases of higher electric charges, as expected, and

this indirect sensitivity on EF candidates can reach large mass scales up to ∼ 200 TeV.

• Constraints on the signs of fundamental parameters: Concerning the constraints on

the signs, as shown in Fig.(4.5) based on the present Higgs data, the sign, Ỹq′ < 0 [leading to

cγγ < 0], is preferred at 68.27%C.L. [except with absolute charges, |Qq′ | & 7, i.e. in a range

close to the |Qq′ |pert. limit as illustrated in Fig.(4.4)] for any single extra-quark as it creates a

constructive interference with the W±-boson exchange increasing the diphoton rates. The specific

sign configuration, Ỹq′ < 0, is selected by the two relevant best-fit points which pin down, cγγ < 0,

as obtained for extra-quarks in Fig.(4.4). This predicted condition means that the Yukawa coupling

constant [−Yq′ in our conventions] must have a sign opposite to mq′ which could be written,

sign

(−Yq′
mq′

)
< 0 . (4.13)

Related to this condition, there are comments on the configuration denoted as dysfermiophilia

in the literature. As described at the end of Section 4.2.3, strictly speaking the ct,b,τ parameters

entering Eq. (4.4)-(4.5) – whose values are generally given in best-fit plots such as the present ones

in Fig.(4.1) – should in fact be understood as being,

εtct =
sign(mt)

sign(mEF
t )

ct =
sign(mt)

sign(mEF
t )

sign(−Y EF
t )

sign(−Yt)
|ct| =

sign(−Y EF
t )

sign(mEF
t )

|ct| = sign

(−Y EF
t

mEF
t

) ∣∣∣∣Y EF
t

Yt

∣∣∣∣ ,
in our conventions of Lagrangian (4.1), and similarly for εb,τ cb,τ ; here the EF-exponent indicates

that the parameter is considered within the context of an EF model (and remind that mt, Yt

are in the SM). Therefore, the dysfermiophilia property of increasing, Γh→γγ/ΓSM
h→γγ , via chang-

ing the top Yukawa sign is in fact relying on the possibility to have, εtct < 0, or equivalently,

sign(−Y EF
t /mEF

t ) < 0. This makes sense as it is the sign of, −Y EF
t /mEF

t , which has a physical

meaning and appears in Γh→γγ [see Eq. (4.8) for an analogy with the t′-loop].

The other comment is that the dysfermiophilia possibility of having, εtct < 0, can indeed gives rise

to an acceptable agreement with the Higgs data (see e.g. Fig.(4.1)[d]) but it is not necessary to

achieve a good agreement (c.f. Fig.(4.4) where εtct = 1) since the constructive interference with

the W±-loop increasing the diphoton rates can be realized with an EF-loop inducing, cγγ < 0.

Hence the above condition (4.13) can be called an extra-dysfermiophilia as it is exactly the same

as for the top quark transposed to an EF. Besides, this condition (4.13) leads to a decrease of,

σgg→h/σ
SM
gg→h, for a single EF [see Eq. (4.7)] through negative cgg values [c.f. Fig.(4.4)]. Generally
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speaking, an extra-dysfermiophilia is probably easier to realize than a dysfermiophilia due to the

potentially higher degree of freedom (allowing to de-correlate EF masses and Yukawa couplings)

which can come e.g. from additional mass terms not induced by EW symmetry breaking, like KK

masses.

4.5 Conclusions

We have learnt from varying the effective parameters of the Higgs rate fit that shifts of the correction

factor affecting the top quark Yukawa coupling, ct, lead to translations of the best-fit domains in

the {cγγ , cgg} plane (cγγ and cgg parametrize respectively new loop-contributions to the hγγ and

hgg vertex) proportional to δct. This means that to constrain precisely the new loop-contributions

to the hgg and hγγ couplings, one has to determine simultaneously the top Yukawa coupling which

might be an experimental challenge.

The cgg determination relies as well significantly on the correction factor affecting the bottom quark

Yukawa coupling, namely cb, for which extremely large values are not ruled out by the combination

of present Higgs data; for that purpose, new Higgs reactions, like gg→ hb̄b, h→ b̄b, would be

interesting to investigate experimentally.

We have then considered the effective case of a single EF affecting the Higgs rates. It could for

example be the lightest KK mode of some higher-dimensional theory and have dominant effects on

collider physics; the lightest KK state effects are generically at least the strongest ones so assuming

this state to be the sole one is quantitatively a good (starting) approximation. In contrast, within

theories containing several crucial EF, one could of course combine the (different) single EF effects

described here and there could be compensations.

In this basic single EF framework, significant constraints have been placed on extra-leptons. We

have also found that the Higgs rate measurements put non-trivial constraints on cγγ and cgg for b′,

t′ states able to mix with the SM b, t quarks. Regarding unmixed EF candidates [still with same

color number as SM quarks], it is remarkable that, due to the cγγ − cgg correlations, the Higgs

fit can potentially constrain intervals of absolute electric charges independently of the SU(2)L

representations, Yukawa couplings and masses for the EF. Another related result is that, among

any possible components of SM quark multiplet extensions, the q−7/3 field is the one preferred by

the fit. The Higgs rate fit also allows to constrain significantly the EF Yukawa couplings for mq′

values up to ∼ 200 TeV, and, points out at 68.27%C.L. an extra-dysfermiophilia [condition (4.13)]

for any single q′ quark (independently of Qq′ as long as it does not approach non-perturbative

couplings).

Finally, let us note that any model with EF predicts certain values for the parameters, ct, cb,

cτ (cτ : correction factor for the τ -lepton Yukawa coupling) and cγγ , cgg [easily calculable through

Eq. (4.7)-(4.8)], which can then be located on the best-fit plots obtained in this study in order to

determine the degree of compatibility with the Higgs data. Anyone could also use the synthesized fit
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informations contained in Fig.(4.4) to constrain one’s extra-quark electric charge, and, in Fig.(4.5)

to study the {|mf ′ |, Ỹf ′} plane of one’s single f ′ model.

In the Appendix A, we present updated numerical results for the Higgs fits.
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Chapter 5

Producing the Higgs boson via

vector-like top-partner decays

Adapted from: A. Azatov, O. Bondu, A. Falkowski, M. Felcini, S. Gascon-Shotkin, D. K. Ghosh,

G. Moreau, A. Y. Rodriguez-Marrero and S. Sekmen, Phys. Rev. D85 (2012) 115022.

5.1 Introduction

One of the primary goals of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) was the direct search for the cor-

nerstone of the Standard Model (SM), namely the Higgs boson, or for any signal from alternative

Electro-Weak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB) mechanisms. The SM is probably not the ultimate

model of nature. It is clear that new channels for Higgs production, that can arise in extensions

of the SM, would have profound impact on the physics of the Higgs boson sector, while providing

insight in the physics beyond the SM. An attractive possibility is the Higgs production in decays

of additional heavy colored particles that can be copiously pair produced at the LHC via strong

interactions.

Within well-motivated theories beyond the SM, there are some candidates for such new heavy

colored states, extra quarks with vector-like couplings, whose existence is predicted by most of the

alternatives to supersymmetry. In this context, to maintain a naturally light Higgs boson, divergent

quantum corrections from loops of the top quark are often canceled by top-partner contributions [1–

3]. Let us describe important examples here. In the so-called little Higgs scenarios, the vector-like

quarks arise as partners of the SM fields being promoted to larger multiplets. In the composite

Higgs [4–8] and composite top [4–9] models, the vector-like quarks are excited resonances of the

bounded states constituting the SM particles. In the extra-dimensional models with (SM) quarks

in the bulk, the vector-like quarks are prevalent as Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations of those bulk

fields [10] like in the Gauge-Higgs unification mechanism (see e.g. Ref. [11, 12]) or in the Randall-
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Sundrum (RS) scenario [13–15] – where some of those KK excitations, the so-called custodians,

can be as light as a few hundred’s of GeV [16–21]. Another example is a gauge coupling unification

theory where vector-like quarks are embedded into the simplest SU(5) representations [22].

Vector-like quarks with same electric charge as the up-type quarks are often called top-partners

(noted t′) as these new heavy states mix in general predominantly with the top quark – due to

the large top mass and to the related feature that the top quark is in general more intimately

connected to ultraviolet physics, like e.g. in composite Higgs models. A t′ can also be called a

top-partner in the sense that it is contained in the same group representation as the top quark with

respect to symmetries, like the approximate global symmetry of the little Higgs models [1–3], the

gauge unification symmetry [22] or the custodial symmetry of RS versions with bulk matter [16–21]

(explaining the SM fermion mass hierarchies [23–39]).

At this level, one must mention that the phenomenology of the search for direct production

of vector-like quarks at the LHC has been studied from a model-independent point of view in

Ref. [40–45] but also in specific frameworks such as the little Higgs models (versions sufficiently

safe from EW precision constraints) [46–50] or the composite Higgs hypothesis [51, 52] and the

dual RS context [11,53–58]. These past searches focus generally on the discovery of the vector-like

quarks, rather than using these extra quarks to enhance the discovery and identification potential

for other unknown particles such as Higgs scalars.

In relation to Higgs detection, there exist studies utilizing the possible Higgs production through

vector-like quark decays, as described in the following. Indeed, it is well known since some time [59,

60] that vector-like quark production could be a copious source of Higgs bosons (a possible Higgs

factory).

Relatively light Higgs bosons produced from the decay of top-partners can be highly boosted and

good candidates for analyses based on jet substructure. This method has been applied [61] for a

∼130 GeV Higgs decaying to bb̄ at the 14 TeV LHC to improve the Higgs identification capability

and reduce the background. In the simple model considered there, the t′ is a singlet under the

SU(2)L gauge group, which determines the t′ couplings and its tree level decays into the Higgs

boson and the two EW gauge bosons t′ → th, t′ → tZ, t′ → bW .

The top-partner can also be singly produced which leads to different final states as compared to the

pair production; because of the phase space suppression, the single production becomes competitive

with the pair production at a high t′ mass, depending upon the considered model (since the involved

t′ couplings to h, Z0,W± are fixed by the t′ quantum numbers) 1. The reconstruction of the Higgs

boson produced in the t′ decay, itself singly produced at the 14 TeV LHC, was studied in Ref. [62]

assuming the Higgs mass known (to be 120 GeV) and focusing on the channel h → bb̄ – with the

combinatorial background only. This was performed for a singlet t′ in the “Littlest Higgs” model

with the asymptotic branching ratio values of the high mt′ regime: Bt′→th = 25%, Bt′→tZ = 25%,

1The single production becomes dominant typically around mt′ ∼ 700 GeV as in the scenario with a singlet t′ [43]
or in little Higgs models [62].
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Bt′→bW = 50% (from the EW equivalence theorem).

Similarly, a vector-like colored b′ state produced at the 14 TeV LHC can act as a Higgs factory

thanks to its decay b′ → bh. It was shown [22] that a Higgs mass reconstruction can be obtained

with a limited accuracy, concentrating on the decay h → WW (W → lν) for mh = 200 GeV and

assuming the mb′ value to be deduced from a preliminary analysis based on the more appropriate

channel b′ → bZ. Theoretically, the b′ was originating from the upper component of a SU(2)L

doublet so there was no significant channel b′ → tW .

Higgs mass reconstructions via t′ and b′ decays were also studied for the 14 TeV LHC, based on a

light Higgs decaying to bb̄ in the basic models with a unique extra t′ and/or a unique extra b′ [44].

In the present study, we use the pair production and decay of a vector-like top to develop new

search strategies for Higgs boson discovery and mass measurements in the h→ γγ (diphoton) and

h → ZZ channels. We consider t′ masses up to ∼ 800 GeV, so that the t′ single productions (in-

volving a model-dependent coupling) are generally subleading compared to the t′ pair production

not yet significantly suppressed by phase space factors 2. The original theoretical and illustrative

model considered here, including two top-partners, is constructed to allow interesting interpreta-

tions correlating the indirect (via vector-like top decay) and direct Higgs production searches at

the LHC, as described in the following. A few characteristic parameter sets – with vector-like top

mass in the range between ∼ 400 and 800 GeV – are chosen as benchmark points avoiding too large

t′ contributions to the Higgs rates (constrained by present LHC data) and simultaneously allowing

for significant branching fraction values (& 10%) of the vector-like top decay to the Higgs boson.

Assuming the presence at low-energy scales only of extra vector-like quark multiplets containing

some t′, we have elaborated a minimal model allowing to strongly suppress the Higgs production

via gluon fusion, as compared to the SM. In this simple but non-trivial model, the gg → h cross

section suppression factor possibly reaches values below 10−1 at hadron colliders; this is to be put in

contrast with the t′ representations taken usually in the RS scenario [21,63–66] 3 and with minimal

supersymmetric theories for which such a suppression is not possible to obtain (see respectively

Ref. [21, 63] and Ref. [67]). The chiral case of a fourth quark generation can even only increase

considerably the gluon fusion rate.

The illustrative minimal t′ model suggested here is interesting in the sense that it can easily lead to

the following interpretations: for example, a 255 GeV Higgs is excluded in the SM by the present

LHC results [68,69] but can still exist in the above minimal SM extension with t′ where the reduced

Higgs production cross section can be below the LHC upper limits. In other words, the Higgs bo-

son would really be light but not detectable with the present luminosity/energy, via conventional

channels. A channel that could then allow the Higgs discovery would be through the t′ pair pro-

duction and decays, as illustrated in this study. Another possibility is that the slight excess of

events observed in data for a Higgs mass hypothesis of ∼125 GeV [70,71] is confirmed by the 2012

2Note that adding the contribution of the t′ single production would increase the Higgs production rate.
3t′ representations (to which SM fields are promoted) with analog rate suppression effects can arise with the O(3)

subgroup [20] implementable in the composite Higgs model [93, 94] and RS scenario [95, 96] which can reach strong
suppressions, respectively of σgg→h/σ

SM
gg→h ∼ 35% and ∼ 10%.
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searches at the LHC. Then the measured Higgs production cross section times branching ratios

could certainly be reproduced by the present t′ model, given the parameter freedom in this model

and its capability of inducing large Higgs rate corrections of both signs. Then investigating this

additional Higgs production channel as the t′ decay, as discussed here, would of course be relevant

in particular to confirm the Higgs existence. Finally, in the case of a signal from a heavy Higgs,

say above 500 GeV 4 as we will consider here, the same fit of Higgs data would be instructive as

a test of the present t′ model and similarly the t′ decay should be considered as a complementary

channel of Higgs production.

5.2 The theoretical model

At low scale, let us assume the presence of a unique additional vector-like quark multiplet including

a t′ component. Then, irrespective of the representation of this multiplet under the SU(2)L gauge

group (i.e. the t′ belongs to a singlet, doublet,. . . ), the interferences between the next heavier

top mass eigenstate t2 [composed of t, t′, t′′] and the t1 [≡ the physical top quark whose mass

is measured] contributions 5 to the triangular loop of the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism will be

systematically constructive. This is due to the fact that the physical signs of the Yukawa coupling

and mass insertion involved in this loop – two chirality flips are necessary – will be systematically

identical giving rise to a positive product (for t1 as well as for t2). Hence, the cross section of the

gluon fusion mechanism may be increased or slightly decreased (because of a possible t Yukawa

coupling reduction) relatively to the SM case.

To get the minimal scenario with only additional vector-like quark multiplets including t′ compo-

nents able to strongly suppress the gluon fusion, one needs to introduce a first top-partner t′ in a

SU(2)L doublet as well as a second top-partner t′′ in a gauge singlet. For simplification, we do not

consider the doublet including a b′ 6 that would also be exchanged in the triangular loop. So we

end up with the doublet (q5/3, t
′), q5/3 being an exotic quark with electric charge 5/3 and without

self-Yukawa coupling (in turn no possible loop exchange). Indeed, with this field content, all the

possible generic mass terms and Yukawa couplings appearing in the Lagrangian are,

LYuk. = Y

(
t

b

)
L

H†tcR + Y ′
(
q5/3

t′

)
L

HtcR + Y ′′
(
q5/3

t′

)
L/R

Ht′′R/L + Ỹ

(
t

b

)
L

H†t′′R

+ Yb

(
t

b

)
L

HbcR +m t̄′′Lt
c
R +m′

(
q5/3

t′

)
L

(
q5/3

t′

)
R

+m′′ t̄′′Lt
′′
R + H.c. (5.1)

4Such a heavy Higgs would be neither SM-like, as disfavored by the EW precision tests, nor belonging to a
supersymmetric extension, as forbidden by the Higgs sector structure. However, it could perfectly be e.g. in a RS
scenario where its contributions to the oblique T parameter can be compensated by new KK-induced contributions.

5The top quark exchange in the loop is the dominant contribution in the SM.
6Similar results are expected in such a situation.
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where H represents the SM Higgs doublet and L/R the fermion chiralities. By construction, the

vector-like quarks possess same quantum numbers and gauge group representations for the left-

handed and right-handed states. We have not written the Yukawa couplings for the first two

quark generations as their mixings with the top-partners t′, t′′ are negligible compared to the t-t′-t′′

mixing and the CKM mixing angles are typically small, so that the first two quark generations are

decoupled from b, t, t′, t′′. Note that a field redefinition rotating tcR and t′′R can allow to eliminate

the m term without loss of generality. A last remark is that the Y ′′ term could be split in two terms

with different chiralities and coupling constants. The Lagrangian (5.1) gives rise, after EWSB, to

this top mass matrix:

Lmass =

 t

t′

t′′


L

 Y v 0 Ỹ v

Y ′v m′ Y ′′v

m Y ′′v m′′


 tc

t′

t′′


R

+ H.c. (5.2)

with v ' 174 GeV the SM vacuum expectation value of the Higgs boson. In our notations of

Eq.(5.2), the parameters Y , Y ′, Y ′′ and Ỹ contain the whole sign (i.e. the combination of the SU(2)L

contraction signs and Yukawa coupling constant signs). Note that vector-like fermions do not

require EWSB to acquire mass. The non-trivial consequence of the present t′, t′′ charge assignment

choice is the presence of Yukawa terms in the block diagonal matrix of Eq.(5.2) associated to

the top-partners 7 (such Yukawa matrix elements would be absent in the first case of a unique

top-partner). This feature of the mass structure allows strong suppressions of the gluon fusion

mechanism. In particular, the own top-partner (t′, t′′) Yukawa coupling (Y ′′) sign can be chosen

independently of the top (t) Yukawa coupling (Y ) sign in order to generate destructive interferences

between the top and top-partner loops.

5.3 t2 rates and direct constraints

We consider here the model described in the previous section, where t′, t′′ denote the states in

the interaction basis while t1, t2 and t3 stand for the mass eigenstates, with mt3 > mt2 > mt1 , t1

being the standard top quark and mt1 its physical mass. We concentrate on the phenomenology of

the next-to-lightest top mass eigenstate t2; the t3 eigenstate production is sub-dominant given its

larger mass. In a second stage, one could add the contributions to the Higgs production from the

t3 decays like t3 → t1h or t3 → t2Z.

In Table 5.1, we define our benchmark points by the values of the fundamental parameters –

including the Higgs mass mh – and the corresponding mt2 , mt3 values. These sets of parameters are

selected in particular to have a large branching fraction Bt2→t1h enhancing the studied Higgs signal.

Note that in the minimal model with a unique doublet (q5/3, t
′), Bt2→bW is negligible compared to

7Namely the last two lines and columns of this mass matrix.
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Bt2→t1h and Bt2→t1Z [44]. For none of the considered benchmark points, the channel t2 → q5/3W

is open. Table 5.1 also provides the theoretical t2 widths and the σt̄2t2 cross sections for the t2

pair production at LHC computed with the HATHOR program [72] at NNLO. As a comparison,

we give also in Table 5.1 the expected SM cross sections [73] for Higgs production via gluon fusion,

σSM
gg→h. It is physically important to note that the branching ratios Bt2→t1h and Bt2→t1Z are not

vanishing in contrast with the case of a fourth generation t′ quark so that the observation of such

decays (discussed in Section 5.6) would even prove the vector-like nature of a heavy top-like quark.

Table 5.1 presents finally the CMS constraints on the observables σt̄2t2B
2
t2 derived from the

search for pair production of a heavy top-like quark [68, 74, 75] (present bounds from ATLAS are

less stringent [69,76]). It appears that the corresponding theoretical values, predicted in the models

considered here, respect those experimental limits for mt2 as low as ∼ 400 GeV 8. Increasing

theoretically Bt2→t1h, and consequently lowering Bt2→t1Z and Bt2→bW , is allowed within these

constraints.

Due to these lower limits on mt2 typically around 400 GeV, the t2 pair production suffers from

a significant phase space suppression so that the whole rate for a single Higgs production through

the t2 decay is smaller than for the standard gluon fusion mechanism; there is e.g. a factor of ∼ 10

for point A1 at 14 TeV, as shown the Table 5.1. However, the number of Higgs events issued from

the t2 decay can be significant at 14 TeV with suitable luminosities. This Higgs production channel

can thus be an interesting Higgs boson (and t2) discovery channel, among others, and especially in

cases where the gluon fusion mechanism is suppressed by the presence of t′, t′′ states, as it occurs

for instance with point B (see Table 5.1).

5.4 Constraints from the direct Higgs boson search

Sets A1/A2 - At mh = 125 GeV, all the sensitive channels for searching the Higgs boson at hadron

colliders are the decays h → γγ, h → WW (with W → `ν), h → ZZ (with Z → `¯̀), h → τ τ̄ and

h→ bb̄. At the time of this study, the bounds on the Higgs boson rates obtained at the LHC were,

σgg→hBh→γγ/σSM
gg→hB

SM
h→γγ . 2, σgg→hBh→WW/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→WW . 1.30, σgg→hBh→ZZ/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→ZZ

. 2.2, σgg→hBh→ττ/ σSM
gg→hB

SM
h→ττ . 3.2 and σgg→hBh→bb/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→bb . 3.2 [68–71,77,78]. These

bounds are compatible with the rates calculated taking into account the t− t′− t′′ mixing effect on

the top quark Yukawa coupling as well as the t2 and t3 eigenstate contributions in the triangular

loop of the gluon fusion mechanism, for our parameter sets A1/A2. This parameter set yields

indeed:

σt′
gg→hB

t′
h→γγ/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→γγ = 1.16 (1.19) ; σt′

gg→hB
t′
h→WW/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→WW = 1.25 (1.28) (5.3)

σt′
gg→hB

t′
h→ZZ/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→ZZ = 1.25 (1.28) ; σt′

gg→hB
t′
h→ττ/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→ττ = 1.25 (1.28) (5.4)

8We have also checked that the Tevatron constraints are satisfied.
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Parameter Set A1 A2 B C D

Y / Ỹ -1.43 / 2 1.02 / -0.1 1.15 / 0.4 1.12 / -0.5 1.05 / -0.3

Y ′ / Y ′′ 1.85 / -1 1 / 0.55 -1.5 / 1.6 1.1 / 1.65 1.7 / 1.9

m / m′ (GeV) 0 / 370 0 / 675 0 / 770 0 / 810 80 / 1100

m′′ (GeV) 510 645 980 850 1100

mt3 (GeV) 722 804 1181 1125 1454

mt2 (GeV) 403 599 626 572 788

mh (GeV) 125 125 255 320 540

σSM
gg→h (pb) @ 7 TeV 15.31 15.31 3.18 2.25 0.58

σSM
gg→h (pb) @ 14 TeV 49.85 49.85 13.50 10.59 3.85

σt′
gg→h/σ

SM
gg→h 1.27 1.31 0.45 0.40 0.65

σt
′

t̄1t1h
(pb) @ 7 TeV 0.0194 0.0760 0.0037 0.0016 7 10−4

σt
′

t̄1t1h
(pb) @ 14 TeV 0.138 0.539 0.036 0.021 0.015

σt̄2t2 (pb) @ 7 TeV 1.361 0.0936 0.0709 0.1360 0.0115

σt̄2t2 (pb) @ 14 TeV 13.53 1.465 1.164 1.975 0.284

Bt2→t1h (%) 62.6 82.1 60.8 13.5 43.0

Bt2→t1Z (%) 28.6 14.7 25.0 46.1 40.3

Bt2→bW (%) 8.8 3.2 14.2 40.4 16.6

Γt2 (GeV) 4.4 3.5 19.8 6.5 8.8

σt̄2t2B
2
t2→bW (pb) 0.01 9 10−5 0.001 0.022 0.000(3)

LHC bound [74] < 0.26 < 0.14 < 0.14 < 0.16 ×
σt̄2t2B

2
t2→t1Z (pb) 0.11 0.002 0.004 0.029 0.002

LHC bound [75] < 0.5 < 0.4 < 0.4 < 0.4 ×
S / T 0.05 / 0.05 0.03 / 0.03 -0.01 / 0.23 -0.01 / 0.30 -0.01 / 0.28

Table 5.1: Benchmark scenarios in the present t′, t′′ model, defined by the values of the fundamental
parameters, including the Higgs mass, mh, and the resulting mt2 and mt3 physical masses of the heavy
top-like quarks. The cross sections at NNLO, σt̄2t2 , for the pp→ t̄2t2 process, are shown at

√
s = 7 TeV or

14 TeV, together with the t2 widths Γt2 and the t2 branching fraction values. For comparison, the SM Higgs
production cross section values via gluon fusion are also given, together with the ratio σt′

gg→h/σ
SM
gg→h, between

the gluon fusion cross section in the present model and in the SM. Furthermore, the NLO cross sections for
Higgs production in association with a t̄t pair, σt

′

t̄1t1h
, in the present model, are shown for comparison with

the σt̄2t2 cross sections [the σt
′

t̄1t1h
values are too small to contribute to the signal, analyzed in this study,

from t̄2t2 production, with t2 → th decay]. Finally, the LHC upper limits and theoretical predictions for the
observables σt̄2t2B

2
t2→bW , σt̄2t2B

2
t2→t1Z are shown just above the last line (the crosses indicate the absence

of experimental limit at the associated mt2 values). In the last line the values of the oblique parameters S
and T are given [after subtraction of the SM contributions to include only new physics effects]. For the point
A1 (A2), we have used the indicated Y ′′ value for the t′′R coupling and Y ′′ = −0.3 (−1.75) for the t′′L vertex.

σt′
gg→hB

t′
h→bb/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→bb = 1.25 (1.28) [A1] ([A2]) (5.5)

The cross section for the Higgs production is enhanced,

σt′
gg→h/σ

SM
gg→h = 1.27 [A1] (1.31 [A2]),
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due to the combination of two possible effects: the increase of the t1 Yukawa coupling and the

constructive interferences between the t1 contribution and the t2, t3 ones. In contrast, the branching

fraction for the decay channel into diphoton is slightly decreased,

Bt′
h→γγ/B

SM
h→γγ = 0.91 [A1] (0.90 [A2]).

But the resulting product σt′
gg→hB

t′
h→γγ is increased relatively to the SM case as shown in Eq.(5.3).

Such an increased value of the observable σgg→hBh→γγ , induced here by the presence of t′ quarks

(c.f. Eq.(5.3)), could induce a slight excess in the ATLAS [69,70,77,78] and CMS [68,71,77] data

corresponding to a possible ∼125 GeV Higgs signal in the diphoton channel. All the values of the

quantities, σt′
gg→hB

t′
h→γγ/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→γγ , σt′

gg→hB
t′
h→WW/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→WW, σt′

gg→hB
t′
h→ZZ/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→ZZ,

σt′
gg→hB

t′
h→ττ/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→ττ and σt′

gg→hB
t′
h→bb/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→bb, in Eq.(5.3)-(5.5), are also compatible

with the CMS and ATLAS best-fit values whose central value, from the combination of all search

channels, is of 1.22+0.31
−0.39 [71] (for a Higgs mass hypothesis of 124 GeV) 9 and 0.90+0.40

−0.37 [78] (for a

Higgs mass hypothesis of 126 GeV), respectively 10.

It is also interesting to note that the present theoretical model allows for either an increase of σt′
gg→h

compared to the SM, as here for A1/A2, or a decrease as with the parameter sets in the following.

Sets B,C - For these sets of parameters where mh = 255 GeV or 320 GeV, all the Higgs decays

have negligible widths relatively to the dominant channels h → ZZ and h → WW , as in the

SM case. Hence the branching fractions Bh→ZZ and Bh→WW remain unchanged in the present

model with vector-like top quarks where only the decay widths for h → tt̄, h → gg, h → γγ and

h → γZ are modified. In consequence, the experimental limits on σgg→h/σ
SM
gg→h . 0.45 (0.40)

[for mh ' 255 (320) GeV] issued from the LHC combined investigations using the h → ZZ,WW

channels exclusively [68–71,77,78] can be applied directly to our framework where one gets

σt′
gg→h/σ

SM
gg→h = 0.45 [B] ; 0.40 [C] (5.6)

which does not conflict with the above LHC limits.

Note that for the point C, σt′
gg→h is strongly reduced compared to SM. A factor 1/10 could even

be achieved in the present theoretical model but variants of the multiplet choice (non-minimal in

term of field content), allowing coupling correction cancellations, should then be used instead to

pass the indirect constraints discussed in Section 5.5.

Set D - For mh = 540 GeV, the Higgs boson is searched only through its decays into ZZ and WW .

The strongest bounds on the Higgs rates from the LHC read as σgg→hBh→ZZ/σ
SM
gg→hB

SM
h→ZZ . 0.90

and σgg→hBh→WW/σ
SM
gg→hB

SM
h→WW . 1.45 [68–71, 77, 78]. These upper limits are clearly in good

agreement with the rates calculated in the presence of the t′ and t′′ states (that modifies Bh→tt̄)

9This number has just been updated to 0.94+0.26
−0.34 for a 125 GeV Higgs [97].

10The present parameters lead to a Higgs rate, for the WW channel, standing slightly outside the 1σ range but
the experimental error bars obtained by both the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations are significant.
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for the set D, namely,

σt′
gg→hB

t′
h→ZZ/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→ZZ = 0.69 σt′

gg→hB
t′
h→WW/σ

SM
gg→hB

SM
h→WW = 0.69 (5.7)

where

Bt′
h→ZZ/B

SM
h→ZZ = 1.06 Bt′

h→WW/B
SM
h→WW = 1.06 [D].

5.5 The indirect constraints and oblique parameters

Given the absence of precise measurement for the Ztt̄ vertex (coupling directly modified by the

t− t′− t′′ mixing), the main indirect constraints to the present model come from the corrections to

the gauge boson vacuum polarizations induced by the loops of q5/3,t′,t′′ states. The values of the

oblique parameters S, T that we obtain, according to the preliminary calculations of Ref. [79, 80],

are given in Table 5.1. They appear to belong to the 1σ regions induced by the long list of EW

precision observables measured mainly at the LEP collider [81].

Remark that the input parameters of Table 5.1 (i.e. the theoretical values in the first four lines)

have been chosen to fix a panel of characteristic benchmark points for mt2 that pass the indirect

constraints as well as the bounds from direct Higgs search described in previous section; however

those two types of constraints allow large domains of the parameter space (varying also mh). The

precise setting of the Y coupling reflects mainly the experimental precision on the top quark mass

measurement (and not any fine-tuning).

The t′, t′′ states could contribute to Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) reactions which

are experimentally well constrained; from the theoretical point of view, these FCNC contributions

rely precisely on the whole set of Yukawa coupling constants for the entire quark sector. The

treatment of such an high degree of freedom in the parameter space is beyond the scope of the

present study.

Finally, given the relative heavyness of the t2 quark, we have checked that the predicted value

for the Vtb CKM matrix element is in agreement with the experimental measurement close to unity

obtained (without assuming 3× 3 unitarity) through the single top quark production cross section

at Tevatron [81].

5.6 Higgs signal reconstruction in t̄2t2 → th+X events

We have studied the sensitivity at the LHC with
√
s = 14 TeV of a search for pp→ t2t̄2 production,

with one of the t2 decaying to th, and the other decaying to bW or tZ or th, resulting into thbW ,

thtZ and thth final states, respectively. For a best sensitivity and in order to measure the Higgs

mass precisely, we have exploited the Higgs decay channel into ZZ to four charged leptons for the
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signals with Higgs mass above 200 GeV (points B, C, D) while the Higgs decay into two photons

is considered for the signals with a Higgs mass of 125 GeV (sets A1 and A2).

For the signal event generation, we have implemented 11 the couplings of our t2 model in

FeynRules [82] interfaced with MadGRAPH [83] for the Monte Carlo generation, PYTHIA [84] for the

hadronization part and DELPHES [85] for the fast simulation of a typical LHC detector response.

Signal events are generated for the t2 and h masses corresponding to the parameter sets described

in Table 5.1, for the three final states thbW , thtZ and thth. Events corresponding to points A1 and

A2 are generated with the Higgs decaying through h→ γγ, while for points B, C and D the h→ ZZ

decay is retained for the sensitivity studies described in this Section. The main backgrounds were

generated with ALPGEN [86] interfaced to PYTHIA and DELPHES, as for the signal events. Physics

objects used for the analysis (photons, leptons and jets) were defined emulating the requirements

used in real CMS Higgs searches in the 2011 data. In particular, we followed closely the physics

object definition as for the real data 7 TeV Higgs analysis in the diphoton channel [87] and in the

four lepton channel [88].

In the following the quoted number of events and distributions are normalized to an integrated

luminosity of 20 fb−1 multiplied by, for the different signal final states, their expected σt̄2t2 cross

section times branching fractions (hereafter referred to as signal event yield per unit of integrated

luminosity), while, for background processes, their ALPGEN cross sections are used. The signal event

yield in the different final states depends upon the parameter set under consideration. In Table 5.2,

we summarize, for each parameter set described in Table 5.1, the physical signal mt2 and mh masses,

the σt̄2t2 cross sections, the t2 branching fractions into bW (Bt2→bW ), tZ (Bt2→tZ), th (Bt2→th)

final states, as well as the h branching fractions into γγ (for sets A1 and A2) and into ZZ (for

sets B, C and D), reporting the expected SM branching fraction values and the factor f
t′/SM
h→V V (see

Section 5.4) by which it is modified in the present model. The last three columns of Table 5.2

show the expected signal event yield, for thbW , thtZ and thth final states, with one Higgs boson

decaying via to diphoton or ZZ final state. They are calculated as follows:

thbW final state, YS(h→ V V ) = 2 Bt2→thBt2→bW BSM
h→V V f

t′/SM
h→V V σt̄2t2

thtZ final state, YS(h→ V V ) = 2 Bt2→thBt2→tZ BSM
h→V V f

t′/SM
h→V V σt̄2t2

thth final state, YS(h→ V V ) = 2 B2
t2→th B

SM
h→V V f

t′/SM
h→V V σt̄2t2

For thth events, the event yield is given for events where one h decays to vector bosons, while the

second h decays inclusively. The signal event yield (in fb) multiplied by the integrated luminosity

(in fb−1) results into the numbers of produced signal events for that luminosity. We note that, for

a chosen Higgs decay, the signal yield depends on both σt̄2t2 and Bt2→th. Then, for example, in

spite of the fact that σt̄2t2 is larger for point C than B, the signal event yield is higher for point B

than C, because of the larger Bt2→th value in point B. The background cross sections are listed in

Tablel 5.3, for the four lepton search channel, and in Table 5.4 for the diphoton search channel.

11We thank Claude Duhr and Benjamin Fuks for their precious help in this implementation.
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Parameter mt2 mh σt̄2t2
(fb) Bt2→th Bt2→tZ Bt2→bW BSMh→V V f

t′/SM
h→V V YS(h→ V V )(fb)

set thbW thtZ thth

Point A1 403 125 1.353 104 0.626 0.286 0.088 2.29 10−3 0.91 3.11 10.1 22.1

Point A2 599 125 1.465 103 0.821 0.147 0.032 2.29 10−3 0.90 0.159 0.729 4.07

Point B 626 255 1.164 103 0.608 0.250 0.142 0.298 1.00 59.9 105 256

Point C 572 320 1.975 103 0.135 0.461 0.404 0.309 1.00 66.6 76.0 22.2

Point D 788 540 0.284 103 0.430 0.403 0.166 0.265 1.06 11.4 27.6 29.5

Table 5.2: Information entering the signal event yield YS calculation. The t2 pair production cross section

at 14 TeV and t2 branching fraction values are from Table 5.1. The ratio f
t′/SM
h→V V = Bt

′

h→V V /B
SM
h→V V values

are calculated in Section 5.4. The event yield YS , per unit of integrated luminosity, is given for the different
final states t̄2t2 → thbW, thtZ, thth and h→ γγ, for points A1 and A2, or h→ ZZ, for points B, C, D. For
thth events, the event yield is calculated for the case where one h decays to vector bosons, while the second h
decays inclusively. This synoptic table summarizes at once, for convenience, all the relevant numbers useful
for the experimental search. The mt2 and mh masses are given in GeV.

5.6.1 Search for t̄2t2 → th+X signal in the four leptons plus multijets channel

In order to estimate the sensitivity of a search for thbW, thtZ and thth final states, when the Higgs

boson is relatively heavy, as expected for the points B, C and D, with mh = 255, 320, 540 GeV,

respectively, we exploit the decay channel into four charged leptons h → ZZ → 4l. Signals from

thbW, thtZ, thth, h→ ZZ → 4l, final states are characterized by four high transverse momentum

leptons, from the Higgs decay, and a large number of energetic jets, from accompanying top and

heavy vector boson decays.

The event selection, exploiting the large number of high transverse momentum (pT ) leptons and

jets, as well as the b-jet content of the event, consists of the following criteria:

• Four leptons (muons or electrons) are required with transverse momentum pT > 20 GeV and

pseudo-rapidity |η| < 2.4 or 2.5 for muons or electrons, respectively, and two lepton pairs,

each pair with same flavor but opposite charge leptons. The lepton pair of highest pT is

required to have a dilepton invariant mass consistent with the Z mass, M2l = MZ ± 15 GeV,

while the lepton pair with second highest dilepton pT must have a dilepton invariant mass

M2l > 12 GeV;

• HT > 1000 GeV and Nj > 5, with HT being defined as the scalar sum of the transverse

momenta of identified leptons, photons, jets, and the missing energy, and Nj being the number

of hadronic jets with pT >30 GeV and |η| <2.4;

• At least two b-tagged jets in the event.

The motivation for the HT and Nj cuts is evident from Figure 5.1, showing the HT and Nj

distributions after the four lepton requirements. The event numbers are shown for an integrated

luminosity L = 20 fb−1, with the signal event numbers multiplied by a factor of fifty, for shape

comparison. Expectations for the signals, by final state, and the backgrounds processes, after the
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Figure 5.1: Distributions of the HT variable and the jet multiplicity Nj after four lepton requirements.
Background and signal distributions are shown overlaid, to compare the different distribution shapes, with
the background normalized to the expected events for 20 fb−1 and the corresponding signal expectation
multiplied by a factor of fifty.

selection cuts, for an integrated luminosity of L = 20 fb−1, are shown in Table 5.3, where the

following quantities are reported:

• YS , the signal event number produced, per unit of integrated luminosity, given for each signal

parameter set and final state under study, as reported in Table 5.2;

• σ, the cross sections, as calculated by the ALPGEN generator, for the background processes

included in the present study;

• N4l, the number of events after four lepton requirements;

• NNj ,HT , the number of events after the additional requirements HT > 1000 GeV and Nj > 5;

• N2b, the number of events after the additional requirements of two b-tagged jets in the event;

• S and B, the total number of signal (summed over all signal final states) and background

(summed over all background processes), after a cut on the reconstructed four lepton invariant

mass, M4l, with ∆B being the expected uncertainty on the total number of background events.

Here we only consider the statistical uncertainty ∆B =
√
B, but a more realistic estimation

should also include systematic uncertainties on the number of background events. Some of the

dominant systematic uncertainties are depending on detector effects (for instance jet energy

resolution) and can be best evaluated with real data. In the following, an estimation of the
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signal sensitivity is given as the ratio S/∆B, measuring the signal in terms of background

standard deviations.

Signal: thbW/thtZ/thth, h→ ZZ Total signal S, M4l(GeV) cut
Param. set YS (fb) N4l NNj,HT

N2b no M4l cut M4l > 200 > 300 > 500

Point B 59.9 /105 /256 8.1 /23.7 /37.8 5.5 /18.0 /28.9 3.52 /11.5 /18.5 33.4 30.4 17.0 4.9
Point C 66.6 /76.0 /22.2 7.7 /15.8 /3.1 4.8 /11.3 /2.2 3.07 /7.23 /1.41 11.7 10.7 7.4 2.0
Point D 11.4 /27.6 /29.5 1.5 /6.6 /4.7 1.1 /5.3 /3.9 0.70 /3.40 /2.50 6.6 6.2 5.1 2.7

Background Total background B, M4l(GeV) cut
Process σ(fb) N4l NNj,HT

N2b no M4l cut M4l > 200 > 300 > 500

tt̄ + jets 9.19 105 4680 1480 27.5 35.5 23.5 13.2 6.8

tt̄bb̄ + jets 2.50 103 5.60 3.10 2.0 Statistical ∆B, M4l(GeV) cut

tt̄W + jets 1.99 102 1.20 0.40 0.036 no M4l cut M4l > 200 > 300 > 500
tt̄Z + jets 97.3 25.0 9.5 6.0 6.0 4.9 3.6 2.6

Table 5.3: Cross section and number of expected events after different selection cuts (see text), for an
integrated luminosity of 20 fb−1 at

√
s = 14 TeV, in the search for thbW, thtZ and thth final states, with

h→ ZZ, in the four leptons plus multijets channel. The number of events is given separately for each signal
final state (thbW/thtZ/thth) and for each background process. In the four rightmost columns, S, the total
number of signal events (summed over all signal final states), and B, the total number of background events
(summed over all background processes), are given after all selection cuts but the M4l cut, in column “no
M4l cut”, and after three different M4l cut values. The S values for points B, C and D are given on the
same lines as indicated in column “Parameter set”. The B values in the column “no M4l cut” are the sum of
the individual background contributions as reported in the background column under “N2b”. The quantity
∆B =

√
B is the expected statistical uncertainty on the total number of background events. In the text, the

signal sensitivity is given as the ratio S/∆B.

The need for additional cuts, after the leptons, jets and HT requirements, is seen in Table 5.3,

where the NNj ,HT column shows that after these cuts, a large background, predominantly from tt̄

+ jets production, is still present. Further background rejection can be obtained with requirements

on the number of b-tagged jets. The motivation is the following: in tt̄ events the requirement of

four high pT leptons strongly reduces the number of b-taggable jets. Indeed, in tt̄+jets events,

while two high pT leptons are provided by the two leptonic W decay, the additional two leptons

are preferentially resulting from the two b decays. Thus, applying a b-tagging requirement can

reduce significantly the tt̄ contribution. In the signal case, the four leptons come mainly from the

h → ZZ → 4l decay so that there are in average at least two b-taggable jets in the event, for

which a b-tagging requirement can have high efficiency. Since no detailed b-tagging information is

presently available in DELPHES, we make use of known b-tagging and mis-tagging efficiency values as

measured by LHC experiments (see e.g. Ref. [89]), to estimate the effect on background and signal

of requiring two b-tagged jets in the event. The probability for a b-jet to be b-tagged is taken to

be εb−tag = 0.8 and for a mis-tagging the probability is εmis−tag = 0.05. An event-by-event weight,

that is an estimation of the probability that two b-jets be identified in the event, is applied to

both background and signal events. The number of expected events, for signals and backgrounds,

resulting from leptons, jets and b-tagging requirement are shown in the column N2b of Table 5.3.

The corresponding distributions of the invariant mass of the four leptons, M4l, for signals and

backgrounds are shown in Figure 5.2. The mass peak corresponding to the generated Higgs mass

is reconstructed at the correct mass value with good resolution (∆M4l/M4l . 10%). Signal events,
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Figure 5.2: Distributions of the four lepton invariant mass, M4l, and of the reconstructed heavy top-partner
mass, M4l3j (see text), after all selection cuts. Signal and background distributions, normalized to the
expected events for 20 fb−1, are shown stacked to indicate their relative contributions. Signal distributions
for points B, C and D correspond to Higgs mass mh = 255, 320 and 540 GeV, respectively.

with reconstructed mass significantly lower, or higher, than the generated Higgs mass value, are in

general events where one lepton from the h → ZZ → 4l decay does not pass the lepton selection

criteria, while another lepton from an accompanying W or Z decays is selected to reconstruct

the four lepton invariant mass. The background, mainly from the tt̄ + jets process, is mostly

concentrated in the M4l region below 200 GeV. Applying a lower cut on M4l removes a large

fraction of the background and improves the signal significance, as shown in Table 5.3.

An additional distribution of the variable, M4l3j , is shown after all but the M4l cuts. This

variable can help estimating directly the mass of the heavy top-like quark. It is defined as the

invariant mass of the system obtained by associating to the four lepton momentum direction the

three closest jets (expected to come from the decay of the accompanying top-quark, t → bW ,

W → 2 jets), choosing among all the jets in the event those with the smallest ∆R ≡
√

∆η2 + ∆φ2

with respect to the four lepton momentum direction. The distributions of M4l3j for signals and

backgrounds are shown in Figure 5.2. A broad peak, whose width is dominated by the jet energy

resolution and jet combinatorics, is observed centered at about the generated t2 mass value (the

t2 physical width is given in Table 5.1) for the points B and C having larger t2 pair production

rates than for the set D. Therefore, this mass reconstruction method, together with the four lepton

mass reconstruction, will give an early indication that a heavy particle has been produced in the

collision and decayed into a Higgs boson (identified by the four lepton mass peak) plus three jets.

Another mass reconstruction method, described in the next section, that exploits the property of
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the two heavy particles having equal mass, will give another characterization of the origin of the

observed signal. Ultimately, a kinematic fit technique (utilized, for instance, in top quark mass

measurements, see e.g. [90]), to test on an event-by-event basis the hypothesis that the event results

from the production of two heavy particles of equal mass (see e.g. [91]) – one of which decays into

two particles with known decays and masses (three jets, with invariant mass around the top mass,

and four leptons, with invariant mass around the value measured from the four lepton mass peak,

see Figure 5.2) – can be properly applied in real data events, when the detailed parameterizations

of the experimental resolutions of the physics objects entering the fit can be obtained from data.

The numbers of signal and background events expected after all cuts, and for M4l >200, 300

and 500 GeV, are shown in the three rightmost columns of Table 5.3 together with the expected

statistical background standard deviation ∆B for the three signal points investigated in this search

channel. We estimate that, for an integrated luminosity of 20 fb−1, a signal corresponding to point

B is detectable with a significance S/∆B ∼ 6 (after M4l >200 GeV cut). For this benchmark point

the Bt2→th branching fraction is ∼ 0.6. Then, for similar t2 cross section, t2 mass and h mass values,

a signal could be discovered, with S/∆B & 5, for Bt2→th & 0.5. For point C, with Bt2→th ∼ 0.1

we obtain a signal significance S/∆B ∼ 2. A signal significance of five and above is then obtained

for Bt2→th & 0.25. For smaller Bt2→th values, a larger integrated luminosity, or a more optimal

analysis, would be needed for a signal significance of five or above. For point D, with Bt2→th ∼ 0.4,

we obtain a signal significance S/∆B ∼ 1.4 thus even for maximal Bt2→th ∼ 1 a signal significance

of ∼ 3.5 is attainable. Higher integrated luminosity, or higher background rejection, depending on

the Bt2→th value (for Bt2→th ∼ 0.4, about a factor of ten larger luminosity or background rejection)

is needed for a five sigma signal significance corresponding to the D scenario, with a t2 mass of

about 800 GeV and a pair production cross section of about 0.3 pb.

5.6.2 Search for t̄2t2 → th+X signal in the diphoton plus multijets channel

To study the sensitivity of a search for thtZ, thbW and thth final states, when the Higgs boson

is relatively light, as for points A1 and A2, with mh = 125 GeV, we exploit the h → γγ decay

channel. As for a light Higgs boson in the SM, in spite of the relatively small expected B(h→ γγ)

value, this is expected to be a channel with good signal sensitivity, due to the good diphoton mass

resolution, allowing to identify the Higgs mass signal over a background that can be well measured

in the side-bands.

The background processes considered in this study are listed in Table 5.4. To reduce generation

time for the background events, we have applied cuts on ALPGEN generated parton quantities, that

are looser than the cuts applied on the reconstructed physics objects. The generator level cuts are:

photon pT > 20 GeV and |η| <3.0, jet pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5, ∆Rγj < 0.4, ∆Rγl < 0.4, ,

∆Rjj < 0.4 and ∆Rtt̄ < 0.4. Background cross sections for these generator level cuts as calculated

by ALPGEN are listed in Table 5.4. An additional background is the γγ+jets process. A relatively
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large inclusive diphoton cross section is expected [92] and is going to be measured at the LHC,

together with the contribution from fake diphoton pairs. The inclusive diphoton cross section in

the diphoton mass region of interest can be large (order of pb), but we expect that the large jet

multiplicity requirement scales down this contribution by at least three orders of magnitude, thus

reducing its cross section to few fb. An additional handle to minimize this background will be the b-

tagging, that can reduce the contribution from light flavored multi-jets events by two or three order

of magnitudes (as discussed in the previous section), while retaining a large fraction of the signal

events containing at least two b-jets. However, b-tagging will not effectively reduce backgrounds

with t-quark pairs in the final state, as in the case of tt̄γγ+ jets process. Thus, conservatively we

have not exploited b-tagging for this analysis of the h→ γγ channel.

Signals from thbW, thtZ, thth, h → γγ, final states are characterized by a large number of

energetic jets, from top and heavy vector boson decays, in addition to the two high transverse

momentum photons from the Higgs decay. The event selection consists of the following criteria:

• Photons are required to be within |η| < 2.5 and isolated. The isolation requirements imply

that, within a cone ∆R = 0.4 around the photon direction, the charged particle energy

measured in the tracker is < 2.0 GeV, the electromagnetic calorimeter (ecal) energy in the

cone is < 4.2 GeV, the hadronic calorimeter (hcal) energy in the cone is < 2.2 GeV and

the ratio between the ecal and hcal energy in the cone is < 0.05. Two isolated photons are

required, with the leading photon pT > 45 GeV and the second photon pT > 30 GeV. The

invariant mass of the two photon is required to be M2γ > 90 GeV.

• Hadronic jets are counted if they have pT >30 GeV and |η| < 2.4. Events are required to

have a number of jets Nj > 6, at preselection, or Nj > 8, for the final selection, after which

the signal sensitivity is evaluated in a sliding window in the diphoton invariant mass M2γ .

Figure 5.3 shows the HT and Nj distributions after the after diphoton requirements, including

a diphoton invariant mass cut M2γ > 90 GeV. The distributions are shown for an integrated

luminosity L = 20 fb−1, with the signal expectation for point A2 multiplied by a factor of ten,

for shape comparison. Because of the relatively light t2 mass in point A1, an HT > 1000 GeV

cut, as applied for points B, C and D, would reject a significant fraction of this signal. A lower

HT cut would not improve significantly the signal-over-background ratio after the Nj requirement,

thus no HT cut is applied in this channel. Expectations for the signals, by final state, and the

backgrounds processes, after the selection cuts, for an integrated luminosity of L = 20 fb−1, are

shown in Table 5.4, where the following quantities are reported:

• YS , the signal event number produced, per unit of integrated luminosity, given for each signal

parameter set and final state under study, as reported in Table 5.2;

• σ, the background cross sections, as calculated from the ALPGEN generator, for the back-

ground processes included in the present study;
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Figure 5.3: Distributions of theHT variable and the jet multiplicityNj after diphoton requirements, including
a diphoton invariant mass cut M2γ > 90 GeV.

• N2γ , the number of events after diphoton and M2γ > 90 GeV requirements;

• NNj>6 and NNj>8 the number of events after the additional jet multiplicity cuts;

• S and B, the total number of signal (summed over all signal final states) and background

(summed over all background processes), after a cut M2γ , with ∆B being the expected sta-

tistical uncertainty (standard deviation) on the total number of background events. An esti-

mation of the expected signal sensitivity can then be evaluated as the ratio S/∆B, measuring

the signal in terms of background standard deviations.

In virtue of the good diphoton mass resolution (∼1% to 5% for a 110 to 130 GeV Higgs boson,

depending on photon selection criteria) of the detector, a highly discriminating quantity after

selection is the reconstructed diphoton mass. The diphoton invariant mass distribution for signals

and backgrounds events, after the Nj > 8 requirement, is shown in Figure 5.4. Also shown is the

distribution of an additional variable, Mre nj , that could help estimating the mass of the heavy

top-like quark. This is defined as the invariant mass of the system of n jets recoiling against the

diphoton+m jets system, where the m jets are the closest in ∆R to the diphoton direction. The

recoiling n jets, with n = Nj−m, are counted to minimize, among all m and n choices in the event,

the difference between the mass of the diphoton+m jets system and the mass of the recoiling n

jets. The goal of this procedure is to separate the event into two hemispheres, one identified by the

diphoton+m jets system and the other by the recoiling n jets, with m and n chosen in such a way

that the invariant masses of the physics objects in the two hemispheres are about the same (within
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Signal: thbW/thtZ/thth, h→ γγ Total signal S, M2γ(GeV) cut
Param. set YS (fb) N2γ NNj>6 NNj>8 M2γ > 90 M2γ ∈[115,135]

Point A1 3.1 / 10.1 / 22.1 5.4 / 15.4 / 30.4 4.1 / 12.7 / 27.1 1.4 / 6.2 / 14.5 22.1 17.7
Point A2 0.16 / 0.73 / 4.1 0.34 / 1.35 / 6.98 0.27 / 1.17 / 6.6 0.10 / 0.62 / 3.8 4.5 3.2

Background Total background B, M2γ(GeV) cut
Process σ(fb) NM2γ>90 NNj>6 NNj>8 M2γ > 90 M2γ ∈ [115,135]

Wγγ + jets 450 422 110 19.6 27.8 4.38
tt̄γγ + jets 15.5 11.8 11.3 8.18 Statistical ∆B, M2γ(GeV) cut
tt̄Wγγ + jets 0.0678 0.0577 0.0515 0.0272 M2γ > 90 M2γ ∈[115,135]

5.3 2.1

Table 5.4: Cross section and number of expected events after different selection cuts (see text), for an
integrated luminosity of 20 fb−1 at

√
s = 14 TeV, in the search for thbW, thtZ and thth final states, with

h → γγ, in the diphoton plus multijets channel. The number of events is given separately for each signal
final state (thbW/thtZ/thth) and for each background process. In the two rightmost columns, S, the total
number of signal events (summed over all signal final states), and B, the total number of background events
(summed over all background processes), are given after all selection cuts in column “M2γ > 90” and within
a mass window M2γ ∈[115,135] GeV in the next column. The S values for points A1 and A2 are given in
the same lines as indicated in column “Parameter set”. The B values in the column “M2γ > 90” are the
sum of the individual background contributions as reported in the background column under “NNj>8”. The

quantity ∆B =
√
B is the expected statistical uncertainty on the total number of background events. In the

text, the signal sensitivity is given as the ratio S/∆B.
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Figure 5.4: Distributions of the diphoton mass, M2γ , and of the reconstructed heavy recoil mass, Mre nj

(see text), after all selection cuts. Signal and background distributions, normalized to the expected events
for 20 fb−1, are shown stacked to indicate their relative contributions. Signal distributions for points A1 and
A2 correspond to a Higgs mass mh = 125 GeV.

resolution), as in the case of two heavy particles decaying in diphoton plus jets, in one hemisphere,

and into jets, in the other hemisphere.

On the distributions of Mre nj for signals and backgrounds, after all but the M2γ window cut,

shown in Figure 5.4, a broad peak, whose width is dominated by the jet energy resolution, is
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observed centered at about the generated t2 masses. Hence, this mass reconstruction method will

provide an early indication that two heavy particles of equal mass have been produced in the

event and a first estimation of the t2 mass. In real data, where the detailed measurements of the

experimental resolutions are available, kinematic fits can be applied to test the pair production and

decay hypothesis and possibly to reduce the uncertainty on the t2 mass estimation.

The total number of signal and background events, after diphoton and jet multiplicity require-

ments, with a diphoton mass in the window between 115 GeV and 135 GeV, is also given in

Table 5.4. We estimate that for an integrated luminosity of 20 fb−1, a signal, corresponding to the

benchmark point A1, is detectable with a significance S/∆B ∼ 9. For this benchmark point the

Bt2→th ∼ 0.6. Then, for a similar t2 cross section and t2, h mass values, a signal could still be

discovered, with a signal significance of about or above five, if Bt2→th & 0.3. For point A2, where

the σt̄2t2 is about an order of magnitude lower than in point A1, while Bt2→th ∼ 0.8, the expected

signal significance is ∼ 1.5. Then, to reach a signal significance of five, at least a factor of ten larger

luminosity, or a better background rejection, is needed to observe this signal.

5.7 Conclusions

In this work, we have shown that there exist regions of the parameter space in beyond SM scenarios,

allowed by present phenomenological and experimental constraints, in particular by the direct Higgs

searches, where heavy vector-like top partner production at the LHC may give rise to new Higgs

production channels, over a large Higgs mass range, extending from ∼ 120 GeV to more than 500

GeV. Indeed the SM Higgs mass exclusion, in the range between ∼ 130 and 600 GeV, does not

hold in these beyond SM scenarios. In this context, we have also illustrated how the observation of

a 125 GeV Higgs signal in the diphoton channel at LHC, with a cross section larger than expected

in the SM, could be compatible with the presence of vector-like heavy quarks.

We have shown that for a variety of characteristic top-partner and Higgs mass values, the

expected heavy top pair production cross sections and decay branching fractions lead to a signal of

Higgs production (from the decay of the heavy top quark) which could be detectable at the 14 TeV

LHC, with an integrated luminosity between ∼20 fb−1 and ∼200 fb−1, over a large Higgs mass

range (∼120 GeV to ∼550 GeV). The good diphoton and four lepton invariant mass resolution

(. 10%), in spite of the large number of jets present in the signal events, makes the discovery

possible with moderate luminosity. Finally, we have proposed new mass variables from which the

heavy top mass could be estimated.
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Chapter 6

Corrections to the Higgs couplings

and VEV shift within warped extra

dimension models

Adapted from: C. Bouchart and G. Moreau, Phys. Rev. D80 (2009) 095022.

6.1 Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) represents a successful description of the ElectroWeak (EW) interac-

tions. Nevertheless, the instability of the EW scale under radiative corrections is a strong indication

for a new physics underlying the SM. The attractive scenario proposed by Randall and Sundrum

(RS) [1] to stabilize the EW scale is based on a 5–dimensional (5D) theory where the extra dimen-

sion is warped and compactified. The non–factorisable metric there is of type Anti–de Sitter and

the space-time, which is thus a slice of AdS5, has two 4–dimensional boundaries: the ultra–violet

(UV) boundary at the Planck scale and the infra–red (IR) brane with an exponentially suppressed

scale in the vicinity of the TeV scale. The Higgs boson has to be localized at this so–called TeV–

brane if the EW scale is to be stabilized by such a geometrical structure.

In contrast, letting propagate the other SM fields in the bulk [2] allows to suppress higher dimen-

sional operators, potentially troublesome with respect to Flavor–Changing Neutral Current effects,

by energy scales larger than the TeV scale. This feature has also the advantage to possibly generate

the fermion mass hierarchy and flavor structure by a simple geometrical mechanism [2–4] (even in-

cluding the small neutrino mass scale [5]). In addition, this RS version with bulk matter allows for

the unification of gauge couplings at high–energies [6]. More generically speaking, this RS version

often turns out to constitute a suitable framework for model building issues.

From a general point of view, those RS models with a fundamental Higgs boson, the alternative
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models of gauge–Higgs unification [7] and the Higgsless models [8] can be thought of as warped

extra dimension models constituting dual descriptions, through the AdS/CFT correspondence [9],

of 4D strongly coupled gauge theories (in the limit of a large number of colors) predicting the

effective Higgs field as a composite state (see e.g. [10]).

Within this new paradigm about the Higgs field sector, one has to take care of the realization of

the ElectroWeak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB). In particular, additional contributions to the SM

observables arise e.g. for the EW gauge boson masses mW,Z and, in turn, for the Fermi coupling

constant GF . More precisely, within the RS scenario, these tree–level mW,Z corrections, with

respect to the pure Higgs boson Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) contribution, originate from

the mixing between zero–mode gauge bosons and their Kaluza–Klein (KK) excitations. Even for

relatively heavy KK states, this gauge boson mixing, induced by mass mixing terms also driven

by the Higgs VEV, could be quite large since the KK boson wave functions are generally peaked

at the TeV–brane where is confined the Higgs boson. Therefore significant corrections to the SM

Higgs VEV can be expected, with various important phenomenological implications.

In the present work, we first compute the Higgs VEV in the RS context from EW data, in-

cluding SM loop corrections, and find that significant deviations w.r.t. the SM Higgs VEV can

be reached in large regions of the allowed parameter space. This computation allows us to treat

precisely the oblique parameters S,T ,U [11] which depend on the Higgs VEV, and hence to an-

alyze the constraints from precision EW observables. A new aspect that matters for these EW

Precision Tests (EWPT) is that the correlation between S and T through the RS parameters is

modified by the new VEV dependence on these parameters. These EWPT, based on updated ex-

perimental data, are studied under the theoretical assumption of a bulk gauge custodial symmetry

SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)X which allows to reduce the final bound on the mass of the first KK gauge

boson excitation MKK (strictly, the KK photon mass) from ∼ 10 TeV [12] down to roughly a few

TeV [13], avoiding then the little hierarchy problem. However, an important result here is that

this EWPT analysis leads to more severe bounds on MKK when the obtained VEV deviations are

taken into account: the increase of this limit, at 95%C.L., can reach ∼ +1 TeV in some extreme

situations.

Such increases of the limit on MKK are crucial for the next–coming LHC search of resonances

due to the direct production of KK excitations of gluons or EW gauge bosons [14] in RS–like

models. Another possibility for discovering signatures of RS models at next colliders is to observe

deviations of the Higgs boson couplings from their values predicted by the SM. Such deviations

may also of course play a primordial role in the experimental observation of the Higgs boson.

Hence, we compute the Higgs boson couplings, based on the VEV determination mentioned

above. We find that the deviations of the Higgs couplings from the SM values can be large and

also that major parts of those are due to the VEV corrections in RS. The Higgs couplings to

pairs of fermions and EW gauge bosons as well as the effective couplings at loop level to two

gluons or two photons are calculated, taking into account the studied EW precision constraints on
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MKK . In particular, we make the connection between the possible RS solution [15] of the anomaly

on the forward–backward b–quark asymmetry AbFB observed in e+e− collisions [16] and the cross

section σ(gg → h) for the main Higgs production process at the LHC: the gluon–gluon fusion

mechanism which proceeds through heavy (KK) quark triangular loops. Those past and present

collider observables AbFB and σ(gg → h) are indeed connected through the choice of localization in

the bulk, for the bottom and top quarks, that fixes their couplings and own masses.

At this stage, one has to mention related works about the Higgs boson couplings within the

AdS/CFT paradigm. First, the gluon–gluon–Higgs amplitude has been computed in the context of

a 5D gauge–Higgs unification as a dual realization of 4D composite Higgs scenarios [18]. σ(gg → h)

has also been evaluated in warped extra dimension models [19] (based on a bulk custodial symmetry

[20,21]) without a precise consideration of EWPT. The effective Higgs coupling to two photons has

been compared among various extra dimensional models for some fixed sets of parameters [19,21].

Besides, the rate deviations from SM predictions, for various Higgs detection channels at LHC,

have been computed within the strongly–interacting light Higgs models [22]: the LHC will be able

to explore values of the cut–off scale 4πf (where the model becomes strongly coupled) up to 5− 7

TeV. Finally, the deviations of the Higgs couplings to EW gauge bosons have been computed in

the framework of the so–called gaugephobic Higgs boson scenarios [23]. There, the Higgs couplings

can be very suppressed (in case of a bulk Higgs) [24].

The organization of the study is as follows. In Section 6.2, the corrections to the Higgs VEV

arising in the RS framework are computed. The connections with EWPT and the Higgs boson

phenomenology are studied in the next sections. In Section 6.3, an analysis of the oblique parame-

ters is performed in order to derive the induced bounds on the KK scale. Then in Section 6.4, the

Higgs couplings are discussed. Finally, variations on the main scenario studied are briefly discussed

in Section 6.5.

6.2 Higgs boson VEV

6.2.1 Theoretical framework

Energy scales: Within the RS model, the gravity scale on the Planck–brane is MPlanck =

2.44× 1018 GeV, whereas the effective scale on the TeV–brane M? = e−πkRcMPlanck is suppressed

by the warp factor which depends on the curvature radius of the AdS space 1/k and on the com-

pactification radius Rc. For a product kRc ' 11, M? =O(1) TeV allowing to address the gauge

hierarchy problem. We will take kRc ' 10.11 so that the maximum value of MKK ' 2.45ke−πkRc ,

fixed by the theoretical consistency bound k < 0.105MPlanck, is ∼ 10 TeV in agreement with the

the typical EWPT limits at a few TeV and the range of MKK values considered here.

The parameters noted cf fix the 5D masses ±cfk, affected to each fermion f , and thus control

the fermion localizations in the bulk. Those satisfy |cf |=O(1) to avoid the introduction of new
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fundamental scales.

Gauge symmetry breaking: The SM gauge group is recovered after the breaking of the SU(2)R

group into U(1)R, by boundary conditions and possibly also by a small breaking of SU(2)R in the

bulk effectively parametrized by the W̃± mass M̃ (the W̃±µ boson associated to SU(2)R without

zero–mode). Then the breaking U(1)R ×U(1)X → U(1)Y occurs via a VEV on the UV brane: the

state W̃ 3, associated to U(1)R, mixes with B̃, associated to U(1)X, to give the SM hypercharge B

boson, the orthogonal linear combination being the extra Z ′ boson. The Z ′ has no zero–mode and

its first KK mass is close to MKK : M ′KK ' 2.40ke−πkRc .

6.2.2 VEV modification

As in the SM, the Higgs VEV value is determined by the Fermi constant GF . Nevertheless,

the corrections to GF due to the mixing of the SM boson W± with its KK excitations introduce a

dependence on the bare EW gauge coupling constants g and g′ 1. So within the RS context two other

observables must be used to fix the values of the Higgs VEV noted ṽ and the two bare parameters

g, g′. The natural choice is to use the EW gauge boson masses mW and mZ . The divergent parts

of the one–loop EW loop corrections to respectively GF and mZ,W will affect the hV V coupling

(V = Z0,W±), via ṽ, g, g′, but will be canceled out by the SM quantum corrections to the

coupling itself: respectively the Higgs boson self–energy and the vertex irreducible correction [25].

The inputs GF and mZ are among the most accurately measured quantities and serve as excellent

reference points for EWPT as will be described later. The tiny experimental error on mW (see

updated value in [26]) turns out to not affect significantly the ṽ value obtained that way.

The Z boson mass defined as the pole of its propagator reads as 2,

m2
Z = (g2 + g′2)

ṽ2

4
+ (g2 + g′2) Π33(m2

Z) + δSMm2
Z , (6.1)

where Π33(q2) is the vacuum polarization amplitude taking into account the RS–type corrections,

more precisely the KK gauge mixing effect [13]:

Π33(q2) = πRc

(
ṽ2

4

)2 [
(g2 + g′2) (G5D

q(++) −G
(0)
q(++)) + g2

Z′ cos4 θ′ G5D
q(−+)

]
. (6.2)

G5D
q(++) (G5D

q(−+)) is the 5D propagator for the W 3,B (Z ′) KK excitations. (++) ((−+)) indicates

Neumann (Dirichlet) and Neumann boundary conditions on the Planck–brane and TeV–brane,

respectively. The massless pole is subtracted from the W 3 and B towers. The new mixing angle

is given by sin θ′ ≡ g̃′/gZ′ with g2
Z′ = g̃2 + g̃′2, where g̃ and g̃′ are respectively the SU(2)R and

1We have checked numerically that the main RS corrections to GF are oblique, the direct corrections to the
leptonic vertex Wlν being negligible in comparison.

2There is no Π3Q neither ΠQQ terms in the m2
Z expression as there is no KK mixing involving the photon.
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U(1)X couplings; the coupling g′ of the SM U(1)Y group reads as g′ = g̃g̃′/gZ′ . One deduces

2 sin2 θ′ = 1±
√

1− (2g′/gZ′)2.

δSMm2
Z is the SM one–loop correction [25]:

δSMm2
Z =

3g2
Z

16π2

∑
f=t,b

m2
f

(
µ

mf

)2ε [ 1

2ε
+
π2ε

24
+O(ε2)

]
, (6.3)

D = 4 − 2ε being the space-time dimension in dimensional regularization and µ the ’t Hooft

renormalization scale. For the SM corrections, we restrict to top–quark loops as those constitute

the dominant EW corrections to productions and decays of a light Higgs boson (mh � 2mt).

Indeed, we will consider Higgs masses below 150 GeV leading to the lowest EWPT limits on MKK

as preferred by little hierarchy arguments.

Similarly, one has,

m2
W = g2 ṽ

2

4
+ g2 Π11(m2

W ) + δSMm2
W , (6.4)

with,

Π11(q2) = πRc

(
ṽ2

4

)2 [
g2 (G5D

q(++) −G
(0)
q(++)) + g̃2 G5D

q(−+)

]
, (6.5)

δSMm2
W =

3g2

16π2

(
µ

mt

)2ε [m2
b +m2

t

2ε
+
m2
b +m2

t

4
+
m4
b ln(m2

b/m
2
t )

2(m2
t −m2

b)
+O(ε)

]
. (6.6)

Taking the limit q2 → 0, one obtains

1

4
√

2GF
=
ṽ2

4
+ Π11(0) + δSMG−1

F , (6.7)

with at first order in 1/kπRc

Π11(0) = −kπRc
g2

32

(
ṽ2

ke−πkRc

)2 [
1− 1

kπRc

]
− kπRc

g̃2

32

(
ṽ2

ke−πkRc

)2 [
1− M̃2

4k2

]
, (6.8)

and,

δSMG−1
F =

6

(8π)2

[
m2
b +m2

t

2
+
m2
b ln(m2

b/m
2
t )

(1−m2
b/m

2
t )

]
. (6.9)

Numerically, the SM loop corrections are small compared to the RS tree–level ones, as we are

going to see. We do not consider higher order corrections involving both loops and KK excitations.

Hence, the quantities ṽ, g and g′ can be determined within given RS scenarios by solving the

system formed by the three equations: Eq.(6.1), Eq.(6.4) and Eq.(6.7). We have checked that the

computation of the gauge boson masses through Eq.(6.1)-(6.4) is equivalent to their calculation

within the perturbation approach in the limit of the inclusion of a large number of KK excitations

[see the description of the KK gauge boson mass matrix in Section 6.4]. The obtained value for the

coupling constant g is g = 0.653 in both the SM and RS models, which means with and without
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the corrections due to KK mixing. g′ takes similar values in the SM and RS models: g′ = 0.356 and

g′ = 0.357 respectively. The numerical results for ṽ with characteristic values of the parameters

MKK and gZ′ are shown in Table 6.1. The motivation for the chosen values of MKK will become

clear in Section 6.3. The allowed range for the gZ′ value is defined as follows. The minimum gZ′

value is equal to 2g′ ' 0.72 for consistency reasons about the θ′ mixing angle. On the other side, the

perturbativity condition for the Z ′ boson coupling is that 2kπRcg
2
Z′Q

2
Z′/16π2 must be smaller than

unity according to the naive dimensional argument [10,14]. The reason being that the effective 4D

coupling of Z ′ is increased by a factor as large as
√

2πkRc for fields at the TeV–brane. In general

even for reproducing the correct top mass, the top quark field is not exactly located on the TeV–

brane but has only a peaked profile there, so that the real overlap factor should be significantly

smaller than
√

2kπRc. We will consider the coupling constant constraint gZ′ < 2
√

2π/kRc ' 1.57,

keeping in mind that the new charge QZ′ is an additional source for suppressing the Z ′ coupling

given e.g. the SU(2)R fermionic representations addressing the AbFB anomaly [28].

The first observation from Table 6.1 is that the RS induced deviations to the Higgs VEV are large

compared to the pure SM quantum corrections: the Higgs VEV is at the reference value of v = 246

GeV in the SM at tree–level and at vSM = 245 GeV after including the one–loop EW corrections in

Eq.(6.7) for mt = 173.1 GeV [27]. Because of the negative sign of Π11(0), the variation of the Higgs

VEV induced in RS is positive as show the ṽ values in Table 6.1 which are significantly larger than

vSM . This increase of the VEV is higher with the reduction of MKK (e.g. at fixed gZ′ = 1.57) or

with the enhancement of gZ′ is explained by a larger KK gauge mixing effect in Eq.(6.1)-(6.4)-(6.7).

The increase of the KK mixing with gZ′ will be clear from the texture of the KK gauge boson mass

matrix (see Appendix B.1).

6.3 EW precision tests

The mixings with KK gauge boson excitations induce modifications of the EW gauge boson propa-

gators, the oblique corrections, that can be parametrized by the three SRS,TRS,URS quantities [11]

(we define those such that they vanish in the absence of KK mixing). Here, we are interested in

variations of the constraints from considerations on S,T due to the corrections on the Higgs VEV.

There exist also constraints on the W,Y parameters [29] 3. Compared to S,T , these parameters are

proportional to higher derivatives of the vacuum polarization amplitudes, involved in higher order

terms of the ΠV (q2) expansion, that are not considered within the present RS models. W and Y

allow to take into account the relevant LEP2 observables, namely, the differential cross sections for

e+e− → ff̄ which we already partially include in this analysis: the process e+e− → bb̄ is included

in the AbFB solution above the Z pole studied in Section 6.4. The corrections to EW observables

in the third quark generation sector [b and t] are treated separately through a fit independent

from the oblique parameters. In contrast, for the light SM fermions, the associated parameters

3The present model does not belong to the category of universal theories considered in [29].
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A] mh = 120 GeV, gZ′ = 1.57 B] mh = 120 GeV, gZ′ = 0.72 C] mh = 150 GeV, gZ′ = 1.57

MKK = 4025 GeV MKK = 3370 GeV MKK = 4095 GeV

ṽ = 322 GeV ṽ = 257 GeV ṽ = 311 GeV

gRShZZ/g
SM
hZZ = 57.3% gRShZZ/g

SM
hZZ = 87.2% gRShZZ/g

SM
hZZ = 60.1%

gRShWW /g
SM
hWW = 57.5% gRShWW /g

SM
hWW = 87.4% gRShWW /g

SM
hWW = 60.3%

λRSτ /λSMτ = 76.2% λRSτ /λSMτ = 95.5% λRSτ /λSMτ = 79.1%

λRSb /λSMb = [71, 75]% λRSb /λSMb = [90, 93]% λRSb /λSMb = [74, 78]%

gRShgg/g
SM
hgg = [77.6, 80.8]% gRShgg/g

SM
hgg = [96.2, 99.1]% gRShgg/g

SM
hgg = [80.1, 83.3]%

gRShγγ/g
SM
hγγ = [74.9, 75.1]% gRShγγ/g

SM
hγγ = [100.6, 100.8]% gRShγγ/g

SM
hγγ = [77.1, 77.3]%

Table 6.1: Numerical results for the lower limit at 95.45%C.L. onMKK (from EWPT) and for the Higgs boson
VEV within the RS scenario, with three characteristic sets of parameters [called A, B and C]. M̃/k = 0.11,
0.41 and 0.12 respectively (optimized values leading to the minimum MKK limits) for the points A, B and C.
Note that ṽ is obtained for the indicated allowed MKK value, and reciprocally, the MKK limit corresponds
to the given Higgs VEV. For these 3 points, the values for the ratios (RS over SM) of the effective Higgs
couplings to EW gauge bosons (Z, W , γ), gluons (g) and fermions (τ , b) are also given. The Yukawa coupling
ratios for the other light fermions are identical to the τ lepton one given here.

clight are taken larger than 0.5 to generate small masses [3] and to minimize their couplings to

KK gauge boson excitations (and thus corrections to EW observables). Then the fermion–Higgs

higher–dimensional operators, obtained after having integrated out heavy KK modes, get a special

form which allows one to redefine their effects into purely oblique corrections [13]. The effects from

the effective 4–fermion operators are negligible [13] for clight > 0.5 and MKK ≥ 3 TeV.

For clight ≥ 0.5, the oblique parameter SRS reads as (not writing terms suppressed e.g. by

1/kπRc factors [13,30] which are however included numerically),

SRS ' 2π

(
2.45 ṽ

MKK

)2

− π2kRc
g2 + g′2 + g2

Z′ cos4 θ′

16

(
2.45 ṽ

MKK

)4

, (6.10)

where the first term is the contribution from fermion–Higgs higher–dimensional operators. The
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other term comes from the gauge–Higgs sector and is at order (ṽ/MKK)4 thus smaller than the

first one. Here, we insist on the fact that g and g′ are the bare coupling constants, that are

computed as described in Section 6.2.2. It was shown recently that the KK mixing induces one–

loop contributions (considering only the Higgs sector [31]) to the S parameter which are not finite

and are cut–off dependent (or depend on an energy scale). The physical mh dependence in S should

be approached with care in such a 5D theory as it can be affected by a renormalization procedure.

Therefore here, given our goal of studying the Higgs VEV correction effect, we do not consider

higher order corrections to S involving both loops and KK excitations.

the oblique parameter TRS is given by,

α0TRS ≡
g2 + g′2

m2
Z

(Π11(0)−Π33(0)) ' kπRc
g2 + g′2

m2
Z

g̃2

32

M̃2

4k2

(
2.45 ṽ2

MKK

)2

, (6.11)

where α0 = α(q2 = 0) is the QED fine structure constant given e.g. in [32] and M̃ is the W̃± mass

originating from the small bulk breaking of SU(2)R. This expression has the interest of illustrating

the custodial protection of TRS. Other scenarios, including in particular the case where SU(2)R

remains unbroken in the bulk, are discussed later.

The parameter URS is non–vanishing only at the order (ṽ/MKK)4 in the KK expansion, in contrast

with SRS and TRS. Hence, for the relevant values of RS parameters, the URS values obtained are

totally negligible compared to SRS, TRS. We thus fix URS at zero in an extremely good approxima-

tion.

The corrections to EW observables measured up to the mZ scale can be expressed in function of

the three variables SRS,TRS,URS (we keep URS at this stage for the completeness of given formulas).

We concentrate on the experimental measurements of mW , sin2 θlept
eff

4 and the partial Z width into

charged leptons Γ`` as those are the most precise and crucial in constraining the plan {T, S} [32].

The theoretical expression for the observable mW± reads as

m2
W = m2

W |ref +
α0 c

2

c2 − s2
m2
Z

(
−1

2
SRS + c2 TRS +

c2 − s2

4s2
URS

)
(6.12)

where mW± |ref represents the value calculated as accurately as possible within the pure SM and s

(c) stands for sin θW (cos θW ), θW being the EW mixing angle. Here we emphasize that the strict

expression for mW involves the bare value of the EW mixing angle θW . The expression for sin2 θlept
eff

is

sin2 θlept
eff = sin2 θ|ref +

α0

c2 − s2

(
1

4
SRS − s2c2 TRS

)
. (6.13)

4θlept
eff denotes the Weinberg angle modified by radiative corrections and the exponent “lept” means that it is the

value which can be obtained directly from lepton asymmetry measurements.
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The partial Z width reads as,

Γ`` = Γ``|ref + α0 Γ0
``

(
− 2(1− 4 sin2 θ0)

(1 + (1− 4 sin2 θ0)2)

SRS

c2 − s2
+

{
1 +

8(1− 4 sin2 θ0)

(1 + (1− 4 sin2 θ0)2)

s2c2

c2 − s2

}
TRS

)
,

(6.14)

with,

Γ0
`` =

m3
Z GF

3
√

2π
(2 sin4 θ0 − sin2 θ0 +

1

4
).

sin θ0 involves the electroweak mixing angle obtained in the improved Born approximation, namely

by taking into account only the well–known QED running of α up to mZ :

sin2 θ0 =
1

2

[
1−

√
1− 4

πα√
2GFm2

Z

]
= 0.2310

where α = α(q2 = m2
Z) = α0/(1−∆α) [33] with ∆α = ∆αlept+∆αhad+∆αtop, ∆αlept = 0.0315 [34]

and ∆αtop = −0.00007 [34]. By virtue of the theorem obtained in Ref. [35], only SM fermions

contribute to the α running and hence to the leptonic contribution ∆αlept, the hadronic contribution

∆αhad and the top quark one ∆αtop.

At the moment, there is a small controversy on the precise experimental value of ∆αhad(m
2
Z). This

value enters in our EWPT analysis through sin2 θ0 as well as through the SM loop calculations of

the fitted observables (see later). Recent measurements of ∆αhad [32] via the e+e− annihilation

cross sections give the results 0.02758 ± 0.00035 [36]; 0.027594 ± 0.000219 [37]; 0.02768 ± 0.00022

[38], whereas the measurement gives ∆αhad = 0.02782 ± 0.00016 using the hadronic τ decays

[39]. The consensus is still to use the e+e− data, which are close to each other. We thus use

∆αhad = 0.02768 ± 0.00022, keeping in mind that the result from τ data is higher. If τ data are

used in the calculation of aSMµ , the muon magnetic anomaly discrepancy decreases (from 3.1σ for

e+e−-based results [40]) down to 1.8σ (see recent updates in [39, 41]). While almost solving ∆aµ,

the τ data, which raise the value of ∆αhad, lead to an EWPT upper bound on mh of 133 GeV [39]

leaving a narrow window for the SM Higgs mass, given the direct LEP2 lower bound of 114.4

GeV [42]. It is interesting to note that such a tension does not appear, within the RS framework,

where both the EWPT limit can be higher (there is possibly a positive contribution to T ) and the

LEP2 limit smaller [see later]. For example, with MKK = 4.1 TeV, gZ′ = 1.51 and M̃/k = 0.14,

the EWPT limit at 95%C.L. on mh is 150 GeV for ∆αhad = 0.02782.

As shows e.g. Eq.(6.13), the accurate measurements of EW observables translate into limits

in the plan TRS versus SRS. These limits depend on the SM expectation e.g. noted sin2 θ|ref for

sin2 θlept
eff . In general, the precise predictions of EW observable values calculated within the SM

from QCD/EW corrections [43–45] depend in turn on the top and Higgs masses as well as on the

strong coupling constant and the photon vacuum polarization ∆α.

In Fig.(6.1) are presented the limits in the plan {TRS, SRS} [for mh = 120 GeV] corresponding

to values of mW = 80.399 ± 0.025 GeV (combined LEP2 and Tevatron Run II data) [26], Γ`` =
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83.985 ± 0.086 MeV (single lepton channel) [34, 46] and sin2 θlept
eff within 1σ deviation from their

experimental central value. The experimental value used here for sin2 θlept
eff is a combination of the

5 values resulting from the 5 asymmetry measurements: A`FB(mZ), A`(Pτ ), A`(SLD), AcFB(mZ)

and QhadFB [34, 46].

In Fig.(6.1) are also shown the contour levels in {TRS, SRS} [mh = 120; 150 GeV] associated to the

confidence levels at 68.27%C.L. and 95.45%C.L.. Those result from a χ2–analysis of the fit between

the RS theoretical predictions for the considered observables and their respective experimental

value. In particular, the 95.45% level corresponds to χ2/d.o.f. = 12.85/6.

@ URS = 0 D

mW
±

G{{

sin2
Θeff

lept

mh = 120 GeV

gZ¢ = 1, 57

mh = 150 GeV

vSM

95%

95%

vRS

8 TeV

4 TeV

3,9 TeV

68%
x

*

-0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4

-0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

SRS

TRS

Figure 6.1: Contour levels in the plan {TRS, SRS} at 68.27%C.L. and 95.45%C.L. for the fit of mW , Γ``
and sin2 θlept

eff : the two ellipses in dashed–line are for mh = 120 GeV, whereas the blue one in plain–line is
for mh = 150 GeV. Also shown, for mh = 120 GeV, are the 1σ bands for the experimental values of the
considered EW observables. We use the exact results from the two–loop calculations for mW |ref (valid for
100 GeV . mh < 1 TeV) [43], Γ``|ref (75 GeV < mh < 350 GeV) [44] and sin2 θ|ref (10 GeV < mh < 1
TeV) [45]. The other quantities, on which these SM predictions depend, are fixed at mt = 173.1± 1.3 GeV
(in agreement with the recent Tevatron data [27]), αs = 0.1204 ± 0.0009 [34, 46, 47]. The plot is obtained
for gZ′ = 1.57 and URS ' 0. The three red, black, green points are associated to the theoretical predictions
for the coordinates SRS,TRS with M̃/k = 0.13; 0.11; 0.10 respectively. Those correspond to mh = 120 GeV
and MKK = 3980, 4025, 8000 GeV from right to left – as indicated. While the blue point is for mh = 150
GeV, MKK = 4095 GeV and M̃/k = 0.12, the star corresponds to mh = 120 GeV, MKK = 4025 GeV and
M̃/k = 0.11 but using vSM = 245 GeV (rather than vRS = ṽ = 322 GeV). The cross is located at the origin.

The correlation between SRS and TRS through MKK , gZ′ is modified by the new dependence of
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the Higgs VEV (ṽ entering Eq.(6.10)-(6.11)) on these parameters and on M̃/k (via Eq.(6.1)-(6.8)).

In particular, the lower limit at 95.45%C.L., from the global EW fit, on MKK as a function of

M̃/k possesses a minimum depending on gZ′ and mh. This feature is illustrated by the fact that,

if e.g. gZ′ = 1.57 and mh = 120 GeV, the lower limit is MKK = 4025 GeV for M̃/k = 0.11 5

(theoretical point in black exactly on the 95.45%C.L. contour in the plan {TRS, SRS} of Fig.(6.1))

whereas it is higher than 4025 GeV for M̃/k = 0.10 (green point on the 95.45%C.L. contour for

8000 > MKK > 4025 GeV) as well as M̃/k = 0.13 (red points). The lower limit on MKK at

95.45%C.L. (for an optimized M̃/k value corresponding to the minimum of that limit) increases

with ṽ (making SRS and TRS larger) and hence with gZ′ , as shows Table 6.1 for mh = 120 GeV.

Finally, the effect of the increase of mh on the MKK limit is an enhancement (as shows Table

6.1) as it shifts the 95.45%C.L. ellipsoidal contour according to Fig.(6.1), so that a larger MKK

is required to decrease ṽ and directly the SRS coordinate of the theoretical point. Fig.(6.1) also

illustrates that the behavior of the theoretical predictions for SRS and TRS in the limit of high MKK

is a convergence to zero. By consequence, for too large MKK ’s in the case e.g. mh = 150 GeV, the

theoretical points go out of the 95.45%C.L. ellipse as this one does not contain the origin. There

exist thus an upper limit at 95.45%C.L. on MKK due to EWPT which is MKK < 4490 GeV for

gZ′ = 1.57, M̃/k = 0.12 (even at this upper limit ṽ = 286 GeV i.e. there is still a significant RS

contribution).

An important result is the impact of the Higgs VEV corrections on the EWPT constraint on

MKK . Let us consider for instance the point A of parameter space given in Table 6.1 and represented

in Fig.(6.1) as the black point sitting on the 95.45%C.L. limit: replacing now the ‘should–be’ Higgs

VEV ṽ = 322 GeV by the SM value vSM = 245 GeV, both the SRS and TRS values are reduced

and the black point becomes the black star on the plot. To shift this star back to the 95.45%C.L.

ellipsoidal contour, one can decrease MKK (at fixed gZ′ and mh) which would increase SRS and

TRS. Indeed, for gZ′ = 1.57, mh = 120 GeV and the optimized M̃/k = 0.14, we find numerically

that the 95.45%C.L. lower limit is reduced from MKK = 4025 GeV down to MKK = 3055 GeV

if one assumes instead a lower VEV fixed at vSM = 245 GeV. In other words, the increase of the

VEV due to included RS corrections has to be compensated by an increase of MKK . In conclusion,

the obtained significant increase of the Higgs VEV in RS [see the effect by comparing the black

point and star in Fig.(6.1)] can lead to a large enhancement of the MKK lower limit from EWPT,

for given sets of RS parameters (it never translates into a reduction of the limit).

5The M̃ values considered are at worst an order of magnitude close to k, so that no new energy scale is introduced
in the RS scenario, but remain smaller than k so that a small bulk breaking of the custodial–isospin is guaranteed.
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6.4 Higgs boson couplings

6.4.1 Couplings to EW gauge bosons

After EWSB, the neutral gauge bosons (Z0 and Z ′) and their KK excitations get masses through

their couplings to the Higgs boson which has a bidoublet structure under the custodial symmetry

group SU(2)L×SU(2)R. These mass terms can be written, in the 4D Lagrangian including the first

three KK excitations, as

Ln
mass =

1

2
(Z0

µ Z(1)
µ Z ′µ . . . Z(3)

µ Z ′(3)
µ ) M2

0 (Z0µ Z(1)µ Z ′µ . . . Z(3)µ Z ′(3)µ)T

where the squared mass matrix M2
0 is given in Eq.(B.1). Numerically, we indeed include the KK

tower up to the third excitations Z(3) and Z ′(3) (included). This effective truncation of the tower

induces an error of less than the percent on the hV V couplings computed in this section. Similarly,

the charged gauge bosons (W± and W̃±) get KK–type and VEV–induced masses (c.f. Eq.(B.2)):

Lc
mass =(W+

µ W+(1)
µ W̃+

µ . . . W+(3)
µ W̃+(3)

µ )M2
± (W−µ W−(1)µ W̃−µ . . . W−(3)µ W̃−(3)µ)T .

The mass matrix M2
0 is diagonalized by a 7 × 7 unitary matrix U , via the basis transformation

(Zµ Z1
µ Z2

µ . . . )T = U (Z0
µ Z

(1)
µ Z ′µ . . . )T :

M′20 ≡ U M2
0 U

† = diag (m2
Z ,m

2
Z1 , . . . ,m

2
Z6), (6.15)

mZ having to be associated with the experimental value for the Z boson mass (the unitary matrix

is chosen such that mZ<mZ1<mZ2<. . . ). The Zµ and Ziµ [i = 1, 2, . . . ] components are the mass

eigenstates. The mass matrix M2
± is diagonalized by a 7× 7 unitary matrix V through,

M′2± ≡ V M2
± V

† = diag (m2
W ,m

2
W 1 , . . . ,m

2
W 6). (6.16)

The values of ṽ, g and g′ are obtained by solving the system formed by Eq.(6.7) and Eq(6.15)-(6.16)

[first eigenvalue]. The ṽ values obtained that way do not differ significantly from the ones derived

using the method developed in Section 6.2.2. From the obtained values of ṽ, g, g′, one can now

deduce the rotation matrices U and V needed to compute the couplings.

In the weak basis, the 4D Higgs couplings to neutral gauge bosons are then

Ln
coupling =

h

ṽ
(Z0

µ Z(1)
µ Z ′µ . . . Z(3)

µ Z ′(3)
µ ) C0 (Z0µ Z(1)µ Z ′µ . . . Z(3)µ Z ′(3)µ)T

the matrix C0 being given in Eq.(B.3). For the charged gauge bosons [c.f. Eq.(B.5)],

Lc
coupling = 2

h

ṽ
(W+

µ W+(1)
µ W̃+

µ . . . W+(3)
µ W̃+(3)

µ ) C± (W−µ W−(1)µ W̃−µ . . . W−(3)µ W̃−(3)µ)T .
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Moving to the mass basis, the neutral gauge boson interactions are described by the Lagrangian:

L′ncoupling =
h

ṽ
(Zµ Z1

µ Z2
µ . . . ) C′0 (Zµ Z1µ Z2µ . . . )T , where, C′0 = U C0 U

†. (6.17)

Similarly,

L′ccoupling = 2
h

ṽ
(Wµ W 1

µ W 2
µ . . . ) C′± (Wµ W 1µ W 2µ . . . )T , with, C′± = V C± V †.

(6.18)

Therefore, the hZZ and hWW effective dimensionful coupling constants calculated within the RS

framework are respectively the (1, 1)–matrix elements: gRS
hZZ = (C′0|11)/ṽ and gRS

hWW = 2 (C′±|11)/ṽ.

In contrast, within the pure SM case, the Higgs coupling constants are gSM
hZZ = ({g2 + g′2}v2

SM/4 +

δSMghZZ)/vSM and gSM
hWW = 2 (g2v2

SM/4+δSMghWW )/vSM where g,g′ are calculated from Eq.(6.1)-

(6.4), of course without the RS corrections, and the δ’s parts represent the SM loop corrections

[given in Eq.(B.4)-(B.6)].

The obtained values of the ratios gRS
hV V /g

SM
hV V are given in Table 6.1 for three characteristic

points of the parameter space. These parameter sets respect the EWPT constraints. In particular,

the Higgs boson VEV’s ṽ corresponding to these sets, and involved in gRS
hV V , lead to SRS and

TRS values within the 95.45%C.L. contour levels. The obtained Z and W coupling strengths are

nearly identical because of the approximate custodial symmetry. The first conclusion about these

numerical results is that the RS corrections of the Higgs boson couplings to EW gauge bosons can

be quite strong. Secondly, the given ṽ values in the same table show that the role of the Higgs

VEV modification in the RS corrections to ghV V is major. For the example of point A, the total

relative correction on the Higgs coupling to Z is of δghZZ/ghZZ = (gRS
hZZ − gSM

hZZ)/gSM
hZZ = −42.7%

and an included correction of −23.9% is explained by the VEV: assuming only a variation in the

denominator through the VEV (both RS and SM couplings are inversely proportional to the Higgs

VEV), the correction is indeed δghZZ/ghZZ = vSM/ṽ − 1. The numbers in Table 6.1 confirm that

gRS
hZZ gets more suppression w.r.t. SM as ṽ increase. The remaining part of the whole negative

RS correction to ghZZ comes from the direct KK gauge boson mixing effect on the Higgs coupling

(numerator part). The gRS
hZZ suppression is more effective for a larger KK gauge mixing effect on

the coupling [i.e. larger gZ′ or smaller MKK ] as illustrated in the same table and Fig.(6.2). In

Fig.(6.2), we plot the ratio gRS
hZZ/g

SM
hZZ for RS parameters respecting the EWPT constraints (sets

A and B of Table 6.1 with larger MKK ’s). It shows that RS corrections to the hV V vertex remain

important in wide regions of the allowed parameter space.

6.4.2 Yukawa couplings

Yukawa couplings with KK mixings: The fermions mass matrices need to be studied as the

Yukawa couplings induce mixing with the KK excitations. Moreover, the Yukawa terms have
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gZ¢ = 1, 57
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Figure 6.2: Value of the Higgs–ZZ coupling ratio gRS
hZZ/g

SM
hZZ as a function of MKK [in GeV] for gZ′ = 0.72

and 1.57. The two minimum values of MKK , where the curves stop respectively, are equal to the MKK lower
limits from EWPT obtained with mh = 120 GeV (points A and B of Table 6.1).

to take an invariant form under the custodial symmetry as the Higgs field is embedded into a

bidoublet of the SU(2)L×SU(2)R gauge symmetry. As a consequence, fermions are promoted to

higher gauge multiplets, the simplest realization being the right-handed fermion singlets promoted

to SU(2)R isodoublets, and new exotic quarks are expected. Since the SU(2)R symmetry is broken

by boundary conditions, these exotic quarks have (−+) boundary conditions (BC), so that those

have no zero–mode, in contrast with the SM fermions which have (++) BC. Therefore, the first KK

excitation of those exotic quarks can be relatively low depending on the value of the cf parameter.

Defining Mf as the mass matrix of a specific chiral fermion ΨL/R in the interaction basis

(see e.g. Appendix B.3), this matrix can be diagonalized by unitary matrices UL/R, through the

transformation Ψ′L/R = UL/RΨL/R :

M′f ≡ ULMfU
†
R = diag (mf1 ,mf2 , . . . ) (6.19)

where mf1 corresponds to the measured value of the SM fermion mass (the unitary matrices being

defined such that mf1 < mf2 < ...). The Ψ′L/R components are the mass eigenstates. Then, the

Higgs couplings are given by the interaction Lagrangian

Lint =
h

ṽ
Ψ̄′LC′fΨ′R + h.c. (6.20)

where C′f = ULCfU †R with Cf being the same matrix as Mf but with the KK masses set to zero

(see for instance Appendix B.4). Hence, the 4D effective Higgs coupling to an eigenstate fi (i.e.

a component of Ψ′) is given by λRS
fi

= (C′f |ii)/ṽ in contrast to the usual mf/vSM Yukawa value

within the SM.
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Light fermion sector: For light fermions (other than the b- and t-quarks), the clight param-

eters controlling each fermion multiplet localization along the fifth dimension need to be higher

than 0.5 in order to reproduce the correct set of masses. As a consequence, wave function overlaps

between light modes, and their KK excitations or exotic KK partners, induce negligible mixings (of

order (mf/MKK)2) over the zero mode contribution. Hence, one can safely neglect the KK fermion

contributions, inducing a 4D effective Yukawa coupling for light fermions being λRS
flight

' mflight
/ṽ.

In the end, the deviation of the Yukawa coupling in the RS scenario with respect to the SM for

light fermions simplifies to the deviation of the Higgs boson VEV determined in Section 6.2.2. It

gives:

λRS
f

λSM
f

' vSM
ṽ

for every light fermions (other than the b- and t-quarks). (6.21)

Third quark generation sector: What differs greatly between the light fermion sector and

the third quark generation sector is the cb,t parameters controlling the bottom/top localization.

Indeed, in order to reproduce the top and bottom masses, one needs cb,t parameters smaller than

0.5. Having so, in particular, the wave function overlaps between the zero–modes and their KK

excitations over the Higgs field on the TeV–brane can become quite large, inducing possibly large

KK mixing effects in the Yukawa couplings.

The KK mixing depends on the mass matrix and hence on the quark representations under the

gauge symmetry. In the sector of third generation quarks, the crucial EW constraints come from

the precise measurements of the observables AbFB and Rb (ratio of the partial decay width into bb̄

for the Z0 boson). To be complete in our study of the Higgs boson phenomenology with regard to

all the EWPT constraints, we will follow the previous work [28] where we have determined quark

representations able to address the AbFB anomaly (i.e. improve significantly the global fit of Rb and

the AbFB values at the Z0 pole and outside resonance). Doing so, we consider the proposed choice

of multiplets under the SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)X group for the bottom and top quarks:

{Q1L} ≡ (2, 2)2/3 =

(
q′(5/3)L t1L

t′L b1L

)
{tcR} ≡ (1, 3)2/3 =

(
qc′(5/3)R tcR bc′R

)
{Q2L} ≡ (2, 3)−5/6 =

(
t2L b′L q′′(−4/3)L

b2L q′(−4/3)L q′(−7/3)L

)
{bcR} ≡ (1, 2)−5/6 =

(
bcR qc′(−4/3)R

)
(6.22)

where the left bottom and top SM-like multiplets arise from a mixing mechanism between the two

above left-handed multiplets (parametrized by a mixing angle θ) 6. The heavy quarks indicated

6The precise description for the mentioned mechanism is left to the attention of the reader in our previous
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with one or several primes (and an electric charge) are the mentioned fields with (−+) BC [the

so–called ‘custodians’]. For the rest of the work, all numerical values are based on this quark model.

In the field basis Ψt
L ≡ (b

(0)
L , b

(1)
L , b

c(1)
L , b

′′(1)
L , b

′c(1)
L )t, Ψt

R ≡ (b
c(0)
R , b

(1)
R , b

c(1)
R , b

′′(1)
R , b

′c(1)
R )t where we

have introduced the charge conjugated fields (indicated by the superscript c) in order to use only

left-handed SM fields, the effective 4D bottom quark mass matrix and Yukawa coupling matrix

induced by EWSB are given in Appendix B.3 and B.4. Similar structure can be found for the top

quark mass and Yukawa coupling matrices.

Parameter space: Our choice of parameters in order to derive the deviation of the Yukawa

couplings relies on a few considerations we discuss now.

First, numerically we consider only the first two fermionic custodian excitations, which gives

rise to heaviest eigenvalues of Mf around ∼ 2MKK in agreement with the NDA estimation of

the cut–off scale of the effective field theory related to the perturbativity of Yukawa couplings:

ΛIR ∼ 2MKK .

Secondly, in order to derive the correct value of Yukawa couplings in the RS model, we need

to implement in Eq.(6.19) the good value of the relevant fermion mass mf1 and the exact unitary

matrices UL/R. In particular, the whole b- and t-quark mixings with the first two quark families

are treated effectively through the parameters εmixingb,t appearing in front of the first element of

the mass matrices Mb,t (see Appendix B.3). As the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark

mixing matrix VCKM = UupL Udown†L is close to unity, the simplest case corresponds to both rotation

matrices for up and down fields being also close to unity. We thus estimate εmixingb,t to be roughly

of order cos θ12 cos θ13 ∼ cos θ12 cos θ23 ∼ 0.97 where θij are the CKM mixing angles encoding

its hierarchical structure. We then use the allowed range εmixingb,t = [0.95, 1.05] for the numerical

analysis.

A more important effect comes from the mass running and is also implemented into εb,t =

εmixingb,t × εrunningb,t . The parameters cb,t and the dimensionful Yukawa coupling constants λ5D
b,t ,

entering Mb,t, are parameters appearing in the 5D Lagrangian and have thus to be considered

e.g. at the effective 5D scale. Then, one has to consider the running of quark masses from MKK

typically down to the EWSB scale ΛEW ∼ mZ where the EWPT and light Higgs phenomenology

are studied in the present work. The approximate effect of such a running can be estimated from

the mass values at the two extreme scales:

mb(mZ) = [2.8, 3.0]GeV, mb(10TeV) = [2.1, 2.3]GeV

mt(mZ) = [168, 180]GeV, mt(10TeV) = [140, 148]GeV

where we have used the SM one loop renormalization group equations [52] to run the quark masses

given in Ref. [53] from the scale mZ to 10 TeV. At that point, one can neglect KK loop contributions

paper [28].
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to the running which would correspond to higher order corrections. The running reduces at most

the quark masses by about 21%-42% (13%-28%) for the bottom (top) mass and is taken into account

through the considered allowed range for the whole factors εb,t:

εb = [1.15, 1.45] , εt = [1.10, 1.35].

Anyway, the precise variation of the εb,t value has no important effects on the final Yukawa

coupling, as the rotation matrices UL/R in Eq.(6.19) are systematically such that the smallest mass

eigenvalue is equal to mf1 , namely the measured fermion mass. Nevertheless, for completeness, we

include these small possible variations of εb,t. Those lead to several possible values of the param-

eters cb,t, λ
5D
b,t and the mixing angle θ which reproduce the correct mb(mZ), mt(mZ) and address

the AbFB anomaly [the AbFB solution is fixed byMb which determines b-bKK mixings]. Here we are

clearly thinking for a given value of MKK which also enters Mb,t through the dependencies of KK

fermion masses. Once all parameters are fixed, the Yukawa couplings are extracted through the

method given in Eq.(6.20).

Results and discussion: The obtained values of the ratios λRS
b,t /λ

SM
b,t are given in Table 6.1

for three characteristic points of the parameter space respecting the EWPT constraints in the light

fermion and gauge boson sector. For these three fixed values of MKK , the parameters cb,t, λ
5D
b,t and

θ are varied as described above according to mb,t(mZ) and AbFB. Those variations give rise to a

certain range of 4D Yukawa coupling constants, for which the extremal values are given in Table

6.1.

The first conclusion about these numerical results is that the RS corrections of the Higgs

couplings to fermions can be quite strong as was the case for the Higgs coupling to the EW gauge

bosons (up to −23.8% for the example of point A). However, in contrast with the EW gauge boson

couplings, comparing here RS corrections to the b- and t-quarks with light fermions, the table shows

that the role of the Higgs VEV modification in the RS corrections to λb,t is major in regard of KK

mixing effects. At the same time, one can see that the KK mixing corrections also tend to decrease

the coupling of the Higgs boson to a few more percents (up to −5.5% for the example of point B)

which is what one can naively expect: for a given fermion mass value, the higher the KK mixing

component is, the lower the Yukawa coupling is (‘direct’ mass contribution).

6.4.3 Effective coupling to gluons

Gluon fusion in the SM: The dominant production mode of the SM Higgs boson at the LHC

is the reaction gg → h called the gluon–gluon fusion mechanism and mediated by triangular loops

of SM quarks (noted as Q’s here), as illustrated in Fig. (6.3). In the SM, mainly heavy quarks,

namely the top quark and to a lesser extent the bottom quark, contribute to the amplitude. The

decreasing Higgs form factor with rising loop mass is counterbalanced by the linear growth of the
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Higgs coupling with the quark mass (Yukawa coupling).

Figure 6.3: Feynman diagram for the loop-induced Higgs-gluon-gluon vertex. KK represents the exchanged
zero–modes and KK towers of quarks.

To lowest order, the partonic cross section reads as

σSMh =
α2
sm

2
h

576πv2
SM

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
Q

Ah1/2(τQ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(6.23)

and it must be multiplied by δ(ŝ−m2
h) where ŝ is the gg invariant energy squared. The form factor

for spin-1
2 particles is given by [33]:

Ah1/2(τ) =
3

2
[τ + (τ − 1)f(τ)]τ−2, where f(τ) =

 arcsin2√τ τ ≤ 1

−1
4

[
ln 1+

√
1−τ−1

1−
√

1−τ−1
− iπ

]2
τ > 1

(6.24)

The form factor Ah1/2(τQ) with τQ = m2
h/4m

2
Q is normalized such that for mh � mQ, it reaches

unity while it approaches zero in the chiral limit mQ → 0.

The gRS
hgg coupling: We now extend this result to the RS scenario. First, new loop contribu-

tions appear from the various KK excitations of usual SM quarks q, and the ones coming from

possible exotic quarks q′ with (−+) or (+−) BC, extending the sum in Eq.(6.23) as a consequence

over all possible KK quarks coupled to the Higgs field (see Fig. (6.3) on the effective hgg coupling).

Secondly, the decrease in the Yukawa couplings evaluated in previous section will tend to reduce

the hgg effective coupling through the hqq vertex appearing in the loop. In contrast, the gqq (gq′q′)

vertex couples universally all (KK) quarks with SM-like strength, due to the flat profile of the gluon

fields along the fifth dimension.

Within this setup the production cross section is simply generalized to:

σRS
h =

α2
sm

2
h

576πv2
SM

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
{q}

λRS
q vSM

mq
Ah1/2(τq) +

∑
{q′}

λRS
q′ vSM

mq′
Ah1/2(τq′)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (6.25)

since e.g. λRS
q /λSM

q = λRS
q vSM/mq. The sum over {q} includes all SM quarks and their KK partner

towers, whereas the sum over {q′} includes all possible custodian quarks of KK type depending
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on the model under consideration. λRSq (λRSq′ ) denotes the Yukawa coupling of the corresponding

quark q (q′) to the Higgs field in the mass eigenbasis. mq (mq′) is the mass of the corresponding

quark q (q′) running in the loop.

It is convenient to consider the ratio Rhgg = σRS
h /σSM

h of the gg → h cross sections in the RS

and SM models which can be rewritten,

Rhgg =
(vSM

ṽ

)2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
{q}

λ
RS
q ṽ

mq
Ah1/2(τq) +

∑
{q′}

λ
RS

q′ ṽ

mq′
Ah1/2(τq′)∑

QA
h
1/2(τQ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (6.26)

Then the higher order QCD corrections, which are known to be rather large [54], are essentially

the same for all quark species and, thus, drop in this ratio. From this ratio, one can also deduce

the effective hgg loop-coupling deviation from the SM prediction by the straightforward relation:

gRS
hgg

gSM
hgg

≡
√
Rhgg. (6.27)

We can use the formulas demonstrated in Appendix C.1, more precisely Eq.(C.7) and Eq.(C.8),

in order to simplify our expression. The ratio R1/2
hgg then simplifies to:

gRS
hgg

gSM
hgg

=
vSM
ṽ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

Q

(
1 +

λ
RS

Q ṽ

mQ
[Ah1/2(τQ)− 1]

)
∑

QA
h
1/2(τQ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (6.28)

where the sum appearing in the numerator has been reduced to the SM quarks only. It is a

remarkable feature that the contributions coming from all KK partners simplify to properties over

the corresponding zero–mode. In the case of exotic quarks, the contribution vanishes due to the

absence of zero–mode, even if these new quarks do couple to the Higgs field.

For light quarks, Ah1/2(τQ) → 0 quickly and the ratio λRS
Q /mQ → 1/ṽ as can be deduced from

Eq.(6.21). Hence, their contributions to R1/2
hgg tend to vanish as was already the case in the SM.

For heavy fermions (b- and t-quarks), overlaps between the zero–mode profile and KK wave

functions can be quite large, as we have seen in the previous section, so that λRS
Q /mQ 6= 1/ṽ.

Besides, considering light Higgs masses of 120 GeV and 150 GeV, one check numerically that

|Ah1/2(τb)| ' 0.1 which is negligible, but only as a first approximation, relatively to |Ah1/2(τt)| ' 1.05.

In the end, the deviation in the coupling simply reads:

gRS
hgg

gSM
hgg

' vSM
ṽ

∣∣∣∣2− xb(1−Ab)− xt(1−At)Ab +At

∣∣∣∣ (6.29)
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where AQ ≡ Ah1/2(τQ) and xQ ≡ ṽλRS
Q /mQ. Note that xQ ∈ [0, 1]. The limit xQ → 1 corresponds

to the pure Higgs mass case when there is no mixing between the fermion zero–mode and its KK

partners. xQ tends to decrease as this mixing gets stronger. For a light Higgs mass, so that

m2
h/4m

2
t � 1, in the limit where |Ah1/2(τt)| → 1 and neglecting the bottom quark contribution:

|Ah1/2(τb)| → 0, our relation gets the following really simple structure,

gRS
hgg

gSM
hgg

≈ vSM
ṽ

(2− xb). (6.30)

We present this final approximated relation to help the reader in getting an intuition on the main

behavior of RS corrections to the Higgs coupling, but numerically, the complete formula (6.29) is

used. As discussed in part 6.2.2, vSM < ṽ, systematically, which tends to reduce the production

cross section of the Higgs field at LHC. This consequence is simply due to the fact that for a higher

value of the Higgs VEV, one needs a smaller value of the Yukawa coupling to reproduce a given

fermion mass. The second term in Eq.(6.30) is less trivial and encodes the whole b- and t-quark KK

towers contribution minus the pure b-quark contribution. This contribution increases the deviation

of the gRS
hgg w.r.t. gSM

hgg as the mixing between the bottom zero–mode with its KK excitations grows.

On the contrary, when xb decreases, the contribution from the bottom KK quarks becomes more

and more crucial to the hgg coupling.

Results and discussion: We have derived the values of the ratio gRS
hgg/g

SM
hgg from Eq.(6.29) and

given them in Table 6.1 for the same characteristic points of parameter space respecting all EWPT

constraints (including the AbFB solution). The allowed variations of fundamental parameters give

rise to some intervals of values for the Yukawa couplings and masses of the KK fermion towers.

Based on those intervals, we have determined the maximum and minimum amplitudes for the

loop-induced observable gRS
hgg/g

SM
hgg.

Once more, we remark that the RS corrections to the effective Higgs boson coupling to two

gluons are possibly quite strong (up to −22.4% for point A). Furthermore, comparing these RS

corrections (obeying Eq.(6.30) in a good approximation) with the case of light fermion coupling

to the Higgs boson (c.f. Eq.(6.21)), one concludes again on the major role of the Higgs VEV

modification. Simultaneously, one can see that the KK mixing corrections combined with the new

contributions from exchanges of KK states in the loop [synthesized in the (2− xb) factor effect on

Eq.(6.30)] tend to counter the effect of the Higgs VEV deviation, but at a smaller rate.

6.4.4 Effective coupling to photons

γγ channel in the SM: For low Higgs masses, the dominant decay mode h→ bb̄ is swamped by

a large QCD background and the Higgs boson can be searched for through more promising loop-

induced decays. The decay channel into two photons is the most important one and is mediated
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by triangular loops of charged fermions as well as massive vector bosons: see Fig. (6.4).

Figure 6.4: Feynman diagrams for the loop-induced Higgs-photon-photon vertex. KK stands for the ex-
changed zero–modes and KK towers of W gauge boson [left] or fermions [right].

The decay width of the Higgs in two photons reads [33]

ΓSMh→γγ =
α2m3

h

256π3v2
SM

∣∣∣∣∣∣Ah1(τW ) +
4

3

∑
f

NcQ
2
fA

h
1/2(τf )

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(6.31)

where Nc is the number of color states (3 for quarks, 1 for leptons) and Qf is the electric charge

of the fermion in the loop. The form factor for spin-1/2 particles, Ah1/2, is the one from Eq.(6.24),

and the form factor for spin-1 particles is given by:

Ah1(τ) = −[2τ2 + 3τ + 3(2τ − 1)f(τ)]τ−2. (6.32)

The form factor Ah1(τV ) with τV = m2
h/4m

2
V is defined such that for large masses of the boson in

the loop, mh � mV , it reaches Ah1(τV → 0) = −7.

The gRS
hγγ coupling: Here we extend this result to RS case. This extension is similar to the

one of the gluon fusion mechanism from previous section. New loop contributions appear from the

various exchanged KK excitations of usual SM fermions, the exchanged custodians, but also the

exchanged KK EW gauge bosons (see in Fig. (6.4) the diagram for the induced hγγ vertex). We

have to take into account as well the deviations in the Yukawa couplings and in the Higgs coupling

to the W boson. Finally, the ffγ, like the WWγ, vertex couples with an SM-like universal strength

all fermion excitations, respectively all W bosons of the tower, due to the flat wave function of the

electromagnetic field. The decay width becomes thus,

ΓRS
h→γγ =

α2m3
h

256π3

1

v2
SM

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n

gRS
WnvSM
2m2

Wn

Ah1(τWn) +
4

3

∑
{f}

λRS
f vSM

mf
NcQ

2
fA

h
1/2(τf )

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(6.33)

as gRS
Wn/gSM

hWW = gRS
WnvSM/2m

2
Wn with gRS

Wn = gRS
hWnWn = 2(C′±|nn)/ṽ, following the notations of

Section 6.4.1. We recall that mWn denotes the physical W state eigenmasses and we mention that

the KK sum over n includes the zero–mode, namely the observed W boson.
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We still consider the ratio Rhγγ = ΓRS
h→γγ/Γ

SM
h→γγ :

Rhγγ =
(vSM

ṽ

)2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
3
4

∑
n
gRS
Wn ṽ

2m2
Wn

Ah1(τWn) +
∑
{f}

λRS
f ṽ

mf
NcQ

2
fA

h
1/2(τf )

3
4A

h
1(τW ) +

∑
f NcQ2

fA
h
1/2(τf )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

(6.34)

from which one can deduce the hγγ coupling deviation,

gRS
hγγ

gSM
hγγ

≡
√
Rhγγ (6.35)

Combining now the formulas derived in Appendix C.1 and Appendix C.2, one easily find in a

similar way for the bosonic part:

gRS
hγγ

gSM
hγγ

' vSM
ṽ

∣∣∣∣∣ 43
4 − 9

4xW (AW + 7) + xb(1−Ab) + 4xt(1−At)
9
4AW +Ab + 4At

∣∣∣∣∣ (6.36)

with xW ≡ ṽgRS
hWW /2m

2
W . Similarly to the case of gluon fusion Higgs production, contributions

from light quarks and charged leptons vanish, whereas the KK tower contributions for the W boson,

quarks and charged leptons can be rewritten leaving only in the formula the explicit dependence

on the W boson, bottom and top quark zero–modes.

Results and discussion: The extremal values of gRS
hγγ/g

SM
hγγ are also shown in Table 6.1. The

xW,b,t values were obtained as discussed in previous sections. Due to the additional W mode ef-

fects, the deviation of this effective coupling can reach higher RS corrections (up to −25.1% e.g.

with point A) than ghgg. The principal RS deviation comes again from the modified value of the

Higgs field VEV which is a general result of the present work.

6.5 RS variants

In this last part, we discuss qualitatively the implications of the Higgs VEV corrections on the

EWPT and Higgs couplings that we have treated in detail above, but within the other versions of

warped extra dimension models.

First, an alternative scenario to the one we have considered is that SU(2)R remains unbroken in

the bulk (M̃ = 0). Then the dominant contribution to TRS comes from the exchange of (excited)

t and b quarks at the one–loop level. The estimation of this radiatively generated TRS relies on a

sum over fermion/boson KK towers which depends on the choice of quark representations. In such

a case, ṽ would no more depend on M̃ but the correlation between SRS and TRS through would

still be modified by the dependence of the Higgs VEV corrections on these parameters. Indeed TRS

would still depend on ṽ, MKK and gZ′ . Besides, the increase of ṽ w.r.t. vSM = 245 GeV would
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imply an enhancement of SRS which tends to increase the EWPT lower limit on MKK , as we also

find above.

Another possibility within the RS framework is to include large kinetic terms for the gauge

fields on the IR brane [55], without bulk custodial symmetry. Such terms repel the KK mode wave

functions from the brane so that the KK gauge mixing effect, coming from the coupling of KK gauge

fields to the Higgs boson located at the IR brane, is reduced. Hence the Higgs VEV corrections

are expected to be significantly weaker than here, and their effects on EWPT constraints as well

as on Higgs couplings softer.

In the case of gauge–Higgs unification scenarios, where the extended bulk gauge symmetry gen-

erally contains the custodial group SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)X, the KK gauge mixing effect [induced

by EWSB] should be of the same order as in the present work since the Higgs profile is peaked

on the TeV–brane (instead of being exactly confined as here). By consequence, comparable Higgs

VEV corrections are expected and in turn similar EWPT bounds on MKK .

Finally, we mention the so–called gaugephobic Higgs models where the Higgs VEV on the brane

can be much larger than here, forcing then the lightest W and Z modes to move further from the

brane [23, 24]. In the limit of an infinite VEV, where the couplings between the Higgs and gauge

bosons vanish, one recovers the Higgsless gauge boundary conditions. In such models, to maintain

compatibility with EWPT, one must render the corrections to the S parameter small. For that

purpose, one has to allow all the light fermions to be spread in the bulk [56]. When their profile

becomes approximately flat, their wave function being then orthogonal to the KK gauge boson

ones, the contributions to S can be made arbitrarily small. Nevertheless, with such a fermion

universality, one clearly looses the beauty of generating the mass hierarchy and flavor structure via

the simple geometrical mechanism of wave function overlapping.

6.6 Conclusion

Within the RS framework, the corrections to the Higgs boson VEV induced by the KK gauge

mixing can be large. Those imply an enhancement of the EWPT lower limit at 95.45%C.L. on

MKK that can be larger than +30% for mh = 120 GeV. Another important role of these RS

corrections to the VEV is played in the calculation of the Higgs couplings. We find that the Higgs

couplings can be significantly reduced w.r.t. SM. The large deviations to the Higgs couplings due

to extra dimensions provide an indirect way of testing the RS model: the LHC precision in light

Higgs rate measurements allow to explore KK boson mass ranges above 4 TeV (in agreement with

EWPT) through Higgs production/decay channels involving the couplings ghgg and ghV V . With

the higher accuracies expected at ILC, even more clear signatures of the RS scenario may arise in

the precise measurement of ghZZ deviations.
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Chapter 7

The MSSM scenario after the Higgs

boson discovery

Adapted from: A. Djouadi, L. Maiani, G. Moreau, A. Polosa, J. Quevillon and V. Riquer,

Eur. Phys. J. C73 (2013) 2650.

7.1 Introduction

The observation at the LHC of a Higgs particle with a mass of 125 GeV [1] has important impli-

cations for Supersymmetric (SUSY) and, in particular, for the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard

Model (MSSM). In this extension, the Higgs sector consists of two scalar doublet fields Hu and

Hd that lead, after electroweak symmetry breaking, to five Higgs states, two CP–even h and H,

a CP–odd A and two charged H± bosons [2, 3]. At tree level, the masses of these particles and

their mixings are described by only two parameters usually chosen to be the ratio of the vacuum

expectations values of the two doublet fields tanβ = vd/vu and the mass MA of the pseudoscalar

Higgs boson. However, as is well known, the radiative corrections play a very important role as

their dominant component grows like the fourth power of the top quark mass, logarithmically with

the supersymmetry breaking scale MS and quadratically with the stop mixing parameter At; see

e.g. Refs. [3–5].

The impact of the Higgs discovery is twofold. On the one hand, it gives support to the MSSM

in which the lightest Higgs boson is predicted to have a mass below ≈ 130 GeV when the radiative

corrections are included [3–5]. On the other hand, the fact that the measured value Mh ≈ 125 GeV

is close to this upper mass limit implies that the SUSY–breaking scale MS might be rather high.

This is backed up by the presently strong limits on supersymmetric particle masses from direct

searches that indicate that the SUSY partners of the strongly interacting particles, the squarks

and gluinos, are heavier than ≈ 1 TeV [6]. Hence, the MSSM that we currently have, and that we
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call hMSSM (habemus MSSM?) in the subsequent discussion, appears to have Mh ≈ 125 GeV and

MS ∼> 1 TeV.

It was pointed out in Refs. [7–9] that when the information Mh=125 GeV is taken into account,

the MSSM Higgs sector with solely the dominant radiative correction to the Higgs boson masses

included, can be again described with only the two free parameters tanβ and MA as it was the case

at tree–level. In other words, the dominant radiative corrections that involve the SUSY parameters

are fixed by the value of Mh. In this study, we show that to a good approximation, this remains

true even when the full set of radiative corrections to the Higgs masses at the two–loop level is

included. This is demonstrated in particular by performing a full scan on the MSSM parameters

that have an impact on the Higgs sector such as for instance tanβ and the stop and sbottom mass

and mixing parameters. The subleading radiative corrections are shown to have little impact on

the mass and mixing of the heavier Higgs bosons when these SUSY parameters are varied in a

reasonable range.

Nevertheless, there are also possibly large direct SUSY radiative corrections that modify the

Higgs boson couplings and which might alter this simple picture. Among such corrections are, for

instance, the stop contribution [10, 11] to the dominant Higgs production mechanism at the LHC,

the gluon fusion process gg → h, and to the important decay into two photons h → γγ, and the

additional one–loop vertex corrections to the h couplings to b–quarks that grow with tanβ [12].

In the most general case, besides Mh, seven couplings need to be considered to fully describe the

properties of the observed h boson: those to gluons, photons, massive gauge bosons, t, b, c quarks

and τ leptons. However, we show that given the accuracy that is foreseen at the LHC, a good

approximation is to consider the three effective couplings to t, b quarks and to V = W/Z bosons,

ct, cb and cV , as it was suggested in Ref. [13]. Following the approach of Ref. [14] for the inclusion

of the current theoretical and experimental uncertainties, we perform a fit of these three couplings

using the latest LHC data on the production and decay rates of the lighter h boson and the limits

from the negative search of the heavier H,A and H± MSSM states.

The best fit points to low values of tanβ and to MA values of the order of 500 GeV, leading to

a spectrum in the Higgs sector that can be fully explored at the 14 TeV LHC.

With the data obtained one year after the Higgs discovery at the LHC, these two aspects will

be discussed in the next two sections. A brief discussion and a conclusion are given in Section 7.4

and the short Appendix D collects a set of formulae used in this analysis.

7.2 Post Higgs discovery parametrisation of radiative corrections

In the MSSM, the tree–level masses of the CP–even h and H bosons depend on MA, tanβ and the

Z boson mass. However, many parameters of the MSSM such as the SUSY scale, taken to be the

geometric average of the stop masses MS =
√
mt̃1

mt̃2
, the stop/sbottom trilinear couplings At/b or
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the higgsino mass µ enter Mh and MH through radiative corrections. In the basis (Hd, Hu), the

CP–even Higgs mass matrix can be written as:

M2
S = M2

Z

(
c2
β −sβcβ

−sβcβ s2
β

)
+M2

A

(
s2
β −sβcβ

−sβcβ c2
β

)
+

(
∆M2

11 ∆M2
12

∆M2
12 ∆M2

22

)
(7.1)

where we use the short–hand notation sβ ≡ sinβ etc. . . and have introduced the radiative

corrections by a 2× 2 general matrix ∆M2
ij . One can then easily derive the neutral CP even Higgs

boson masses and the mixing angle α that diagonalises the h,H states1, H = cosαH0
d + sinαH0

u

and h = − sinαH0
d + cosαH0

u

M2
h/H =

1

2

(
M2
A +M2

Z + ∆M2
11 + ∆M2

22 ∓
√
M4
A +M4

Z − 2M2
AM

2
Zc4β + C

)
(7.2)

tanα =
2∆M2

12 − (M2
A +M2

Z)sβ

∆M2
11 −∆M2

22 + (M2
Z −M2

A)c2β +
√
M4
A +M4

Z − 2M2
AM

2
Zc4β + C

(7.3)

C = 4∆M4
12+(∆M2

11−∆M2
22)2−2(M2

A−M2
Z)(∆M2

11−∆M2
22)c2β−4(M2

A+M2
Z)∆M2

12s2β

In previous analyses [7–9], we have assumed that in the 2×2 matrix for the radiative corrections,

only the ∆M2
22 entry which involves the by far dominant stop–top sector correction, is relevant,

∆M2
22 � ∆M2

11,∆M2
12. This occurs, for instance, in the so–called ε approximation [4] and its

refinements [5] that are given in eqs. (A2) and (A3) of the Appendix D. In this case, one can simply

trade ∆M2
22 for the by now known Mh using

∆M2
22 =

M2
h(M2

A +M2
Z −M2

h)−M2
AM

2
Zc

2
2β

M2
Zc

2
β +M2

As
2
β −M2

h

(7.4)

In this case, one can simply write MH and α in terms of MA, tanβ and Mh:

hMSSM :
M2
H =

(M2
A+M2

Z−M2
h)(M2

Zc
2
β+M2

As
2
β)−M2

AM
2
Zc

2
2β

M2
Zc

2
β+M2

As
2
β−M2

h

α = − arctan

(
(M2

Z+M2
A)cβsβ

M2
Zc

2
β+M2

As
2
β−M2

h

) (7.5)

In this section, we will check the validity of the ∆M2
11 = ∆M2

12 = 0 approximation. To do so,

we first consider the radiative corrections when the subleading contributions proportional to µ,At

or Ab are included in the form of eqs. (A4–A6) of the Appendix D, that is expected to be a good

approximation [3, 15], and in which one has ∆M2
11 6= ∆M2

12 6= 0.

As a first step we only consider the stop-top sector corrections which enter the ∆M2
ij terms

and confront in Fig. 7.1, the values of ∆M2
11, ∆M2

12 to ∆M2
22 for three different scenarios with

1A different definition for the mixing angle α, namely α→ π
2
− α, has been adopted in Refs. [7, 8, 13].
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Figure 7.1: The entries ∆M2
11 (solid), ∆M2

12 (dashed), and ∆M2
22 (dotted-dashed lines) of the radiative

corrections matrix as functions of µ with a fixed MA= 300 GeV for three different (MS , tanβ) sets and At
such that it accommodates the mass range Mh = 123–129 GeV.

MA = 300 GeV (i.e. before the onset of the decoupling regime MA � MZ): MS = 3 TeV and

tanβ=2.5, MS =1.5 TeV and tanβ=5, MS =1 TeV and tanβ=30. The parameter At is adjusted

in order to accommodate a light Higgs boson with a mass Mh = 126±3 GeV, including an expected

theoretical and experimental uncertainty of 3 GeV [16]. One observes that for reasonable µ values,

one obtains naturally ∆M2
11,∆M2

12 � ∆M2
22.

We have verified that the situation is not very different if the corrections in the sbottom sector

are also included: assuming Ab = At, we also obtain the hierarchy ∆M2
11,∆M2

12 � ∆M2
22 for

µ ∼< 3 TeV even for tanβ = 30 where contributions ∝ µ tanβ become important.

Taking into account only the dominant top–stop radiative corrections in the approximations of

eqs. (A4–A6), Fig. 7.2 displays the mass of the heavy CP–even Higgs state (left) and the mixing

angle α (right) as a function of µ when ∆M2
11 and ∆M2

12 are set to zero (dashed lines) and when

they are included (solid lines). We have assumed the same (MS , tanβ) sets as above and for each

value of µ, we calculate “approximate” and ‘exact”MH and α values assuming Mh = 126± 3 GeV.

Even for large values of the parameter µ (but µ ∼< 3 TeV), the relative variation for MH never

exceeds the 0.5% level while the variation of the angle α is bounded by ∆α ∼< 0.015. Hence, in this

scenario for the radiative corrections, the approximation of determining the parameters MH and

α from tanβ,MA and the value of Mh is extremely good. We have again verified that it stays the

case when the corrections in the sbottom sector, with Ab = At, are included.

We should note that for higher MA values, MA ∼> 300 GeV, the approximation is even better

as we are closer to the decoupling limit in which one has MH =MA and α= π
2 − β. Lower values,

MA ∼< 300 GeV, are disfavored by the observed h rates [8, 9] as seen later.

In order to check more thoroughly the impact of the subleading corrections ∆M2
11, ∆M2

12, we
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Figure 7.2: The mass of the heavier CP–even H boson (left) and the mixing angle α (right) as a function of
µ with (solid lines) and without (dashed) the off–diagonal components components for MA= 300 GeV and
three (MS , tanβ) sets. At is such that Mh=123–129 GeV and Ab=0.

perform a scan of the MSSM parameter space using the program SuSpect [17] in which the full

two–loop radiative corrections to the Higgs sector are implemented. For a chosen (tanβ,MA) input

set, the soft–SUSY parameters that play an important role in the Higgs sector are varied in the

following ranges: |µ| ≤ 3 TeV, |At, Ab| ≤ 3MS , 1 TeV≤M3≤3 TeV and 0.5 TeV≤MS≤3 TeV (≈ 3

TeV is the scale up to which programs such as SuSpect are expected to be reliable). We assume

the usual relation between the weak scale gaugino masses 6M1 =3M2 =M3 and set Au, Ad, Aτ =0

(these last parameters have little impact).

We have computed the MSSM Higgs sector parameters all across the parameter space selecting

the points which satisfy the constraint 123 ≤ Mh ≤ 129 GeV. For each of the points, we have

compared the Higgs parameters to those obtained in the simplified MSSM approximation, ∆M2
11 =

∆M2
12 =0, with the lightest Higgs boson mass as input. We also required Mh to lie in the range 123–

129 GeV, but allowed it to be different from the one obtained in the “exact” case ∆M2
11,∆M2

12 6= 0.

For the mass MH and the angle α, we display in Fig. 7.3 the difference between the values

obtained when the two possibilities ∆M2
11 =∆M2

12 =0 and ∆M2
11,∆M2

12 6=0 are considered. This

is shown in the plane [MS , Xt] with Xt = At − µ cotβ when all other parameters are scanned as

above. Again, we have fixed the pseudoscalar Higgs mass to MA = 300 GeV and used the two

representative values tanβ = 5 and 30. We have adopted the conservative approach of plotting

only points which maximize these differences.

In all cases, the difference between the two MH values is very small (in fact, much smaller

than the total decay width ΓH), less than a few percent, while for α the difference does not exceed

≈ 0.025 for low values of tanβ but at high tanβ values, one can reach the level of ≈ 0.05 in some

rare situations (large values of µ, which enhance the µ tanβ contributions). Nevertheless, at high

enough tanβ, we are far in the decoupling regime already for MA ∼> 200 GeV and such a difference
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Figure 7.3: The variation of the mass MH (left) and the mixing angle α (right), are shown as separate vertical
colored scales, in the plane [MS , Xt] when the full two loop corrections are included with and without the
subleading matrix elements ∆M2

11 and ∆M2
12. We take MA = 300 GeV, tanβ = 5 (top) and 30 (bottom)

and the other parameters are varied as described in the text.

does not significantly affect the couplings of the h and H bosons which, phenomenologically, are

the main ingredients.

Hence, even when including the full set of radiative corrections up to two loops, it is a good

approximation to use eqs. (7.5) to derive the parameters MH and α in terms of the inputs tanβ,MA

and the measured value ofMh. In the case of the charged Higgs boson mass, the radiative corrections

are much smaller for large enough MA and one has, at the few percent level (which is again smaller

than the total H± decay width), MH± '
√
M2
A +M2

W except in very rare situations2 [18].

7.3 Determination of the h boson couplings in a generic MSSM

A second important issue is the MSSM Higgs couplings. In principle and as discussed earlier,

knowing two parameters such as the pair of inputs [tanβ,MA] and fixing the value of Mh to its

2The physics of the charged boson, i.e the production and decay rates, can be accurately described by tanβ,MH±

(and eventually α if the subleading processes involving the h state are also considered).
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measured value, the couplings of the Higgs bosons, in particular h, to fermions and gauge bosons

can be derived, including the generally dominant radiative corrections that enter in the MSSM

Higgs masses. Indeed, in terms of the angles β and α, one has for the reduced couplings (i.e.

normalized to their SM values) of the lighter h state to third generation t, b fermions and gauge

bosons V =W/Z,

c0
V = sin(β − α) , c0

t =
cosα

sinβ
, c0

b = − sinα

cosβ
(7.6)

However, outside the regime in which the pseudoscalar A boson and some supersymmetric particles

are very heavy, there are also direct radiative corrections to the Higgs couplings not contained in

the mass matrix of eq. (1). These can alter this simple picture.

First, in the case of b–quarks, additional one–loop vertex corrections modify the tree–level hbb̄

coupling: they grow as mbµ tanβ and are thus very large at high tanβ. The dominant component

comes from the SUSY–QCD corrections with sbottom–gluino loops that can be approximated by

∆b ' 2αs/(3π)× µmg̃ tanβ/max(m2
g̃,m

2
b̃1
,m2

b̃2
) [12].

Outside the decoupling regime, the hbb̄ coupling receives the possibly large correction

cb ≈ c0
b × [1−∆b/(1 + ∆b)× (1 + cotα cotβ)] with tanα

MA�MZ→ −1/ tanβ (7.7)

which would significantly alter the partial width of the decay h → bb̄ that is, in principle, by far

the dominant one and, hence, affect the branching fractions of all other decay modes.

In addition, the htt̄ coupling is derived indirectly from the gg → h production cross section

and the h → γγ decay branching ratio, two processes that are generated via triangular loops. In

the MSSM, these loops involve not only the top quark (and the W boson in the decay h → γγ)

but also contributions from supersymmetric particles, if they are not too heavy. In the case of the

gg → h process, only the contributions of stops is generally important. Including the later and

working in the limit Mh � mt,mt̃1
,mt̃2

, the hgg amplitude can be (very well) approximated by

the expression [10]

ct ≈ c0
t ×

[
1 +

m2
t

4m2
t̃1
m2
t̃2

(m2
t̃1

+m2
t̃2
− (At − µ cotα)(At + µ tanα) )

]
(7.8)

which shows that indeed, t̃ contributions can be very large for sufficiently light stops and in the

presence of large stop mixing. In the h → γγ decay rate, because the t, t̃ electric charges are the

same, the htt̄ coupling is shifted by the same amount as above [11].

If one ignores the usually small b̃ contributions in the gg → h production and h → γγ decay

processes (in the latter case, it is suppressed by powers of the b electric charge e2
b/e

2
t = 1

4 in addition)

as well as the contributions of other SUSY particles such as charginos and stau’s in the h → γγ
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decay rate3, the leading corrections to the htt̄ vertex can be simply accounted for by using the

effective coupling given in eq. (7.8); see e.g. Ref. [8].

Note that in the case of associated production of the h boson with top quarks, gg/qq̄ → htt̄, it

is the parameter c0
t which should be considered for the direct htt̄ coupling. However, for the time

being (and presumably for a long time), the constraints on the h properties from this process are

very weak as the cross section has very large uncertainties.

One also should note that the couplings of the h boson to τ leptons and charm quarks do not

receive the direct corrections of respectively eqs. (7.7) and (7.8) and one should still have cc = c0
t

and cτ = c0
b . However, using ct,b or c0

t,b in this case has almost no impact in practice as these

couplings appear only in the branching ratios for the decays h → cc̄ and τ+τ− which are small,

below 5%, and the direct corrections cannot be very large (these are radiative corrections after all).

One can thus, in a first approximation, ignore them and assume that cc = ct and cτ = cb. Note

that BR(h→ cc̄) cannot be measured at the LHC while the h→ τ+τ− rate is presently measured

only at the level of 40% or so [21].

Another caveat is that possible invisible decays (which at present are probed directly only for

rates that are at the 50% to 100% level [23]), can also affect the properties of the observed h

particle. However, a large invisible rate implies that the neutralinos that are considered as the

lightest SUSY particles, are relatively light and couple significantly to the h boson, a situation that

is rather unlikely (if the LSP is very light, 2mχ0
1 ∼< Mh, it should be mostly bino–like and, hence,

has very suppressed couplings to the Higgs bosons that prefer to couple to mixtures of higgsinos

and gauginos; see for instance Ref. [11]).

In the case of large direct corrections, the Higgs couplings cannot be described only by the

parameters β and α as in eq. (7.6). One should consider at least three independent h couplings,

namely cc = ct, cτ = cb and cV = c0
V as advocated in Ref. [13]. This is equivalent to excluding the

h → ττ data from the global fit which, in practice, has no significant impact as the experimental

error on the signal strength in this channel is presently large. Note that a future determination of

the theoretically clean ratio of the bb̄ and τ+τ− signals in pp→ hV gives a direct access to the ∆b

correction outside the decoupling regime [14].

To study the h state at the LHC, we thus define the following effective Lagrangian,

Lh = cV ghWW h W+
µ W

−µ + cV ghZZ h Z0
µZ

0µ (7.9)

− ct yt ht̄LtR − ct yc hc̄LcR − cb yb hb̄LbR − cb yτ hτ̄LτR + h.c.

where yt,c,b,τ = mt,c,b,τ/v are the SM Yukawa coupling constants in the mass eigenbasis (L/R

indicates the fermion chirality and we consider only the heavy fermions that have substantial

couplings to the Higgs boson), ghWW = 2M2
W /v and ghZZ = M2

Z/v are the electroweak gauge

3The chargino contribution cannot exceed the 10% level even for very favorable gaugino-higgsino parameters [11],
while the τ̃ contributions are important only for extreme values of tanβ and µ [19].
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boson couplings and v is the Higgs vacuum expectation value.

We present the results for the fits of the Higgs signal strengths in the various channels

µX ' σ(pp→ h)× BR(h→ XX)/σ(pp→ h)SM × BR(h→ XX)SM (7.10)

closely following the procedure of Ref. [14] but in the case of the phenomenological MSSM. All the

Higgs production/decay channels are considered and the data used are the latest ones [21] using

the full ≈ 25 fb−1 statistics for the γγ, ZZ,WW channels as well as the h→ bb̄ and ττ modes for

CMS, but only ≈ 17 fb−1 data for the ATLAS fermionic channels.

We have performed the appropriate three-parameter fit in the three-dimensional space4 [ct, cb, cV ],

assuming cc = ct and cτ = cb as discussed above and of course the custodial symmetry relation

cV = cW = cZ which holds in supersymmetric models. The results of this fit are presented in

Fig. 7.4 for ct, cb, cV ≥ 0, as motivated by the supersymmetric structure of the Higgs couplings

(there is also an exact reflection symmetry under, c → −c or equivalently β → β + π, leaving

the squared amplitudes of the Higgs rates unaffected). Again following Ref. [14], we have treated

the theoretical uncertainty as a bias and not as if it were associated to a statistical distribution

and have performed the fit for values of the signal strength µi|exp[1 ± ∆µi/µi|th] with the the-

oretical uncertainty ∆µi/µi|th conservatively assumed to be 20% for both the gluon and vector

boson fusion mechanisms (because of contamination) and ≈ 5% for h production in association

with V = W/Z [20].

The best-fit value for the couplings, when the ATLAS and CMS data are combined, is ct =

0.89, cb = 1.01 and cV = 1.02 with χ2 = 64.8 (χ2 = 66.7 in the SM).

In turn, in scenarios where the direct corrections in eqs. (7.7)-(7.8) are not quantitatively

significant (i.e. considering either not too large values of µ tanβ or high stop/sbottom masses), one

can use the MSSM relations of eq. (7.6) to reduce the number of effective parameters down to two.

For instance, using ct = cosα/ sinβ and cV = sin(β − α), one can derive the following relation,

cb ≡ − sinα/ cosβ = (1−cV ct)/(cV −ct). This allows to perform the two-parameter fit in the plane

[cV , ct]. Similarly, one can study the planes [cV , cb] and [ct, cb]. The two-dimensional fits in these

three planes are displayed in Fig. 7.5. As in the MSSM one has α ∈ [−π/2, 0] and tanβ ∈ [1,∼ 50],

one obtains the following variation ranges: cV ∈ [0, 1], ct ∈ [0,
√

2] and cb > 0.

We also show on these figures the potential constraints obtained from fitting ratios of the Higgs

signal strengths (essentially the two ratios Rγγ = µγγ/µZZ and Rττ = µττ/µWW ) that are not or

much less affected by the QCD uncertainties at the production level [14]. In this two–dimensional

case, the best-fit points are located at (ct = 0.88, cV = 1.0), (cb = 0.97, cV = 1.0) and (ct = 0.88,

cb = 0.97). Note that although for the best–fit point one has cb ∼< 1, actually cb ∼> 1 in most of the

1σ region.

4Higgs coupling fits have been performed most often in the [cV , cf ] parameter space with cf = ct = cb. . . . Fits of
the LHC data in SUSY scenarios including also the NMSSM can be found in Ref. [22] for instance.
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Figure 7.4: Best-fit regions at 68%CL (green, left) and 99%CL (light gray, right) for the Higgs signal strengths
in the three–dimensional space [ct, cb, cV ]. The three overlapped regions are associated to central and two
extreme choices of the theoretical prediction for the Higgs rates.
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Figure 7.5: Best-fit regions at 68%CL (green) and 99%CL (light gray) for the Higgs signal strengths in the
planes [ct, cV ] (left), [cb, cV ] (center) and [ct, cb] (right). The theoretical uncertainty on the Higgs signal
strengths is taken into account as a bias. The best-fit contours at 68%CL (dashed) and 99%CL (dotted)
from the fit of signal strength ratios are superimposed as well. The SM points are indicated in red and the
best-fit points in blue.

Alternatively, using the expressions of eq. (7.6), one can also realize a two-parameter fit in the

[tanβ, α] plane5. However, using the expressions of eq. (7.5) for the mixing angle α and fixing

5This corresponds in fact to the case of a two–Higgs doublet model in which the direct corrections are expected
to be small in contrast to the SUSY case: one can then parametrise the couplings of the h boson, that are given by
eq. (7.6), by still two parameters α and β but with the angle α being a free input.
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Mh to the measured value Mh≈ 125 GeV, one can perform a fit in the plane [tanβ,MA]. This is

shown in the left–hand side of Fig. 7.6 where the 68%CL, 95%CL and 99%CL contours from the

signal strengths only are displayed when, again, the theoretical uncertainty is considered as a bias.

We also display the best-fit contours for the signal strength ratios at the 68%CL and 95%CL. The

best-fit point for the signal strengths when the theoretical uncertainty is set to zero, is obtained

for the values tanβ = 1 and MA = 557 GeV, which implies for the other parameters, when the

radiative corrections entering the Higgs masses and the angle α are derived using the information

Mh = 125 GeV : MH = 580 GeV, MH± = 563 GeV and α = −0.837 rad. Regarding this best-fit

point, one should note that the χ2 value is relatively stable all over the 1σ region shown in Fig. 7.6.

It is interesting to superimpose on these indirect limits in the [tanβ,MA] plane, the direct con-

straints on the heavy H/A/H± boson searches performed by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations

as shown in the right–hand side of Fig. 7.6. As discussed in Ref. [9] (see also Ref. [24]), besides

the limits from the A/H → τ+τ− and to a lesser extent t → bH+ → bτν searches which exclude

high tanβ values and which can be extended to very low tanβ as well, there are also limits from

adapting to the MSSM the high mass SM Higgs searches in the channels6 H → WW and ZZ as

well as the searches for heavy resonances decaying into tt̄ final states that exclude low values of

tanβ and MA. For values 250 ∼< MA ∼< 350 GeV, only the intermediate tanβ ≈ 2–10 range is still

allowed.

7.4 Conclusion

We have discussed the MSSM after the discovery of the Higgs boson that we identify with the

lighter h state. The mass Mh ≈ 125 GeV and the non–observation of SUSY particles, seems to

indicate that the soft–SUSY breaking scale might be large, MS ∼> 1 TeV. We have shown, using

both approximate analytical formulae and a scan of the MSSM parameters, that the MSSM Higgs

sector can be described to a good approximation by only the two parameters tanβ and MA if the

information Mh = 125 GeV is used. One could then ignore the radiative corrections to the Higgs

masses and their complicated dependence on the MSSM parameters and use a simple formula to

derive the other parameters of the Higgs sector, α, MH and MH± .

In a second step, we have shown that to describe accurately the h properties when the direct

radiative corrections are also important, the three couplings ct, cb and cV are needed besides the h

mass. We have performed a fit of these couplings. In the limit of heavy sparticles (i.e. with small

direct corrections), the best fit point turns out to be at low tanβ, tanβ ≈ 1, and with a not too

high CP–odd Higgs mass, MA ≈ 560 GeV.

For this particular point, the heavier Higgs particles will be accessible in the next LHC run at

least in the channels A,H → tt̄ and presumably also in the modes H → WW,ZZ as the rates are

6At low tanβ, channels such as A → hZ and H → hh need also to be considered [9]. In the latter case, special
care is needed in the treatment of the trilinear Hhh coupling.
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Figure 7.6: Left: best-fit regions at 68%CL (green), 95%CL (yellow) and 99%CL (light gray) for the Higgs
signal strengths in the plane [tanβ,MA]; the best–fit point is shown in blue and the theoretical uncertainty is
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for the signal strength ratios are also shown. Right: we superimpose on these constraints the excluded
regions (in red, and as a shadow when superimposed on the best-fit regions) from the direct searches of the
heavier Higgs bosons at the LHC following the analysis of Ref. [9].
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√
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GeV. For the production, we have taken into account only the gluon and bottom quark fusion processes and
followed the analysis given in Ref. [9].

rather large for tanβ ≈ 1. This is shown in Fig. 7.7 where the cross sections times decay branching

ratios for A and H are displayed as a function of tanβ for the choice MA = 557 GeV for
√
s = 14
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TeV7.

7Furthermore, the correct relic abundance of the LSP neutralino can be easily obtained through χ0
1χ

0
1 → A→ tt̄

annihilation by allowing the parameters µ and M1 to be comparable and have an LSP mass close to the A–pole,
mχ0

1
≈ 1

2
MA.
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Chapter 8

A non-commutativity for the

boundary-localized Higgs boson in 5D

theories

Adapted from: R. Barceló, S. Mitra and G. Moreau, Eur. Phys. J. C75 (2015) 11, 527.

8.1 Introduction

The recent and historical discovery of a Higgs-like boson [1] around 125 GeV at the Large Hadron

Collider (LHC) [2] of the CERN fulfills the last missing piece of the particle content of the Standard

Model (SM). However, even with the discovery of the Brout-Englert-Higgs scalar field [3], the

mechanism responsible for breaking the ElectroWeak (EW) symmetry is not fully understood ;

there remain some questions unresolved like, for example, determining the range of validity of the

SM. If the SM is valid all the way up to the Planck scale then one can wonder why the EW energy

scale (close to the Higgs mass) is so much smaller than the Planck scale. The famous Randall-

Sundrum (RS) proposition of an higher-dimensional background with the Higgs boson localized on

a TeV or Infra-Red (IR) brane [4], besides addressing the gauge hierarchy problem of Higgs mass

corrections, provides an aesthetic interpretation of this apparent discrepancy between fundamental

scales of nature : the measured Planck scale would be an effective four-dimensional (4D) scale

whereas the gravity scale on the TeV-brane would be reduced by a warp factor down to the EW

scale order (the 5D gravity scale in the bulk being still of the order of the Planck scale). The later

RS version with SM fields propagating in the bulk [5] even allows to explain the strong hierarchies

among fermion masses.

At this special moment where the LHC is scrutinizing the Higgs boson properties [6,7] and exploring

higher energy frontiers, it is crucial for the community to have a deep theoretical understanding of
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the RS paradigm, in order to develop carefully phenomenological tests of such a scenario. These

tests of the RS model can make use of the more and more precise experimental measurements

in the Higgs sector [8–11] or of possible direct signatures from Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations at

colliders [12–16] (see Ref. [17] for a review).

Now, from the theoretical point of view, it turns out that recently there has been a debate in

the literature on RS frameworks [18, 19]. A non-commutativity has appeared : different results

were obtained for Higgs production/decay processes when taking ε → 0 and then NKK → ∞ [20]

or the opposite order [21]. NKK is the number of exchanged excited states at the level of the

loop amplitude. ε is the infinitesimal parameter introduced to regularize the Dirac peak along the

extra-dimension associated to the Higgs scalar stuck on the IR-brane ; indeed, this Higgs peak

induces the so-called jump problem, for the wave functions of the fermion bulk fields, which must

be regularized. It was clearly crucial for testing the Higgs sector of the RS model at LHC to shed

light on those theoretical subtleties.

In this study, we show that there exists another type of non-commutativity in a 4D calculation

(based on considering gradually KK tower effects) : the fermion mass spectrum expression relies on

the arbitrary choice in ordering the limits ε→ 0 and N →∞, where N is now the KK-index at the

level of the calculation of mass eigenvalues. We point out this non-commutativity in a toy model

with a brane-localized Higgs boson and fermionic matter propagating along a flat extra-dimension,

but our main conclusions are expected to remain true in more realistic warped extra-dimension

scenarios.

So once more, it is urgent to really understand this new non-commutativity and to determine

which order of the limits on ε,N has to be followed to construct a consistent model before studying

its phenomenology. For that purpose, we perform calculations of the fermion mass spectrum, in

both the 4D and 5D (based on equations of motion with Yukawa terms) approaches, applying

consecutively the two possible orders – assimilated to two kinds of Higgs regularization – for the

above mentioned limits on ε,N . Those calculations allow effectively a better insight into the Higgs

peak regularization features.

This 4D calculation of the mass spectrum reveals itself to be quite ‘heavy’, due to the rich texture

of the infinite fermion mass matrices, but it has the further interest to demonstrate analytically

the exact matchings with the 5D calculation results. Obtaining these 4D/5D matching results

represents an opportunity to confirm again the 5D formalism for KK mixings often used.

Let us specify that in order to provide various illustrations of our calculations within the above two

types of regularizations, we regularize the Higgs delta peak by shifting it away from the boundary

as well as smoothing it into a square profile – which constitutes an equivalent alternative.

Last but not least, we show that the non-commutativity disappears in scenarios where the high-

energy (ultra-violet) completion of the model leads to higher order operators with derivatives and

localized at the Higgs brane.

The study is organized accordingly to the following simple plan. While the Section 2 is devoted
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to the 5D approach of the fermion mass spectrum, Section 3 is focused on the 4D treatment and

the two calculations are compared in the synthesis made in Section 4. We summarize and conclude

in Section 5.

8.2 5D calculations

8.2.1 The model

We consider a toy model with an extra spatial dimension having a flat geometry and being

parametrized by the coordinate, y. This extra-dimension constitutes an interval of length πR

with two boundaries at y = 0, πR. The Higgs boson of the SM, embedded in a doublet under the

SU(2)L gauge group, is strictly localized on the brane at y = πR while some fermionic matter is

spread out in the bulk. For illustration, let us consider the first quark generation 1 ; the down-

quark fields denoted by Q and D are respectively a doublet component and a singlet under SU(2)L,

as in the SM. The dynamics for the up-quark sector fields, Q̃ and U , is dictated by an identical

Lagrangian and thus we will not repeat such an analogous analysis throughout the present work.

For our task, it is sufficient to concentrate on the kinetic terms for the down-quarks as well as

their Yukawa interactions, whose fundamental 5D action can be written as usual (after the EW

symmetry breaking),

Sfermion =

∫
d4x dy

[ i
2

(Q̄ΓM∂MQ − ∂M Q̄ΓMQ + {Q↔ D})

+ δ(y − πR) (Y5 Q̄LHDR + Y ′5 Q̄RHDL + H.c.)
]
, (8.1)

where the index is M = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5 and the Higgs field is developed into the 4D scalar plus its

vacuum expectation value as, H = v+h(x)√
2

, x representing the usual four coordinates. It should be

remarked that the coupling constants Y5 and Y ′5 are independent ; in order to avoid the introduction

of a new scale in the theory, one can choose Y5 = yR and Y ′5 = y′R, where y, y′ are dimensionless

coupling constants of O(1). In our notations, the 5D Dirac spinor, being the smallest irreducible

representation of the Lorentz group, reads as,

Q =

(
QL

QR

)
and D =

(
DL

DR

)
, (8.2)

in terms of the two two-component spinors, for the two down-quark fields.

1The third family of heavy SM quarks is generally expected to feel the largest mixings with KK modes, but our
formalism is directly extendable to any quark generation as well as to leptons.
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8.2.2 The KK decomposition and equations of motion

In this Section 8.2, we derive the fermion masses using the so-called exact or 5D approach. In

this approach, one keeps the Yukawa mass terms that appear after EW symmetry breaking in the

equations of motion for the fermion profiles along the extra-dimension [we will simply refer to those

as Equations Of Motion (EOM)]. The advantage of this approach is that the mixing among all KK

modes for any fermion is automatically taken care of when solving the EOM. Hence this method

for deriving the masses is called a 5D calculation as it incorporates the full effect of the 5D theory

in the EOM.

The first step is to perform a ‘mixed’ KK decomposition of the 5D fields in Eq. (8.2),

QL =

∞∑
n=0

qnL(y) QnL(x) , (8.3a)

QR =
∞∑
n=0

qnR(y) Dn
R(x) , (8.3b)

DL =

∞∑
n=0

dnL(y) QnL(x) , (8.3c)

DR =
∞∑
n=0

dnR(y) Dn
R(x) , (8.3d)

where QnL(x), Dn
R(x) are the 4D fields and qnL,R(y), dnL,R(y) are the corresponding wave functions

along the extra-dimension. Although not essential for our calculations, we note for completeness

that with this KK decomposition, the profiles satisfy the following normalization condition,∫ πR

0
dy
[
|qX(y)|2 + |dX(y)|2

]
= 1 ; with X = L,R .

Through a factorization of the 4D fields, the mixed KK decomposition allows to separate the

Euler-Lagrange equations for the 5D fields into the 4D Dirac equations (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3),

−iσ̄µ∂µQnL(x) +m Dn
R(x) = 0 , (8.4)

−iσµ∂µDn
R(x) +m QnL(x) = 0 , (8.5)
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and the equations of motion for any excited fermion profile after EW symmetry breaking,

− m qL − q′R + δ(y − πR)
vY5√

2
dR = 0 , (8.6a)

− m qR + q′L + δ(y − πR)
vY ′5√

2
dL = 0 , (8.6b)

− m dL − d′R + δ(y − πR)
vY ′5√

2
qR = 0 , (8.6c)

− m dR + d′L + δ(y − πR)
vY5√

2
qL = 0 , (8.6d)

where the ‘ ′ ’ exponent after any wave function denotes the derivative with respect to the fifth

coordinate, y. We have assumed real Yukawa coupling constants and m masses for simplicity, but

this kind of analysis is generalizable to cases with complex phases.

The variation of the action combined with the above EOM on the boundaries give rise either

to the Dirichlet Boundary Conditions (BC) on both boundaries [i.e. vanishing profiles at the two

endpoints], denoted (−−) and to be assigned to qR and dL, or to the Neumann BC [vanishing

derivatives], noted (++) and assigned to qL and dR. Now, due to the δ(y−πR)-term in Eq. (8.6a),

its infinitesimal integration around y = πR leads to two distinct values of qR at that point, which

together with the unique qR (−−) BC renders the value of this profile at y = πR ambiguous : this

is the ‘jump’ problem [22], first described on an interval in Ref. [23], which also arises of course for

the dL profile in Eq. (8.6d).

To avoid this ambiguity one has to regularize the Higgs peak [23] : this can be done via shifting

the Dirac peak away from the boundary by a small (εR) amount, or, via smoothing the peak by

giving it a narrow width (like a normalized square function of width εR). Then one imposes the

(−−) BC’s and solves the EOM (involving ε) to find the fermion masses, before finally taking the

limit, ε→ 0, in order to recover the wanted brane-localized Higgs situation. We are going to realize

explicitly those two schemes of ε-regularization in the next two subsections.

8.2.3 Moving the Higgs peak

If one shifts the Higgs peak by a distance εR away from the πR-boundary,

δ (y − πR)→ δ (y − (π − ε)R) , (8.7)
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then profile jumps move from the boundary to the bulk. The EOM that one needs to solve become,

− m qL − q′R + δ (y − (π − ε)R)
vY5√

2
dR = 0 , (8.8a)

− m qR + q′L + δ (y − (π − ε)R)
vY ′5√

2
dL = 0 , (8.8b)

− m dL − d′R + δ (y − (π − ε)R)
vY ′5√

2
qR = 0 , (8.8c)

− m dR + d′L + δ (y − (π − ε)R)
vY5√

2
qL = 0 . (8.8d)

Solving this set of equations is not very complicated since, for 0 ≤ y < (π − ε)R and (π − ε)R <

y ≤ πR, the above equations become identical to the free equations, i.e. EOM without the Yukawa

terms. For the qR, dL solutions satisfying the (−−) BC and the qL, dR solutions with (++) BC,

at y = 0 [BC’s still induced by the action variation combined with the new EOM (8.8a)-(8.8d) on

the boundaries], we get the following physical profiles,

qL(y) = C cos(my) , qR(y) = −C sin(my) , dR(y) = C cos(my) , dL(y) = C sin(my) , (8.9)

which are valid for 0 ≤ y < (π − ε)R. C denotes the normalization factor. For (π − ε)R < y ≤ πR,

we obtain the following general EOM solutions,

q̂L(y) = B1 cos(my) +B2 sin(my), q̂R(y) = B2 cos(my)−B1 sin(my),

d̂L(y) = B3 cos(my) +B4 sin(my), d̂R(y) = B4 cos(my)−B3 sin(my), (8.10)

where Bi’s are arbitrary constants that are fixed by the normalizations. From Eq. (8.8a)-(8.8d), we

see that the amount of jump that a field undergoes is proportional to the value of some other profile

exactly at y = (π− ε)R. Hence to connect the two sets of solutions in Eq. (8.9) and Eq. (8.10), one

needs to assign some values for these profiles at the jump point. We use the following convention

for a generic profile,

f ((π − ε)R) =
1

1 + c

[
f ((π − ε)R) + cf̂ ((π − ε)R)

]
, (8.11)
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i.e. we take the weighted average of the limiting values of the function approaching from both sides,

which, for c = 1, translates into the normal averaging. The continuity conditions read then as,

qR ((π − ε)R)− q̂R ((π − ε)R) =
−vY5√
2(1 + c)

[
dR ((π − ε)R) + c d̂R ((π − ε)R)

]
, (8.12a)

qL ((π − ε)R)− q̂L ((π − ε)R) =
vY ′5√

2(1 + c)

[
dL ((π − ε)R) + c d̂L ((π − ε)R)

]
, (8.12b)

dR ((π − ε)R)− d̂R ((π − ε)R) =
−vY ′5√
2(1 + c)

[
qR ((π − ε)R) + c q̂R ((π − ε)R)

]
, (8.12c)

dL ((π − ε)R)− d̂L ((π − ε)R) =
vY5√

2(1 + c)

[
qL ((π − ε)R) + c q̂L ((π − ε)R)

]
. (8.12d)

Injecting Eq. (8.9)-(8.10) in these four relations gives us the following constant expressions,

B1 = B4 =
C[(1 + c)2(X +X ′) sin (2(π − ε)mR)− 2((1 + c)2 + cXX ′)]

2[c2XX ′ − (1 + c2)]
, (8.13)

B3 = −B2 =
C(1 + c)2[X −X ′ + (X +X ′) cos (2(π − ε)mR)]

2[c2XX ′ − (1 + c2)]
, (8.14)

where X = vY5/
√

2 and X ′ = vY ′5/
√

2. One can now apply the BC for the (−−) modes on the

y = πR brane,

q̂R(πR) = d̂L(πR) = 0 . (8.15)

For small ε→ 0, this requires,

tan (πR m) =

√
2(1 + c)2vY5

2(1 + c)2 + cv2Y5Y ′5
, (8.16)

which for c = 1 becomes,

tan (πR m) =
4
√

2vY5

8 + v2Y5Y ′5
. (8.17)

This relation gives directly the solutions for the fermion mass spectrum.

It is possible to choose another order of calculation. Indeed, one can first derive the BC for the

4 profiles at y = 0, πR and thus take into account their effects on the EOM terms in Eq. (8.6a)-

(8.6d). At this level, we can first show [as done in Appendix A] that the usual (−−) and (++) BC

exist in the case where the EOM (8.6a)-(8.6d), containing boundary terms, hold. Now the (−−)

BC assigned to the dL, qR wave functions have the effect of eliminating the δ(y − πR) terms in

Eq. (8.6b)-(8.6c).

Then the rest of the procedure to find the mass spectrum is identical to the previous order of

calculation, except of course that the terms involving the Y ′5 coupling constant are absent. At the
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next step, one introduces a regularizing ε-shift in the EOM (8.6a)-(8.6d) [without Y ′5 terms]. As

above, integrating the obtained EOM leads to conditions at y = (π − ε)R which connect the d, q

profiles defined in the interval, [0, (π − ε)R], with the d̂, q̂ profiles on, [(π − ε)R, πR]. These are

now conditions of continuity for the dR, qL profiles across y = (π − ε)R,

qR ((π − ε)R)− q̂R ((π − ε)R) =
−vY5√

2
dR ((π − ε)R) , (8.18a)

qL ((π − ε)R)− q̂L ((π − ε)R) = 0 , (8.18b)

dR ((π − ε)R)− d̂R ((π − ε)R) = 0 , (8.18c)

dL ((π − ε)R)− d̂L ((π − ε)R) =
vY5√

2
qL ((π − ε)R) , (8.18d)

due to the absence of Y ′5 terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (8.18b)-(8.18c). The consequence

is that these profiles are well defined at y = (π − ε)R, where dR = d̂R, qL = q̂L, which fixes

uniquely the amounts of discontinuity in Eq. (8.18a) and Eq. (8.18d) ; there is thus no need to

choose any c-prescription like in Eq. (8.12). One continues to follow the same steps of calculation

as in the previous procedure, with the same BC as well. Replacing the dL, qR (dR, qL) profiles in

Eq. (8.18a)-(8.18d) with their expressions dictated by the free EOM and the Dirichlet (Neumann)

BC at y = 0, as well as d̂L,R, q̂L,R with the general expressions for free profiles, gives rise to a

system whose solutions for the constants once injected in the BC, q̂R(πR) = d̂L(πR) = 0, lead to

the fermion mass spectrum,

tan (πR m) =
vY5√

2
, (8.19)

in the ε → 0 limit. It turns out that this mass result can be obtained from Eq. (8.16) by setting

Y ′5 = 0, in which case indeed the c-dependence disappears.

8.2.4 Smoothing the Higgs peak

We can alternatively replace the Higgs Dirac peak at the boundary by a normalized square function,

of width εR and height 1/εR, so that the Dirac peak is recovered in the limit, ε → 0. With this

smooth profile, one gets the following EOM,

− m qL − q′R +
Θ (y − (π − ε)R)

εR

vY5√
2
dR = 0 , (8.20a)

− m qR + q′L +
Θ (y − (π − ε)R)

εR

vY ′5√
2
dL = 0 , (8.20b)

− m dL − d′R +
Θ (y − (π − ε)R)

εR

vY ′5√
2
qR = 0 , (8.20c)

− m dR + d′L +
Θ (y − (π − ε)R)

εR

vY5√
2
qL = 0 , (8.20d)
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where Θ(y) = 1 for y ≥ 0 and zero otherwise. In the range 0 ≤ y < (π − ε)R, these equations

correspond to the free EOM and have the same solutions as in Eq. (8.9) if we impose once more

the (−−) and (++) BC’s at y = 0. Assuming Y5 = Y ′5 for simplicity, the following generic ansatz

solves the EOM (8.20a)-(8.20d) in the range (π − ε)R ≤ y ≤ πR ,

f̂X(y) = AfX exp

(√
v2Y 2

5 − 2m2ε2R2

2ε2R2
y

)
+BfX exp

(
−
√
v2Y 2

5 − 2m2ε2R2

2ε2R2
y

)
, (8.21)

fX standing for any profile and AfX ,BfX being normalization constants. Demanding that all the

profiles are continuous across y = (π − ε)R and setting q̂R(πR) = d̂L(πR) = 0 [BC for the (−−)

modes] gives us the following condition on the mass,

tan (πR m) =

√
vY5 −

√
2mεR

vY5 +
√

2mεR
tanh

(√
v2Y 2

5 − 2m2ε2R2

2

)
. (8.22)

In the limit ε→ 0 this simplifies to,

tan (πR m) = tanh

(√
v2Y 2

5

2

)
. (8.23)

As in the case of the shifted delta function, if one first imposes instead the BC for the (−−)

modes, qR(πR) = dL(πR) = 0, the Yukawa terms in the Eq. (8.6b)-(8.6c) are eliminated. Then

solving the EOM (8.20a)-(8.20d) with an εR-square function but without those two Yukawa terms,

one recovers, through the same steps of calculation, the simple mass spectrum of Eq. (8.19).

8.3 4D calculations

8.3.1 The KK decomposition and mass matrices

In this Section 8.3, considering the same model as the one defined by the Lagrangian (8.1), we

calculate the fermion masses in the maybe more intuitive approach referred to as the perturbative

or 4D calculation. To obtain the fermion profiles, here, one considers the free EOM, i.e. the

equations without Yukawa mass terms. As a result, unlike the 5D point of view addressed in the

previous Section 8.2, one needs to diagonalize the fermion mass matrices to include the whole KK

mass mixing effect. The 4D approach denomination relies on the fact that one starts from a 4D

model without KK modes and the entire KK tower is taken into account gradually, through the

limit N →∞. It is also called a perturbative approach in the sense that the Yukawa interaction is

incorporated via infinite series terms.

Now, these infinite numbers of KK excitations lead to infinite-dimensional mass matrices whose

exact diagonalization can represent a challenging task. However, in certain cases it is possible
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analytically as we shall illustrate in this Section 8.3. The aim being to compare the fermion masses

obtained by diagonalizing the complete mass matrix with the ones obtained from the previous 5D

approach.

We start by decomposing the 5D fields in KK towers like,

QL =
∞∑
n=0

qnL(y) QnL(x) , (8.24a)

QR =

∞∑
n=0

qnR(y) QnR(x) , (8.24b)

DL =
∞∑
n=0

dnL(y) Dn
L(x) , (8.24c)

DR =
∞∑
n=0

dnR(y) Dn
R(x) , (8.24d)

which gives rise to the following KK mass terms in the 4D effective Lagrangian,

LKK = −
∞∑
n=0

[
MqnQ̄

n
L(x)QnR(x) + MdnD̄

n
L(x)Dn

R(x)
]

+ H.c.

where

Mqn = Mdn =
n

R
. (8.25)

The complete quark mass matrix in the 4D effective picture, after EW symmetry breaking, reads

as,

Lmass = −Ψ̄L · [M ] ·ΨR + H.c.

and can be expressed, in the ‘combined’ basis for the Left and Right-handed fields,

Ψt
L = (Q0

L, D
0
L, Q

1
L, D

1
L, Q

2
L, D

2
L, · · · ) ,

Ψt
R = (Q0

R, D
0
R, Q

1
R, D

1
R, Q

2
R, D

2
R, · · · ) , (8.26)

by the following infinite matrix,
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[M ] ≡



Mq0 α00 0 α01 0 α02 · · ·
β00 Md0 β01 0 β02 0 · · ·
0 α10 Mq1 α11 0 α12 · · ·
β10 0 β11 Md1 β12 0 · · ·
0 α20 0 α21 Mq2 α22 · · ·
β20 0 β21 0 β22 Md2 · · ·
...

...
...

...
...

...
. . .


, (8.27)

with,

αij = Y5

∫ πR

0
dy δ(y − πR)

v√
2
qiL(y) djR(y) , (8.28)

βij = Y ′5

∫ πR

0
dy δ(y − πR)

v√
2
diL(y) qjR(y) . (8.29)

To try to match the different regularizations performed in the 5D approach of Section 8.2, we

will treat similarly the Higgs peak – by either moving or smoothing it – in the 4D calculations of

next two subsections.

8.3.2 Moving the Higgs peak

The fields (8.26) undergo the unitary transformation matrices to the physical basis and the squared

modulus of the quark masses, |m|2, are the eigenvalues, noted λ, of the infinite-dimensional matrix,[
M †M

]
. For a general Higgs profile, we present in the Appendix B one of the main results of the

present work : the Characteristic Equation (CE), for the infinite
[
M †M

]
matrix, whose solutions

are the eigenvalues, λ = |m|2. From the obtained expression of the CE terms shown there, a logical

structure in series emerges for such a general case. The CE contains infinite series of various types

which can be written using the generic structures, An and Bn, involving respectively, αij and βij .

Let us now focus on the case of a Higgs peak infinitesimally shifted at some point, y = (π−ε)R,

along the extra-dimension as in Eq. (8.7). Then the CE takes a much simpler form since the

functions, αij and βij , are factorizable in, i and j,

αij =
vY5√

2
qiL((π − ε)R)× djR((π − ε)R) , (8.30)

βji =
vY ′5√

2
qiR((π − ε)R)× djL((π − ε)R) , (8.31)
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so that accordingly to Eq. (F.3),

An>1 = Bn>1 = 0 , (8.32)

due to the anti-symmetric constructions of An and Bn. As a result the generic CE of Eq. (F.1)

simplifies to,

1 +
∑
q1;d1

(−λ)
(αq1d1)2 + (βd1q1)2

(M2
q1 − λ)(M2

d1
− λ)

+
∑

q1,q2;d1,d2

(−λ)2 (αq1d1)2 (βd2q2)2

(M2
q1 − λ)(M2

d1
− λ)(M2

q2 − λ)(M2
d2
− λ)

×
(

1− δq1q2
M2
q2

λ

)(
1− δd1d2

M2
d2

λ

)
−
∑
Q1;D1

2 MQ1MD1

αQ1D1βD1Q1

(M2
Q1
− λ)(M2

D1
− λ)

+
∑

Q1<Q2:d1,d2

2(−λ)MQ1MQ2

(M2
Q1
− λ)(M2

Q2
− λ)

× αQ1d1αQ2d1βd2Q1βd2Q2

(M2
d1
− λ)(M2

d2
− λ)

×
(

1− δd1d2

M2
d2

λ

)

+
∑

q1,q2:D1<D2

2(−λ)MD1MD2

(M2
D1
− λ)(M2

D2
− λ)

× αq1D1αq1D2βD1q2βD2q2

(M2
q1 − λ)(M2

q2 − λ)
×
(

1− δq1q2
M2
q2

λ

)

+
∑

Q1<Q2;D1<D2

2

∏
i=1,2

MQiMDi

(M2
Qi
− λ)(M2

Di
− λ)


×

(
αQ1D1αQ2D2 × βD1Q1βD2Q2 + αQ1D2αQ2D1 × βD2Q1βD1Q2

)
= 0 . (8.33)

Here and elsewhere, unless specified, a sum over any index is assumed to be running from 0 to

∞ ; in the above relation, the KK masses obey e.g., Mq1 = q1/R where q1 is a running integer

[slightly different writing from Eq. (8.25) to ease notations]. We stress that to derive Eq. (8.33),

no approximation has been made, or in other words this equation exhibits the complete CE in this

case. Choosing the (−−) and (++) BC’s [from the action variation and free EOM on boundaries]

for the quark profiles, to end up with a chiral theory, we get the following normalized solutions of

the free EOM 2,

qnL(y) = dnR(y) =

√
2

πR
cos
(ny
R

)
, −qnR(y) = dnL(y) =

√
2

πR
sin
(ny
R

)
for n > 0

q0
L(y) = d0

R(y) =

√
1

πR
, −q0

R(y) = d0
L(y) = 0 for n = 0 . (8.34)

With these solutions, the αij and βji functions of Eq. (8.30)-(8.31) become,

αij =

√
2vY5

πR
cos(i(π − ε)) cos(j(π − ε)) , α00 =

vY5√
2πR

, (8.35)

βji =
−
√

2vY ′5
πR

sin(i(π − ε)) sin(j(π − ε)) , βj0 = β0i = β00 = 0 . (8.36)

2Although we have kept β0j ,βi0 in the matrix (8.27) to make its (αij ↔ βji) symmetric texture explicit, we note
that β0j = βi0 = 0 since the zero-modes q0

R(y) = d0
L(y) = 0.
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We are now in possession of all the necessary tools to simplify and solve the CE (8.33) in terms

of the mass. Computing analytically all the involved infinite sums (over KK modes), we find the

following compact form for the CE, in the final limit ε→ 0,

1 +
1

4
v2Y5Y

′
5 +

1

64
v4(Y5Y

′
5)2 =

v2Y 2
5

2
cot2

(
πR
√
λ
)
, (8.37)

or, tan2
(
πR
√
|m|2

)
=

(
4
√

2vY5

8 + v2Y5Y ′5

)2

. (8.38)

Let us add a few comments, for the reader, about the methods used to derive that result. The

term on the right hand side of Eq. (8.37) comes from (++) mode contributions only, in the sense

that it follows from the series of Eq. (8.33) [second term of the whole expression],

∑
q1;d1

(−λ)
(αq1d1)2

(M2
q1 − λ)(M2

d1
− λ)

, (8.39)

if one invokes the following identity,

∞∑
n=0

1

n2 − x2
= − 1

2x2

[
1 + (πx) cot (πx)

]
,

where x is some function of R and λ. All the other terms of Eq. (8.33), except the fifth one [last

term of the second line] and the last one [two last lines], do not give contributions in the limit

ε→ 0. The non-vanishing terms of Eq. (8.33) can be re-expressed as combinations of the (Hurwitz)

Lerch transcendent 3,

Φ
(
eiε, 1, x

)
=

∞∑
n=0

einε

n+ x

= −γ − ψ (x)− log(−iε) +O(ε) ,

where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and ψ (x) = Γ′(x)/Γ(x) is the so-called digamma function

(logarithmic derivative of the gamma function).

At this stage, we insist on the fact that in order to obtain Eq. (8.38) we have first written the

CE of the mass matrix in Eq. (8.33) and calculated its KK summations up to N → ∞, before

imposing the limit ε → 0 on the obtained CE – as a last step. If, however, it is realized in the

opposite order, i.e. first applying ε → 0 on the mass matrix (8.27) [so that the matrix elements

βij → 0 since qnR(πR) = dnL(πR) = 0], before writing the matrix CE and working out its infinite KK

sums or in other words taking its limit for N →∞ [without βij series anymore], one would obtain,

tan2
(
πR
√
|m|2

)
=

(
vY5√

2

)2

, (8.40)

3Due to cancellations among different terms, the Eq. (8.37) does depend ultimately neither on γ nor on log(−iε).
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instead of Eq. (8.38). Eq. (8.40) originates solely from the series in Eq. (8.39). As already observed

in the 5D approach, one would obtain the same result as in Eq. (8.40) by setting Y ′5 = 0 in

Eq. (8.38) ; this is logical since the βij ’s are proportional to Y ′5 .

8.3.3 Smoothing the Higgs peak

Alternatively, the Higgs Dirac peak at the boundary can be replaced by a normalized square

function, of width εR, as in Eq. (8.20a)-(8.20d). Then, using the profiles from Eq. (8.34), we see

that for i, j > 0,

αij =
vY5√
2εR

∫ πR

(π−ε)R
dy qiL(y) djR(y) =

−vY5√
2εR

(
sin[(i+ j)(π − ε)]

i+ j
+

sin[(i− j)(π − ε)]
i− j

)
,

βji =
vY ′5√
2εR

∫ πR

(π−ε)R
dy djL(y) qiR(y) =

−vY ′5√
2εR

(
sin[(i+ j)(π − ε)]

i+ j
− sin[(i− j)(π − ε)]

i− j

)
,

which means that the functions αij and βji are no longer factorizable in i, j – so that the simpli-

fication relation (F.3) does not hold anymore. As a result, the CE of Eq. (F.1)-(F.6)-(F.7), for

the infinite
[
M †M

]
matrix, contains multiple infinite series which render difficult its simplification.

Now in the absence of a compact form, like the one in Eq. (8.33), it is tricky to solve the CE and

work out the exact squared mass eigenvalues, λ = |m|2.

8.4 Interpretation of the analytical results

8.4.1 A non-commutativity in the 4D approach

After having presented our analytical results, we now discuss their impacts, one by one. First,

we have found that the 4D calculation gives rise to different fermion mass spectrum definitions in

the two orderings of the calculation : first taking the limit ε → 0 (Higgs localization) in the mass

matrix (8.27) before writing the characteristic equation and applying the limit N → ∞ (here N

refers generically to the various indices used in previous section for the KK summations), leads to

the characteristic equation (8.40) 4, while the inverse order of taking N →∞ in the characteristic

equation and ε → 0 in a second step, results in Eq. (8.38) – in the case of an Higgs profile

regularized by a shifted Dirac peak where the characteristic equation can be derived analytically

from the 4D point of view (dealing with infinite mass matrices). In the former order, the fermion

(−−) wave functions play absolutely no rôle in the calculation since the βij off-diagonal terms of

the matrix (8.27) vanish at the first step [ε → 0 limit]. In contrast, the infinite KK sum over

these vanishing terms gives rise non-trivially to an additional contribution in Eq. (8.38) which is

proportional to the Y ′5 coupling (entering the βij ’s). All this is summarized in the 4D line of Table 1.

4In a preliminary work [24] on the RS framework, an approximated mass spectrum was obtained in this ordering
(ε→ 0, N →∞) through an expansion in powers of v2/M2

KK .
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This non-commutativity will be confirmed in Section 8.4.2 in the following sense: we will see that

these two 4D calculation orderings correspond to two different 5D calculations.

Table 1 (shifted Higgs) Regularization I Regularization II

tan (πR m) =
vY5√

2
tan (πR m) =

√
2(1 + c)2vY5

2(1 + c)2 + cv2Y5Y ′5
5D calculation

no δ-terms for (−−)-profiles δ-terms for (−−)-profiles

(−−) BC at πR, EOM with ε EOM with ε, (−−) BC at πR

tan2(πR
√
|m|2) =

(
vY5√

2

)2

tan2(πR
√
|m|2) =

(
vY5/

√
2

1 + v2Y5Y ′5/8

)2

4D calculation

no (−−)-profile rôle (−−)-profile effect

ε→ 0 , N →∞ N →∞ , ε→ 0

Table 1 : Quark mass spectrum for a shifted Higgs peak.

In the context with bulk fermions coupled to a brane Higgs, the non-commutativity pointed

out here – the difference between the two orderings of the limits ε→ 0 and N →∞ – differs from

the non-commutativity discussed in the literature [18,19] (in the RS framework) 5 : the latter one

concerns the different results obtained from taking first ε→ 0 and then NKK →∞ as in Ref. [20],

or, the opposite order as in Ref. [21]. Here, NKK denotes the number of exchanged excited modes

included at the level of the one-loop amplitude, when calculating the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism

or the Higgs decay rate into two photons (the loop momentum integration is performed at the really

first step).

While the 4D order ε → 0, NKK → ∞ matches the 5D calculation (avoiding the very notion of

KK state) with a Higgs strictly stuck on the TeV-brane [where the (−−) KK modes vanish] [18],

the opposite 4D order – with the brane-limit taken only at last – renders the Higgs sensitive to

(−−) KK states and thus corresponds to the 5D approach with a narrow bulk-Higgs field localized

towards the brane [18] (unsuppressed ‘resonance contribution’ from high-mass KK states which can

resolve the Higgs wave function [26]). It was also found in Ref. [18] that the limit ε → 0, for the

Higgs profile regulator, can be taken either before or after performing loop integrations.

The question 6 about the non-commutativity of ε → 0 and NKK → ∞ has a formal interest and

5See also Ref. [25].
6It was pointed out [27], based on a 4D calculation of the gluon-gluon fusion amplitude in RS, that some specific

higher derivative operators allow to take into account a Ultra-Violet (UV) sensitivity.
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was discussed for technical reasons since one has to impose anyway a Λ cut-off at the end of the day,

due to the non-renormalizability of higher-dimensional theories (or their induced low gravity scale),

so that NKK is bounded from above. It was found in Ref. [18,19] that once the loop calculation is

performed in a realistic context with a consistent UV regulator such as dimensional regularization

(or with a hard UV momentum cut-off on the 4D loop integral), the non-commutativity ambiguity

disappears. The present non-commutativity of ε → 0 and N → ∞ raises a new question, because

the Λ cut-off must not be applied on N (see Section 8.4.4). This physical question about the

interpretation of the non-commutativity will be addressed in Section 8.4.3.

8.4.2 Matching the 4D and 5D approaches

In the 5D approach, there are also two possible ways for calculating the fermion mass spectrum,

as described in Section 8.2 and summarized in the 5D line of Table 1.

In one way, the BC at πR is imposed for the (−−) profiles in a first stage so that the two terms

in Eq. (8.6b)-(8.6c) involving both the δ(y − πR) peak and a (−−) profile, dL(y) or qR(y), vanish

(after integration). In a second stage, one solves the EOM system (8.6a)-(8.6d) with a regularized

Higgs peak, e.g. shifted by an amount εR.

The other way consists of first solving the system (8.8a)-(8.8d) with an εR-shifted Higgs, so that

the terms in Eq. (8.8b)-(8.8c) involving both δ(y − (π − ε)R) and a (−−) profile, dL or qR, really

contribute. Then one imposes the BC at πR for the (−−) profiles, which does not eliminate the

above terms. The mass spectrum is dictated by those last conditions.

Those two calculation orderings result in two different mass spectrum definition given by Eq. (8.16)

and Eq. (8.19), which are copied in the 5D line of Table 1 ; the angle of the tangent function is only

defined modulo nπ which gives rise to the KK eigen-mass tower mn [n ∈ N as in Eq. (8.3a)-(8.3d)].

The effect of the EW symmetry breaking is thus a shift of arctan(vY5/
√

2)/πR in the KK mass

tower n/R, for the case of the left column in Table 1.

As expected 7, there is a mass spectrum matching between the 4D and 5D calculations that

Table 1 exhibits. Although expected, this matching was not trivial to demonstrate analytically,

especially due to the complexity of dealing with the infinite 4D mass matrix (8.27). Furthermore,

it turns out that there are in fact two distinct 4D/5D matchings, for the two calculation orders

performed in 4D (c.f. Section 8.4.1) and 5D (described in previous paragraph) that we thus

commonly denote in the table as regularizations of type I and II – see later discussion in the next

Section 8.4.3. The 4D/5D matching in the regularization of type I is explicit : the two equations

obtained give rise to the same possible mass spectra. In the regularization of type II, the 4D/5D

matching occurs exactly for c = 1 as show the two mass equations ; it means that other 5D c-

prescriptions [i.e. c 6= 1] should not represent experimentally distinct regularizations 8 (as distinct

7In the 4D limit N →∞, the effect of the infinite KK tower is taken into account which is equivalent to consider
rigorously the full 5D fields of Eq. (8.24a)-(8.24d).

8The precise notion of experimentally equivalent regularizations will be described at the beginning of Section 8.4.3.
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4D approaches matching c 6= 1 do not exist).

The first implication of those two 4D/5D matchings is the existence of two different 4D cal-

culations (confirming subsection 8.4.1) since there are two ways of calculating the mass spectrum

from the 5D point of view as well. These two ways of calculating (regularizations I and II) differ in

their brane-Higgs sensitivity to the tower of bulk (−−) profiles ; this can be described remarkably

in both the 4D and 5D approaches. From the 5D point of view, in regularization II the terms in

Eq. (8.8b)-(8.8c) coupling the VEV to (−−) profiles are not vanishing – in contrast with case I –

as explained at the beginning of this subsection. Regarding the 4D treatment, in regularization II

there is a non-vanishing contribution from the βij terms [c.f. Eq. (8.29)] which represent overlaps

between the Higgs and (−−) profiles, whereas their contribution is absent in case I as discussed at

the beginning of Subsection 8.4.1.

There is a second consequence ; the two 4D/5D matchings guarantee that the 5D mixed-

formalism [c.f. Eq. (8.3a)-(8.3d)], followed usually in literature, represents a correct procedure to

take into account mixing effects between all KK levels which are otherwise explicitly included via

the off-diagonal elements of the 4D mass matrix (8.27).

Finally, the 4D/5D matching confirms that there exist two approaches for deriving the same

mass spectrum and that in the 4D approach there is no inconsistency induced by the Higgs lo-

calization that should be regularized (as the so-called jump problem in the 5D approach). This

can be interpreted by the fact that the exact 4D calculation proceeds by construction through a

limit (N → ∞) to obtain ‘softly’ the fermion mass expressions in the wanted higher-dimensional

scenario. This limit acts typically as the regularizing limit ε → 0 corresponding to a brane-Higgs,

in the 5D framework.

The obtained 4D/5D matching also constitutes an additional confirmation of the validity of the field

theory regularization usually applied in the 5D calculation (within this context of brane-localized

Higgs scenarios), and leads to a global coherent picture. Now of course, to determine whether such

a paradigm – relying on mathematical regularizations of an ill-defined peaked field – corresponds

really to the physical model, one would have to confront it with experimental results 9.

8.4.3 On the two types of regularizations

It is mentioned at the end of Appendix C.2 in Ref. [23] (where description is limited to the simpler

case Y5 = Y ′5) that the regularizations, called I and II here, give at most two different interpretations

of the Y5v(= yvR) parameter combination [proportional to MDL in notations of Ref. [23]]. Let

us discuss here this twofold feature more precisely. In fact, the two types of equations in Table 1

(both similar in 4D and 5D for c = 1) corresponding to the two regularizations constitute two

different relations between the Y
(′)

5 , v, R parameters and the physical mass solutions represented

by m. A physical mass m having a unique value [the measured one], the difference between these

9As the renormalizations of quantum corrections were confronted (with success) to collider data.
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two relations has to be either compensated by different values for Y5, v, R (which do not constitute

observables) in cases I and II, or, cancelled by setting Y ′5 to zero (then Y5, v, R can be identical in

cases I and II). There exist thus two numerically equivalent definitions of the mass value m so that

the regularizations I and II are experimentally equivalent 10 or even strictly identical [for vanishing

Y ′5 ].

Indeed, concretely, today there exist two different sets of Y5, v, R values (for Y ′5 6= 0) reproducing the

measured values of the observed fermion masses through the two definitions, f I
n and f II

n (solutions

from the two mass equations in Table 1), associated to the regularizations I and II :

Regularization I

{
mn = f I

n(R, v, Y5)

m̃n = f I
n(R, v, Ỹ5)

Regularization II

{
mn = f II

n (R, v, Y5, Y
′

5)

m̃n = f II
n (R, v, Ỹ5, Ỹ

′
5)

(8.41)

In other words, the two systems in Eq. (8.41) have solutions in terms of Y
(′)

5 , v, R for the first mass

eigenvalue [mn=0] and this is true including quarks/leptons (same formalism as here introducing

parameters m`n, Y`5, Y ′`5) of down or up SU(2)L-isospin (notations trivially extended to m̃n, Ỹ5, Ỹ ′5 ,

m̃`n, Ỹ`5, Ỹ ′`5) from the three generations (notations to be completed with flavor indices). The fact

that there exist solutions to the systems of type (8.41) is also due to the individual dependences of

the masses on the Yukawa parameters 11 and the higher number of Y5-like parameters compared to

the number of measured fermion masses. As for an overview of the other parameters, typically, the

EW precision tests from the LEP collider would bound from above the R radius (imposing large

KK masses to avoid dangerous corrections to the SM predictions for EW observables) while in the

gauge boson sector mZ , mW , GF would allow to determine the values of the bare parameters v,

g, g′ (through loop calculations as described e.g. in Ref. [11]), the recently measured Higgs mass

fixing the quartic coupling λ [1] 12.

The experimental equivalence of the regularizations I and II is based on generic arguments and

thus also applies to amplitudes induced by Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) effects. This

leads to remarks on the FC Higgs couplings coming from misalignments between fermion masses and

Yukawa couplings, in the RS framework with a brane Higgs [22]. This misalignment is quantified

by a non-universal shift estimated to be, using notations of Ref. [22] except for down quark Yukawa

10The expression “experimentally equivalent”, used here and throughout the present study, is motivated by the
fact that the two regularizations can give rise to the same value of a measured mass m. Now it is clear that, formally
speaking, the regularization II may generate values of a mass observable in a range different from the regularization I
[as can be seen by comparing the mass spectra in Table 1], and, the degrees of freedom involved in the mass spectrum
are also different [appearance or not of the Y ′5 coupling constant] ; in this sense the regularizations I and II are not
“physically equivalent”.

11Basically different masses depend on different Y5-like parameters (i.e. Y5, Ỹ5, Y`5,. . . ).
12Going from this toy model to RS [4], one should add the AdS5 curvature parameter, k, but kR ≈ 11 is fixed by

the gauge hierarchy solution. For the RS custodially protected version [28] there can be an additional freedom from
the M̃ parameter of explicit bulk custodial symmetry breaking, or even another one via the gZ′ coupling [29] in case

of no Left-Right parity [30]. One should also add basically the 5D mass parameters, c
L/R i
u,d,ν,l (i = 1, 2, 3), in the RS

extensions addressing the flavor problem [31].
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parameters :

Regularization I

{
∆d = 0 + ∆d

2 = md|md|2R′2
(
F (cq)
f(cq)2 + F (−cd)

f(−cd)2

)
Regularization II

{
∆d = ∆d

1 + ∆d
2 = md|md|2R′2

(
2
3
Y ′5
Y5

1
f(cq)2f(−cd)2 +

F (cq)
f(cq)2 + F (−cd)

f(−cd)2

) (8.42)

where F (cq) = (2cq−1)/(2cq+1) and ∆d
1 = 0 in case I due to vanishing contributions from Y ′5 terms.

Note that in these equations the physical condition to reproduce the (approximated) md mass has

been used to fix the v parameter. Eq. (8.42) shows that there exist two sets of parameters 13 giving

rise to the same value of ∆d within the regularizations I (without terms proportional to Y ′5 , as

included in Ref. [22]) and II (with such terms) so that these regularizations can be experimentally

equivalent. There even exist such parameters (e.g. f(cq) ∼ 1, f(−cd) � 1) for Y ′5 and Y5 of the

same order of magnitude as might be wanted to not introduce new energy scales [22]. Notice that

with more constraints on parameters from new experimental data and under the strong physical

assumption Y ′5 ' Y5, it could happen that the two sets of input parameters in regularizations I and

II cannot reproduce the same value of ∆d : then precise FCNC data should be used to select the

correct theoretical regularization by pinning down the real and unique ∆d value. This experimental

test is similar to the one discussed right below.

In the future, the upgraded 13 TeV LHC and other colliders will certainly provide more data.

One can expect more precise measurements of the Yukawa and hV V [V = Z,W ] couplings (being

functions of g, g′, v [1] and R due to KK gauge boson mixings) or even the detection of Higgs pair

production that would give information on the hV V , hhV V , hhh couplings (in turn on combinations

of λ, g, g′, v, R). The systems of Eq. (8.41) would thus have to be extended to include in particular

the physical Ynm, Ỹnm Yukawa couplings which depend on the same parameters Y
(′)

5 , Ỹ
(′)

5 , v, R :

Regularization I


mn = f I

n(R, v, Y5)

m̃n = f I
n(R, v, Ỹ5)

Ynm = gI
nm(R, v, Y5)

Ỹnm = gI
nm(R, v, Ỹ5)

Regularization II


mn = f II

n (R, v, Y5, Y
′

5)

m̃n = f II
n (R, v, Ỹ5, Ỹ

′
5)

Ynm = gII
nm(R, v, Y5, Y

′
5)

Ỹnm = gII
nm(R, v, Ỹ5, Ỹ

′
5)

(8.43)

Those couplings are involved in the action terms Ynmh(x)Q̄nL(x)Dm
R (x) and Ỹnmh(x) ¯̃QnL(x)UmR (x)

expressed with 4D fields representing mass eigenstates 14. KK mode discoveries would also add

new entries (like mn with n > 0) for the systems in Eq. (8.43).

With such new data coming it could happen at some point that there exist no more set of parame-

ters satisfying one of the two types of system in Eq. (8.43) [more physical constraints without new

degrees of freedom]. This would mean that the associated regularization is ruled out by experi-

mental data. This uniquely ruled out regularization could only correspond to the system with less

13For instance with f(cq)� 1, f(−cd)� 1 and Y ′5 � Y5.
14In the 4D approach, this notation is coherent with previous notations if the Dm

R (x) fields result from a mixing
with the QmR (x) fields, and the QnL(x) include mixings with Dn

L(x).
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parameters : regularization I (no Y ′5 , Ỹ ′5 parameters), since regularization II for Y ′5 , Ỹ
′

5 → 0 gives

back regularization I so that excluding regularization II would also exclude regularization I. In a

situation of this kind where the regularization I only is experimentally ruled out, the regularizations

I and II would obviously not be experimentally equivalent.

Let us simply remark here that it is not trivial to conclude intuitively on the experimental equiva-

lence of the two regularizations. Indeed in regularization II, from the 4D point of view, first taking

N → ∞ leads to have in a first step a full 5D theory with complete (i.e. infinite) 5D field KK

decompositions. Then imposing the ε → 0 limit, in this non-truncated 5D framework, represents

effectively a localization of the Higgs scalar on the brane. In contrast, for the regularization I, the

physical sense of taking ε→ 0 before having completed the 5D theory (i.e. having taken N →∞)

is not clear anymore : it is not obvious that it corresponds to the geometric brane-localization

along the extra-dimension as it is realized within an hybrid 5D scenario. In other words, this

regularization may or may not be equivalent to regularization II. Therefore the experimental tests

described above are really necessary to determine whether those two regularizations are experimen-

tally equivalent or not.

The above considerations on the degrees of freedom added by the Y ′5 , Ỹ ′5 parameters are expected

to be similar with a warped extra-dimension. Therefore, one can invoke the previous discussion to

make the following comments on the past and future literature about the RS scenario (or generally

on higher-dimensional theories with a brane-localized Higgs scalar and bulk matter) 15.

As discussed at the beginning of this subsection, the regularizations I and II reproduce the present

collider data and are thus experimentally equivalent. Hence, the constructions of RS realizations

reproducing the fermion masses and mixings performed through the regularization I, as for instance

in Ref. [29, 31], would have been possible as well using regularization II.

Concerning future data, one cannot be sure to predict theoretically all the possible physical values

within regularization I [some can be inaccessible as discussed below Eq. (8.43)] whereas regular-

ization II is clearly exhaustive in its predictions (it includes the parameter space of regularization

I which is recovered for Y ′5 = Ỹ ′5 = 0). This is the reason why the RS predictions on KK quark

masses, FCNC rates or Higgs productions/decays (involving KK fermion mixings) made e.g. in

Ref. [10, 11, 32–34] (4D calculation) [35] (5D calculation) 16 may not be complete in contrast with

those of Ref. [9, 18–20,22] (5D calculation).

Finally, our recommendations to treat the future experimental data within the RS model are as

follows. One should perform the regularizations I and II to determine whether in both cases there

exist parameters reproducing the whole set of observables [as in Eq. (8.43)]. If the regularization

I cannot reproduce data then it is excluded, otherwise the two regularizations are experimentally

equivalent 17. This procedure is important to safely conclude on the validity of these Higgs regu-

15For constructions of RS scenarios with a brane-Higgs as a limit case of bulk-Higgs models, we refer to Ref. [21,22].
16Let us also mention Ref. [24] in regularization I, which presents 4D/5D matching considerations via a numerical

approach and for a truncated KK fermion tower.
17The last possible situation with both regularizations unable to reproduce data would mean that either another

kind of regularization is necessary [as both previous regularizations would then not be correct] or the RS model itself
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larizations and to avoid misleading interpretations. From a practical point of view, the question

of the experimental equivalence of these regularizations is also important. Indeed, a systematic

calculation of the fermion masses or Yukawa couplings is easier through regularization I than II,

both in the 4D [less infinite sums to address cause some mass matrix elements vanish] and 5D

[less δ(y − πR) terms in EOM] approaches. Therefore, one could benefit from a regularization

equivalence by choosing to use the simpler regularization I.

8.4.4 The cut-off procedure

Generally speaking, the extra-dimensional backgrounds lead to non-renormalizable theories which

are valid only up to a certain energy scale where starts the non-perturbative regime. For instance,

in the RS model with bulk matter this scale is driven by the perturbativity of the top Yukawa

coupling and is around 2-3MKK (MKK ≡ first KK photon mass) [see e.g. Ref. [29]] so that a Λ

cut-off satisfying, Λ . 2-3MKK , should be applied. Λ indicates the typical energy scale of the UV

completion of the theory.

Based on the previous results and discussions, we are going to clarify here the correct and

generic way to apply the Λ cut-off on scenarios with a Higgs scalar stuck at a brane. Without loss

of generality, one should follow this two-step procedure,

(1) : calculate the bulk fermion mass spectrum and Yukawa couplings including infinite KK tower

contributions, as done automatically when manipulating 5D fields or considering infinite mass ma-

trices [with N →∞ after/before ε→ 0 accordingly to regularization I/II] in the 4D approach,

(2) : consider only the obtained mass eigenstates of the towers [masses and couplings derived

at step (1)] which are lighter than the Λ cut-off, in the computation of physical observables and

tree/loop-level amplitudes – with notations of Section 8.4.1, it means that NKK must be finite 18.

The reason for this rigorous order is that one should first build formally a consistent and pure

5D theory (N →∞) with full KK fermion mixings, before truncating this theory at the frontier of

its validity domain indicated by Λ to get the physical effective low-energy model.

Notice that adopting the inverse order, i.e. (2)→(1), within regularization II, that is first applying

the Λ cut-off and secondly calculating the fermion mass eigenvalues with a finite mass matrix (as

the cut-off would prevent from taking N → ∞) – ending with ε → 0 – would lead to incomplete

eigen-mass expressions (even for the lightest modes) without the Y ′5 term [c.f. Table 1]. Indeed,

the non-vanishing contributions from the mass matrix elements involving Y ′5 originate non-trivially

from the fact that the limit N →∞ has been taken [see beginning of Section 8.4.1].

(in its minimal version with an Higgs boson strictly localized on the brane) is ruled out.
18Even if a cut-off should be applied on physical observables, it may be instructive to take the limit NKK →∞ for

technical purposes in formal discussions on the calculation itself [9, 18–21].
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This cut-off procedure is analogous in supersymmetric RS extensions [36] where, at the first

step, the 4D effective Lagrangian must be written including infinite KK tower effects : one can then

regularize tree-level δ(0)-inconsistencies, arising in the bulk sfermion couplings to two brane-Higgs

bosons (from Yukawa and D-terms) 19, through cancellations with contributions from exchanges

of infinite KK towers – treated via the completeness relation. In a second step, one can apply the

Λ cut-off on tower eigenstates entering the computation e.g. of quantum corrections to the Higgs

mass, based on the obtained couplings [36]. This procedure, which has been shown to be the correct

one in supersymmetric RS frameworks [36], confirms that one should first elaborate a consistent

and thus complete 5D theory (with infinite KK towers) before truncating it at the physical cut-off

for calculating amplitudes – as justified in previous paragraph.

8.4.5 Discussion for the square Higgs profile

Let us finally discuss the regularization introduced in Section 8.2.4, which consists in smoothing

the Higgs delta peak by a square function. In that case, depending on whether the (−−) BC

at πR is applied before or after solving the EOM system (8.20a)-(8.20d) with a square Higgs

profile, the mass spectrum is given by Eq. (8.19) [regularization I] or Eq. (8.23) [regularization

II]. In the regularization I, there are no Θ-terms for (−−)-profiles in Eq. (8.20b)-(8.20c). All this

is summarized in Table 2 below, similarly to 5D part of previous Table 1 for the shifted Higgs

regularization – except that here Y5 = Y ′5 is assumed (case II) for simplicity in the calculation.

Table 2 (square Higgs) Regularization I Regularization II [Y5 = Y ′5 ]

tan (πR m) =
vY5√

2
tan (πR m) = tanh

(√
v2Y 2

5

2

)
5D calculation

no Θ-terms for (−−)-profiles Θ-terms for (−−)-profiles

(−−) BC at πR, EOM with ε EOM with ε, (−−) BC at πR

Table 2 : Quark mass spectrum for a square Higgs profile.

The Higgs regularizations via a square profile and a shifted delta peak are experimentally equiv-

alent [20,22,23] for the same reasons as those presented in details at the beginning of Section 8.4.3

where regularizations I and II were compared. Note that in case of regularization I, these two

profile regularizations are even formally equivalent as show the identical mass spectrum exhibited

in Tables 1 and 2. Hence, the above discussion on the equivalence of regularizations I and II (Sec-

tion 8.4.3) hold also for the square Higgs profile. In particular, the considerations on the counting of

19And in self couplings of the Higgs bosons as well.
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degrees of freedom are the same : there are once more additional parameters (Y ′5) in regularization

II [even if those do not appear explicitly in Table 2 due to the Y5 = Y ′5 hypothesis]. Finally, the

discussion on the cut-off in Section 8.4.4 remains also valid with a square Higgs profile.

8.4.6 Higher order operators with derivatives

So far in our discussion, we have ignored the possibility that the UV completion of the considered

model could induce some higher order operators in the low-energy effective description. In this

section, we consider a scenario where higher order operators of the kind,

δ(y − πR) YHO
∂yQR H ∂yDL

Λ2
⇔ δ

(
y −

[
πR− 1

Λ

])
YHO Q̄R H DL , (8.44)

would be present. The motivation is that these specific operators are allowed by the symmetries

of the 5D action (8.1) and are relevant for the present discussion on the regularizations. The

term (8.44) would add up to the 5D action of Eq. (8.1). Here Λ represents the cut-off energy scale,

while the YHO coupling constant has the dimension and order of magnitude of R. The rewriting as

a shifted Yukawa coupling was discussed at the end of Ref. [22] or in Ref. [27].

5D approach

We will show that in the scenario with an operator, like in Eq. (8.44), the regularizations I and

II would become analytically equivalent. For that purpose, we will study the effects of such an

operator on the fermion mass spectrum, going first through the 5D approach of the Higgs shift

procedure. Let us first rewrite the EOM in the presence of such an operator,

− m qL − q′R + δ(y − πR)
vY5√

2
dR = 0 , (8.45a)

− m qR + q′L +

{
δ(y − πR)

vY ′5√
2

+ δ

(
y −

[
πR− 1

Λ

])
vYHO√

2

}
dL = 0 , (8.45b)

− m dL − d′R +

{
δ(y − πR)

vY ′5√
2

+ δ

(
y −

[
πR− 1

Λ

])
vYHO√

2

}
qR = 0 , (8.45c)

− m dR + d′L + δ(y − πR)
vY5√

2
qL = 0 . (8.45d)

Notice the two additional YHO terms with respect to the Eq. (8.6a)-(8.6d).

In case of the regularization I – following the steps described in Section 8.2.3 – the (−−) BC

assigned to the dL, qR wave functions have first the effect of eliminating the δ(y − πR) terms in
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Eq. (8.45b)-(8.45c). One is thus left with,

− m qL − q′R + δ(y − (π − ε)R)
vY5√

2
dR = 0 , (8.46a)

− m qR + q′L + δ

(
y −

[
πR− 1

Λ

])
vY I

HO√
2

dL = 0 , (8.46b)

− m dL − d′R + δ

(
y −

[
πR− 1

Λ

])
vY I

HO√
2

qR = 0 , (8.46c)

− m dR + d′L + δ(y − (π − ε)R)
vY5√

2
qL = 0 , (8.46d)

after introducing the regularizing ε-shift for the brane-Higgs field. At this level, one can view the

inverse cut-off 1/Λ as the Higgs spatial shift εR, since the limit ε→ 0 imposed by the regularization

will then induce the limit Λ → ∞ which must be taken as well – given the step (1) described in

Section 8.4.4 (infinite KK tower, N → ∞, to get a pure 5D theory). One thus ends up with the

system of Eq. (8.8a)-(8.8d), with Y I
HO instead of Y ′5 . Hence, as in Section 8.2.3, combining the

conditions at (π − ε)R (coming from the integrations of the EOM), the wave function expressions

and the BC, q̂R(πR) = d̂L(πR) = 0, leads to the fermion mass spectrum of Eq. (8.16), with Y I
HO

instead of Y ′5 ,

tan (πR m) =

√
2(1 + c)2vY5

2(1 + c)2 + cv2Y5Y I
HO

. (8.47)

In case of the regularization II, starting by shifting the brane-Higgs peak in Eq. (8.45b)-(8.45c),

one first obtains the EOM,

− m qL − q′R + δ(y − (π − ε)R)
vY5√

2
dR = 0 , (8.48a)

− m qR + q′L +

{
δ(y − (π − ε)R)

vY ′5√
2

+ δ

(
y −

[
πR− 1

Λ

])
vY II

HO√
2

}
dL = 0 , (8.48b)

− m dL − d′R +

{
δ(y − (π − ε)R)

vY ′5√
2

+ δ

(
y −

[
πR− 1

Λ

])
vY II

HO√
2

}
qR = 0 , (8.48c)

− m dR + d′L + δ(y − (π − ε)R)
vY5√

2
qL = 0 . (8.48d)

Once again, taking the inverse cut-off 1/Λ as the Higgs shift εR, one ends up with the system

of Eq. (8.8a)-(8.8d), with Y ′5 + Y II
HO instead of Y ′5 . Therefore, as in Section 8.2.3, combining the

conditions at (π−ε)R, the wave function expressions and the BC, q̂R(πR) = d̂L(πR) = 0 [Eq. (8.15)],

we find the fermion mass spectrum of Eq. (8.16), with Y ′5 + Y II
HO instead of Y ′5 ,

tan (πR m) =

√
2(1 + c)2vY5

2(1 + c)2 + cv2Y5[Y ′5 + Y II
HO]

. (8.49)
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Therefore, the mass spectrum from Eq. (8.47) and Eq. (8.49) are equal after the parameter

redefinition, Y I
HO ≡ Y ′5 + Y II

HO. This means that the regularizations I and II are identical in the

presence of the higher order operator (8.44).

4D approach

Similarly, in the 4D approach, the mass matrix element βji of Eq. (8.31) becomes,

βji =
vY ′5√

2
qiR((π − ε)R)× djL((π − ε)R) +

vYHO√
2
qiR

(
πR− 1

Λ

)
× djL

(
πR− 1

Λ

)
. (8.50)

In the regularization I, first applying the regularization limit ε→ 0 would only suppress the Y ′5
term of Eq. (8.50) [since qnR(πR) = dnL(πR) = 0] but not the whole matrix element βji. Then fol-

lowing the same calculations in terms of βji as in Section 8.3.2, one writes the matrix characteristic

equation and works out its infinite KK sums (N →∞) leading to the same spectrum as obtained

in Eq. (8.38), except that Y ′5 should be replaced there by Y I
HO,

tan2
(
πR
√
|m|2

)
=

(
4
√

2vY5

8 + v2Y5Y I
HO

)2

. (8.51)

This is guaranteed by the fact that βji → 0 as well in the limiting case Λ→∞ (step (1), N →∞,

of Section 8.4.4).

Within the regularization II, one is first writing the characteristic equation, calculating its KK

summations up to N → ∞. At this level, the βji element of Eq. (8.50) can be factorized with

respect to Y ′5 + Y II
HO, given that the Higgs shift εR is non-vanishing yet and can be taken as the

inverse cut-off 1/Λ (same arguments as in the 5D case). Then imposing the limit ε→ 0, one finds

the same spectrum as in Eq. (8.38), replacing Y ′5 by Y ′5 + Y II
HO,

tan2
(
πR
√
|m|2

)
=

(
4
√

2vY5

8 + v2Y5[Y ′5 + Y II
HO]

)2

. (8.52)

Once again, the mass spectrum from Eq. (8.51) and Eq. (8.52) are equal after the coupling

redefinition, Y I
HO ≡ Y ′5 + Y II

HO. We thus recover, using the 4D calculations, that the regularizations

I and II are identical in the presence of the derivative operator (8.44).

The conclusion of Sections 8.4.6 and 8.4.6 reads as follows. In the presence of the higher order

operator (8.44), the non-commutativity disappears and the regularizations I and II give rise to

the same analytical expression for the fermion mass spectrum. Obviously it is this unique mass

spectrum which must be used for phenomenological studies. Notice that this spectrum is identical

to the spectrum obtained within the regularization II in the absence of higher order operators (see
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for instance Table 1).

8.5 Summary and conclusions

In the framework of a simple higher-dimensional model with bulk matter and a brane-localized Higgs

boson 20, we have first pointed out a certain non-commutativity in the order of the 4D calculation

for the fermion mass spectrum : applying first the limit ε → 0 and then N → ∞ (so-called

regularization I) leads to a different analytical expression from the inverse ordering (regularization

II). The interpretation of this difference raises obviously a physical question : which order is the

correct one?

Then the exact matching between the 4D and 5D calculations of the mass spectrum, which is

expected, has been established analytically – for the first time and in both regularizations (I/II).

This matching allows a deeper understanding of the regularizations of brane-Higgs models ; in

particular, it turns out that the regularizations I and II differ in their brane-Higgs sensitivity to the

tower of bulk (−−) profiles for the fermions. Besides, the obtained 4D/5D matching represents an-

other confirmation that the usually applied 5D mixed-formalism [i.e. the mixed KK decomposition

of Eq. (8.3a)-(8.3d)] is a correct way of including the whole KK mixing effect.

We have further worked out the interpretation of the existence of two types of Higgs peak

regularization, which answers the question raised above about the new non-commutativity. The

conclusion is that with the present experimental setup, the regularizations I and II are experimen-

tally equivalent. Nevertheless, with future constraints from high-energy collider results, it could

happen that only the regularization I is ruled out – as the regularization II involves more free

parameters (like Y ′5 , Ỹ ′5). Therefore, there is anyway no regularization-dependence of the model

since either the regularizations I and II are experimentally equivalent or one of the two is simply

excluded.

Our analysis has lead us to clarify the cut-off procedure in models with a brane-Higgs : one must

first build a consistent 5D theory – i.e. calculate eigen-masses and Yukawa couplings accordingly to

regularization I or II – with full KK fermion effects (N →∞), before restricting this theory (finite

NKK) to its validity domain delimited by the Λ UV cut-off for computing physical amplitudes.

This is analogous to the cut-off process in supersymmetric extensions of the RS model [36].

We mention that even if the Higgs peak regularization used throughout the study was shifting

the delta peak, regularizing the Higgs profile by a smooth square function is experimentally equiv-

alent and has been performed as well. In particular, this square profile treatment has allowed to

confirm our statements on the comparison between the regularizations I and II.

Besides, an important complementary result has been found : it has been shown, in the case of

20Our results are expected to be essentially similar (up to warp factors of course) in realistic warped extra-dimension
scenarios.
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the regularization through a Higgs shift, that the non-commutativity disappears in the presence of

higher order derivative operators localized on the Higgs brane. In other terms, the regularizations I

and II have been found to give mass spectra identical to each other – and analytically equivalent to

the spectrum from the regularization II without higher order operators. Those results hold within

both the 4D and 5D approaches.
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Chapter 9

Discriminate 4D supersymmetry

against its 5D warped version

Adapted from: C. Bouchart, A. Knochel and G. Moreau, Phys. Rev. D84 (2011) 015016.

9.1 Introduction

Among the possible theories underlying the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, the supersym-

metric scenarios and the higher-dimensional models have several deep motivations. In particular,

supersymmetry stabilizes the ElectroWeak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB) scale with respect to ra-

diative corrections and when it is promoted to a local symmetry it provides a framework for the

appearance of the graviton Lagrangian. On the other side, a warp extra-dimensional model has

been proposed by Randall and Sundrum (RS) [1] 1 to explain the huge hierarchy between the EWSB

energy scale and the gravity scale while some RS extensions [2] give rise to purely geometrical inter-

pretations of the fermion structure in flavor space. Both supersymmetric and higher-dimensional

scenarios can provide viable dark matter candidates (LSP, LKP) and allow for gauge unification.

Since the physics beyond the SM is still unknown, one should consider the possibility of an effective

low-energy hybrid theory with both SUperSYmmetry (SUSY) and extra dimension(s). More specif-

ically, SUSY and extra dimensions could be crucial ingredients in a quantum description of gravity,

as both indeed are in string theory. SUSY and extra dimensions could also be simultaneously

involved in the origin of the electroweak symmetry breaking [7, 8]. The higher-dimensional frame-

work even provides new and attractive ways of breaking supersymmetry, due to a more structured

geometry of space-time; SUSY may be broken either in the bulk (i.e. whole space) or on a brane,

1The RS scenarios with a fundamental Higgs boson on the so-called TeV-brane, the alternative models of gauge-
Higgs unification [3] and the Higgsless models [4] can be thought of as warped extra-dimension models constituting
dual descriptions – through the AdS/CFT correspondence [5] – of four-dimensional (4D) strongly coupled gauge
theories (in the limit of a large number of colors) predicting the effective Higgs scalar field as a composite state (see
e.g. Ref. [6]).
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playing the role of the necessary hidden sector, and then the breaking mediated to the brane where

are living the SM particles [9]. A different approach towards the SUSY breaking 2 is to use specific

Boundary Conditions (BC) for different fields (in the same supermultiplet) propagating along com-

pactified extra dimensions [11]. A famous example is the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism [12] which

can be applied to the minimal supersymmetric SM (see e.g. [13]) as well as to the Horava-Witten

theory (see e.g. [14]) 3. Finally, the supersymmetrization of extra-dimensional theories allows to

have a realistic tension model [16], to alternatively achieve gauge unification at a low scale [17] and

to address the so-called µ-problem in SUSY (see discussion below).

Hence, there exist several serious motivations for hybrid scenarios with both SUSY and (warped)

extra dimensions. It was shown in [18] that an Anti-de Sitter (AdS) space is compatible with

SUSY. Later [19], the supermultiplet mass-spectrum was derived in AdS5, and then the analysis

extended to the case of a fifth dimension compactified on an orbifold [2]. The RS SUSY scenario

was initially studied with only gravity in the bulk [20] and finally with matter propagating in the

bulk [2]. There exist also analyses of GUT theories within RS SUSY frameworks [21] and attempts

of superstring realizations of the RS model [22].

In this work, we will study these supersymmetrized RS scenarios with matter/gauge fields in the

bulk. Our first contributions are theoretical; we will write explicitly the complete 5D Lagrangian

for a Higgs scalar field confined on the TeV-brane – as required to explain the discrepancy between

EWSB and gravity scales and as motivated by the SU(2)R breaking from bulk Yukawa interactions

(forbidden trilinear chiral superfield couplings in N = 2 4D SUSY [23]) – and, when deriving the

4D effective action, we will take into account for the first time the mixing among the several Higgs

bosons occuring in the minimal SUSY extensions.

In particular, the 4D effective Higgs couplings to two scalar fields (squarks/sleptons and their

Kaluza-Klein excitations), originating from the so-called D-terms, are not trivial to derive due

to the localized aspect of the Higgs boson and due to contributions to these effective couplings

from the tree level exchange of Kaluza-Klein (KK) scalar modes of (−−) chiral superfields 4 (i.e.

additional superfields with Dirichlet-Dirichlet boundary conditions which are characteristic of 5D

theories). We derive these 4D couplings which do not appear in literature and explain why this

specific KK (−−) tower must be taken into account without any cut-off (a non-natural task within

a non-renormalizable 5D theory).

The derivation of Yukawa couplings between Higgs bosons and two scalars in the 4D effective

Lagrangian is also subtle: singularities [Dirac peak functions taken at the origin, δ(0)’s, due to the

Higgs local aspect] appear in these couplings – after integrating out the auxiliary fields – but those

are not the sign of an incomplete theory. Indeed, those singularities are cancelled out by the infinite

sum of KK (−−) scalar contributions. A related kind of cancellation was pointed out for some loop

2It has been shown recently that in the limit of an infinite Majorana mass term on the infra-red brane [10], the
gaugino mediation mechanism through the bulk is comparable to a SUSY breaking with twisted boundary conditions.

3In this context of extra dimensions, other new scenari of SUSY breaking have arisen [7] and in particular in the
case of warped dimensions [15].

4We use a N = 1 4D superfield formalism as in Ref. [24].
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calculations in the string theory framework [25] using either the expression of δ(0) in terms of a sum

over the fifth component of the momentum [9] (see Ref. [26] for the warped background case) or

a Gaussian brane distribution [27]; in contrast, here we demonstrate the cancellation generally for

the tree level couplings, using a simple method based on the completeness relation, by computing

the Higgs couplings (including the Higgs-sfermion couplings and quartic Higgs interactions) in the

flavor-motivated case of a warped extra dimension where only Higgs bosons are brane-localized [2].

In addition, in the present work we will derive the 4D effective scalar mass matrices induced, after

EWSB, by the localized Higgs Vacuum Expectation Values (VEV). In contrast with the above 4D

couplings, these 4D masses computed at tree level do not depend on the energy scale and must be

derived consistently either through the integration out of heavy KK (−−) scalar modes or through

the scalar mixing with KK (−−) states, as we will show here. We will finally combine at first order

these KK (−−) scalar effects on the 4D zero-mode scalar masses with the scalar mixing effects of

KK (++) states (having Neumann-Neumann boundary conditions). Such a combination should

have been done in Ref. [32] [where effects of KK scalar modes with even Z2 parity (i.e. (++) BC)

are studied in a 5D SUSY context with brane-localized Yukawa interactions, but the above effects

of KK scalars with an odd parity ((−−) BC) are considered neither in squark/slepton masses nor

in Higgs couplings].

We will then use the new 4D effective Lagrangian, that we will have derived in the RS SUSY

framework, for several phenomenological applications.

The first application is an explicit and complete diagramatic computation of quantum corrections

to the Higgs boson mass (δmHiggs) at the one-loop level, including all kinds of KK contributions

and each sector (Yukawa plus gauge couplings); we will show how the quadratically divergent

parts can cancel each other due to 5D SUSY. This complete cancellation has not been shown

before in warped SUSY models and it constitutes here an additional check of the obtained 4D

effective Higgs couplings. More generically, we will clarify the connections between the cancellations

of these 5D quadratic divergences and of the 5D triangular anomalies. Our way of finding the

quadratic divergence cancellation brings some new light on the old debate about the validity of this

cancellation in δmHiggs within higher-dimensional SUSY models. In particular, the preliminary

and complete calculation of 4D effective Higgs couplings allows a more clear overview of the subtle

points and in turn allows to address the ‘KK regularization’ question and cut-off problems.

Our general results on the absence of quadratic divergences in δmHiggs for 5D SUSY models [with

a soft breaking] is important in the following sense: it seems to mean that hybrid scenarios – both

higher-dimensional and supersymmetric – must not necessarily rely on a geometrical background

reducing the gravity scale down to the TeV scale in order to protect the Higgs mass against its

quantum corrections (i.e. to not reintroduce the gauge hierarchy problem). One can thus imagine

a 5D SUSY scenario where the Higgs mass is only protected by SUSY (which allows to avoid the

remaining little hierarchy problem of pure 5D models solving the gauge hierarchy) or a 5D SUSY

scenario where in addition to SUSY protection the discrepancy between the fundamental gravity

and EWSB energy scales is explained by some geometrical feature like the warp factor: those two
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possible classes of higher-dimensional SUSY theories avoid to have two redundant solutions to the

same Higgs mass instability problem [= fine-tuning problem].

The second application concerns the direct search at present and future high-energy colliders

for the (necessary) physics standing beyond the SM; indeed, in the expected case where some signal

for new physics would be discovered at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and then analyzed more

precisely at the International Linear Collider (ILC), the primary phenomenological work would be to

identify exactly the nature of the new physics detected. Based on the fact that today the two main

types of new physics accessible at colliders are thought to be SUSY and the more recent paradigm of

(warped) extra dimensions, three interesting possibilities might arise. The more optimistic is that

both superpartners (squarks, gauginos. . . ) and KK excitations would be produced on-shell and

observed, proving then the existence of an higher-dimensional SUSY scenario. Another possibility

is that only real KK excitations would be produced, however such a situation would represent a

good indication for the existence of a higher-dimensional non-SUSY theory as (in)direct constraints

and gauge hierarchy considerations favor the mass regions around 102 GeV for superpartners and

higher mass regions above O(1) TeV for first KK states (of the warped models). The last possibility

– among the cases of signals for new physics as it is predicted today – is that only superpartners

would be produced on-shell (and maybe some additional Higgs bosons characteristic of SUSY).

Then an important and non-trivial question (see e.g. the related Ref. [28]) would be: do the

observed superpartners [either scalar or spinorial] belong to a pure SUSY theory or a (warped)

higher-dimensional SUSY model ?

In the present work, we will propose and develop some tests allowing to answer this question which

reads in a more compact form as: how one can distinguish between pure SUSY and warped SUSY

at colliders ? A first kind of test would be to look at the measurement (at ILC or even at LHC) of

the smuon masses: there are higher-dimensional minimal 5 SUperGRAvity (mSUGRA) scenarios

where the mass splitting mµ̃2−mµ̃1 (µ̃1,2 are the two smuon eigenstates 6) can be larger than in the

4D mSUGRA scenarios [29], allowing then a discrimination between those two types of scenarios.

The reason is that in mSUGRA the off-diagonal elements of the 2×2 smuon mass matrix – partially

responsible for the mixing and splitting – are proportional to the muon Yukawa coupling constant

which is suppressed compared to the top quark one, while in some RS frameworks [2], the muon 5D

Yukawa coupling is not suppressed relatively to the top one (the lightness of the muon originates

from its wave function overlap with the Higgs boson). We will also show that RS SUSY models can

lead to differences in the stop mass correlations (mt̃2
versus mt̃1

) with respect to the pure SUSY

case – differences which are here not restricted to the mSUGRA model.

Secondly, there exist well-motivated warped geometrical setups of SUSY breaking where the Higgs

boson couplings to sleptons can be significantly increased with respect to the conventional 4D

SUSY frameworks. Hence, in such warped scenarios, the decay channels of the heaviest neutral

5‘minimal’ here means that the SUSY breaking masses and couplings are universal at the GUT scale.
6Strictly speaking, µ̃1,2 denote the two lightest mass eigenstates which are generally mainly composed of the left

and right (w.r.t. gauge group SU(2)L) smuon zero-modes while the heavier eigenstates are mainly made of their KK
modes.
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Higgs scalar (characteristic of SUSY and usually noted H) 7 into sleptons can have comparable

or even larger branching ratios than the channels into (s)quarks and gauginos, leading to final

states at LHC radically different from the 4D SUSY case. The produced H bosons could initiate

slepton cascade decays more often than in 4D SUSY and in turn give rise to an increase number

of events with leptonic final states. We will illustrate this study by giving numerically all the H

boson branching ratios as a function of the mass, for characteristic parameter sets, and the cases

of pseudo-scalar and charged Higgs fields will be briefly discussed.

At this level, one should mention related works. In fact, within the hybrid higher-dimensional

SUSY context, while the literature on various SUSY breaking mechanisms is rich, there exist few

papers on phenomenological aspects. Among those, we mention Ref. [32] where radiative corrections

to scalar masses (excluding quadratically divergent parts) and to gauge/Yukawa couplings are

calculated in order to (i) estimate the 5D MSSM upper limit on the lightest Higgs mass and (ii)

constrain experimentally the universal scalar (m0) and gaugino (m1/2) masses. In Ref. [33], based on

4D superfield actions, the evolution of neutrino masses/mixings and confrontation with oscillation

data were studied within a flat 5D MSSM. See also Ref. [34] for considerations on the proton decay

suppression in SUSY grand unified theories with extra compact dimensions (and localized Yukawa

couplings or not) as well as Ref. [35] for phenomenology in SUSY gauge-Higgs unification scenarios,

Ref. [36] for SUSY composite Higgs models and finally Ref. [37] for SUSY warped Higgsless models.

The organization of the work is as follows. In Section 9.2, After a description of the general

higher-dimensional SUSY framework considered, we derive the 4D effective couplings and mass

matrices of sfermions and Higgs bosons, focusing on illustrative examples. In the first part of

Section 9.3 (Subsection 9.3.1), the quadratic divergent contributions to the quantum corrections

of the Higgs mass are calculated and the methods of calculation discussed. In the two following

parts on collider phenomenology, various distinctive effects of RS SUSY models (Subsection 9.3.2),

including effects in the Higgs sector (Subsection 9.3.3), are pointed out and quantified. Finally, we

conclude in Section 9.4.

9.2 Theory

9.2.1 The model

Field content: In Appendix G, we give the full 5D field Lagrangian for a toy model with a U(1)

gauge symmetry applying on two chiral superfields ΦL,Φ
c
L (together with the associated (−−)

superfields) and two 4D Higgs superfields H0
u, H

0
d localized on the TeV-brane within a warp back-

ground. With this appendix as a starting point, we will give throughout the work the 4D version of

7No deep modifications are expected for the branching ratios of the lightest neutral Higgs boson h, since its
decays into two squarks/sleptons (q̃/˜̀) are kinematically closed due to the upper theoretical mass bound on mh GeV
combined with the lower direct experimental bounds mq̃/˜̀ & 102 GeV [31].
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this Lagrangian related to the Higgs boson or more precisely the parts which are not trivial/direct

to derive from the 4D point of view. For these studied parts, we will extend the 4D Lagrangian to

the phenomenological Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (pMSSM) [38] field content and

gauge symmetry.

Energy scales: The RS framework is constituted by a 5D theory where the extra dimension

is warped and compactified over a S1/Z2 orbifold. The non-factorizable metric is of type AdS

and the space-time, which is thus a slice of AdS5, has two 4D boundaries: the Ultra-Violet (UV)

boundary at the Planck scale and the Infra-Red (IR) brane with an exponentially suppressed scale

in the vicinity of the TeV scale. The Higgs boson has to be localized at this so-called TeV-brane

if the EW scale is to be stabilized by such a geometrical structure. We consider the attractive RS

version with all other fields propagating in the bulk [2]: this allows to suppress higher dimensional

operators, potentially troublesome with respect to Flavor-Changing Neutral Current effects, by

energy scales larger than the TeV scale. This feature has also the advantage to possibly generate

the fermion mass hierarchy and flavor structure by a simple geometrical mechanism [2,39,40].

More precisely, the gravity scale on the Planck-brane is MPlanck = 2.44 × 1018 GeV, whereas the

effective scale on the TeV-brane M? = e−σ(πRc)MPlanck (with σ(y) = k|y|) is suppressed by the

warp factor which depends on the curvature radius 1/k of AdS5 and the compactification radius

Rc. For a product kRc ' 11, M? =O(1) TeV allowing to address the gauge hierarchy problem.

We will take kRc ' 10.11 so that the maximum value of MKK ' 2.45ke−πkRc [MKK is the first

KK photon mass], fixed by the theoretical consistency bound k < 0.105MPlanck, is ∼ 10 TeV in

agreement with the the typical indirect limits from EW precision tests (see below). The beauty of

the RS model is to possess a unique fundamental energy scale k ∼ R−1
c ∼ MPlanck. Besides, the

parameters noted cψ fix the 5D masses mψ = cψ∂yσ, affected to each fermion ψ, and thus control

the field localizations in the bulk (and in turn the effective 4D masses). Those satisfy |cψ|=O(1)

to avoid the introduction of new fundamental scales. The 5D masses for the scalar fields will be

discussed throughout the work.

µ-problem: A usual problem of the supersymmetric theories is to explain why the µ parame-

ter is of order of the EWSB scale, as imposed by the orders of magnitudes of the masses involved

in the minimization conditions for the Higgs potential. In RS SUSY, there are two simple ways for

generating a µ-term at the EWSB scale as we will discuss now 8. The first way is simply to write

the gauge invariant µ-term in the superpotential for pMSSM 5D Higgs superfields in the bulk:

µ5DHu.Hd ∈W, with Hu =

(
H+
u

H0
u

)
, Hd =

(
H0
d

H−d

)
and Hu.Hd = εabH

a
uH

b
d (9.1)

8We will not discuss the type of possibility suggested in Ref. [41] which is characteristic of the Scherk-Schwarz
mechanism not considered here. A related approach based on twisted BC for the Higgs fields was proposed in Ref. [42].
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Hu,d being SU(2)L doublets, a, b SU(2)L indices and εab the antisymmetric tensor defined by ε12 = 1.

Such a term gives rise to the neutral Higgs scalar masses in the 4D effective potential (after field

redefinition and inclusion of the metric warp factor)

|µueff |2|φH0
u
|2 + |µdeff |2|φH0

d
|2 ∈ V4D, with |µu,deff |2 =

∫ πRc

−πRc
dy |µ5D|2 e−2σ(y) |fH0

u,d
(y)|2

fH0
u,d

(y) being the Higgs wave functions along the fifth dimension parametrized by the coordi-

nate y. It appears that |fH0
u,d

(y)|2 must approximately mimics the peak δ(y − πRc) so that

µu,deff ∼ µ5De
−kπRc = O(1) TeV since one must have a bulk parameter µ5D ∼ k ∼ MPlanck to

not reintroduce a new fundamental energy scale. In conclusion, in this setup with bulk Higgs fields,

the effective µ parameter has the right order of magnitude around the TeV if the Higgs field wave

functions are peaked at the TeV-brane. As an Higgs profile near this brane is motivated by the

gauge hierarchy problem, one can claim that this warp setup solves the µ-problem.

The other way is to confine the Higgs fields on the TeV-brane. We thus start from the 5D super-

potential coupling in terms of the 4D Higgs superfields,

[µHu.Hd]δ(y − πRc) ∈W. (9.2)

In analogy with Eq.(G.12) for the U(1) model [equivalent to restrict the SU(2)L model to the

neutral Higgs couplings] which leads to the expression of the µ terms written with the fields in

Eq.(G.28), the term (9.2) gives rise to the 4D mass terms for the neutral Higgs scalar fields,

|µeff |2|φH0
u
|2 + |µeff |2|φH0

d
|2 ∈ V4D, with |µeff |2 =

∫ πRc

−πRc
dy |µ|2 e−2σ(y) δ(y−πRc) = |µe−σ(πRc)|2,

so that the effective µ parameter reads as µeff = µe−kπRc ∼ ke−kπRc ∼ TeV. Note the absence of

δ(0) factors in V4D (or equivalently of [δ(y − πRc)]2 terms in the 5D Lagrangian) after integration

over y. In the work, we will consider this second setup with brane Higgs fields, while the first one

is not deeply different as the bulk Higgs fields are localized towards the TeV-brane.

Custodial symmetry: In pure SUSY with tanβ = 1 9, if the custodial symmetry O(3) ≈ SU(2)V

– resulting after EWSB from the global symmetry O(4) ≈ SU(2)L × SU(2)R – was exactly respected

it would protect the well known relation on gauge boson masses ρ = m2
W /(m

2
Z cos2 θW ) = 1 against

quantum corrections, as in the SM. Indeed, the two Higgs SU(2)L doublets of the pMSSM can form

a (2,2) representation under the SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry [43]:

H ≡ (Hd Hu) =

(
H0
d H+

u

H−d H0
u

)
. (9.3)

9We use the conventional notations for the pMSSM Higgs scalar fields: φH0
u/d

= (vu/d+φh0
u/d

+iφP0
u/d

)/
√

2 (φP0
u/d

denoting the pseudo-scalars) with tanβ = vu/vd and the squared VEV given by v2 = v2
u + v2

d ' (246 GeV )2.
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However, the custodial symmetry is broken in the gauge and Yukawa coupling sectors. Moreover,

the deviations from tanβ = 1 and the presence of soft SUSY breaking terms for squarks/sleptons

represent new sources of custodial symmetry (spontaneous) breaking if those differ for the up-type

and down-type (w.r.t. SU(2)L) scalars. Nevertheless, the loop level SUSY corrections to the pre-

cision EW observables (contributing to δρ) can pass the constraints from precision measurements,

even easily in the case of equal soft terms for up and down scalars [30,31].

Concerning the tree level corrections to precision EW observables in warped models, the global

fits of experimental data are satisfactory for large KK masses (reducing the KK mixing effects):

MKK & 10 TeV [44].

In the present study where we study hybrid scenarios with both superpatners and KK excitations,

we will take identical soft parameters for up/down scalars and KK masses just above ∼ 10 TeV.

We will not explore the whole parameter space and work out the precise global EW fits, but this

realistic choice guarantees that the theoretical respective, and in turn total, corrections to SM

observables have acceptable orders of magnitude given the experimental accuracy on these observ-

ables. There are (a priori) higher-order corrections involving both superpatners and KK modes,

that we do not treat here.

Now one may wish to decrease the possible MKK values in order to improve the situation with

respect to considerations on the ‘little hierarchy’ problem related to the Higgs mass. In order to

reduce the acceptable minimal MKK value from ∼ 10 TeV down to ∼ 3 TeV, an attractive [46] pos-

sibility is to gauge the SU(2)L × SU(2)R ×U(1)X symmetry in the bulk [45]. The SM gauge group

is recovered after the breaking of the SU(2)R group into another U(1)R, by boundary conditions.

The question arising here is whether it is possible to gauge the SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry within

a SUSY context. First about the µ-term: can it be written in the case of a bulk gauge custodial

symmetry ? The question arises as SU(2)L × SU(2)R must remain unbroken on the Higgs brane

in order to protect precision EW observables. A simple possibility is to write down the following

SU(2)R invariant term of the superpotential giving rise to the usual µ-term [possibly replacing µ5D

by µ and adding a localizing factor δ(y − πRc) as in Eq.(9.2)],

−1

2
µ5DH.H = −1

2
µ5D(Hd.Hu −Hu.Hd) = µ5DHu.Hd ,

accordingly to Eq.(9.1). Higgs couplings to matter invariant under SU(2)L × SU(2)R can also be

written with the H bidoublet giving rise in particular to the usual Yukawa couplings in the su-

perpotential, as usually in warped models by promoting matter (superfield) multiplets to SU(2)R

representations (see e.g. [45,46]). Finally, the gauge interaction sector of a SUSY theory as well as

the soft breaking terms can also respect an additional SU(2)R gauge symmetry.

Hence, in this study we will also consider the case of a bulk gauge SU(2)L × SU(2)R symmetry with

MKK ∼ 3 TeV and equal soft terms for up/down scalars, another setup which leads to realistic

EW fits to data.
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SUSY breaking: We adopt the classification of the three types of SUSY breaking framework

where (i) the squark/slepton SUSY breaking masses are induced at loop level by SUSY break-

ing gaugino masses as in [2] (ii) there exist tree level squark/slepton masses [in the bulk and/or

brane-localized] resulting directly from a 5D SUSY breaking mechanism (iii) the squark/slepton

masses are of KK type like in the scenario à la Scherk-Schwarz with SUSY breaking BC [12]. This

classification is motivated in particular by the fact that the framework with scalar SUSY breaking

masses in the bulk leads to modifications of the wave functions and thus of the 4D effective cou-

plings. Moreover this framework gives rise to an hard breaking of SUSY (reintroducing quadratic

divergences in the Higgs mass corrections) which is acceptable in the present warped background

where the Higgs mass is still protected by the reduced gravity scale. Finally, this framework with

bulk scalar SUSY breaking masses has the attractive feature to generate scalar superpartner masses

mainly through the Yukawa couplings like for SM fermions – as will be described in details.

We will consider the second class of SUSY breaking framework mentioned above, including the

mSUGRA case where the SUSY breaking terms are universal and the soft trilinear scalar couplings

(the A couplings) are proportional to the Yukawa couplings. The first class is typically restricted

to the kind of model described in [2] (with SUSY breaking on the TeV-brane) while the third

class has a SUSY breaking mechanism deeply related to BC. We will show that the second type of

SUSY breaking allows to develop tests for distinguishing between pure SUSY and warped SUSY

at colliders.

9.2.2 4D scalar couplings

In this section, we derive the 4D effective couplings of the brane-Higgs boson to two scalar su-

perpartners (of type squark/slepton) in the RS SUSY framework, as well as the 4D Higgs self

couplings.

Scalar Yukawa couplings to two Higgs bosons

In this first subsection, we calculate the 4D Yukawa-type coupling of a scalar field (e.g. φR) to

an Higgs boson (of φH0
u

type, as an illustrative example) within our simple U(1) model defined in

Appendix G.1 corresponding the superfield action given in Appendix G.2.

The obtained scalar Yukawa couplings are included in the following term of Eq.(G.26) in terms

of the 5D fields,

L5D = −
√
G

∣∣∣∣Yδ(y − πRc)φH0
u
φR − [∂y − (cL +

3

2
)(∂yσ)]φcL

∣∣∣∣2 . (9.4)

Developing over the KK decomposition (H.11) and integrating over the fifth dimension, the first
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squared term gives rise to the 4D scalar Yukawa coupling (after field redefinition),

δ4iL4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ

(n)
R φ̄

(m)
R

= −i|Y|2
∫ πRc

−πRc
dyδ2(y − πRc)f̄++

m (cR; y)f++
n (cR; y)

= −i|Y|2δ(0)f̄++
m (cR;πRc)f

++
n (cR;πRc), (9.5)

whose corresponding diagram is drawn in Fig.(9.1).

+
YY

φ(m)

R

φ(p)

R H0
u

φ

H0
u

φ

φ(p)

R

φ(m)

R

φc(n)

L

H0
u

φ

H0
u

φ
Y

Y

Figure 9.1: Feynman diagrams of the contributions to the 4D effective scalar Yukawa coupling
δ4L4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ

(p)
R φ̄

(m)
R

. The second indirect contribution is induced by the exchange of the KK tower of (−−)

scalar superpartners φ
c(n)
L . The relevant coupling constants are described in details in text.

It turns out that the crossed products in Eq.(9.4) also bring a contribution to the 4D effective

scalar Yukawa coupling, as we explain now; the crossed terms read as

√
Gδ(y − πRc)

[
YφH0

u
φR[∂y − (cL +

3

2
)(∂yσ)]φ̄cL + Ȳφ̄H0

u
φ̄R[∂y − (cL +

3

2
)(∂yσ)]φcL

]
∈ L5D. (9.6)

Combining the KK decomposition (H.12) of the 5D field φcL together with the relation (H.16),

which originates from the equation of motion, leads to

[∂y − (cL +
3

2
)(∂yσ)]φcL(xµ, y) =

∞∑
n=1

φ
c(n)
L (xµ)[∂y − (cL +

3

2
)(∂yσ)]f−−n (cL; y)

= −eσ
∞∑
n=1

m
(n)
L φ

c(n)
L (xµ)f++

n (cL; y), (9.7)

m
(n)
L being the nth KK scalar mass. Using this relation in Eq.(9.6) and developing φR over its KK

tower gives the 4D couplings (taking into account field redefinitions):

−
[

YφH0
u

∞∑
m=0,n=1

m
(n)
L f++

m (cR;πRc)f̄
++
n (cL;πRc)φ

(m)
R φ̄

c(n)
L +

Ȳφ̄H0
u

∞∑
m=0,n=1

m
(n)
L f̄++

m (cR;πRc)f
++
n (cL;πRc)φ̄

(m)
R φ

c(n)
L

]
∈ L4D. (9.8)
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These two types of 4D coupling to KK modes give rise to new contributions to scalar Yukawa

couplings through the exchange of the KK tower states φ
c(n)
L , as exhibits the second Feynman

diagram of Fig.(9.1) 10. The resulting new contributions to 4D scalar Yukawa couplings are given

in the following, taking real wave functions,

δ4iL4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ

(p)
R φ̄

(m)
R

∣∣∣∣
indirect

= −|Y|2
∑
n≥1

i m
(n)2
L

k2 −m(n)2
L

f++
p (cR;πRc)f

++
m (cR;πRc)

(
f++
n (cL;πRc)

)2

(9.9)

kµ being the φ
c(n)
L four-momentum. These couplings can be rewritten as follows, according to the

completeness relation of Eq.(H.2) together with the 5D propagator definition [Gf5(k2; y, y′)] from

Appendix I,

δ4iL4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ

(p)
R φ̄

(m)
R

∣∣∣∣
indirect

= −i|Y|2
∑
n≥0

{
k2

k2 −m(n)2
L

− 1

}
f++
p (cR;πRc)f

++
m (cR;πRc)

(
f++
n (cL;πRc)

)2

= −i|Y|2f++
p (cR;πRc)f

++
m (cR;πRc)k

2G
f++(cL)
5 (k2;πRc, πRc)

+i|Y|2δ(0)f++
p (cR;πRc)f

++
m (cR;πRc)

= i|Y|2f++
p (cR;πRc)f

++
m (cR;πRc)[δ(0)− k2G

f++(cL)
5 (k2;πRc, πRc)]. (9.10)

Summing the two contributions, from Eq.(9.5) and Eq.(9.10), the divergent δ(0) terms cancel

each other, and we obtain the 4D effective scalar Yukawa couplings:

δ4iL4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ

(p)
R φ̄

(m)
R

∣∣∣∣
total

= −i|Y|2f++
p (cR;πRc)f

++
m (cR;πRc)k

2G
f++(cL)
5 (k2;πRc, πRc). (9.11)

Hence, starting from couplings in a 5D SUSY theory, we have derived consistent 4D effective

couplings. More precisely, at this level the Lagrangian of Eq.(9.11) given for any energy k2 still

describes a real 5D SUSY theory (the KK sum in G
f++(cL)
5 (k2;πRc, πRc) is infinite) but its form

is given from a 4D point of view (4D fields are used).

An interesting check of Eq.(9.11) is the following one. In the low–energy limit, k2 � m
(n)2
L

(n ≥ 1), only the zero-mode in the 5D propagator survives at zeroth order, so that the superpartner

10Note that the φ
c(n)
L fields, whose presence reflects the vectorial aspect of the 5D theory (like for the Σ(n) fields),

enter indirectly – via some exchanges – the couplings in the 4D chiral Lagrangian.
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coupling above simplifies to 11:

δ4iL4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ

(0)
R φ̄

(0)
R

∣∣∣∣
total

→ −i|Y|2
(
f++

0 (cR;πRc)f
++
0 (cL;πRc)

)2
= −i |Y4D|2 (9.12)

i.e. exactly the squared Y4D Yukawa coupling of associated fermion zero-modes (with a brane-

Higgs) [46], as one expects in a pure 4D SUSY theory (where all KK states decouple).

D-term couplings to two Higgs bosons

Now, we derive the 4D couplings, issued from D-terms, of scalar fields (continuing on the φR

example) to the two φH0
u

bosons in the U(1) model of Appendices G.1 and G.2.

The obtained D-term couplings of φR, in terms of 5D fields, are included in Eq.(G.26):

L5D = −
√
G

2

∣∣∣[∂y − 2(∂yσ)]Σ− g
(
qR∆φR + qH0

u
φH0

u
φ̄H0

u
δ(y − πRc)

)∣∣∣2 . (9.13)

The 4D effective D-term couplings are deduced from the above 5D Lagrangian (taking real

gauge coupling constants):

δ4iL4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ

(n)
R φ̄

(m)
R

= −iqH0
u
qR|g|2

∫ πRc

−πRc
dyδ(y − πRc)f̄++

m (cR; y)f++
n (cR; y)

= −iqH0
u
qR|g|2f̄++

m (cR;πRc)f
++
n (cR;πRc). (9.14)

As for the Yukawa couplings, there are additional contributions to the 4D effective D-term

couplings. Indeed, other couplings arising from Eq.(9.13) are

√
Gg(qRφ̄RφR + qH0

u
φ̄H0

u
φH0

u
δ(y − πRc))[∂y − 2(∂yσ)]Σ + h.c. ∈ L5D. (9.15)

The KK decomposition of the 5D field Σ in Eq.(H.4) together with the relation (H.7) allow to write

[∂y − 2(∂yσ)]Σ(xµ, y) =
∞∑
n=1

Σ(n)(xµ)[∂y − 2(∂yσ)]g−−n (y) = −e2σ
∞∑
n=1

M (n)Σ(n)(xµ)g++
n (y) (9.16)

M (n) being the nth KK gauge boson mass. Inserting this relation in Eq.(9.15) and developing φR

11The 5D Yukawa coupling constant Y has dimension -1 in energy for the simplified scheme with ~ = c = 1, while
Y4D is dimensionless.
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over its KK tower gives the 4D couplings for the redefined fields:

−qRg
∞∑

m,p=0;n=1

M (n)φ̄
(m)
R φ

(p)
R Σ(n)FmnpR

−qH0
u
gφ̄H0

u
φH0

u

∞∑
n=1

M (n)Σ(n)g++
n (πRc) + h.c. ∈ L4D (9.17)

with FmnpR =
∫ πRc
−πRc dyf̄

++
m (cR; y)g++

n (y)f++
p (cR; y). These 4D couplings induce new contributions

to the D-term couplings via the exchange of the KK modes Σ(n), as shown in Fig.(9.2). These

contributions read as,

δ4iL4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ

(p)
R φ̄

(m)
R

∣∣∣∣
indirect

= −qRqH0
u
|g|2

∑
n≥1

i

k2 −M (n)2
M (n)2FmnpR g++

n (πRc) (9.18)

kµ being the Σ(n) four-momentum. Let us rewrite these couplings with the help of the completeness

relation (H.2) and 5D propagator,

δ4iL4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ

(p)
R φ̄

(m)
R

∣∣∣∣
indirect

= −iqRqH0
u
|g|2

∑
n≥0

{
k2

k2 −M (n)2
− 1

}
FmnpR g++

n (πRc)

= −iqRqH0
u
|g|2

∫ πRc

−πRc
dyf̄++

m (cR; y)f++
p (cR; y)k2Gg

++

5 (k2; y, πRc)

+iqRqH0
u
|g|2f++

m (cR;πRc)f
++
p (cR;πRc). (9.19)

g

0
u

φ

q
Hu0

q
R

H0
u

φ

φ(p)

R

φ(m)

R

Σ(n)g

q
R

g

q
Hu0

H0
u

φH0
u

φ

φ(p)

Rφ(m)

R

+g

H

Figure 9.2: Feynman diagrams of the contributions to the 4D effective scalar gauge coupling δ4L4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ

(p)
R φ̄

(m)
R

.

The second indirect contribution is induced by the exchange of the KK tower of (−−) scalar modes Σ(n).
The relevant coupling constants are described in details in text.

Then, the complete 4D couplings are of course obtained by summing the two contributions
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(9.14) and (9.19),

δ4iL4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ

(p)
R φ̄

(m)
R

∣∣∣∣
total

= −iqRqH0
u
|g|2

∫ πRc

−πRc
dyf̄++

m (cR; y)f++
p (cR; y)k2Gg

++

5 (k2; y, πRc) (9.20)

having taken into account the canceling terms. Once more, starting from couplings in a 5D SUSY

theory, we have derived consistent 4D effective couplings; the Lagrangian (9.20) corresponds to a

real 5D SUSY theory but written from the 4D point of view.

We finish this part by making the same check as in previous subsection. In the low–energy

limit, k2 � M (n)2 (n ≥ 1), only the zero-mode in the 5D propagator survives at zeroth order, so

that the superpartner couplings (9.20) simplify to

δ4iL4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ

(0)
R φ̄

(0)
R

∣∣∣∣
total

→ −i qRqH0
u

|g|2
2πRc

= −i qRqH0
u
|g4D|2 (9.21)

since the gauge boson zero-mode profile encoded in g++
0 (y) = 1/

√
2πRc is flat along the fifth

dimension. Thus the couplings in this limiting case correspond rigorously to the dimensionless

−iqRqH0
u
|g4D|2 gauge coupling product of associated fermions, as expected in a pure 4D SUSY

theory.

Comments on the obtained 4D couplings to Higgs bosons

It is interesting to note that in order to obtain the 4D effective couplings to two Higgs bosons

[Yukawa couplings and D-terms] which are consistent (i.e. without the δ(0) divergences and re-

covering the 4D SUSY couplings in the limit k2 � m(n)2,M (n)2), we had to use the completeness

relation which relies on an infinite sum over the KK levels. The reason is that these couplings

belong to the 4D effective Lagrangian of a fundamental 5D SUSY theory – the infinite KK tower

reflects this 5D aspect.

Besides, no truncating cut-off must be applied when implementing the completeness relation

(for the sum not involving KK masses in Eq.(9.10) and Eq.(9.19)), otherwise the consistent 4D

effective couplings cannot be obtained while there is no reason why a non-renormalizable theory

– as we are considering here – could not possess a 4D description. The reason for not applying

a cut-off (due to the non-renormalizable aspect of the 5D SUSY theory) is that in Eq.(9.5)-(9.10)

and Eq.(9.14)-(9.19) one is integrating the fifth dimension and summing all the exchanged heavy

KK states to get an effective 4D vision of the 5D theory. Only once the 4D effective couplings

are obtained so that the 4D description is completed, the cut-off must be put, e.g. in Eq.(9.11)

[on G
f++(cL)
5 (k2;πRc, πRc)], to take into account the non-renormalizable aspect of the 5D SUSY

theory.
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Final single couplings to the Higgs boson H

In this part, we deduce from the last three subsections the total 4D effective scalar couplings to

the single Higgs boson H in the more realistic framework where the gauge symmetry group is as

in the SM (EWSB has occurred) and the superfield content is extended to the pMSSM one. In

particular, this framework is based on the coexistence of two complex Higgs SU(2)L doublets Hu,

Hd of superfields with opposite hypercharges (YHu = −YHd = +1) which guarantees the absence of

chiral anomalies originating from triangular fermionic loops. The five scalar degrees of freedom, not

absorbed in the longitudinal polarizations of the massive gauge bosons, constitute the five physical

Higgs bosons: two CP-even neutral Higgs fields h (the lightest one) and H, one pseudo-scalar A

boson and one pair of charged scalar particles H±. We will give explicitly the H couplings in the

RS SUSY framework, and similar couplings hold for the other Higgs fields. All Higgs bosons are

assumed to be stuck on the TeV-brane.

We will focus on the top quark (t) superpartner couplings to H as an illustrative example, since the

couplings of other scalar superpartners are analog. The nth KK level modes of the stop fields are

denoted t̃
(n)
L and t̃

(n)
R respectively for the superpartners of the Left-handed (tL) and Right-handed

(tR) top quarks. t̃
(n)
L and t̃

(n)
R are similar to the 4D (++) scalar fields φ

(n)
L and φ

(n)
R defined in

Eq.(G.3), Eq.(G.6) and Eq.(H.11) for the U(1) model, except of course with respect to the gauge

quantum numbers. In the interaction basis {t̃(0)
L , t̃

(0)
R , t̃

(1)
L , t̃

(1)
R } (generalization to higher KK states

is straightforward), the stop-stop couplings to a single H boson appearing after EWSB are encoded

in the matrix [in our notations H denotes the scalar field]:

i CHt̃t̃ ≡ |Y|2 sinα vu ×


(f0
L)2 k2G

f++(ct̃R
)

5 (k2;πRc, πRc) 0 f0
Lf

1
L(f0

R)2 0

0 (f0
R)2 k2G

f++(ct̃L
)

5 (k2;πRc, πRc) 0 f0
Rf

1
R(f0

L)2

f0
Lf

1
L(f0

R)2 0 (f1
Lf

0
R)2 0

0 f0
Rf

1
R(f0

L)2 0 (f0
Lf

1
R)2



− Y cosα µeff√
2


0 f0

Lf
0
R 0 f0

Lf
1
R

f0
Lf

0
R 0 f1

Lf
0
R 0

0 f1
Lf

0
R 0 f1

Lf
1
R

f0
Lf

1
R 0 f1

Lf
1
R 0

 + g2
Z πRc cos(α+ β) v ×


QtLZ

∫
dyf0

L(y)2 k2Gg
++

5 (k2; y, πRc) 0 0 0

0 −QtRZ
∫
dyf0

R(y)2 k2Gg
++

5 (k2; y, πRc) 0 0

0 0 QtLZ /2πRc 0

0 0 0 −QtRZ /2πRc
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+
Ae−kπRc sinα√

2


0 f0

Lf
0
R 0 f0

Lf
1
R

f0
Lf

0
R 0 f1

Lf
0
R 0

0 f1
Lf

0
R 0 f1

Lf
1
R

f0
Lf

1
R 0 f1

Lf
1
R 0

 ,

(9.22)

where we have used the compact notation e.g. fnL/R = f++
n (ct̃L/R ;πRc). Besides, based on the

5D superpotential of Eq.(G.12) and on the deduced field Lagrangian in Eq.(G.28), the 4D effective

µ parameter appearing above reads as (after field redefinition and inclusion of the metric warp

factor):

µeff = µe−kπRc ∼ ke−kπRc ∼ TeV. (9.23)

No δ(0) factors appear after integration over y. The soft trilinear scalar coupling constant in

Eq.(9.22) is taken at A ∼ 1 to avoid the introduction of a new scale in the bulk. This 4D effective

coupling matrix is deduced from Eq.(9.11) for the Yukawa couplings and from Eq.(9.20) for the

D-term couplings (where the effects of the (−−) KK towers of φcL/R and Σ type fields, as defined

in Eq.(G.5)-(G.7) and Eq.(G.9), have been taken into account). This coupling matrix, that will be

taken at the energy k2 = m2
H (for the Z coupling constant gZ = g4D/ cos θW and top charges to

the Z gauge boson: Q
tL/R
Z = I

tL/R
3L −QtL/Re.m. sin2 θW ), can be easily generalized e.g. to sbottoms.

Let us comment more precisely on the 5D effects. The Higgs mixing between φH0
d

and φH0
u

into the mass eigenstates h and H is parametrized by the mixing angle noted here, as usually,

α [30]. sinα, which enters the above coupling matrix, receives some corrections in the present 5D

framework, as the |φH0
u
|2|φH0

d
|2 and |φH0

u,d
|4 couplings do so (see next subsection).

Moreover, the stop-stop-Higgs couplings are affected by the mixing between the stops and their KK

(++) excitations. The Ht̃it̃j couplings, where t̃i [i = 1, . . . , 4] are the stop mass eigenstates, are

obtained after transformation from the basis {t̃(0)
L , t̃

(0)
R , t̃

(1)
L , t̃

(1)
R } to the stop mass basis (rotation

matrices being obtained from diagonalizing the stop mass matrix given later).

The third effect is the exchange of KK (−−) modes, encoded in the 5D propagators G5 appearing

in the matrix (9.22). Such KK (−−) contributions to couplings between H and KK stops would

represent higher-order corrections to the H ¯̃t
(0)
L/Rt̃

(0)
L/R couplings and are thus not written in matrix

(9.22).

All these heavy KK mixing and KK exchange effects will not be computed numerically as they are

sub-leading compared to other direct 5D effects in the structure of zero-mode H
¯̃
f

(0)
L/Rf̃

(0)
L/R couplings

(f̃ ≡ sfermion), that will be studied in details in Section 9.3.3.

Self couplings of the Higgs boson

Finally, we derive the non-trivial 4D quartic couplings e.g. of the Higgs boson φH0
u
, still within

the context of the toy model defined in Appendix G. A totally similar study could be made for
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the φH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φH0

d
φ̄H0

d
couplings (without combinatorial factor neither the additional Σ(n) exchange

in the t-channel discussed below).

As above we start from the 5D couplings included in Eq.(G.26):

L5D = −
√
G

2

∣∣∣[∂y − 2(∂yσ)]Σ− g
(
qH0

u
φH0

u
φ̄H0

u
δ(y − πRc)

)∣∣∣2 . (9.24)

The 4D quartic couplings directly deduced from this Lagrangian are:

δ4iL4D

δφ2
H0
u
φ̄2
H0
u

= − i
2
q2
H0
u
|g|2δ(0)× 4. (9.25)

We have included the combinatorial factor 4 as we consider a process rather than a coupling here

since Eq.(9.25) will be combined with other contributions.

Indeed, here again, there exist additional contributions to the 4D couplings as Eq.(9.24) also

induces the φH0
u

couplings of Eq.(9.15) and in turn of Eq.(9.17). These later 4D couplings induce

the two following new contributions to the quartic terms, via two possible exchanges of the KK

Σ(n) [see Fig.(9.3)],

δ4iL4D

δφ2
H0
u
φ̄2
H0
u

∣∣∣∣
indirect

= − q2
H0
u
|g|2

∑
n≥1

i

k2 −M (n)2
M (n)2

(
g++
n (πRc)

)2

− q2
H0
u
|g|2

∑
m≥1

i

q2 −M (m)2
M (m)2

(
g++
m (πRc)

)2

(9.26)

kµ being the Σ(n) four-momentum in the s-channel while qµ represents the Σ(n) momentum in the

t-channel. Rewriting these couplings with the completeness relation in mind gives,

δ4iL4D

δφ2
H0
u
φ̄2
H0
u

∣∣∣∣
indirect

= −iq2
H0
u
|g|2

∑
n≥0

{
k2

k2 −M (n)2
− 1

}(
g++
n (πRc)

)2

− iq2
H0
u
|g|2

∑
m≥0

{
q2

q2 −M (m)2
− 1

}(
g++
m (πRc)

)2

= iq2
H0
u
|g|2[2δ(0)− k2Gg

++

5 (k2;πRc, πRc)− q2Gg
++

5 (q2;πRc, πRc)]. (9.27)

Adding the contributions (9.25) and (9.27) gives the complete 4D quartic terms:

δ4iL4D

δφ2
H0
u
φ̄2
H0
u

∣∣∣∣
total

= −iq2
H0
u
|g|2k2Gg

++

5 (k2;πRc, πRc)− iq2
H0
u
|g|2q2Gg

++

5 (q2;πRc, πRc). (9.28)

Note the cancellation of δ(0) terms which leads to consistent 4D effective couplings.

In the check of the low–energy limit, k2, q2 �M (n)2 [n 6= 0], the Higgs coupling (9.28) is reduced
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+(n)
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φ
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φ
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φ
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Figure 9.3: Feynman diagrams of the contributions to the 4D effective self scalar gauge coupling δ4L4D

δφ2
H0
u
φ̄2
H0
u

.

The second and third indirect contributions are induced by the exchanges of the KK tower of (−−) scalar
modes Σ(n) in the s-channel and t-channel, respectively (the choice of calling ‘s-channel’ or ‘t-channel’ a
given diagram depends on which final state is considered). The relevant coupling constants are described in
details in text.

to the following form (the combinatorial factor 4 is taken off to get the pure quartic Lagrangian

coupling),

δ4iL4D

δφ2
H0
u
φ̄2
H0
u

∣∣∣∣
total

→ − i
2
q2
H0
u

|g|2
2πRc

= − i
2
q2
H0
u
|g4D|2 (9.29)

recalling that g++
0 (y) = 1/

√
2πRc. The quartic Higgs coupling in this limit corresponds thus well

to the exact squared gauge coupling expected in a pure 4D SUSY theory.

For completeness (and it will prove to be useful for the following), we give the result for the

φH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φH0

d
φ̄H0

d
coupling, obtained through the same method,

δ4iL4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φH0

d
φ̄H0

d

∣∣∣∣
total

= −iqH0
u
qH0

d
|g|2k2Gg

++

5 (k2;πRc, πRc). (9.30)

This coupling is obtained from the two contributions drawn in Fig.(9.4).

9.2.3 Scalar mass matrix

We now calculate the 4D effective mass matrix for sfermions induced by brane-Higgs bosons within

RS SUSY. One must develop different methods than in the above approach of 4D Higgs couplings.

Effect of the φc KK tower on φ(0) masses through mixing

In this subsection, we derive the 4D masses coming from Yukawa interactions for the φR scalar

field [the same analysis can be done for φL] in the toy model of Appendices G.1 and G.2, assuming

that the φH0
u

boson acquires a VEV vu =
√

2〈φH0
u
〉 ∼ 102 GeV.
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Figure 9.4: Feynman diagrams of the contributions to the 4D effective scalar gauge coupling δ4iL4D

δφH0
u
φ̄H0

u
φ
H0
d
φ̄
H0
d

.

The second indirect contribution is induced by the exchange of the KK tower of (−−) scalar modes Σ(n).

In addition to the φ̄
(0)
R φ

(0)
R mass, proportional to (Yvu)2, which is obtained directly from the

Lagrangian (G.26), the exchanges of the KK modes φ
c(n)
L also contribute to this mass as illustrates

Fig.(9.1) in the case where φH0
u

acquires a VEV. In order to compute the whole zero-mode mass,

one needs to estimate the mixing between φ
(0)
R and φ

c(n)
L , a mixing induced by the VEV at the

origin of the additional contributions as shows Fig.(9.1) – analogously to the mixing with the

heavy Majorana neutrino in the type I See-saw model [47]. For that purpose, we write down

the complete 4D mass matrix in the infinite basis ~φ = (φ
(0)
R , φ

c(1)
L , φ

c(2)
L , . . . ) and search for the

smallest eigenvalue. Indeed, the lightest eigenstate is typically mainly composed by the φ
(0)
R state,

given usually the realistic KK φ
c(n)
L masses which are around a few TeV at least and hence much

larger than the VEV-induced φ
(0)
R mass. From Lagrangian (G.26), this 4D mass matrix reads as

−~̄φM2
RR
~φt ∈ L4D with 12

M2
RR =


Y2v̂2

u

∫
dyδ2f0

R(y)2 Y v̂um(1)
L

∫
dy′δf0

R(y′)f1
L(y′) Y v̂um(2)

L

∫
dy′δf0

R(y′)f2
L(y′) . . .

Y v̂um(1)
L

∫
dy′δf0

R(y′)f1
L(y′) m

(1)2
L 0 . . .

Y v̂um(2)
L

∫
dy′δf0

R(y′)f2
L(y′) 0 m

(2)2
L . . .

...
...

...
. . .

 (9.31)

where we have used again the compact notation fnL/R(y) = f++
n (cL/R; y), f cnL/R(y) = f−−n (cL/R; y)

and v̂u = vu/
√

2, δ = δ(y − πRc). For writing the off-diagonal elements, we have made use of

relation (H.16) which can be written in a compact form as D′5f
c n
L (y) = −m(n)

L eσfnL(y) and then

have redefined the scalar wave functions with eσ factors as usual in RS.

The generalized characteristic equation, of which the (squared mass) eigenvalues m2 are solutions,

12Note that taking purely real wave functions and Yukawa coupling constants simplifies the approach by avoiding
a bi-diagonalization, as it renders the mass matrix fully real and symmetric.
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reads as(
Y2v̂2

u

∫
dyδ2f0

R(y)2 −m2 −
∞∑
n=1

[Y v̂um(n)
L

∫
dy′δf0

R(y′)fnL(y′)]2

m
(n)2
L −m2

)
Π∞n=1(m

(n)2
L −m2) = 0. (9.32)

As m2 = m
(n)2
L leads to divergences in the above equality, those are not solutions. Hence Eq.(9.32)

simplifies to

Y2v̂2
u

∫
dyδ2f0

R(y)2 −m2 +

∞∑
n=1

[Y v̂um(n)
L

∫
dy′δf0

R(y′)fnL(y′)]2

m2 −m(n)2
L

= 0. (9.33)

Using here also the equality m
(n)2
L /(m2 − m

(n)2
L ) = −1 + m2/(m2 − m

(n)2
L ) together with the

completeness relation applied as
∑∞

n=0 f
n
L(y)fnL(y′) = δ(y − y′), one can rewrite

Y2v̂2
uδ(0)f0

R(πRc)
2 −m2 − Y2v̂2

uf
0
R(πRc)

2δ(0) + Y2v̂2
um

2f0
R(πRc)

2G
f++(cL)
5 (m2;πRc, πRc) = 0

m2
(

1− Y2v̂2
uf

0
R(πRc)

2G
f++(cL)
5 (m2;πRc, πRc)

)
= 0. (9.34)

Since m2 = 0 is not a physically acceptable solution,

m2 =
f0
L(πRc)

2

1
Y2v̂2

uf
0
R(πRc)2 −

∑∞
n=1

fnL(πRc)2

m2−m(n)2
L

. (9.35)

The check at this level is that in the decoupling limit m
(n)
L → ∞ for any n ≥ 1, we recover

the equality between the Yukawa mass for (zero-mode) fermions and their scalar superpartner, as

expected in a 4D SUSY theory:

m2 → Y2v̂2
uf

0
R(πRc)

2f0
L(πRc)

2 = Y2
4Dv̂

2
u = m2

fermion. (9.36)

The divergence cancellation in Eq.(9.34) and this 4D SUSY limiting case confirm that our solution

for the smallest eigenvalue will be consistent. This consistency is due to the infinite aspect of the

φ
c(n)
L basis considered here, in analogy to the calculation of Yukawa couplings in Section 9.2.2. Now

in the case (of realistic scenarios) where the eigenvalue of the lightest eigenstate m2
lightest is much

smaller than m
(1)2
L , one obtains at leading order from Eq.(9.35):

m2
lightest '

f0
L(πRc)

2

1
Y2v̂2

uf
0
R(πRc)2 +

∑∞
n=1

fnL(πRc)2

m
(n)2
L

. (9.37)

An eigenvalue m2 much smaller than m
(1)2
L can only be the smallest one since all the others are

larger than m
(1)2
L . As a matter of fact, at leading order in f0

L(πRc)
2/fnL(πRc)

2 for n ≥ 1, Eq.(9.35)
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can be rewritten as

m2
(
− 1

Y2v̂2
uf

0
R(πRc)2

+

∞∑
n=1

fnL(πRc)
2

m2 −m(n)2
L

)
' 0. (9.38)

Here the solution m2 ' 0, at leading order in f0
L(πRc)

2/fnL(πRc)
2, corresponds to the lightest

solution (9.37). Concentrating on the other solutions, those satisfy

1 = Y2v̂2
uf

0
R(πRc)

2
∞∑
n=1

fnL(πRc)
2

m2 −m(n)2
L

. (9.39)

For this sum to be equal to unity, at least one of the terms must be positive, that is to say that

m2 −m(n)2
L > 0 for at least one value of n ≥ 1. Even if it occurs for n = 1, one would obtain that

m2 > m
(1)2
L which means that all the solutions m2 of Eq.(9.39) have to be larger than m

(1)2
L at

least. The above method was inspired from an higher-dimensional analysis performed in [48].

Effect of the Σ KK tower on φ(0) masses through integration out

Let us calculate the 4D zero-mode masses due to SUSY D-terms for φL (to vary our examples), still

in the context of Appendix G. There exist contributions from the exchange of the KK modes Σ(n)

if φH0
u

acquires a VEV, as is illustrated in Fig.(9.2) replacing φR by φL. Such contributions to the

φ̄
(0)
L φ

(0)
L mass are not arising from a mixing between φ

(0)
L and some KK excitations (as happens in

previous subsection for Yukawa terms). These low-energy contributions must instead be calculated

by integrating out the Σ(n) fields, exactly like the heavy triplet scalar is integrated out within the

type II See-saw scenario [47]. Hence we derive here the complete |φH0
u
|2φ̄(i)

L φ
(j)
L couplings induced

by integrating out all the Σ(n) modes, which contribute to the φ̄
(0)
L φ

(0)
L mass after φH0

u
gets its VEV.

As we are going to concentrate on the explicit derivation of the various contributions to the

|φH0
u
|2φ̄(i)

L φ
(j)
L couplings, we will consider a Lagrangian part depending only on the fields φH0

u
, φL

and Σ. This Lagrangian is obtained from Eq.(G.28) and Eq.(G.30) in terms of the 5D fields:

−e4σLD−terms5D = −e
2σ

2
∂µΣ∂µΣ +

1

2

∣∣∣Dk
5Σ
∣∣∣2 − g(qLφLφL + qH0

u
δφH0

u
φH0

u

)
Dk

5Σ + g2qLqH0
u
|φLφH0

u
|2δ.

Using once more Eq.(9.16), replacing the 5D fields by their KK decomposition, redefining them

with warp factors (to recover the canonical 4D kinetic terms) and applying the orthonormalization
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condition (H.1), one gets the 4D Lagrangian

LD−terms4D =
1

2

∞∑
n=1

∣∣∣∂µΣ(n)
∣∣∣2 − 1

2

∞∑
n=1

M (n)2Σ(n)2 − qLg
∞∑

i,j=0

∞∑
n=1

T ijnL M (n)Σ(n)φ
(i)
L φ

(j)
L

−qH0
u
g

∞∑
n=1

g++
n (πRc)M

(n)Σ(n)φH0
u
φH0

u
− qLqH0

u
g2

∞∑
i,j=0

φ
(i)
L φ

(j)
L f++

i (cL;πRc)f
++
j (cL;πRc)φH0

u
φH0

u

(9.40)

with T ijnL =
∫ πRc
−πRc dyf

++
i (cL; y)f++

j (cL; y)g++
n (y).

The equation of motion for each field Σ(n) (n ≥ 1) is then given by,

−
(
∂µ∂

µ +M (n)2
)

Σ(n) = qLg
∞∑

i,j=0

T ijnL M (n)φ
(i)
L φ

(j)
L + qH0

u
gg++
n (πRc)M

(n)φH0
u
φH0

u
, (9.41)

which can be rewritten at second order in ∂µ∂
µ/M (n)2,

Σ(n) ' − g

M (n)

[
1− ∂µ∂

µ

M (n)2
+
{ ∂µ∂µ
M (n)2

}2](
qL

∞∑
i,j=0

T ijnL φ
(i)
L φ

(j)
L + qH0

u
g++
n (πRc)φH0

u
φH0

u

)
. (9.42)

Now we integrate out all the Σ(n) fields by inserting Eq.(9.42) into Eq.(9.40) which gives rise

to the following terms in the Lagrangian, restricting ourselves to the first order in ∂µ∂
µ/M (n)2,

qH0
u
qLg

2
∞∑
n=1

g++
n (πRc)φH0

u
φH0

u

∞∑
i,j=0

T ijnL φ
(i)
L φ

(j)
L

− qLqH0
u
g2

∞∑
i,j=0

φ
(i)
L φ

(j)
L f++

i (cL;πRc)f
++
j (cL;πRc)φH0

u
φH0

u

+ qH0
u
qLg

2
∞∑

i,j=0;n=1

g++
n (πRc)T ijnL

∂µ(φH0
u
φH0

u
)∂µ(φ

(i)
L φ

(j)
L )

M (n)2
∈ LD−terms4D . (9.43)

The first term in this Lagrangian part can be rewritten, according to the orthonormalization con-

dition (H.1) and completeness relation (H.2), as

qH0
u
qLg

2
∞∑
n=1

g++
n (πRc)φH0

u
φH0

u

∞∑
i,j=0

T ijnL φ
(i)
L φ

(j)
L

= qH0
u
qLg

2

∫ πRc

−πRc
dy[δ(y − πRc)− g++

0 (πRc)g
++
0 (y)]φH0

u
φH0

u

∞∑
i,j=0

f++
i (cL; y)f++

j (cL; y)φ
(i)
L φ

(j)
L

= qH0
u
qLg

2
∞∑

i,j=0

f++
i (cL;πRc)f

++
j (cL;πRc)φH0

u
φH0

u
φ

(i)
L φ

(j)
L − qH0

u
qL

g2

2πRc
φH0

u
φH0

u

∞∑
i=0

φ
(i)
L φ

(i)
L .

(9.44)
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Then plugging this expression into Eq.(9.43) brings,

− qH0
u
qL

g2

2πRc
φH0

u
φH0

u

∞∑
i=0

φ
(i)
L φ

(i)
L

+ qH0
u
qLg

2
∞∑

i,j=0;n=1

g++
n (πRc)T ijnL

∂µ(φH0
u
φH0

u
)∂µ(φ

(i)
L φ

(j)
L )

M (n)2
∈ LD−terms4D . (9.45)

At this stage, a useful check is to recover the 4D SUSY Lagrangian – in our simple toy model with a

U(1) gauge symmetry and a minimal matter content – by taking the limiting case M (n),m
(n)
L/R →∞

(n ≥ 1). Indeed, in this case Eq.(9.45) simplifies to the 4D SUSY Lagrangian

LD−terms4D → −qH0
u
qL

g2

2πRc
φH0

u
φH0

u
φ

(0)
L φ

(0)
L = −qH0

u
qLg

2
4DφH0

u
φH0

u
φ

(0)
L φ

(0)
L (9.46)

where g4D represents the 4D effective gauge coupling constant. This test confirms the consistency

of the obtained 4D couplings in Eq.(9.45). This consistency relies on the full summation over the

infinite Σ KK tower in Eq.(9.44), similarly to the derivation of D-term couplings in Section 9.2.2.

In conclusion, the KK corrections with respect to the 4D SUSY |φH0
u
|2|φ(0)

L |2 coupling arise

at the order 1/M (n)2. At this order 1/M (n)2 (and above) the corrections in Eq.(9.45) affect the

|φH0
u
|2|φ(0)

L |2 coupling but not the consequent masses as the ‘∂µ’ acting on the constant φH0
u

VEV

vanishes. This means that there are no KK tower-induced corrections to any D-term mass at order

1/M (n)2 with respect to 4D SUSY.

Complete scalar mass matrices

We have done all the necessary preliminary calculations to obtain different 4D mass contributions

so that we can now write the whole 4D effective scalar mass matrix within the pMSSM. We will give

the stop mass matrix as an example, the other scalar superpartner masses being easily deducible

from it. This t̃ mass matrix in the interaction basis ~̃t = {t̃(0)
L , t̃

(0)
R , t̃

(1)
L , t̃

(1)
R } reads as −~̄̃tM2

t̃t̃
~̃tt ∈ L4D

with,

M2
t̃t̃ ≡


0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 m
(1)2
L 0

0 0 0 m
(1)2
R

 + Y2v̂2
u

×


(f0
Lf

0
R)2[1− Y2v̂2

u(f0
L)2

∑∞
n=1

(fnR)2

m
(n)2
R

] 0 f0
Lf

1
L(f0

R)2 0

0 (f0
Lf

0
R)2[1− Y2v̂2

u(f0
R)2

∑∞
n=1

(fnL)2

m
(n)2
L

] 0 f0
Rf

1
R(f0

L)2

f0
Lf

1
L(f0

R)2 0 (f1
Lf

0
R)2 0

0 f0
Rf

1
R(f0

L)2 0 (f0
Lf

1
R)2
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− µeffY v̂u
tanβ


0 f0

Lf
0
R 0 f0

Lf
1
R

f0
Lf

0
R 0 f1

Lf
0
R 0

0 f1
Lf

0
R 0 f1

Lf
1
R

f0
Lf

1
R 0 f1

Lf
1
R 0

 + cos 2β m2
Z


QtLZ 0 0 0

0 −QtRZ 0 0

0 0 QtLZ 0

0 0 0 −QtRZ



+ m̃e−2kπRc


f0
Lf

0
L 0 f0

Lf
1
L 0

0 f0
Rf

0
R 0 f0

Rf
1
R

f0
Lf

1
L 0 f1

Lf
1
L 0

0 f0
Rf

1
R 0 f1

Rf
1
R

 + Ae−kπRc v̂u


0 f0

Lf
0
R 0 f0

Lf
1
R

f0
Lf

0
R 0 f1

Lf
0
R 0

0 f1
Lf

0
R 0 f1

Lf
1
R

f0
Lf

1
R 0 f1

Lf
1
R 0

 ,

(9.47)

with the notation fnL/R = f++
n (ct̃L/R ;πRc). mZ is the Z0 gauge boson mass, µeff = µe−kπRc ∼ TeV [c.f.

Eq.(9.23)], A ∼ 1 as above and to not introduce a new bulk scale, the soft mass localized on the TeV-brane

for bulk stops (see later discussion for the alternative possibilities of SUSY breaking masses either on the

Planck-brane or in the bulk) is taken at m̃ ∼ k. We have taken a unique soft mass m̃ for having a more

simple matrix here but the above mass matrix is easily extended to the case m̃L 6= m̃R (respective soft

masses for t̃
(0)
L and t̃

(0)
R ).

The fourth mass matrix of Eq.(9.47) originates from the D-terms while the Yukawa masses (second

matrix) have been generalized from Eq.(9.37). We have noted t̃
(0)
L and t̃

(0)
R the first two states of the basis

but one should clarify the point that t̃
(0)
L/R possess in fact small admixtures of the t̃

c(n)
L/R KK states (identical

to the fields noted φ
c(n)
L/R defined in the KK decomposition (H.12)), a kind of mixing described in the study

of mass matrix (9.31) and at the origin of the two corrections to the first elements in the second matrix of

Eq.(9.47). The KK sum in these corrections for the stop, typically localized near the TeV-brane, must be

cut at ∼ 2M
(1)
KK as is usual in this 5D framework (see the perturbativity considerations on the top Yukawa

coupling e.g. in [46]).

In conclusion, the effect of (−−) KK towers on the t̃(0) mass is taken into account at first order in

1/M (n)2 (or 1/m
(n)2
L/R) via the corrective terms in the second matrix of Eq.(9.47), whereas the (−−) KK

effects in D-term masses have been shown above to vanish at this first order (see Eq.(9.45)). The mixing

effect of (++) KK towers on the t̃(0) mass is taken into account at first order by diagonalizing the mass

matrix (9.47) which includes the first KK modes.

9.3 Phenomenology

9.3.1 Quantum corrections to the Higgs mass

In this section, we compute explicitly the quantum corrections – at the one-loop level – to the φH0
u

Higgs

mass (similar corrections hold for the complex φH0
d

boson) in the model defined in Appendix G without

µ-term for simplification reason and without introducing any (soft) SUSY breaking mechanism. Indeed,

our goal in this part is to study generically the possible re-introduction, due to the existence of warped

extra dimensions, of the gauge hierarchy problem in a SUSY framework. For that purpose, we focus on the

quadratic divergent contributions exclusively, using the 4D effective couplings derived in previous sections.
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Before starting let us discuss the general aspect of this loop analysis, through an overview of the as-

sumptions made. First, our results on the cancellation of quadratic divergences and on the necessity for

some cancellation conditions in certain cases, although obtained within a minimal SUSY model, also apply

to the pMSSM gauge group, Lagrangian and field content. Indeed those results rely (partially) on the gauge

symmetry structure whatever gauge group it is [in particular abelian or not].

Secondly, there are no masses for the Higgs bosons in our framework (as neither µ-terms nor soft scalar

masses) and in turn the Higgs fields do not acquire VEV. Nevertheless, all our conclusions on quadratic can-

cellations still hold, for example, in the pMSSM after spontaneous EWSB. The vanishing mass hypothesis

also allows us to work in the Higgs rest frame where the external four-momentum are exactly equal to zero,

a Lorentz transformation choice which does not affect our conclusions due to the invariant nature of the

(Higgs) mass.

Finally, we work generically without choosing a specific gauge; the gauge choice will be parametrized by the

non-fixed λ quantity entering the nth KK gauge boson propagator:

−i
k2 −M (n)2

[
ηµν +

1− λ
λ

kµkν

k2 − 1
λM

(n)2

]
.

Recall that for instance λ = 0 (λ = 1) corresponds to the Landau (Feynman) gauge which is characterized

by ∂µAµ = 0 as considered in the other parts of this study together with A5 = 0 – for a gauge boson field

AM . We thus find that the λ-dependent terms vanish which means that the physical result on Higgs mass

corrections is not gauge-dependent, as expected. This approach confers to the analysis, and a fortiori to the

result, a general character. Although we do not fix λ, or equivalently Im(z) (which determines the Aµ field

in Eq.(G.8)), we choose to work in the Wess-Zumino gauge where the extra fields that generically appear

in the V expression have been transformed to zero (see Eq.(G.8)) due to the specific choices of Re(z), η, f

– if a gauge transformation on generic vectorial (chiral) superfields V (Ω) is defined by V → V + Z + Z̄
(Ω→ Ω +

√
2∂yZ), the chiral superfield Z involving the scalar field z, spinor η and auxiliary f . We choose

the Wess-Zumino gauge for simplicity in the loop calculation but the physical result that we obtain would

clearly be the same in another gauge.

Yukawa coupling sector

Starting with the fermion contributions, the first step is to get the 4D effective Yukawa couplings of the

fermions to the Higgs boson φH0
u
; from the Lagrangian obtained in Eq.(G.29), we know that those couplings

after field redefinition (absorbing the
√
G factor) are λnm ≡ −

∫
dyYfnL(y)fmR (y)δ(y−πRc), assuming a real

Yukawa coupling for simplicity.

The loop diagrams involving Yukawa couplings and resulting in quadratic divergences are those drawn in

Fig.(9.5) and Fig.(9.6). From the formal point of view, for a loop having fermions of different masses as in

Fig.(9.5), say mf1 and mf2 , running in, one can write the loop integral as (calling λ the Yukawa coupling

constants):

−
∫

d4k

(2π)4
Tr

[
(−iλ)

(
1− γ5

2

)(
i

6k −mf1

)
(−iλ)

(
1 + γ5

2

)(
i

6k −mf2

)]
= −2λ2

∫
d4k

(2π)4

[
k2

(k2 −m2
f1)(k2 −m2

f2)

]
(9.48)
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Figure 9.5: Quadratically divergent quantum corrections at one-loop to the φH0
u

mass due to the exchange

of KK Dirac fermions ψ
(n)
L/R. Couplings are described in text.

The four-momentum of the fields exchanged in the loop is generically noted kµ. Note the presence of the 1±γ5

2

chirality projectors, since such scalar couplings flip the fermion chirality, as well as the overall minus sign

due to the Fermi-Dirac statistics which is crucial for the SUSY cancellation of divergences. Now expanding

over different KK fermion towers results in the following contribution to the φH0
u

Higgs mass, respecting the

correct order between the discrete KK sum and the four-momentum loop integral,

IF = −2

N,M∑
{n,m}=0,0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

[
k2

(k2 −m(n) 2
L )(k2 −m(m) 2

R )

]
λnmλ

′
nm (9.49)

where λ′nm ≡ −
∫
dy′YfnL(y′)fmR (y′)δ(y′ − πRc) and m

(n)
L/R [with m

(0)
L/R = 0] are the KK fermion masses.

We have truncated the KK summation at the indices N,M such that m
(N)
L ,m

(M)
R ∼ Λ and consistently the

momentum integration at the cut-off of the 5D theory Λ (one has typically Λ ∼M (2)
KK , the second KK gauge

mass). The reason being that the non-renormalizable 5D SUSY theory is only valid below this cut-off. The

integral gives us :

IF = − 2Y 2

N,M∑
{n,m}=0,0

∫
d4k

(2π)4
k2

∫
dy

∫
dy′
[
fnL(y)fnL(y′)

k2 −m(n) 2
L

fmR (y)fmR (y′)

k2 −m(m) 2
R

]
δ(y − πRc) δ(y′ − πRc)

= − 2Y 2

N,M∑
{n,m}=0,0

∫
d4k

(2π)4
k2 f

n
L(πRc)f

n
L(πRc)

k2 −m(n) 2
L

fmR (πRc)f
m
R (πRc)

k2 −m(m) 2
R

. (9.50)

We now calculate the scalar superpartner contributions. First one has to derive the 4D effective Yukawa

coupling of the matter scalars to the Higgs boson φH0
u
; we have obtained it in Eq.(9.11) renaming it now

for commodity as λ̃n|L/R = −iY2
[
fnL/R(πRc)

]2
k2G

f++
cR/L

5 (k2;πRc, πRc); the KK scalar contributions to the

φH0
u

mass only come from these ‘diagonal’ nn Yukawa couplings as shows Fig.(9.6). As explained at the end

of the part commenting the scalar 4D couplings to two Higgs bosons in Section 9.2.2, the KK summation in

G
f++
cR/L

5 (k2;πRc, πRc) has to be truncated and we truncate it consistently at the index N such that m
(N)
L ∼ Λ.
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Figure 9.6: Quadratically divergent quantum corrections at one-loop to the φH0
u

mass due to the exchange

of KK scalar superpartners φ
(n)
L/R. Couplings are described in text.

From Fig.(9.6), we see that expanding over different KK scalar towers results in the contribution:

IS =

N∑
n=0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

{
iλ̃n|L

k2 −m(n) 2
L

+
iλ̃n|R

k2 −m(n) 2
R

}
(9.51)

where m
(n)
L/R are the KK scalar masses. As there is no SUSY breaking here the fermions and their scalar

superpartners have identical KK masses and wave functions. We have cut the KK tower and momentum

integration at Λ (∼M (2)
KK) as for the fermion contribution. We get

IS = Y 2
N∑
n=0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

[
[fnL(πRc)]

2

k2 −m(n) 2
L

k2G
f++
cR

5 (k2;πRc, πRc) +
[fnR(πRc)]

2

k2 −m(n) 2
R

k2G
f++
cL

5 (k2;πRc, πRc)

]

= 2Y 2

N,M∑
{n,m}=0,0

∫
d4k

(2π)4
k2 [fnR(πRc)]

2

k2 −m(n) 2
R

[fmL (πRc)]
2

k2 −m(m) 2
L

(9.52)

after inverting a finite summation (in 5D propagators) with the cut integration over k.

One thus finds IF + IS = 0 due to SUSY. Strictly speaking, we have in fact obtained this quadratic

divergence cancellation analytically in the generic case of any cut-off (i.e. for any Λ value). Was this result

predictable ? In the limiting case Λ < MKK – the first KK gauge mass MKK is the smallest KK mass among

bosons and fermions – where n = m = 0, one recovers the 4D SUSY model (with a cut-off) so that the above

result of quadratic cancellation constitutes only a good check. On the opposite side, for Λ → ∞ assuming

a known UV completion for the 5D theory (or more realistically Λ ' M? in our RS context) so that the

theory is totally 5D (or only up to the effective gravity scale), it is not surprising to find that the pure 5D

SUSY guarantees the quadratic cancellation. Finally, for any intermediate cut-off truncating KK sums and

loop integrations, our generic result is that the cancellation systematically occurs [the same cut-off Λ must

be applied on Eq.(9.50) and Eq.(9.52) so that these expressions remain exactly opposite] in what could be

called a ‘truncated 5D theory’; this constitutes the proof of a supersymmetric cancellation KK level by KK

level (i.e. the nth KK scalar contribution compensates the nth KK fermion contribution), a non-obvious

result. A similar result holds for the quadratic divergence cancellation in the gauge coupling sector treated

below.
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Comments about the cancellation of quadratic divergences

Based on the above example of cancellation of quadratic divergences in the Yukawa coupling sector (com-

pensation between fermions and their scalar superpartner), we discuss here why our approach brings some

new light on the old debate about this cancellation in Higgs mass quantum corrections in higher-dimensional

SUSY theories (the SUSY breaking aspect is not considered here) with localized Higgs interactions.

First there were questions [49, 50] on the sense of the “KK regularization” [51] in higher-dimensional

SUSY theories. The KK regularization is the divergence cancellation which relies on performing first the

infinite summation of loop-exchanged KK states and secondly the infinite four-momentum loop-integral; this

order corresponds to a non-justified inversion in the analytical computation of an infinite number of KK

contributions at the one-loop level to the Higgs mass.

We have shown, in the part commenting the scalar 4D couplings to two Higgs bosons in Section 9.2.2, that

writing the scalar effective 4D couplings requires to perform an infinite summation on KK tower without

applying any cut-off. Only once one has derived these scalar effective 4D couplings, the analytical loop

computation – in a 4D framework – of KK scalar contributions to the Higgs mass can be started: that is

the correct order. Hence, the loop four-momentum integration must be performed after the aforementioned

infinite KK summation, as exhibits Eq.(9.51) (where an infinite summation has already been calculated to

obtain λ̃n|L/R), even if this is in contrast with a naive thinking. In Eq.(9.52), the summations in G5 – which

originate from the remaining summation in λ̃n|L/R – are finite so it makes sense to invert those with the cut

integration, in order to obtain the quadratic divergence cancellation with Eq.(9.50) 13.

Related doubts pointed out in Ref. [49] concerned the effect of the necessary cut-off, due to the non-

renormalizable aspect of 5D SUSY models, which prevents from making any infinite KK summation and in

turn to find the quadratic cancellation: indeed, the authors of [49] have demonstrated that the cancellation

results partially from SUSY and partially from a compensation between the quadratic terms of a finite number

of KK modes with masses below the cut-off and the logarithmic terms of an infinite number of KK states

above it. It was believed that the procedure in Ref. [49] based on a sharp cut of the KK tower, spoiling the

supersymmetry of the underlying theory, could prevent from quadratic cancellations. However, the proper

time cut-off (made separately from the KK level truncation) not spoiling four-dimensional symmetries can be

applied [52] and similar problems arise: quantum corrections to the Higgs mass become insensitive to details

of physics at the UltraViolet (UV) scale only under certain conditions. Another alternative to the sharp KK

tower truncation is the suppression by a Gaussian brane distribution [27] (the couplings of high KK modes

are suppressed by a finite width of the brane) which indeed allows to recover a finite Higgs mass – including

the cut-off effect but keeping an infinite sum so evading the drawbacks outlined in [49]. Nevertheless, it

appears also in Ref. [27] that other distributions leading to a linear sensitivity on the momentum cut-off

exist, a remark forbidding a general conclusion 14. These two works [27, 52] have thus not really solved the

problems raised in [49] on a general justification of the finiteness of the Higgs mass.

The way to describe the cut-off problem of Ref. [49] within our framework is as follows. An infinite KK

summation has to be computed for applying the completeness relation and hence for finding the λ̃n|L/R form

obtained in Eq.(9.11) and used in Eq.(9.51) to give rise to the quadratic cancellation (between IS and IF ),

13In fact, within our approach we don’t have to make abnormally an infinite KK summation before a loop integra-
tion.

14The approach developed in Ref. [27] also shows that the Higgs mass corrections at higher order (two loops)
potentially give rise to linear divergences which are in fact cancelled by linear threshold effects of Yukawa and gauge
couplings [53].
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however, the infinite character seems meaningless as the KK states with masses above Λ make no sense in a

theory valid only up to the cut-off scale. In fact it turns out, as we have discussed in the part commenting

the scalar 4D couplings (Section 9.2.2), that an infinite KK summation must really be calculated in order to

write down a consistent 4D Lagrangian for the fundamental 5D SUSY theory; the cut-off is indeed applied

but only after the 4D couplings have been derived (which requires an infinite summation computation) and

it is applied on the remaining not-computed sums in the coherent 4D framework 15.

We have not brought arguments against the claims of Ref. [49] but we have proposed a different ap-

proach avoiding their problems (for the KK regularization) and we have justified the required infinite KK

summation (including the cut-off aspect). Therefore the quadratic cancellation appears to be well treated in

our context and thus to be meaningful. Similar arguments hold for the independent quadratic cancellation

in the gauge coupling sector (involving also Higgs boson, higgsino, gauge boson and gaugino contributions

to the Higgs mass) that will be treated in the following subsection.

There exist other approaches like the Pauli-Villars regularization [54] or the elegant 5D (mixed position-

momentum space) framework [55], based on formally correct treatments of the divergences avoiding sub-

tleties on KK excitations and 4D Lagrangians, which also conclude positively on the validity of quadratic

cancellations.

Gauge coupling sector

First, the exchange of U(1) gauge boson KK modes contributes (c.f. Fig.(9.7)), via the gauge couplings

derived in Eq.(G.30), to the quadratic divergences appearing in the φH0
u

mass corrections. This contribution

reads as,

IA =

N∑
n=0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

∫
dy i q2

H0
u
g 2 [g++

n (y)]2 ηµν δ(y − πRc)
−i

k2 −M (n)2

[
ηµν +

1− λ
λ

kµkν

k2 − 1
λM

(n)2

]

= q2
H0
u
g 2

N∑
n=0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

[g++
n (πRc)]

2

k2 −M (n)2

[
4 +

1− λ
λ−M (n)2/k2

]
, (9.53)

where we have used the 4D effective gauge coupling obtained from Eq.(G.30). As for the Yukawa sector, the

KK summation and momentum integration are truncated at the 5D cut-off Λ.

φH0
u

A
(n)
µ

φH0
u

g2q2H0
u

Figure 9.7: Quadratically divergent quantum corrections at one-loop to the φH0
u

mass due to the exchange

of KK gauge bosons A
(n)
µ . Couplings are described in text.

15Hence, our approach to the cut-off problem (w.r.t. divergence cancellations) is different from Ref. [27, 52]: we
do not deal with the kind of cut-off that is applied but instead we justify why this cut-off must not be applied
systematically on KK sums.
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The exchanges of A
(n)
µ states together with the Higgs boson also contribute as drawn in Fig.(9.8). Still

truncating the sum and integration at Λ, we obtain [see again Eq.(G.30)]

I ′A =

N∑
n=0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

∫
dy

∫
dy′
(
−i qH0

u
gkµ g++

n (y) δ(y − πRc)
) (
−i qH0

u
gkν g++

n (y′) δ(y′ − πRc)
)

× i

k2

−i
k2 −M (n)2

[
ηµν +

1− λ
λ

kµkν

k2 − 1
λM

(n)2

]

= −q2
H0
u
g2

N∑
n=0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

[g++
n (πRc)]

2

k2 −M (n)2

[
1 +

1− λ
λ−M (n)2/k2

]
. (9.54)
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u
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u
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u

Figure 9.8: Quadratically divergent quantum corrections at one-loop to the φH0
u

mass due to the exchange

of KK gauge bosons A
(n)
µ together with the Higgs boson itself. Couplings are described in text.

Similarly, the exchanges of ψ
(n)
λ1

gaugino states (four-component spinorial notation) and higgsinos (ψH0
u
)

contribute as in Fig.(9.9). Deducing the 4D effective gaugino couplings from the superfield action (G.12) [as

done exactly in Eq.(G.29)], one finds the mass contribution

IG = −
N∑
n=0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

∫
dy

∫
dy′
(
−
√

2qH0
u
gg++
n (y) δ(y − πRc)

)(√
2qH0

u
gg++
n (y′) δ(y′ − πRc)

)
×Tr

[
i( 6k +M (n))

k2 −M (n)2

1− γ5

2

i6k
k2

1 + γ5

2

]

= −4q2
H0
u
g2

N∑
n=0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

[g++
n (πRc)]

2

k2 −M (n)2
. (9.55)

This loop contribution carries a minus sign in front of the sum due to the Fermi-Dirac statistics. Since

there is no SUSY breaking, the gauge boson modes have the same KK masses and wave functions as their

fermionic superpartners.

Other divergences arise from the Higgs exchange itself; see Fig.(9.10). The preliminary 4D result of Eq.(9.30)
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Figure 9.9: Quadratically divergent quantum corrections at one-loop to the φH0
u

mass due to the exchange

of KK gaugino modes ψ
(n)
λ1

with the higgsino state ψH0
u
. Couplings are described in text.

and Eq.(9.28) allow us to write down these two mass corrections, respectively, as:

IH0
d

=

∫
d4k

(2π)4

(
−iqH0

u
qH0

d
g2p2Gg

++

5 (p2;πRc, πRc)
) i

k2

→ qH0
u
qH0

d
g2

∫
d4k

(2π)4

[g++
0 (πRc)]

2

k2
=
qH0

u
qH0

d
g2

2πRc

∫
d4k

(2π)4

1

k2
, (9.56)

IH0
u

=

∫
d4k

(2π)4

(
−iq2

H0
u
g2p2Gg

++

5 (p2;πRc, πRc)
) i

k2
+

∫
d4k

(2π)4

(
−iq2

H0
u
g2k2Gg

++

5 (k2;πRc, πRc)
) i

k2

→
q2
H0
u
g2

2πRc

∫
d4k

(2π)4

1

k2
+ q2

H0
u
g2

∫
d4k

(2π)4
Gg

++

5 (k2;πRc, πRc)

=
q2
H0
u
g2

2πRc

∫
d4k

(2π)4

1

k2
+ q2

H0
u
g2

N∑
n=0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

[g++
n (πRc)]

2

k2 −M (n)2
. (9.57)

In Eq.(9.56), the limit p2 → 0 has been performed (using Eq.(I.6)) since the effective coupling involved

in Fig.(9.10) confers to this loop diagram a tadpole-form contribution; indeed the effective diagram in

Fig.(9.10) may be obtained by summing the two diagrams of Fig.(9.4) after joining the two φH0
d

legs and

affecting respectively to the φH0
d
, Σ(n), φH0

u
fields the momentum k2 (integrated loop momentum), p2 = 0

and 0 (chosen external momentum). In Eq.(9.57), the limit p2 → 0 has also been performed since the

effective coupling involved in Fig.(9.10) for an internal φH0
u

field also confers to this loop diagram a tadpole-

form contribution. Here there is even an additional contribution from the exchange of Σ(n) with the same

momentum k2 as in the loop. All this can be seen from generating Fig.(9.10) by summing the three diagrams

of Fig.(9.3) after joining the two upper φH0
u

legs in each diagram. We have also truncated the KK summation

by the 5D cut-off Λ (like the integration), in the 5D propagator Gg
++

5 (k2;πRc, πRc), and then inverted it

with the integral.

The last contributions to quadratic divergences generated by gauge couplings are the scalar exchanges in

Fig.(9.11)-(9.12). In the same way as just above, the 4D D-term coupling previously obtained in Eq.(9.20)
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Figure 9.10: Quadratically divergent quantum corrections at one-loop to the φH0
u

mass due to self-couplings
and couplings with the scalar field φH0

d
(described in text).

leads to the corresponding mass corrections:

IL/R =

N∑
n=0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

(
−iqL/RqH0

u
g2

∫
dy[fnL/R(y)]2p2Gg

++

5 (p2; y, πRc)

)
i

k2 −m(n)2
L/R

→ qL/RqH0
u
g2

2πRc

N∑
n=0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

∫
dy[fnL/R(y)]2

1

k2 −m(n)2
L/R

=
qL/RqH0

u
g2

2πRc

N∑
n=0

∫
d4k

(2π)4

1

k2 −m(n)2
L/R

. (9.58)

in the limit p2 → 0 and using the orthonormalization condition for wave functions.

Similarly, the 4D effective couplings of two φ
c(m)
L/R [defined in Eq.(H.12)] to two Higgs bosons – induced by

Σ(n) exchanges – can be directly derived from the scalar field Lagrangian (G.26), by using relation (H.7),

and lead to the respective tadpole contributions of Fig.(9.12):

IcL/R =

M∑
m=1

∫
d4k

(2π)4

(
qL/RqH0

u
g2

∫
dy[f cmL/R(y)]2

N∑
n=1

M (n)2 g
++
n (y) i g++

n (πRc)

p2 −M (n)2

)
i

k2 −m(m)2
L/R

,

reminding that f cmL/R(y) = f−−m (cL/R; y). Applying now the completeness relation and the equalityM (n)2/(p2−
M (n)2) = {p2/(p2 −M (n)2)} − 1, one can recast this contribution into the expression

IcL/R = −
M∑
m=1

∫
d4k

(2π)4

(
qL/RqH0

u
g2

∫
dy[f cmL/R(y)]2p2Gg

++

5 (p2; y, πRc)

)
1

k2 −m(m)2
L/R

→ −
M∑
m=1

∫
d4k

(2π)4

qL/RqH0
u
g2

2πRc

∫
dy[f cmL/R(y)]2

1

k2 −m(m)2
L/R

= −qL/RqH
0
u
g2

2πRc

M∑
m=1

∫
d4k

(2π)4

1

k2 −m(m)2
L/R

(9.59)

in the limit p2 → 0.

At this stage where all quadratically divergent contributions have been estimated, a useful check is to

take the 4D SUSY limit: k2/m
(n)2
L/R � 1 and k2/M (n)2 � 1 [n ≥ 1] at the zeroth order. Doing so, one

recovers indeed the whole quadratically divergent mass correction for the gauge coupling sector of the 4D
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Figure 9.11: Quadratically divergent quantum corrections at one-loop to the φH0
u

mass due to gauge

couplings with KK scalar superpartners φ
(n)
L/R (described in text).
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Figure 9.12: Quadratically divergent quantum corrections at one-loop to the φH0
u

mass due to the exchange

of KK (−−) scalar superpartners φ
c(m)
L/R and KK (−−) scalar modes Σ(n) (couplings discussed in text).

SUSY theory:

IA + I ′A + IG + IH0
u

+ IH0
d

+ IL + IR + IcL + IcR → qH0
u

(
qH0

u
+ qH0

d
+ qL + qR

)
g2

4D

∫
d4k

(2π)4

1

k2
,

with g4D = g/
√

2πRc as already defined. Indeed, in 4D SUSY the quadratically divergent Higgs mass

corrections cancel each other only if the anomaly cancellation condition qH0
u

+ qH0
d

+ qL + qR = 0 is verified,

recalling that the quadratic divergence cancellation is induced by the simultaneous presence of SUSY and

a gauge symmetry (which relies on the absence of Adler-Bardeen-Jackiw anomalies [56] originating from

triangular loops of fermions).

In the present RS SUSY context with localized Higgs fields, we thus have first to wonder what is the

global 5D anomaly cancellation condition. The contributions to triangular loops, of the fermions belonging

to the chiral matter superfields ΦL and Φ−−L , should vanish due to the vectorial nature of the 5D theory

[i.e. presence of Φ−−L ]. Same comment holds for the ΦcL and Φc−−L superfields. The orbifolding apparently

spoils this 5D vectorial nature [i.e. no zero-mode for Φ−−L ] but the anomaly cancellation is recovered in the

matter sector through certain tree level contributions (see e.g. Ref. [57]) induced by the Chern-Simons term

(see Ref. [58] for the case of warped orbifolds) together with mixings generated by the Stückelberg term (for

instance, see Ref. [59]). For intervals in AdS5, anomalies might lead to some constraints on the consistent

effective field theory description [60]. Finally, one must recall here that the whole 5D anomaly cancellation

condition includes the anomaly cancellation condition of the low-energy 4D chiral theory whose role is to

insure the anomaly cancellation for the contributions of the zero-modes and possibly fields of the considered

model confined on 3-branes (in other words for all states except the KK excitations).
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Coming back to our 5D SUSY model, we see that one gets (whatever are the KK masses)

IA + I ′A + IG + IH0
u

+ IH0
d

+ IL + IR + IcL + IcR = qH0
u

(
qH0

u
+ qH0

d
+ qL + qR

) g2

2πRc

∫
d4k

(2π)4

1

k2
,

so that the quadratic divergence cancellation for the Higgs mass in the gauge sector (and hence in all sectors)

is guaranteed by the 4D condition qH0
u
+qH0

d
+qL+qR = 0 for the chiral zero-modes and 4D higgsinos (localized

on the TeV-brane) which is part of the 5D anomaly cancellation condition. On the other side, the vectorial

nature of the 5D SUSY theory, which induces the cancellation of 5D anomalies, is also responsible for the

cancellation of the KK φ
(n)
L/R contributions to the Higgs mass quadratic divergences (entering Eq.(9.58)) with

the KK φ
c(m)
L/R contributions (see Eq.(9.59)). This cancellation results from a compensation KK level by KK

level and remains thus true for any 5D cut-off value.

As a general conclusion (the present analysis being not based on arguments restricted to warped geometries),

in higher-dimensional SUSY models, the quadratic divergence cancellation in the Higgs mass is insured by

the higher-dimensional anomaly cancellation condition (as occurs in 4D with the difference that the higher-

dimensional anomaly condition can be more complex than the 4D one since it may include the adjustment

of the Chern-Simons term to restore the vectorial behavior 16).

We finish this part by a comment, for completeness. While the condition qH0
u

+qH0
d

+qL+qR = 0 is issued

from anomalies of type U(1)−Gravity−Gravity, there is a second condition, namely q3
H0
u

+q3
H0
d

+q3
L+q3

R = 0,

coming from the cubic U(1)−U(1)−U(1) anomalies. Let us mention here the third condition on U(1)

charges in our toy model: qH0
u

+ qL + qR = 0 related to the existence of a Yukawa interaction for ΦL/R

(see Eq.(G.12)). Our motivation for writing an interaction of this type was clearly to consider all the

quadratically divergent contributions to the Higgs mass and in particular those involving Yukawa couplings

(discussed above).

9.3.2 Sfermion mass splitting

Phenomenological framework

We first describe in more details the phenomenological framework of this Section 9.3.2. We consider the class

of SUSY breaking scenario where (soft) squark/slepton masses appear in the bulk and on the boundaries

[see SUSY breaking classification of Section 9.2.1]. The model studied is the warped 5D pMSSM. We do not

compute numerically the heavy KK state mixing effects since we focus on dominant low-energy structural

effects on scalar couplings induced by the SUSY breaking scenario discussed below.

Let us thus discuss what are the favored geometrical setups concerning the SUSY breaking scalar mass

locations. First, to have a generic approach, we assume that all bulk sfermions have additional (i.e. SUSY

breaking) 5D mass terms of course invariant under the Z2 parity: those are also taken of the type shown

in Eq.(G.27) but with other c parameters. We have shown in Appendix H.3 that adding such masses is

equivalent to introduce new 5D scalar parameters, say cf̃L/R , completely independent from the fermion (or

superfield) parameters cfL/R and thus affects the scalar localizations. In analogy with RS flavor models for

fermions, we will generally make the hypothesis that the first generations of sfermions are typically localized

towards the UV boundary (large cf̃L/R) whereas last families are rather located near the IR boundary (small

16This Chern-Simons term has anyway no effects on the quadratic divergences of the Higgs mass.
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cf̃L/R). Remaining general, the first scalar generations have also SUSY breaking masses localized on the two

boundaries and the large soft masses on the Planck-brane are thus not reduced by wave functions overlaps.

These Planckian masses mimic (−+) BC so that the first generation sfermion zero-modes decouple from the

low-energy theory as occurs in the model of Ref. [42]. This class of scenario represents thus a realization

of partially split SUSY models which allow to improve the situation [61] with respect to Flavor Changing

Neutral Currents (FCNC). In contrast, the last sfermion generations have soft masses on the TeV-brane

which are not suppressed by wave function overlaps. These soft masses enlarge the parameter space that

we will explore. Having typically small cf̃L/R for last sfermion families is also an attractive possibility as it

leads to sfermion masses which are mainly generated by the Yukawa interactions after EWSB, as for SM

fermions, and to specific collider signatures as discussed in the following subsections.

For the considered case cf̃L/R < cfL/R , the Yukawa-like couplings of these last generation sfermions to

Higgs bosons [first coupling matrix in Eq.(9.22)] are increased – modulo a square and a Higgs rotation

angle/VEV – relatively to the effective 4D fermion Yukawa couplings [see Eq.(9.12)] which are themselves

equal to the 4D SUSY scalar Yukawa couplings (forgetting small KK corrections). A same comparison

holds for the interactions proportional to µeff [second coupling matrix of Eq.(9.22)]. Since the RS SUSY

scenario considered increases globally sfermion couplings to Higgs bosons compared to the usual 4D SUSY

case, which brings new significant contributions to the (s)quark triangular loop of the gluon-gluon fusion

mechanism for Higgs production at hadron colliders [= main production channel] [62] 17, one might wonder

whether such a model is not excluded by present experimental searches [64] at Tevatron Run II for 4D

SUSY Higgs fields (or estimated results from SM Higgs searches [65] e.g. in the decoupling limit). First it

must be remarked that the Tevatron production cross sections and decay branching ratios as well as various

theoretical uncertainties have been recently re-evaluated for SUSY Higgs bosons [66], also that 4D SUSY

Higgs searches were not exhaustive in the parameter space exploration [64] and that other effects could

appear in 5D SUSY Higgs productions. Secondly, the obtained lower limit of the lightest neutral Higgs

(noted h) mass is not so close to the 4D SUSY theoretical upper bound which furthermore can be enhanced

in the 5D SUSY context [32] enlarging the allowed mass range. In fact, the main 4D SUSY contribution to

the gluon-fusion mechanism is the stop exchange in the loop, due to its large Yukawa coupling. In the above

RS SUSY setup, the only additional new contribution is the sbottom exchange as we assume the decoupling

of the first two generations of squarks to avoid constraints from the K0− K̄0 mixing (one could even assume

the decoupling of the squark doublet Q̃L and sbottom singlet b̃R). Since we take masses mb̃ ∼ 102 GeV

(from little hierarchy arguments), the sbottom Yukawa couplings are of the same order as the (s)top Yukawa

interactions and hence comparable Higgs production rates are expected in 4D versus RS SUSY, which is

realistic. Concerning sleptons, we assume that only the first generation decouples since these non-colored

scalar fields only affect 4D SUSY Higgs searches through the radiative Higgs decay into two photons, a decay

representing only one of the various channels investigated. Going into the details of the calculation of the

Higgs production/decays, different sfermion exchanges might suppress each other by destructive interferences

of the triangular loops [62] depending on the signs of various 4D effective couplings over parameter ranges,

and some more freedom might even arise from 5D SUSY model building.

Concerning bulk gauginos, their 4D soft masses are taken effectively i.e. without specifying the higher-

dimensional geometry (as we do not study possible 4D/5D SUSY differences in that sector). For example

these masses could be localized on the TeV-brane – without suffering from large overlap suppression like

light generations.

17KK contributions to this gluon-gluon fusion mechanism have been studied e.g. in Ref. [63].
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Charge and color breaking minima

Before presenting numerical results, we need to discuss another SUSY aspect which is significantly modified

in this RS context: the Charge and Color Breaking (CCB) minima. We will show that no drastic constraints

arise on the parameter space and even that no SUGRA-like scenario – in the sense where trilinear soft scalar

terms are proportional to the Yukawa coupling constants (reducing effectively the trilinear scale A) – needs

to be assumed [as usually required in 4D SUSY] in order to satisfy those constraints.

In 4D mSUGRA, the constraints coming from imposing the absence of CCB global minima for the

potential of squark/slepton VEV’s read typically as [67] (see [68] for the NMSSM case), taking the example

of the usually dangerous selectron direction,

(Ye4DAe)2 < 3
(

(m̃e
R)2 + (m̃e

L)2 + m̂2
d

)
(Ye4D)2 (9.60)

where m̃e
L, m̃e

R denote the selectron soft masses and m̂2
d = m2

Hd
+ µ2 with mHd being the down Higgs soft

mass. Ye4D ∼ 10−5 is the Yukawa coupling constant for the electron and Ae ∼ 102 GeV. Since the Yukawa

couplings simplify each other in the above inequality, there are often not written in the literature, but here we

keep them for the 5D discussion below. The general conclusion on the 4D case is that the CCB constraints,

as illustrates the one above, remain respected if the soft parameters A, m̃, mHd and also µ are all of order the

EWSB scale (which is compatible with both the Higgs fine-tuning considerations and electroweak potential

minimization relations).

For mSUGRA models in a warped background, the CCB constraint (9.60) is replaced by (neglecting the

KK mixing corrections),

(YeAee−σ(πRc)f0
Lf

0
R)2 < 3

(
m̃e
R(f0

Re
−σ(πRc))2 + m̃e

L(f0
Le
−σ(πRc))2 + m̂d|2eff

)
(Yef0

Lf
0
R)2 (9.61)

as deduced from the form of 4D Higgs couplings (9.22) – of type Y2 and A – and the form of 4D soft

scalar masses on TeV-brane in Eq.(9.47). Here f0
L/R = f++

0 (cẽL/R ;πRc); A
eYe = O(1) (as discussed in the

next subsection on slepton masses in mSUGRA) and m̂d|2eff = m2
Hd

+ µ2
eff [see the discussion on µeff in

Section 9.2.1]. Now, the RS CCB criteria of type Eq.(9.61) simplifies to

(Aee−σ(πRc))2 < 3
(
m̃e
R(f0

Re
−σ(πRc))2 + m̃e

L(f0
Le
−σ(πRc))2 + m̂d|2eff

)
(9.62)

where Aee−σ(πRc) ∼ 102 GeV so that this condition is as natural as in 4D mSUGRA for effective soft masses

at the EWSB scale, which is the case since m̂d|eff ∼ 102 GeV and e.g. m̃R(f0
Re
−σ(πRc))2 ∼ k2e−2σ(πRc) ∼

(102 GeV)2 [m̃R ∼ k from discussion below Eq.(9.47) and see Eq.(H.13) for the wave function order of

magnitude] as confirmed by all the values obtained in next subsections.

In an RS framework with a SUSY breaking not specifically of the type SUGRA, the CCB constraint of

Eq.(9.61) simply becomes

(Aee−σ(πRc)f0
Lf

0
R)2 < 3

(
m̃e
R(f0

Re
−σ(πRc))2 + m̃e

L(f0
Le
−σ(πRc))2 + m̂d|2eff

)
(Yef0

Lf
0
R)2 (9.63)

with now Ae = O(1) being dimensionless [c.f. Eq.(9.47)]. After simplification, it reads as

(Aee−σ(πRc))2 < 3
(
m̃e
R(f0

Re
−σ(πRc))2 + m̃e

L(f0
Le
−σ(πRc))2 + m̂d|2eff

)
(Ye)2 , (9.64)
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a condition which is also systematically fulfilled in orders of magnitudes since (Ye)−1e−σ(πRc) ∼ ke−σ(πRc) ∼
102 GeV. Hence, we conclude that within RS SUSY the CCB constraint is generically satisfied, with respect

to the orders of magnitude, even without assuming a SUGRA-like breaking.

Strictly speaking, the CCB induced conditions must be imposed at the energy scale Q ∼ 〈 f̃ 〉 but the

running of soft parameters in the RS SUSY framework is beyond our scope.

There exists a related kind of bound which originates from forbidding true minima along scalar potential

directions Unbounded From Below (UFB) [69] (c.f. [68] for the NMSSM). The condition for such minima

not to be deeper than the standard EWSB minimum implies the following bound, m0/m1/2 > O(1) (in

case one assumes universal soft terms). This typical UFB bound should also be quite easily satisfied in an

RS SUSY context, applying it for simplicity on the 4D effective soft masses.

Finally, one must recall that the actual relevance of these CCB and UFB bounds is not entirely evident

in general because even if e.g. an existing CCB minimum is deeper than the standard EWSB one, it can be

acceptable if the tunneling rate out of the standard minimum is small relatively to the age of the universe.

The various analyses in literature lead to the conclusion that these tunneling rates are often quite small (the

original paper is the third one of Ref. [67]). The relevance of the CCB and UFB bounds is thus model-

dependent as it depends on cosmology, and in particular on which minimum we drop after inflation [70].

Numerical results for stop masses: a first discrimination test

First, we investigate the heavy quark superpartner (namely the stop denoted t̃) sector. The flavor context

of the pMSSM, considered in this study, will be reminded in Section 9.3.3 where all flavors are potentially

involved. In the present analysis, we propose a test to discriminate the 4D pMSSM w.r.t. 5D warped pMSSM

by looking at the different ways to generate stop masses in these two setups. To be general, we consider here

within 4D and 5D SUSY the case where the soft breaking parameters are chosen effectively, only constrained

from the experimental data.

In Fig.(9.13), we have represented the domains possibly explored in 4D or warped SUSY in the plan of

the two stop mass eigenstates. The blue lines represent the lower limit on mt̃2
obtained in 4D SUSY (see

discussion below). The two plots showed correspond to scans of the fundamental parameters in the case where

SUSY breaking occurs in the bulk (see Appendix H.3), and for the right plot, soft SUSY breaking terms (stop

masses and trilinear couplings) have been added on the TeV-brane. For the left plot, the only parameters

entering the scan are the SUSY parameters tanβ, µ (or µeff [see Eq.(9.23)]), the 5D stop parameters ct̃L/R
and the soft masses m̃L/R (for 4D SUSY), whereas for the right scan we have further considered the 4D

trilinear coupling At as well as the TeV-brane SUSY breaking parameters m̃L/R|2eff = m̃L/Rke
−2kπRc and

At|eff = Atke
−kπRc appearing in the stop mass matrix of warped SUSY models (as seen from Eq.(9.47)

and Eq.(H.13)). The At|eff term is localized on the TeV-brane due to the Higgs localization. In case of the

absence of soft stop mass terms on the TeV-brane (left plot), the stop mass is generated in particular by its

coupling with the Higgs boson – which can itself be increased through the stop-Higgs wave function overlap

controlled by the SUSY breaking stop mass term in the bulk.

The parameters are scanned over the following ranges, tanβ ∈ [2; 50], µ, µeff ∈ [100; 1000] GeV, ct̃L/R ∈
[−1, 1], m̃L/R, m̃L/R|eff ∈ [0; 1000] GeV and At, At|eff ∈ [0; 1000] GeV. The interval on tanβ is conservative

given present constraints [30,74]. The µ or µeff (|ct̃L/R |) interval is justified by its required order of magnitude

at the EWSB scale (around ∼ 1) as discussed in Section 9.2.1. The m̃L/R range is motivated by the usual
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Figure 9.13: Allowed regions in the plan mt̃2
versus mt̃1

(in GeV) within 4D SUSY [demarcated by
the blue lines] and RS SUSY [green/red points]. The plot on the left side corresponds to the situation
where there are no more SUSY breaking terms on the TeV-brane (for the 5D case). The thick blue lines
represent a lower limit on mt̃2

obtained analytically. The parameters are scanned in the intervals indicated
on the plot. cL/R = ct̃L/R are the 5D stop parameters. In the RS case, the so-called effective parameter

µeff is the equivalent of the µ parameter in 4D SUSY [c.f. Eq.(9.23)]. The interval indicated on m̃ (At)
corresponds to the scan interval for the soft stop masses m̃L/R (trilinear coupling At) in 4D SUSY and

m̃L/R|eff =
√
m̃L/Rke−2kπRc (At|eff = Atke

−kπRc) in the RS SUSY case.

Figure 9.14: Allowed regions in the plan mt̃2
versus mt̃1

(in GeV) within 4D SUSY. These regions have
been obtained for parameters scanned in the intervals indicated on the plot itself.

effective scale of 4D SUSY breaking scenarios limiting the Higgs mass fine-tuning and the m̃L/R|eff range

is motivated by the energy scale orders in RS: m̃L/R|eff = (m̃L/Rke
−2kπRc)1/2 ∼ (k2e−2kπRc)1/2 ∼ 102

GeV [see discussion below Eq.(9.23)]. Finally, The chosen At interval is based on usual 4D SUSY breaking

scenarios and the considered At|eff range comes from the scales characteristic of RS: At|eff = Atke
−kπRc ∼

1 × ke−kπRc ∼ 102 GeV [see again below Eq.(9.23)]. In order to have a consistent comparison between 4D

and 5D models, we have chosen the same ranges in both setups. The scans in the plots are not performed

on negative values of the At (or At|eff ) neither of the µ (or µeff ) terms but taking the opposite signs does

not change the conclusions. The last remark on the scans is that having chosen slightly larger parameter

ranges – but remaining with the same orders of magnitude as above since those are physically motivated –
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would have not affected significantly the obtained numerical results presented here.

Let us now explain the differences arising between the 4D and 5D models in plots of Fig.(9.13). For

that purpose, we need to start from the stop mass matrix structure. The stop mass matrix within the RS

scenario has been derived in Eq.(9.47). Moving to 4D SUSY, we recall the general form of the stop mass

matrix in the {t̃L, t̃R} basis,

M2
t̃t̃|4D SUSY =

(
m2
t +QtLZ cos 2β m2

Z + m̃2
L At − µmt

tan β

At − µmt
tan β m2

t −QtRZ cos 2β m2
Z + m̃2

R

)
(9.65)

where QtLZ ≡ 1
2 − 2

3 sin2 θW , QtRZ ≡ − 2
3 sin2 θW and mt is the top quark mass. One can note at this level that

the SM top mass entering this mass matrix (and taken in agreement with recent Tevatron measurements [71])

is larger than the experimental lower bound on the stop mass, mt̃1
> 95.7 GeV [31, 74]. The mass matrix

(9.65) can be diagonalized by 2× 2 orthogonal matrices, resulting in the following mass eigenvalues for the

stop eigenstates t̃1,2,

m2
t̃1,2

=
1

2

(
2m2

t +
1

2
cos 2β m2

Z + m̃2
L + m̃2

R

∓
√(

(QtLZ +QtRZ ) cos 2β m2
Z + m̃2

L − m̃2
R

)2

+ 4

(
At −

µmt

tanβ

)2
)
. (9.66)

For 4D SUSY, in Fig.(9.13), we observe that mt̃2
has a lower limit (blue line) depending on mt̃1

: this

limit is due to the structure of matrix (9.65) and it has thus been possible to obtain it analytically. Indeed,

from Eq.(9.66), summing the two squared masses, we get

m2
t̃2

+m2
t̃1

= 2m2
t +

1

2
cos 2β m2

Z + m̃2
L + m̃2

R. (9.67)

For arbitrary large soft masses, m̃2
L and m̃2

R, there is no constraint on how high can mt̃2
be compared to

mt̃1
as illustrated in Fig.(9.13). We are thus interested in how low can mt̃2

be w.r.t. mt̃1
in the low soft

mass region (where it appears on the plot to exist a non-trivial lower limit on mt̃2
). Obviously, one must

have mt̃2
≥ mt̃1

& 100 GeV from definition together with the experimental constraint on stop searches

mentioned above. The mt̃2
lowest value thus corresponds to m̃L/R = 0 together with a vanishing t̃L − t̃R

mixing, resulting in mlowest
t̃2

= mt̃1
=
√
m2
t + 1

4 cos 2β m2
Z ∼ mt. When there is a non-vanishing mixing, for

mt̃1
≤ mlowest

t̃2
, we have from Eq.(9.67)

mt̃2
≥
√

2m2
t +

1

2
cos 2β m2

Z −m2
t̃1

for mt̃1
≤
√
m2
t +

1

4
cos 2β m2

Z (9.68)

which corresponds to the first branch of the blue line in both plots of Fig.(9.13) – fitting perfectly the lower

limit of the 4D SUSY scan point domain that we have also generated for checking [it is shown on Fig.(9.14)].

The second branch, as mentioned above, simply reveals the constraint

mt̃2
≥ mt̃1

for mt̃1
≥
√
m2
t +

1

4
cos 2β m2

Z . (9.69)
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The minimum mt̃2
value is thus

mlowest
t̃2

= mt̃1
for mt̃1

=

√
m2
t +

1

4
cos 2β m2

Z ∼ mt. (9.70)

Note that this result is a quite general result for 4D SUSY models.

Having determined explicitly the 4D SUSY structural limit on mt̃2
as a function of mt̃1

, we now turn

our attention to the results in the context of RS SUSY shown in Fig.(9.13). Looking at those two plots, we

observe an important difference between the 4D and 5D SUSY models; mt̃2
can now reach smaller values

(for a given mt̃1
value) than those in 4D SUSY [limited by the blue line] and is now only constrained by

mt̃2
≥ mt̃1

& 100 GeV. (9.71)

This difference with the 4D case can be understood as follows. The 4D SUSY conservative constraint of

Eq.(9.70) is changed in RS to the global constraint mt̃2
& Y v̂uf++

0 (ct̃L ;πRc)f
++
0 (ct̃R ;πRc) as deduced from

Eq.(9.47). If there were no SUSY breaking in the bulk, one would have ct̃L/R = ctL/R and by consequence

Y v̂uf++
0 (ct̃L ;πRc)f

++
0 (ct̃R ;πRc) = mt [neglecting the KK (s)top mixing effect as already mentioned] so

that the constraint (9.70) would be recovered. However, when SUSY is broken in the bulk, ct̃L/R are now

effectively free parameters that can lead to either larger or smaller values of Y v̂uf++
0 (ct̃L ;πRc)f

++
0 (ct̃R ;πRc)

relatively to mt. In particular, the lower limit in Eq.(9.68) materialized by the first branch in plots is relaxed

down to the bound (9.71) in RS SUSY, thus explaining the RS scanned points going beyond the blue line.

Hence a measurement of mt̃2
at high energy colliders in the lower-left region of the RS scans shown here

(below the blue line) would greatly disfavor 4D SUSY models in their minimal form while constituting possible

signatures of RS SUSY scenarios. Such a discrimination test should be already possible before a future

precision ILC physics, at LHC, given the experimental accuracies expected on squark mass reconstructions.

Indeed, an uncertainty of ∼ 5% − 10% on stop masses should be reachable at LHC [72] which is clearly

sufficient for the potential test suggested here, given the large stop mass deviations in RS with respect to

the pure 4D SUSY scenario shown in Fig.(9.13). This typically expected accuracy of ∼ 5% − 10% on stop

masses corresponds to illustrative examples studied in Ref. [72] but of course the exact performance would

rely on effectively observed events at LHC as well as on the realized SUSY model/parameters chosen by

nature. Note finally that for the values taken throughout this study, mν̃1 > 120 GeV and mχ̃0
1
> 150 GeV,

the conservative experimental lower bound on the stop mass is exactly mt̃1
> 95.7 GeV [31, 74] so that

the region only accessible in RS SUSY on Fig.(9.13) is not yet excluded and could be revealed by an LHC

discovery.

The last comment – which is interesting for understanding the formal RS SUSY construction – is about

the difference between the two plots of Fig.(9.13). In the first scenario (left plot) where breaking only occurs

in the bulk, while, as discussed, mt̃2
can reach any values & 100 GeV, on the other side we observe that

the scan reaches a maximum value of mt̃2
depending on mt̃1

. This is due to the chosen usual range for the

ct̃L/R parameters spanning from −1 to +1, together with the absence of soft mass terms on the TeV-brane.

Indeed, in the absence of such mass terms, high values of mt̃2
are limited by the diagonal Yukawa-type mass

contributions and thus by the largest allowed overlap of the stop wave functions with the Higgs boson, an

overlap being limited from above by the minimal ct̃L/R values. In contrast, the scan is not limited from

above for the second RS scenario (right plot) due to the presence of soft mass terms on the TeV-brane (and

even of trilinear scalar couplings).
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Numerical results for smuon masses in mSUGRA

In this part, we consider within 4D SUSY the subcase of the mSUGRA scenario where the soft breaking

parameters have universal values at the Grand Unified Theory (GUT) scale, m0, m1/2, A0, the whole

trilinear scalar couplings A0Y being proportional to Yukawa coupling constants Y. The two other input

(SUSY) parameters are tanβ and sign(µ). The soft masses m̃L/R will be run here 18 from their GUT value

m0 down to low-energy, where we study collider physics, and the obtained values included into the mass

matrix form (9.65). To adopt a general approach, we will take the low-energy |A| parameter to be between

zero and the TeV scale. This maximum scale is justified, in 4D mSUGRA, by the order of effective SUSY

breaking scales and by the condition of absence of CCB minima [see typically Eq.(9.60)].

In a minimal RS version of the mSUGRA scenario, the set of parameters entering the scalar mass matrices

can be taken as follows. First, the parameter µeff (see Eq.(9.23)), which enters the mass matrix form (9.47),

is taken at the µ value one gets in 4D mSUGRA since it is the equivalent parameter. The possible kind

of differences arising between 4D and 5D models in the running necessary to derive the µ parameter is not

studied here; this is a potential source of additional differences that could lead to new tests for distinguishing

between 4D and 5D SUSY. Similarly, for the diagonal scalar mass matrix elements, we take the same values

as the ones obtained from the 4D mSUGRA running, motivated by the fact that we will focus on differences

between 4D and 5D mSUGRA arising in the off-diagonal mass matrix elements. Last but not least, in a

mSUGRA like scenario, one would have a new [compared to Eq.(9.47)] trilinear coupling constant AY = O(1)

with A ∼ (1/Y) ∼ k to not introduce new scales. The quantity A|eff = AYke−kπRc ∼ TeV (A = 0 could

also be an acceptable scale) appearing now in the A terms of Eq.(9.47), namely in AYe−kπRc v̂uf0
Lf

0
R, is

taken equal numerically to the 4D SUSY breaking parameter A introduced just above, neglecting once again

possible differences arising in the 5D running.

Let us now emphasize 4D versus 5D differences in the smuon mass matrix (studying the example of

the smuon is motivated by the theoretical framework described above and the experimental performances

discussed below) within this context.

In 4D mSUGRA, the off-diagonal entry to squared smuon mass AµYµv̂d, driven by the muon mass (mµ), is

typically around 102 GeV2 at most which leads to a ¯̃µLµ̃R smuon mass term induced by the Higgs VEV much

smaller than the diagonal soft mass terms m̃2
L

¯̃µLµ̃L and m̃2
R

¯̃µRµ̃R [see the matrix form (9.65)]. Indeed, one

should typically have m̃2
L,R & 104 GeV2 so that smuon mass eigenvalues are not excluded by the conservative

current experimental lower bound mµ̃1
> 94 GeV [31,74].

The other off-diagonal ¯̃µLµ̃R contribution to the smuon mass is at most mµµ tanβ ∼ 5 103 GeV2, for

extremely optimized parameter values, so that this contribution remains also systematically smaller than

m̃2
L,R & 104 GeV2. Hence the two Left-Right mass mixing terms are limited in 4D mSUGRA, relatively to

the complete diagonal elements of the 2× 2 smuon squared mass matrix.

In the RS version of mSUGRA, one has a trilinear-induced mass term AµYµe−kπRc v̂df0
Lf

0
R where the

f0
L/R wave function values at y = πRc are not constrained from above by the muon mass because f0

L/R =

f++
0 (cµ̃L/R ;πRc) whereas the muon mass is controlled by independent fermionic 5D parameters cµL/R in the

present SUSY breaking scheme.

Similarly, the off-diagonal Left-Right smuon squared mass µeffYµv̂d tanβf0
Lf

0
R of Eq.(9.47) can take benefit

from large factors from the scalar wave function overlaps with the Higgs brane, while tanβ takes comparable

values as in 4D SUSY and Yµ ∼ 1/k is compensated by f0
Lf

0
R ∝ k (c.f. Eq.(H.13)). Therefore, in contrast

18We use the standard RGE evolution to the weak scale at one-loop for the studied smuon masses.
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to the 4D mSUGRA case, the off-diagonal mixing smuon mass terms are not constrained by the muon mass

and can thus get higher values.

In consequence, the Left-Right mass mixing for smuon masses can reach higher amounts within RS

mSUGRA than in 4D mSUGRA. In turn (having a universal mass m0 tends to have a configuration with

identical diagonal squared masses), the splitting between the mass eigenvalues mµ̃1 and mµ̃2 can be much

larger as illustrates Fig.(9.15).

In order to obtain this figure, we have scanned the input parameters over these ranges: tanβ ∈ [1; 60],

m0 ∈ [300; 2000] GeV, m1/2 ∈ [150; 600] GeV, ct̃L/R ∈ [−1, 1] and Aµ, Aµ|eff ∈ [0; 1000] GeV (see above

discussion). The interval on tanβ corresponds to the domain allowed by the Higgs potential minimization

conditions in mSUGRA [30]. The choice of m0 and m1/2 ranges is based on the constraints coming from

SUSY searches at colliders combined with the requirement that the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP)

is not the tau lepton superpartner (the stau) [73, 74]; taking higher m0 and m1/2 values does not modify

significantly the scan presented in Fig.(9.15). The output smuon mass ranges (i.e. the shown plot domain

in Fig.(9.15)) is motivated by the order of magnitude of usual effective 4D SUSY breaking scale – near the

EWSB scale – allowing to protect the Higgs boson against too dramatic mass fine-tuning. The scans here

are not done for negative values of the Aµ (or Aµ|eff ) terms and the µ (or µeff ) terms are neither taken

negatively but choosing the opposite signs would not change the present conclusions. Besides, only values

in the range [100; 1000] GeV have been kept for the |µ| (or |µeff |) quantity; this is imposed by the orders of

experimental bounds and the Higgs potential minimization conditions already mentioned. The last remark,

as before, is that having chosen slightly larger parameter ranges – staying with the same orders of magnitude

physically motivated – would have not affected significantly the obtained numerical results shown in this

part.

In conclusion, if a mµ̃2 measurement is obtained at ILC or even at LHC at a value larger – including the

experimental uncertainty in this comparison – than the 4D SUSY upper limit appearing on Fig.(9.15) for a

given mµ̃1
value (assumed to be measured also), this result would rule out the 4D mSUGRA scenario [at least

in its simplest form] and constitute a good indication for an RS mSUGRA model. Indeed all mµ̃2
values above

the upper 4D mSUGRA limit can be reached within RS mSUGRA as shown by the scan over parameters.

Such a discrimination should be already possible at LHC given the accuracies expected on slepton mass

reconstructions: a ∼ 5%− 10% uncertainty is reasonable to expect [72] and clearly sufficient in a large part

of parameter space (at high mµ̃2
) for the proposed potential test – given the large mass splitting reachable

theoretically in RS mSUGRA [illustrated in Fig.(9.15)]. This typical uncertainty of ∼ 5% − 10% on the

smuon mass corresponds to illustrative examples studied in Ref. [72] but of course this performance will be

quite model/parameter-dependent and can be improved by combining different related mass measurements.

Note that the present experimental bound mµ̃1 > 94 GeV [31,74] is respected on the plot of Fig.(9.15).

9.3.3 H boson decays

The phenomenological framework of this Section 9.3.3 is the same as the one described in Section 9.3.2. We

have seen that in this RS framework the interactions between Higgs bosons and sfermions can be significantly

increased with respect to the 4D SUSY case. This is mainly due to the fact that the 5D cf̃L/R parameters

involved in these Higgs interactions are quite free (more precisely cf̃L/R only affect squark/slepton masses)

in RS SUSY whereas the same Higgs interactions are fixed by SM Yukawa coupling constants (related to SM

fermion masses) in 4D SUSY. In this section, we will look at the effects of these increases on Higgs decay
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Figure 9.15: Points obtained in the plan mµ̃2 versus mµ̃1 (in GeV), for an mSUGRA type scenario within
4D SUSY [blue points] and RS SUSY [orange points], from a scan performed in the intervals indicated on
the plot. The interval indicated on Aµ corresponds to the range for the soft trilinear coupling Aµ in 4D
SUSY and for the Aµ|eff effective dimension-one parameter defined in RS SUSY (see text). cL/R = cµ̃L/R
denote now the 5D smuon parameters.

branching ratios. The analysis emphasis will be put on the example of the heaviest neutral Higgs boson

H as, kinematically, the lightest h field (being heavier than ∼ 91 GeV from LEP results but smaller than

∼ 140 GeV from SUSY Higgs structure [30]) cannot decay into pairs of on-shell sfermions (having lower

experimental limits of ∼ 102 GeV [31, 74]) and hence does not feel optimal RS effects, except of course if

the theoretical upper limit on its mass mh can really be sufficiently relaxed in warped SUSY [32]. The

pseudo-scalar field A and charged Higgs boson H± can similarly have increased decay widths into sleptons,

as we will show it occurs for H in RS SUSY.

Technically, the branching ratio formulas for Higgs bosons can be found in [30] together with EW and

NLO radiative corrections. We have included the leading corrections involved: the b quark running mass,

the radiative corrections to the neutral Higgs boson masses mh and mH as well as the corrections to the

trilinear Higgs coupling ∆λHhh within the ε approximation (see Ref. [30], Section 1.3.3, for details).

These branching ratios depend on the various Higgs couplings; in RS SUSY, the H boson couplings to

SM fermions, Higgs/gauge bosons and higgsinos/gauginos are taken as in 4D SUSY (since heavy KK mix-

ing/exchange effects are neglected as mentioned above) while the H couplings to squarks/sleptons are de-

duced from stop couplings in Eq.(9.22) – and rotation to the sfermion mass basis.

The higher-dimensional parameters entering these effective H couplings to squarks/sleptons are cq̃L/R , c˜̀
L/R

(with absolute values around unity), µeff [see Eq.(9.23)] and A|eff = Ake−kπRc ∼ TeV which appears in

the scalar coupling matrix of Eq.(9.22). The TeV scale parameter µeff (A|eff ) will be taken numerically

as µ (A) in 4D SUSY. Similarly, the effective quantity m̃L/R|eff = (m̃L/Rke
−2kπRc)1/2 ∼ TeV that shows

up in scalar mass matrices of type (9.47) is taken numerically approximately equal to the 4D soft mass

m̃L/R ∼ TeV [see Eq.(9.65)]. We denote as usual the effective 4D soft gaugino masses for the bino and wino

respectively M1 and M2.

In Fig.(9.16), we show the branching ratios for the main decay channels of the H boson as a function
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Figure 9.16: Branching ratios of the H boson decays as a function of its mass mH (in GeV) within pure
SUSY [left] and RS SUSY [right]. The types of final states are indicated directly on the plot; all kinematically
allowed channels for neutralinos (among ¯̃χ0

i χ̃
0
j , with i, j = {1, 2, 3, 4}) and squarks/sleptons are summed.

The τ lepton channel is included but not the ones with branching ratios below ∼ 10−2 in this mH range (like
the triangular-loop induced decays into photons and gluons). The values for the gaugino sector parameters
in the two plots are: µ = µeff = 170 GeV, tanβ = 6 and M1 = 160 GeV, M2 = 1000 GeV, leading to
the neutralino masses mχ̃0

1
' 128 GeV, mχ̃0

2
' 174 GeV and lightest chargino mass mχ̃±1

' 167 GeV. The

other common parameters are taken at At|eff = At = Ab = Aν = A`± = −500 GeV. The soft masses in 4D
SUSY are: m̃q

L = 170 GeV, m̃q
R = 1000 GeV for the squarks and m̃`

L = 180 GeV, m̃`
R = 1000 GeV for the

sleptons. For this set of parameters, the smallest mass eigenvalues obtained are: mν̃µ1
' mν̃τ1

' 169 GeV
for sneutrinos, mµ̃1

' mτ̃1 ' 186 GeV for charged sleptons, mt̃1
' 216 GeV for the stop and mb̃1

' 179 GeV
for the sbottom quark. In RS SUSY, the effective soft masses are: m̃q

L|eff = 275 GeV, m̃q
R|eff = 1000 GeV,

m̃`
L|eff = 105 GeV, m̃`

R|eff = 1000 GeV leading to mν̃µ1 ' mν̃τ1 ' 135 GeV, mµ̃1 ' mτ̃1 ' 154 GeV and
mt̃1
' mb̃1

' 218 GeV while the 5D parameters are cq̃L = cq̃R = 0.2 for squarks and c˜̀
L

= c˜̀
R

= −0.5 for
sleptons (for all flavors).

of its mass for a given set of parameters. Both 4D and 5D SUSY scenarios are represented. The tree level

Higgs mass mH (like mh and the neutral Higgs mixing angle α) depends on the parameter tanβ and on

mA (pseudo-scalar mass) which has been varied (above ∼ 200 GeV) to span the mH interval in Fig.(9.16).

The modifications of radiative corrections due to heavy KK modes are expected to raise Higgs masses by

an amount of at most O(10) GeV [32] so that Fig.(9.16) would not be significantly affected by those. The

heavy Higgs mass and tanβ ranges considered in Fig.(9.16) and in the following Higgs branching ratio plots,

namely mH ∈ [200, 1000] GeV and tanβ ∈ [6, 30] 19, are clearly in agreement with the several constraints

coming from direct charged/neutral Higgs boson searches at LEP [30] or Tevatron Run II [74] within a SUSY

framework. The modifications of these constraints due to KK mode effects should not be significant here for

MKK & 3 TeV (c.f. Section 9.2.1).

For the sake of convenience, in this section, we only write the sets of parameter values in the captions of

Higgs branching ratio plots. But let us give here some general comments about these sets chosen in the

plots. First, the branching ratios are shown for either positive or negative values of the A (or A|eff ) and

19More precisely, we will only take tanβ = 6 and tanβ = 30 in order to illustrate the main characteristic behaviours.
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µ (or µeff ) terms as these signs do not affect the main ratio behaviors. Secondly, all the superpartner

mass eigenvalues considered respect their last conservative/combined experimental lower limits derived from

direct SUSY searches at colliders [31, 74] some of which we quote here for comparison: mχ̃0
1
> 120 GeV,

mχ̃0
2
> 116 GeV, mχ̃±1

> 164 GeV, mν̃1
> 120 GeV, m˜̀

1
> 107 GeV, mt̃1

> 95 GeV and mb̃1
> 89 GeV. In

order to compare the Higgs couplings via its branching ratios, we have chosen the parameters so that the

superpartner mass eigenvalues are approximately identical in the 4D and 5D pMSSM (KK corrections might

be up to a few percents and are irrelevant in this analysis); this is also motivated by the present philosophy

of developing tests of discrimination between the two SUSY scenarios (4D versus 5D) for a situation where

light SUSY particles would have been discovered [and thus their masses at least approximately estimated].

Note also that the lightest neutralino is systematically the LSP in our choices of parameters so that χ̃0
1

represents the potential candidate for dark matter as in usual 4D SUSY theories. In order to minimize the

corrections to EW observables, we have further imposed At = Ab, Aν = A`, m̃
u
L/R = m̃d

L/R for soft squark

masses and m̃ν
L = m̃e

L for the slepton ones (in the RS case as well). Finally, the sfermion mass matrices

as well as soft trilinear scalar couplings are taken universal for all families and diagonal in the flavor basis

(which guarantees the absence of FCNC at tree level) as motivated by the SUSY flavor problem. Note that

these hypotheses imply the absence of flavor mixing in the scalar sector which allows a better identification

of the smuon and stop studied in Section 9.3.2. We also assume that all phases in the soft SUSY breaking

potential are zero to eliminate all new sources of CP-violation. Those assumptions are characteristic of the

pMSSM [38].

For simplifying the discussion on this first Fig.(9.16), we have chosen large effective TeV-brane soft masses

m̃q,`
R , m̃q,`

R |eff so that the heaviest sfermion mass eigenvalues become large enough to close the associated

channels H → f̃1f̃2, f̃2f̃2. We see on Fig.(9.16) that starting from a 4D SUSY regime where the W± boson,

top quark and lightest neutral Higgs channels are dominant (the top dominance is due, in particular, to

the low tanβ regime increasing the top-Higgs coupling), and then moving to the RS case with small c˜̀
L/R

values, the slepton channel is globally increased and even becomes dominant at intermediate mH values.

This slepton channel has a width decreasing with the third power of the H mass which explains its branching

behavior on the plot. The first reason for having larger slepton branching ratios in that RS case is that the

slepton-Higgs couplings are favored by the large wave function overlaps between sleptons and the localized

Higgs boson induced by the small c˜̀
L/R

values taken. The other reason, of same kind, is the choice of large

cq̃L/R reducing the squark overlaps with Higgs bosons relatively to the 4D SUSY case. Indeed, one can

clearly observe, by comparing the two plots of Fig.(9.16), the decrease of the branching ratio B(H → ¯̃qq̃) in

RS which leads to an increase of B(H → ¯̃
`˜̀).

We now present in Fig.(9.17) the branching ratios for the main decay channels of the H boson as a

function of mH for another set of parameters [specified in the caption]. The soft masses m̃q
R, in particular,

are smaller than in the previous figure so that the stop masses are smaller and channels into the heaviest

state q̃2 open up, leading to a dominant squark channel at intermediate mH in the 4D SUSY case. The M1,2

parameters are also typically lower than in Fig.(9.16), so that channels into charginos open up and neutralino

channels have larger phase space factors, which modifies the branching profiles rendering in particular the

various gaugino channels dominant above mH ' 800 GeV in 4D SUSY. We see as well on Fig.(9.17) that

compared to this new 4D SUSY regime with alternatively dominant squark and bottom channels, in RS the

slepton channel rates can again be greatly enhanced (and still become dominant at intermediate mH) for

small enough c˜̀
L/R

values increasing the slepton-Higgs couplings. This enhancement of B(H → ¯̃
`˜̀) is also

correlated with the large cq̃L/R values allowing to have small squark-Higgs couplings relatively to 4D SUSY,
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Figure 9.17: Branching ratios of the H boson decays as a function of its mass mH (in GeV) within pure
SUSY [left] and RS SUSY [right]. The types of final states are indicated directly on the plot; all kinematically
allowed channels for neutralinos (among ¯̃χ0

i χ̃
0
j , with i, j = {1, 2, 3, 4}), charginos (among χ̃±k χ̃

∓
l , with k, l =

{1, 2}) and squarks/sleptons are summed, as in Fig.(9.16). The values for the gaugino sector parameters
are: µ = µeff = 300 GeV, tanβ = 6, M1 = 600 GeV and M2 = 190 GeV leading to mχ̃0

1
' 163 GeV,

mχ̃0
2
' 305 GeV and mχ̃±1

' 164 GeV. The other common parameters are At|eff = At = Ab = −200 GeV

and Aν |eff = Aν = A`± = −300 GeV. The soft masses in 4D SUSY are: m̃q
L = 210 GeV, m̃q

R = 220 GeV
and m̃`

L/R = 180 GeV which give rise to mν̃µ1 ' mν̃τ1 ' 169 GeV, mµ̃1 ' mτ̃1 ' 175 GeV, mt̃1
' 175 GeV

and mb̃1
' 206 GeV. In RS SUSY, the effective soft masses are: m̃q

L|eff = 500 GeV, m̃q
R|eff = 260 GeV,

m̃`
L|eff = 125 GeV and m̃`

R|eff = 1000 GeV giving mν̃µ1
' mν̃τ1

' 165 GeV, mµ̃1
' mτ̃1 ' 171 GeV,

mt̃1
' 171 GeV and mb̃1

' 229 GeV while the 5D parameters are cq̃L = cb̃R = 0, ct̃R = 0.3 and c˜̀
L/R

= −0.5.

and in turn to have small amounts of B(H → ¯̃qq̃). We note from the RS plot that B(H → ¯̃
`˜̀) reaches values

a bit smaller than ∼ 50% whereas it was above ∼ 60% in Fig.(9.16), which is due to the m̃`
L|eff value taken

larger here.

We present in Fig.(9.18) the branching ratios for the main H decay channels as a function of mH in the

high tanβ regime. We see on this figure that starting from such a 4D SUSY regime where the bottom channel

is extremely dominant and going to the RS case, the Higgs-to-slepton branching ratio is largely enhanced –

once again due to the small c˜̀
L/R

values – reaching significant levels around 20% and even dominantly at

∼ 40% for a large mH (thanks to the H → ¯̃
`1 ˜̀

2 opening). This B(H → ¯̃
`˜̀) enhancement is also due to the

large cq̃L/R values which tend to suppress B(H → ¯̃qq̃) relatively to the 4D SUSY configuration. The reasons

why the H decay width into sleptons cannot be comparable in size to the one for bottom quark final states,

at mH . 800 GeV in RS, are the large tanβ, phase space and color factor.

Of course in the different configuration of relatively high c˜̀
L/R

values, the slepton-Higgs couplings, and

in turn the associated Higgs channels, are not significantly increased with respect to the 4D pMSSM, as

illustrated in Fig.(9.19) in a low tanβ example; note that in the RS case the sneutrino channel opens up at

a larger mH due to sneutrinos being a bit heavier than in the 4D case. The main difference between the two

plots of Fig.(9.19) is the decrease of the squark channel in RS due to still quite large cq̃L/R parameters (for
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Figure 9.18: Branching ratios for the H boson decays as a function of mH (in GeV) within pure SUSY [left]
and RS SUSY [right]. The types of final states are indicated directly on the plot; all kinematically allowed
channels for neutralinos, charginos and squarks/sleptons are summed, as in previous figures. The values
for the gaugino sector parameters are: µ = µeff = 170 GeV, tanβ = 30, M1 = M2 = 500 GeV leading
to mχ̃0

1
' 157 GeV, mχ̃0

2
' 176 GeV and mχ̃±1

' 164 GeV. The trilinear couplings read as At|eff = At =

Ab = −Aν = −A`± = −500 GeV. The 4D soft masses are: m̃q
L = 170 GeV, m̃q

R = 500 GeV, m̃`
L = 180 GeV

and m̃`
R = 500 GeV which give mν̃µ1

' mν̃τ1
' 168 GeV, mµ̃1

' mτ̃1 ' 185 GeV, mt̃1
' 160 GeV and

mb̃1
' 177 GeV. In RS SUSY, the effective soft masses are: m̃q

L|eff = 275 GeV, m̃q
R|eff = 1000 GeV,

m̃`
L|eff = 130 GeV and m̃`

R|eff = 500 GeV giving mν̃µ1 ' mν̃τ1 ' 172 GeV, mµ̃1 ' mτ̃1 ' 165 GeV and
mt̃1
' mb̃1

' 219 GeV while the 5D parameters are cq̃L/R = 0.2 and c˜̀
L/R

= −0.5.

smaller cq̃L/R one would recover branching profiles similar to those in 4D SUSY). This leads in particular to

an increase of B(H → χ̃±χ̃∓, ¯̃χ0χ̃0). Finally, for a better understanding of Fig.(9.19), we remark that in RS

the slepton masses are mainly generated through large TeV-brane soft masses (reduced to the EWSB scale

by wave function overlap factors) since the masses induced by Yukawa-type couplings to the Higgs VEV are

suppressed by the present high c˜̀
L/R

values. For comparison, within 4D SUSY, the soft masses in Fig.(9.19)

are smaller (roughly at the EWSB scale) since those are not suppressed by overlap factors, while the masses

induced by Yukawa coupling constants are negligible due to the tiny lepton masses.

Let us summarize this part on Higgs decays and conclude. In order to maximize the H couplings to

sleptons in 4D SUSY, the A terms have been taken of the order of the TeV, and not at zero. The slepton

masses have also been taken close to their lower experimental limits to maximize the branching ratios of

the slepton channel in 4D SUSY. However we have found that even in these optimal cases the slepton

channel branchings cannot reach amounts above ∼ 5% (in agreement with Ref. [30]) while important slepton

branchings can arise in RS – where B(H → ¯̃
`˜̀) can reach up to ∼ 60% (even larger ratios are accessible

for instance by decreasing again c˜̀
L/R

w.r.t. present values, or by introducing a Right-handed (s)neutrino).

Besides, the other way to try to increase the slepton channel branching ratio in 4D SUSY is to decrease the

other branching ratios: for that purpose, we have explored – keeping trilinear couplings at the TeV scale – the

main typical domains of 4D SUSY (breaking) parameter space characterized by different types of dominant

H decay channels. The conclusion was still that the slepton channel rate can never be as important as it can
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Figure 9.19: Branching ratios for the H boson decays as a function of mH (in GeV) within pure SUSY
[left] and RS SUSY [right]. The types of final states are indicated directly on the plot. The parameters in
the higgsino/gaugino sector, the scalar trilinear couplings and the soft masses in 4D SUSY are the same as
in Fig.(9.17) so that the left plot here is identical to the left plot of Fig.(9.17). In RS SUSY, the effective
soft masses are: m̃q

L|eff = 500 GeV, m̃q
R|eff = 250 GeV, m̃`

L|eff = 1000 GeV and m̃`
R|eff = 800 GeV

giving mν̃µ1
' mν̃τ1

' 197 GeV, mµ̃1
' mτ̃1 ' 169 GeV, mt̃1

' 165 GeV and mb̃1
' 219 GeV while the 5D

parameters are cq̃L = cb̃R = 0, ct̃R = 0.3 and c˜̀
L/R

= +0.49.

be in RS. Furthermore, the case of a dominant slepton channel can occur in RS (see e.g. Fig.(9.17)) whereas

it is impossible in 4D SUSY. This is due to the fact that in 4D SUSY slepton-Higgs couplings are severely

constrained by the small Yukawa coupling constants of SM leptons. Therefore the experimental observation

of either a dominant slepton channel or a slepton channel with say e.g. B(H → ¯̃
`˜̀) ' 50% would exclude

the 4D pMSSM and indicate the possible existence of a warped version of the pMSSM. Such a potential

test should in principle be doable at colliders; a four-momentum reconstruction of slepton cascade decays

based on measured slepton masses could allow to identify the decay channel H → ¯̃
`˜̀ which is necessary to

estimate its branching ratio – or (it would be sufficient here) a lower bound on this ratio. This kinematics

approach being experimentally challenging, one could also use the clean leptonic event topology to identify

the slepton channel. Indeed, the decay H → ¯̃
`˜̀ would lead to final states with an higher lepton multiplicity

due to the decay ˜̀→ `χ̃0
i (recall that χ̃0

1 is the LSP).

9.4 Conclusion

If the fundamental theory of nature is of string theory kind, the effective low-energy model manifesting

itself at present and future particle colliders would probably be an higher-dimensional SUSY model. In

this study, we have studied the theory and phenomenology of such models entering the class of particularly

well-motivated frameworks with a warped space-time.

First, we have derived in a consistent analytical way, within the realistic 5D pMSSM context, the effective

4D Lagrangian for the brane-Higgs interactions as well as the complete sfermion mass matrices (illustrating
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explicitly the example of the stop quark) induced partially by such interactions.

Those theoretical investigations have provided us with the necessary tools to perform concrete phe-

nomenological studies of the RS SUSY models. In this respect, we have first demonstrated that the can-

cellation of quadratic divergences in the one-loop corrections to the Higgs mass is deeply related to the

5D anomaly cancellation (similarly to 4D). We have also found that the quadratic divergence cancellation

occurs for any 5D cut-off, which means possibly for a ‘truncated’ 5D SUSY theory (as it must be due to its

non-renormalizable aspect). In these loop calculations, the accent was also put on the justification of the

infinite KK summation required in the KK regularization which has open up a rich debate in the literature

a decade ago. Possible perspectives are the extensions of these calculations to the sfermion masses.

Concerning collider physics, we have tried to answer a crucial question: in the hypothetical situation where

some superpartners were discovered whereas all KK modes were outside the reach of direct detection (at

LHC and/or ILC), how one could distinguish experimentally between a pure 4D SUSY scenario and a warped

5D SUSY model ? In particular, the virtual effects of KK gluon excitations on the stop pair production at

LHC might certainly be at least as tricky to detect as the similar effects for the top pair final state [79]. We

have developed series of tests that could be more clear or at least complementary. For instance, we have

shown that the heaviest stop eigenstate can reach lower mass values in RS SUSY than in 4D SUSY. Other

clear 4D/5D SUSY differences, that may be used for data-based discriminations, are those arising from the

slepton mass sector of mSUGRA scenarios where larger mass splittings can occur in 5D setups. Finally,

in the same philosophy applied to the SUSY Higgs sector, it has been shown in particular that branching

ratios of H decay channels into sleptons can reach dominant levels in the RS pMSSM, a feature absent of

the conventional 4D SUSY models. In the future, it will be interesting to explore a related direction: the

search at hadron colliders for the SM Higgs boson – or the lightest neutral 4D SUSY Higgs field h – could

be affected by new significant contributions to the gluon-fusion mechanism induced by 5D effects [if not too

much constrained by present experimental data], effects representing other potential distinctive signatures

of 5D SUSY scenarios.

In the complete study performed in Ref. [80], we further study the stop pair production at ILC and show

how it can be used to pin down the presence of soft terms on the IR boundary, and in turn, to discriminate

between different types of SUSY breaking in the RS context: bulk versus brane SUSY breaking.
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Appendix A

Updated results

In Fig.(A.1)-(A.2)-(A.3)-(A.4)-(A.5), we present the numerical results of the study updated to the experi-

mental data about the various Higgs boson rates provided by the two LHC Collaborations after the Moriond

2013 winter conference [105]. Most of the Higgs channels have been updated.

Let us summarize here the references per channel and experiment; Regarding the ATLAS data, the

diphoton final state results are taken from Ref. [106], the ZZ channel is from Ref. [107], the WW channel

from Ref. [108], the bb̄ from Ref. [109] and the τ τ̄ from Ref. [110] (see also the combined channels in

Ref. [111,112]).

As for the CMS results, the diphoton final state has just been presented in Ref. [113], the ZZ channel

measurements are provided in Ref. [114], the WW channel ones in Ref. [115], the bb̄ in Ref. [99,116] and the

τ τ̄ in Ref. [117] (combined analyses in Ref. [116]).

Finally, the latest results from the Tevatron (D0 and CDF Collaborations) can be found in Ref. [93].
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Figure A.1: Update of Fig.(4.1).
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Figure A.2: Update of Fig.(4.2).
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Figure A.5: Update of Fig.(4.5).
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Appendix B

Mass and coupling matrices

B.1 Gauge boson mass matrices

The neutral gauge boson mass matrix reads as (writing only the first KK mode contributions),

M2
0 =


g2
Z
ṽ2

4 + δSMm2
Z g2

Z
ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc −g2

Z
ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc

gZ′
gZ

cos2 θ′

g2
Z
ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc M2

KK + g2
Z
ṽ2

4 (2kπRc) −g2
Z
ṽ2

4 (2kπRc)
gZ′
gZ

cos2 θ′

−g2
Z
ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc

gZ′
gZ

cos2 θ′ −g2
Z
ṽ2

4 (2kπRc)
gZ′
gZ

cos2 θ′ M ′2KK + g2
Z
ṽ2

4 (2kπRc)
g2
Z′
g2
Z

cos4 θ′

 ,

(B.1)

with g2
Z = g2 + g′2. The increasing factor

√
2kπRc is the ratio of the Z(1) over Z0 wave function amounts

at the TeV–brane (where is stuck the Higgs boson). We have checked that numerically this ratio is not

significantly different for the three first KK states (independently of the BC: (++) or (−+)). However, the

sign of the nth KK gauge wave function at the IR boundary goes like (−1)n−1. The three first KK masses

are respectively MKK ' (2.45; 5.57; 8.70)ke−πkRc and M ′KK ' (2.40; 5.52; 8.65)ke−πkRc .

The charged gauge boson mass matrix is (note the presence of the M̃2 term):

M2
± =

 g2 ṽ2

4 + δSMm2
W g2 ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc −g2 ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc

g̃
g

g2 ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc M2

KK + g2 ṽ2

4 (2kπRc) −g2 ṽ2

4 (2kπRc)
g̃
g

−g2 ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc

g̃
g −g2 ṽ2

4 (2kπRc)
g̃
g (M ′KK + M̃2

4k e
−πkRc)2 + g2 ṽ2

4 (2kπRc)
g̃2

g2

 .

(B.2)
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B.2 Gauge boson couplings

The neutral gauge boson couplings to the Higgs boson are given by the following matrix (see Section 6.4),

C0 =


g2
Z
ṽ2

4 + δSMghZZ g2
Z
ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc −g2

Z
ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc

gZ′
gZ

cos2 θ′

g2
Z
ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc g2

Z
ṽ2

4 (2kπRc) −g2
Z
ṽ2

4 (2kπRc)
gZ′
gZ

cos2 θ′

−g2
Z
ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc

gZ′
gZ

cos2 θ′ −g2
Z
ṽ2

4 (2kπRc)
gZ′
gZ

cos2 θ′ g2
Z
ṽ2

4 (2kπRc)
g2
Z′
g2
Z

cos4 θ′

 (B.3)

where the irreducible quantum correction to the hZZ vertex is,

δSMghZZ = −3(g2 + g′2)

16π2

m2
b +m2

t

2
. (B.4)

We do not include explicitly the SM radiative corrections due to the Higgs boson self–energy as those

constitute a common factor in the RS and SM coupling hZZ, thus disappearing in their ratio that we will

compute here.

The charged gauge boson couplings to the Higgs boson are alternatively determined by

C± =

 g2 ṽ2

4 + δSMghWW g2 ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc −g2 ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc

g̃
g

g2 ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc g2 ṽ2

4 (2kπRc) −g2 ṽ2

4 (2kπRc)
g̃
g

−g2 ṽ2

4

√
2kπRc

g̃
g −g2 ṽ2

4 (2kπRc)
g̃
g g2 ṽ2

4 (2kπRc)
g̃2

g2

 (B.5)

the irreducible quantum correction to the hWW vertex being:

δSMghWW = − 3g2

16π2

(
m2
b +m2

t

4
− m4

b ln(m2
b/m

2
t )

2(m2
t −m2

b)

)
. (B.6)

B.3 Bottom and top quark mass matrices

In the field basis Ψt
L ≡ (b

(0)
L , b

(1)
L , b

c(1)
L , b

′′(1)
L , b

′c(1)
L )t, Ψt

R ≡ (b
c(0)
R , b

(1)
R , b

c(1)
R , b

′′(1)
R , b

′c(1)
R )t, the 4D bottom quark

mass matrix, up to the first KK modes (numerical analysis includes first and second KK modes) for our

model is,

Mb =


εbṽbcθf

(0)∗
c2 f

(0)
cbR

0 ṽbcθf
(0)∗
c2 f

(1)
cbR

0
√

2ṽtsθf
(0)∗
c1 g

(1)
ctR

ṽbcθf
(1)∗
c2 f

(0)
cbR

s2
θm

(1)
c1 + c2θm

(1)
c2 ṽbcθf

(1)∗
c2 f

(1)
cbR

0
√

2ṽtsθf
(1)∗
c1 g

(1)
ctR

0 0 m
(1)
cbR

0 0
1√
2
ṽbg

(1)∗
c2 f

(0)
cbR

0 1√
2
ṽbcθg

(1)∗
c2 f

(1)
cbR

m
′(1)
c2 0

0 0 0 0 m
′(1)
ctR

 . (B.7)

In the field basis ΦtL ≡ (t
(0)
L , t

(1)
L , t

c(1)
L , t

′(1)
L )t, ΦtR ≡ (t

c(0)
R , t

(1)
R , t

c(1)
R , t

′(1)
R )t, the top quark mass matrix up
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to the first KK states (same comment for the numerical analysis) is given by:

Mt =


εtṽtsθf

(0)∗
c1 f

(0)
ctR

0 ṽtsθf
(0)∗
c1 f

(1)
ctR

0

ṽtsθf
(1)∗
c1 f

(0)
ctR

s2
θm

(1)
c1 + c2θm

(1)
c2 ṽtsθf

(1)∗
c1 f

(1)
ctR

0

0 0 m
(1)
ctR

0

ṽtsθg
(1)∗
c1 f

(0)
ctR

0 ṽtsθg
(1)∗
c1 f

(1)
ctR

m
′(1)
c1

 . (B.8)

εb,t is described in Section 6.4.2. Besides, in our notations, ṽb,t = λ5D
b,t ṽ/

√
2kRc, m

(n)
c (m

′(n)
c ) is the n–th

KK mass for (++) ((−+)) BC fields, cθ = cos θ (sθ = sin θ) and θ is the effective angle of the mixing between

the two left multiplets. f
(n)
c and g

(n)
c are respectively the fermion wave functions along the 5–th dimension

with (++) and (−+) BC, whose values are taken at the position of the TeV–brane, x5 = πRc (where the

Higgs boson is confined). For instance (see e.g. [57] for excited profiles):

f (0)
c (x5) ≡

√
(1− 2c)kRc

e(1−2c)πkRc − 1
e( 1

2−c)kx5 . (B.9)

The zeroes in the bottom mass matrix originate from the fact that the fields b
c(1)
L , b

′c(1)
L , b

(1)
R and b

′′(1)
R (with

n = 1, 2) have Dirichlet BC on the TeV–brane and thus, do not couple to the Higgs boson. For the top mass

matrix, it originates from the fact that t
c(1)
L , t

(1)
R and t

′(1)
R have Dirichlet BC on the TeV-brane.

B.4 Bottom and top quark couplings

The bottom quark Yukawa coupling matrix reads as,

Cb =


εbṽbcθf

(0)∗
c2 f

(0)
cbR

0 ṽbcθf
(0)∗
c2 f

(1)
cbR

0
√

2ṽtsθf
(0)∗
c1 g

(1)
ctR

ṽbcθf
(1)∗
c2 f

(0)
cbR

0 ṽbcθf
(1)∗
c2 f

(1)
cbR

0
√

2ṽtsθf
(1)∗
c1 g

(1)
ctR

0 0 0 0 0
1√
2
ṽbg

(1)∗
c2 f

(0)
cbR

0 1√
2
ṽbcθg

(1)∗
c2 f

(1)
cbR

0 0

0 0 0 0 0

 , (B.10)

It is obtained from the bottom mass matrix defined in previous appendix, but with the KK mass terms set

to zero. Hence, it can be defined through the relation:

Cb ≡ ṽ
∂Mb

∂ṽ
, (B.11)

as may be useful.

The dimensionful top quark Yukawa couplings can be derived from the matrix:

Ct =


εtṽtsθf

(0)∗
c1 f

(0)
ctR

0 ṽtsθf
(0)∗
c1 f

(1)
ctR

0

ṽtsθf
(1)∗
c1 f

(0)
ctR

0 ṽtsθf
(1)∗
c1 f

(1)
ctR

0

0 0 0 0

ṽtsθg
(1)∗
c1 f

(0)
ctR

0 ṽtsθg
(1)∗
c1 f

(1)
ctR

0

 . (B.12)
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Appendix C

Sum rules

C.1 Fermion sum rule

In this Appendix, we demonstrate analytically some useful theoretical relations which allow to take into

account the full KK quark tower in the calculation of the gluon–gluon fusion mechanism amplitude, within

the RS scenario. This generalizes results obtained in the case of a bulk Higgs boson within the framework

of gauge–Higgs unification [18]. These relations also allow to implement the full KK charged fermion tower

when calculating the loop-induced hγγ coupling.

For that, we use the same conventions/notations as in the Section 6.4.2: Mf is defined as the mass

matrix of a particular fermion ΨL/R in the interaction basis. We have obtained C′f/ṽ to be the Yukawa

matrix in the mass eigenbasis, where C′f = ULCfU†R; Cf being the same matrix as Mf but with the KK

masses set to zero.

The matrices Mf and C′f are thus linked through the relation (see for instance Eq.(B.11)):

C′f ≡ UL.ṽ
∂Mf

∂ṽ
.U†R (C.1)

Let us define here, for simplicity about the subscript notation, mi ≡ M′f |ii and λRS
i ≡ (C′f |ii)/ṽ for a

given fermion within RS. Then we have

∑
i

λRS
i ṽ

mi
≡ Tr

(
M′−1

f .C′f
)

where M′−1
f .M′f = 1. (C.2)

and can rewrite this trace as (accordingly to Eq.(6.19)):

∑
i

λRS
i ṽ

mi
= Tr

(
URM−1

f U†L.ULṽ
∂Mf

∂ṽ
U†R

)
= Tr

(
ṽ
∂Mf

∂ṽ
.M−1

f

)
(C.3)

∑
i

λRS
i ṽ

mi
= ṽ

∂

∂ṽ
Tr (lnMf ) = ṽ

∂

∂ṽ
ln (DetMf ) (C.4)
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Applying this result to SM fermion mass matrices such as the ones in the Appendix B.3 (including even

possibly the entire KK tower contribution),

∑
i

λRS
i ṽ

mi
= ṽ

∂

∂ṽ

∑
i

lnMf |ii = ṽ
∂

∂ṽ
lnMf |11 = 1 (C.5)

and for exotic fermions without zero–mode, as for instance the q′(−7/3) field appearing in a multiplet of

Eq.(6.22),

∑
i

λRS
i ṽ

mi
= ṽ

∂

∂ṽ

∑
i

lnMf |ii = 0. (C.6)

Application to the KK fermionic contributions of the effective hgg and hγγ couplings:

In both Eq.(6.26) and Eq.(6.34), the fermionic contribution to the amplitude reads, for each independent

KK tower,
∑
{f}

λRS
f ṽ

mf
Ah1/2(τf ), up to irrelevant global color and electric charge factors. The sum over {f}

denotes the sum for a corresponding fermion f , of its zero–mode and all KK excitations it couples to through

the Higgs field.

Using the properties of the spin–1/2 form factor, one can set that for all KK excitations, Ah1/2(τfKK ) ' 1

with a high precision (up to 1 per 1000). Having so, one can separate the contribution in the tower of the

first fermion eigenstate (generally mainly composed by the zero–mode component) noted f0 from the heavier

eigenstates (mainly made of KK modes) noted fKK ’s for simplicity here:

∑
{f}

λRS
f ṽ

mf
Ah1/2(τf ) ≡

λRS
f0 ṽ

mf0

Ah1/2(τf0) +
∑
KK

λRS
fKK ṽ

mfKK
Ah1/2(τfKK ) =

λRS
f0 ṽ

mf0

Ah1/2(τf0) +
∑
KK

λRS
fKK ṽ

mfKK∑
{f}

λRS
f ṽ

mf
Ah1/2(τf ) =

λRS
f0 ṽ

mf0

Ah1/2(τf0) +

(
1−

λRS
f0 ṽ

mf0

)
= 1 +

λRS
f0 ṽ

mf0

(
Ah1/2(τf0)− 1

)
, (C.7)

where we have used the relation (C.5). It is a remarkable feature that the KK sum can be reflected in a few

properties from the lightest mode.

Note that for an exotic fermion f ′, with no zero–mode, the sum even cancels:

∑
{f ′}

λRS
f ′ ṽ

mf ′
Ah1/2(τf ′) ≡

∑
KK

λRS
fKK ṽ

mfKK
Ah1/2(τfKK ) =

∑
KK

λRS
fKK ṽ

mfKK
= 0 (C.8)

according to the relation (C.6).

C.2 Boson sum rule

Here are shown some theoretical sum rules for the bosons, similarly to the fermion case of previous appendix,

but which apply now to the computation of the effective hγγ vertex.
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The coupling matrix C′± and mass matrix M2
± for the charged gauge bosons are linked via,

C′± ≡ V.ṽ2 ∂M2
±

∂ṽ2
.V † (C.9)

Reminding m2
Wn = M′2±|nn and gRS

hWnWn = 2(C′±|nn)/ṽ from Section 6.4.1, the loop part from the

gauge boson KK tower can then be written as [see Eq.(6.16)]:

∑
n

gRS
Wn ṽ

2m2
Wn

=
∑
n

C′±|nn
M′2±|nn

= Tr
(

[M′2±]−1.C′±
)

= Tr

(
V [M2

±]−1V †.V ṽ2 ∂M2
±

∂ṽ2
V †
)

∑
n

gRS
Wn ṽ

2m2
Wn

= Tr

(
ṽ2 ∂M2

±
∂ṽ2

.[M2
±]−1

)
= ṽ2 ∂

∂ṽ2
Tr
(
lnM2

±
)

= ṽ2 ∂

∂ṽ2
ln
(
DetM2

±
)
. (C.10)

Obviously, this relation also holds for the neutral gauge boson KK tower, and one can check that

DetM2
± = g2 ṽ

2

4

∏
n

M
(n)2
KK M̄

′(n)2
KK , (C.11)

where M̄
′(n)2
KK = (M

′(n)
KK + M̃2

4k e
−πkRc)2, so that, at the end:

∑
n

gRS
Wn ṽ

2m2
Wn

= ṽ2 ∂

∂ṽ2
ln(g2 ṽ

2

4
) = 1. (C.12)

Application to the KK W contributions of the effective hγγ coupling:

Applying the above result to the EW gauge boson KK tower contribution in the hγγ effective coupling

allows one to rewrite:

∑
n

C′±|nn
M′2±|nn

Ah1 (τWn) ≡ gRS
hWW

ṽ

2m2
W

Ah1 (τW ) +
∑
n≥1

C′±|nn
M′2±|nn

Ah1 (τWn)

∑
n

C′±|nn
M′2±|nn

Ah1 (τWn) =
gRS
hWW

ṽ

2m2
W

Ah1 (τW )− 7
∑
n≥1

C′±|nn
M′2±|nn

=
gRS
hWW

ṽ

2m2
W

Ah1 (τW )− 7

(
1− gRS

hWW
ṽ

2m2
W

)
∑
n

C′±|nn
M′2±|nn

Ah1 (τWn) = −7 +
gRS
hWW

ṽ

2m2
W

(
7 +Ah1 (τW )

)
, (C.13)

where we have used the properties of the spin–1 form factor, so one can set that for all KK excitations,

Ah1 (τWn) = −7 again at a high accuracy level (up to 1 per 1000).
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Appendix D

Approximating the radiative

corrections

The radiative corrections to the CP–even Higgs boson mass matrix can be written as

M2 =

[
M2

11 + ∆M2
11 M2

12 + ∆M2
12

M2
12 + ∆M2

12 M2
22 + ∆M2

22

]
(D.1)

The leading one–loop radiative corrections ∆M2
ij to the mass matrix are controlled by the top Yukawa

coupling λt = mt/v sinβ which appears with the fourth power. One can obtain a very simple analytical

expression if only this contribution is taken into account [4]

∆M2
11 ∼ ∆M2

12 ∼ 0 ,

∆M2
22 ∼ ε =

3 m̄4
t

2π2v2 sin2 β

[
log

M2
S

m̄2
t

+
X2
t

M2
S

(
1− X2

t

12M2
S

)]
(D.2)

where MS is the geometric average of the stop masses MS =
√
mt̃1

mt̃2
, Xt is the stop mixing parameter

given by Xt = At − µ/ tanβ and m̄t is the running MS top quark mass to account for the leading two–loop

QCD corrections in a renormalisation–group improvement.

A better approximation, with some more renormalisation–group improved two–loop QCD and elec-

troweak corrections included is given by [5]

∆M2
22 =

3

2π2

m4
t

v2 sin2 β

[
1

2
X̃t + `S +

1

16π2

(
3

2

m2
t

v2
− 32παs

)(
X̃t`S + `2S

)]
, (D.3)

where `S = log(M2
S/m

2
t ) and using xt = Xt/MS = (At − µ cotβ)/MS one has X̃t = 2x2

t (1− x2
t/12) with At

the trilinear Higgs-stop coupling and µ the higgsino mass parameter.

Other soft SUSY–breaking parameters, in particular µ and Ab (and in general the corrections controlled

by the bottom Yukawa coupling λb = mb/v cosβ which at large value of the product µ tanβ, provide a non–

negligible correction to M2
ij) can also have an impact on the loop corrections. Including these subleading

contributions at one–loop, plus the leading logarithmic contributions at two–loops, the radiative corrections
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to the CP–even mass matrix elements can still be written in a compact form [3]

∆M2
11 = −v

2 sin2 β

32π2
µ̄2

[
x2
tλ

4
t (1 + c11`S) + a2

bλ
4
b(1 + c12`S)

]
∆M2

12 = −v
2 sin2 β

32π2
µ̄

[
xtλ

4
t (6− xtat)(1 + c31`S)− µ̄2abλ

4
b(1 + c32`S)

]
(D.4)

∆M2
22 =

v2 sin2 β

32π2

[
6λ4

t `S(2 + c21`S) + xtatλ
4
t (12− xtat)(1 + c21`S)− µ̄4λ4

b(1 + c22`S)

]
where the additional abbreviations µ̄ = µ/MS and at,b = At,b/MS have been used. The factors cij take into

account the leading two–loop corrections due to the top and bottom Yukawa couplings and to the strong

coupling constant gs =
√

4παs; they read

cij =
1

32π2
(tijλ

2
t + bijλ

2
b − 32g2

s) (D.5)

with the various coefficients given by,

(t11, t12, t21, t22, t31, t32) = (12,−4, 6,−10, 9, 7) and (b11, b12, b21, b22, b31, b32) = (−4, 12, 2, 18,−1, 15).

The expressions eq. (D.4) provide a good approximation of the bulk of the radiative corrections [3].

However, one needs to include the full set of corrections to have precise predictions for the Higgs boson

masses and couplings as discussed at the end of Section 7.2.
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Appendix E

The boundary conditions with

boundary terms

In this Appendix, we derive BC for the fermions obeying the action of Eq. (8.1) which contains boundary

interactions. Expanding this action, to isolate the terms involving derivatives along the fifth dimension, and

integrating by part the second term over the 4 usual dimensions, one gets,

Sfermion =

∫
d4x dy

[
i

(
Q̄γµ∂µQ +

1

2
(Q̄γ5∂5Q− ∂5Q̄γ

5Q) + {Q↔ D}
)

+ δ(y − πR) (Y5 Q̄LHDR + Y ′5 Q̄RHDL + H.c.)
]
. (E.1)

Now integrating by part the third term of this action over the extra dimension and considering the EW

symmetry breaking that will affect the mass spectrum, one obtains,

Sfermion =

∫
d4x dy

[
i

(
Q̄γµ∂µQ + Q̄γ5∂5Q −

1

2
∂5(Q̄γ5Q) + {Q↔ D}

)
+ (X5 Q̄LDR + X ′5 Q̄RDL + H.c.)

]
, (E.2)

with the compact notation, X
(′)
5 = Y

(′)
5

v√
2
δ(y − πR). Expressing the action in terms of the two-component

spinors defined in Eq. (8.2), the Eq. (E.2) becomes,

Sfermion =

∫
d4x dy

[ (
− i Q̄Rσµ∂µQR − i Q̄Lσ̄µ∂µQL + Q̄R∂5QL − Q̄L∂5QR (E.3)

+
1

2
∂5(Q̄LQR − Q̄RQL) + {Q↔ D}

)
+ (X5 Q̄LDR + X ′5 Q̄RDL + H.c.)

]
.

The variation of the action with respect to the Q̄L,R fields reads as,{
δQ̄LSfermion =

∫
d4x dy

[
δQ̄L (−i σ̄µ∂µQL − ∂5QR + X5 DR) + 1

2 ∂5(δQ̄LQR)
]

δQ̄RSfermion =
∫

d4x dy
[
δQ̄R (−i σµ∂µQR + ∂5QL + X ′5 DL) − 1

2 ∂5(δQ̄RQL)
] (E.4)

Analogous equations hold for the D̄L,R spinors [obtained from Eq. (E.4) by the replacements Q ↔ D and

X5 ↔ X ′5]. The vanishing for any δQ̄L of the action variation in first line of Eq. (E.4) is realized, as in the
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absence of Yukawa interactions, via the separate vanishing of two distinct parts,

−i σ̄µ∂µQL − ∂5QR +X5 DR = 0 , (E.5)∫
dy ∂5(δQ̄LQR) = [δQ̄LQR]y=πR

y=0 = 0 , (E.6)

the first equation leading to the EOM while the second one defines the BC. By inserting the KK decompo-

sitions (8.3a)-(8.3d) into Eq. (E.5), and the three similar equations obtained from variations with respect

to the 5D fields, Q̄R, D̄L,R, one obtains the EOM (8.6a)-(8.6d) for the profiles – if one uses the 4D Dirac

equations (8.4)-(8.5). The condition (E.6) should be satisfied for any δQ̄L so that it can be written as,

together with all the similar conditions for the other 5D fields,

δQ̄LQR
∣∣
πR

= δQ̄LQR
∣∣
0

= δQ̄RQL
∣∣
πR

= δQ̄RQL
∣∣
0

= 0 ,

δD̄LDR

∣∣
πR

= δD̄LDR

∣∣
0

= δD̄RDL

∣∣
πR

= δD̄RDL

∣∣
0

= 0 . (E.7)

The condition, dL(0) = qR(0) = 0, is compatible with Eq. (E.7) – involving the 5D fields (8.3a)-(8.3d) – and

once inserted into the EOM (8.6b)-(8.6c), taken at y = 0, leads to the additional condition, d′R(0) = q′L(0) = 0

[as the EOM boundary terms are not at y = 0]. Similarly, the condition, dL(πR) = qR(πR) = 0, respects

Eq. (E.7) and after injection in the EOM (8.6b)-(8.6c) at y = πR gives rise to, d′R(πR) = q′L(πR) = 0 [here

the EOM Yukawa terms are removed by the condition, dL(πR) = qR(πR) = 0]. In summary, the (−−) and

(++) BC for dL, qR and dR, qL, respectively, fulfill the conditions (E.7) 1 together with the EOM at the

boundaries and thus constitute satisfactory BC.

We notice that, in order to cancel the action variation, grouping together the terms of the first line of

Eq. (E.4) in the following way,

−i σ̄µ∂µQL − ∂5QR = 0 , (E.8)∫
dy [X5 δQ̄LDR +

1

2
∂5(δQ̄LQR)] =

vY5√
2
δQ̄LDR

∣∣
πR

+
1

2
[δQ̄LQR]y=πR

y=0 = 0 , (E.9)

is different from Eq. (E.5)-(E.6) : here, all the boundary terms appear in the same equality (E.9). The

Eq. (E.8), and similar equations for the other fields, would lead to the EOM of Eq. (8.4)-(8.5) and Eq. (8.6a)-

(8.6d) without Yukawa interactions. Those interaction terms would now be included in the Eq. (E.9) which

is at the origin of the fermion BC. We see clearly that when one would then try to regularize the Higgs

peak, through a shift or a smearing, it would not be possible anymore to write the Yukawa interaction as

a boundary term in Eq. (E.9). It means that it is more tricky to follow a regularization procedure when

the Yukawa interaction is included in the BC equation (whichever regularization I or II is invoked as the Y5

coupling has to be regularized in both). This is the reason why the brane-localized Yukawa interactions are

usually (see for instance Ref. [20, 22]) taken into account instead in the EOM, like in our Eq. (E.5). There

a shift or a smearing of the Dirac peak contained in X5 does not make the Yukawa coupling disappear from

the EOM, since the latter is defined over the whole interval.

1Note that all the conditions of Eq. (E.7) are induced by the (−−) BC only.
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Appendix F

The generic characteristic equation

From the infinite quark mass matrix, [M ], defined in Eq. (8.27), we first get the symmetric matrix,
[
M†M

]
,

which can be written without loss of generality as,

M2
q0 +

∑
n β

2
n0 α00Mq0 + β00Md0

∑
n βn0βn1 α01Mq0 + β10Md1

∑
n βn0βn2 · · ·

... M2
d0

+
∑
n α

2
n0 α10Mq1 + β01Md0

∑
n αn0αn1 α20Mq2 + β02Md0 · · ·

...
... M2

q1 +
∑
n β

2
n1 α11Mq1 + β11Md1

∑
n βn1βn2 · · ·

...
...

... M2
d1

+
∑
n α

2
n1 α21Mq2 + β12Md1 · · ·

...
...

...
... M2

q2 +
∑
n β

2
n2 · · ·

...
...

...
...

...
. . .


where the discrete sums are taken from n = 0 to infinity.

For the characteristic equation of this infinite matrix,
[
M†M

]
, we find the following analytical expression,

1 + P0 + P1 = 0 (F.1)

where P0 and P1 are both series of infinite number of terms. In the limit where all the KK mass (M ′s)

terms go to zero, P1 vanishes but P0 does not. In order to describe the parts, P0 and P1, we have to first

define the following structures depending on the αqd [defined in Eq. (8.28)],

An (q1, · · · , qn; d1, · · · , dn) ≡
∑

r1,··· ,rn(∈{d1,··· ,dn})
εi(r1)...i(rn) εi(d1)...i(dn) αq1r1 · · ·αqnrn , (F.2)

such that εabc... is the anti-symmetric tensor, with for instance the index i(r3) = i(d2)=̂2, and the three first

structures can be written explicitly as [notice the specific definition for A1 (q1; d1)],

A1 (q1; d1) = αq1d1
,

A2 (q1, q2; d1, d2) = αq1d1
αq2d2

− αq1d2
αq2d1

,

A3 (q1, q2, q3; d1, d2, d3) = αq1d1
αq2d2

αq3d3
+ αq1d2

αq2d3
αq3d1

+ αq1d3
αq2d1

αq3d2

−αq1d1
αq2d3

αq3d2
− αq1d3

αq2d2
αq3d1

− αq1d2
αq2d1

αq3d3
.
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Note that because of the anti-symmetric nature of these structures, in a factorizable case where αqd = fq×fd,
one has simply,

An≥2 = 0. (F.3)

Analogous structures can be introduced for the βdq [defined in Eq. (8.29)] :

Bn (d1, · · · , dn; q1, · · · , qn) ≡
∑

r1,··· ,rn(∈{d1,··· ,dn})
εi(r1)...i(rn) εi(d1)...i(dn) βr1q1 · · ·βrnqn . (F.4)

One has similarly, Bn≥2 = 0, for factorizable cases with, βdq = fd × fq. Now, with the conditions

qi 6= qj 6= Qk ; di 6= dj 6= Dk (F.5)

where i, j, k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , the first few terms (sufficient to deduce the rest of the infinite series) in the P0

and P1 parts can be expressed as,

P0 =
∑
q1;d1

(−λ)

(
(A1(q1; d1))

2

(M2
q1 − λ)(M2

d1
− λ)

+ (α↔ β)

)

+
∑

q1<q3;d1<d3

(−λ)2

(
(A2(q1, q3; d1, d3))

2

(M2
q1 − λ)(M2

d1
− λ)(M2

q3 − λ)(M2
d3
− λ)

+ (α↔ β)

)

+
∑

q1,q2;d1,d2

(−λ)2 (A1(q1; d1))
2

(M2
q1 − λ)(M2

d1
− λ)

× (B1(d2; q2))
2

(M2
q2 − λ)(M2

d2
− λ)

×
(

1− δq1q2
M2
q2

λ

)(
1− δd1d2

M2
d2

λ

)

+
∑

q1<q3,q2;d1<d3,d2

(−λ)3

{
(A2(q1, q3; d1, d3))

2∏
i=1,3(M2

qi − λ)(M2
di
− λ)

× (B1(d2; q2))
2

(M2
q2 − λ)(M2

d2
− λ)

×
(

1− δq1q2
M2
q2

λ

) (
1− δd1d2

M2
d2

λ

)(
1− δq3q2

M2
q2

λ

)(
1− δd3d2

M2
d2

λ

)
+ (α↔ β)

}

+
∑

q1<q3,q2<q4;d1<d3,d2<d4

(−λ)4 (A2(q1, q3; d1, d3))
2∏

i=1,3(M2
qi − λ)(M2

di
− λ)

× (B2(d2, d4; q2, q4))
2∏

j=2,4(M2
qj − λ)(M2

dj
− λ)

×
(

1− δq1q2
M2
q2

λ

)(
1− δq3q2

M2
q2

λ

)(
1− δq1q4

M2
q4

λ

)(
1− δq3q4

M2
q4

λ

)

×
(

1− δd1d2

M2
d2

λ

)(
1− δd3d2

M2
d2

λ

)(
1− δd1d4

M2
d4

λ

)(
1− δd3d4

M2
d4

λ

)
+ O(α6, β6) , (F.6)
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and,

P1 =
∑
Q1;D1

−2MQ1MD1

(M2
Q1
− λ)(M2

D1
− λ)

×
[
A1(Q1;D1)×B1(D1;Q1)

+
∑
q1;d1

(−λ)

{
A2(Q1, q1;D1, d1)A1(q1; d1)

(M2
q1 − λ)(M2

d1
− λ)

×B1(D1;Q1) + (α↔ β)

}

+
∑

q1q2;d1,d2

(−λ)2 × A2(Q1, q1;D1, d1)A1(q1; d1)

(M2
q1 − λ)(M2

d1
− λ)

× B2(D1, d2;Q1, q2)B1(d2; q2)

(M2
q2 − λ)(M2

d2
− λ)

×
(

1− δq1q2
M2
q2

λ

)(
1− δd1d2

M2
d2

λ

)
+O

(
α5, β5

) ]

+

{ ∑
Q1<Q2

2MQ1MQ2

(M2
Q1
− λ)(M2

Q2
− λ)

×
[ ∑
d1,d2

(−λ)× A1(Q1; d1)A1(Q2; d1)

(M2
d1
− λ)

×B1(d2;Q1)B1(d2;Q2)

(M2
d2
− λ)

(
1− δd1d2

M2
d2

λ

)

+
∑

q1;d1,d2,d3

(−λ)2

{
A2(Q1, q1; d1, d3)A2(Q2, q1; d1, d3)

(M2
q1 − λ)(M2

d1
− λ)

× B1(d2;Q1)B1(d2;Q2)

(M2
d3
− λ)

×
(

1− δd1d2

M2
d2

λ

)(
1− δd3d2

M2
d2

λ

)
+ (α↔ β)

}

+
∑

q1,q2;d1,d2,d3,d4

(−λ)3 × A2(Q1, q1; d1, d3)A2(Q2, q1; d1, d3)

(M2
q1 − λ)(M2

d1
− λ)(M2

d3
− λ)

×B2(d2, d4;Q1, q2)B2(d2, d4;Q2, q2)

(M2
q2 − λ)(M2

d2
− λ)(M2

d4
− λ)

(
1− δq1q2

M2
q2

λ

)(
1− δd1d2

M2
d2

λ

)

×
(

1− δd1d4

M2
d4

λ

)(
1− δd3d2

M2
d2

λ

)(
1− δd3d4

M2
d4

λ

)
+O

(
α6, β6

) ]

+ [(Q1, Q2)→ (D1, D2)]

}

+
∑

Q1<Q2;D1<D2

2

 ∏
i=1,2

MQiMDi

(M2
Qi
− λ)(M2

Di
− λ)


×
[
A2(Q1, Q2;D1, D2)×B2(D1, D2;Q1, Q2)

+ A1(Q1;D1)A1(Q2;D2)×B1(D1;Q1)B1(D2;Q2)

+ A1(Q1;D2)A1(Q2;D1)×B1(D2;Q1)B1(D1;Q2) +O
(
α4, β4

) ]
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+

{ ∑
Q1<Q2<Q3;D1

(−2)

 ∏
i=1,3

MQi

(M2
Qi
− λ)

 MD1

(M2
D1
− λ)

×
[ ∑
d1,d2

(−λ)

(
A2(Q1, Q2;D1, d1)A1(Q3; d1)

(M2
d1
− λ)

× B2(D1, d2;Q1, Q2)B1(d2;Q3)

(M2
d2
− λ)

+
A2(Q1, Q3;D1, d1)A1(Q2; d1)

(M2
d1
− λ)

× B2(D1, d2;Q1, Q3)B1(d2;Q3)

(M2
d2
− λ)

+
A2(Q2, Q3;D1, d1)A1(Q1; d1)

(M2
d1
− λ)

× B2(D1, d2;Q2, Q3)B1(d2;Q1)

(M2
d2
− λ)

)

×
(

1− δd1d2

M2
d2

λ

)
+O

(
α5, β5

) ]
+ (MQ ↔MD, α↔ β)

}

+

{ ∑
Q1<Q2<Q3<Q4

2

 ∏
i=1,4

MQi

(M2
Qi
− λ)


×
[ ∑
d1,d2

(−λ)2

(
A2(Q1, Q2; d1, d3)A2(Q3, Q4; d1, d3)

(M2
d1
− λ)(M2

d3
− λ)

×B2(d2, d4;Q1, Q2)B2(d2, d4;Q3, Q4)

(M2
d2
− λ)(M2

d4
− λ)

+
A2(Q1, Q3; d1, d3)A2(Q2, Q4; d1, d3)

(M2
d1
− λ)(M2

d3
− λ)

×B2(d2, d4;Q1, Q3)B2(d2, d4;Q2, Q4)

(M2
d2
− λ)(M2

d4
− λ)

+
A2(Q1, Q4; d1, d3)A2(Q2, Q3; d1, d3)

(M2
d1
− λ)(M2

d3
− λ)

×B2(d2, d4;Q1, Q4)B2(d2, d4;Q2, Q3)

(M2
d2
− λ)(M2

d4
− λ)

)

×
(

1− δd1d2

M2
d2

λ

)(
1− δd1d4

M2
d4

λ

)(
1− δd3d2

M2
d2

λ

)(
1− δd3d4

M2
d4

λ

)
+O

(
α6, β6

) ]

+(MQ ↔MD, α↔ β)

}
, (F.7)

where all the discrete sums are taken from zero to infinity and λ represents the eigenvalues of the
[
M†M

]
matrix.
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Appendix G

The supersymmetric 5D Lagrangian

We consider the usual warped space-time based on the 5D metric GAB :

ds2 = GAB dx
AdxB = e−2σ(y)ηµνdx

µdxν − dy2 , y ∈ [−πRc; +πRc] (G.1)
√

+G ≡
√

det[GAB ] =
√

(−1)4(e−2σ(y))4 = e−4σ(y) (G.2)

where capital latin letters A,B are 5D Lorentz indices, ηµν is the 4D flat (+,−,−,−) Minkowski metric and

xµ denote the usual coordinates (µ = 0, 1, 2, 3) while y parametrizes the fifth dimension.

G.1 Superfield content

Writing higher-dimensional SUSY Lagrangians with ordinary N = 1 4D superfields only allows to make

the N = 1 4D SUSY invariance manifest and it prevents from explicitly covariant forms. In spite of these

limitations, it allows for a more compact form than when using the component fields themselves and also to

easily get the bulk-boundary couplings. We thus adopt this formalism. This approach was first developed

for theories with 10 dimensions [75], then extended to other dimensions [76] and to incorporate the radion

superfield [24].

In this Appendix G, we derive explicitly in terms of the fields, within the RS SUSY framework with

a bulk U(1) gauge symmetry, the whole Lagrangian encoding the Yukawa and gauge couplings of the two

N = 1 5D (or N = 2 4D) bulk hypermultiplets {ΦL,Φ−−L } and {ΦcL,Φc−−L } to two N = 1 4D complex

chiral superfields localized on the TeV-brane called H0
u (as it will play the role of the ‘up-type’ neutral Higgs

superfield when extending this toy model to the pMSSM) and H0
d (for ‘down-type’). The N = 1 chiral

superfield ΦL [the subscript L corresponds to the chirality of the contained fermion field once promoted to

a four-component spinor: see just below 1] with Neumann BC at y = 0, πRc (noted (++) in the main text)

1Note that L/R would be seen as a gauge index within the pMSSM, corresponding to a doublet/singlet under
SU(2)L.
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reads as

ΦL(xµ, y; θ, θ) ≡ φL(xµ, y) +
√

2θζL(xµ, y)e−
1
2σ(y) − θθFL(xµ, y) + iθσµθ∂µφL(xµ, y)

+
i√
2
θθθσµ∂µζL(xµ, y)e−

1
2σ(y) − 1

4
θθθθ∂µ∂

µφL(xµ, y), (G.3)

ζL being the two-component spinorial field, φL its scalar superpartner and FL the auxiliary field, whereas

its complex conjugated develops according to

Φ(xµ, y; θ, θ) ≡ φL(xµ, y) +
√

2θζL(xµ, y)e−
1
2σ(y) − θθFL(xµ, y)− iθσµθ∂µφL(xµ, y)

+
i√
2
θθθσµ∂µζL(xµ, y)e−

1
2σ(y) − 1

4
θθθθ∂µ∂

µφL(xµ, y) (G.4)

and its charge conjugated superfield with Dirichlet BC at y = 0, πRc (noted (−−)) is

Φ−−L (xµ, y; θ, θ) ≡ φcL(xµ, y) +
√

2θχL(xµ, y)e−
1
2σ(y) − θθF cL(xµ, y) + iθσµθ∂µφ

c
L(xµ, y)

+
i√
2
θθθσµ∂µχL(xµ, y)e−

1
2σ(y) − 1

4
θθθθ∂µ∂

µφcL(xµ, y). (G.5)

We define another superfield ΦcL through its charge conjugated state [this will allow us to introduce only

Left-handed chiral superfields, as usually in the 4D pMSSM]:

ΦcL(xµ, y; θ, θ) ≡ φR(xµ, y) +
√

2θχR(xµ, y)e−
1
2σ(y) − θθFR(xµ, y) + iθσµθ∂µφR(xµ, y)

+
i√
2
θθθσµ∂µχR(xµ, y)e−

1
2σ(y) − 1

4
θθθθ∂µ∂

µφR(xµ, y) (G.6)

and the opposite BC superfield is:

Φc−−L (xµ, y; θ, θ) ≡ φcR(xµ, y) +
√

2θζR(xµ, y)e−
1
2σ(y) − θθF cR(xµ, y) + iθσµθ∂µφ

c
R(xµ, y)

+
i√
2
θθθσµ∂µζR(xµ, y)e−

1
2σ(y) − 1

4
θθθθ∂µ∂

µφcR(xµ, y). (G.7)

In our notations, the four-component fermions ψL/R (L/R indicating the Lorentz chirality) read in terms of

the two-component fields as

ψt ≡ (ζ, χ̄), ψtL ≡ (ζ, 0), ψc t ≡ (χ, ζ̄).

We consider a U(1) gauge symmetry whose N = 1 5D (or N = 2 4D) gauge supermultiplet is known to

have the same field content as one N = 1 vector supermultiplet with (++) BC, for which we write the

decomposition as (in the Wess-Zumino gauge)

V (xµ, y; θ, θ) ≡ θσµθAµ(xµ, y)− iθθθλ1(xµ, y)e−
3
2σ(y) + iθθθλ1(xµ, y)e−

3
2σ(y) +

1

2
θθθθD(xµ, y)(G.8)

Aµ denoting the gauge boson, λ1 the Weyl gaugino field and D the complex auxiliary field, plus one (−−)
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N = 1 chiral superfield, that we write

Ω(xµ, y; θ, θ) ≡ 1√
2

[Σ(xµ, y)− iA5(xµ, y)]− i
√

2θλ2(xµ, y)e−
1
2σ(y) − θθFΩ(xµ, y)

+iθσµθ∂µ
1√
2

[Σ(xµ, y)− iA5(xµ, y)] +
1√
2
θθθσµ∂µλ2(xµ, y)e−

1
2σ(y)

−1

4
θθθθ∂µ∂

µ 1√
2

[Σ(xµ, y)− iA5(xµ, y)] (G.9)

Σ being a real scalar field.

G.2 Superfield action

The field content described in previous subsection G.1 together with the following action S5D define the toy

model analyzed in this part G. This action is given by S5D = Sgauge +SHiggs
∣∣∣
brane

+Smatter with, following

the formalism of Ref. [24],

Sgauge =
1

4

∫
d5x

∫
d2θ (WαWα + h.c.) +

∫
d5x

∫
d4θ e−2σ(y)

(
∂yV −

1√
2

(Ω + Ω)

)2

(G.10)

Smatter =

∫
d5x

∫
d4θ e−2σ(y)

(
ΦLe

−2gqLV ΦL + Φ−−L e2gqLV Φ
−−
L + Φ

c

Le
−2gqRV ΦcL + Φc−−L e2gqRV Φ

c−−
L

)
+

∫
d5x

∫
d2θ e−3σ(y)

(
Φ−−L [D5 −

√
2gqLΩ]ΦL + Φc−−L [D5 −

√
2gqRΩ]ΦcL

)
+ h.c. (G.11)

SHiggs
∣∣∣
brane

=

∫
d5x

∫
d4θ e−2σ(y)

(
H0
ue
−(2gqH0

u
)V
H0
u +H0

de
−(2gq

H0
d

)V
H0
d

)
δ(y − πRc)

+

∫
d5x

∫
d2θ e−3σ(y)

(
µH0

uH
0
d + YH0

uΦLΦcL
)
δ(y − πRc) + h.c. (G.12)

where g (Y) is the 5D gauge (Yukawa) coupling constant, D5 = ∂y − ( 3
2 − cL/R)σ′ [with σ′ = ∂yσ(y) =

sign(y)× k, sign(y) being a step function] and the U(1) charges of the superfields H0
u,d, ΦL, ΦcL must obey

qH0
u

+ qL + qR = 0, qH0
u

+ qH0
d

= 0. The above cL/R terms represent 5D mass terms in the superpotential of

the superfields ΦL/Φ
c
L that will lead to 5D fermion and 5D scalar mass terms, as will appear soon. In the

above action, the fundamental parameter µ is of order k.

G.3 Auxiliary field Lagrangians

The 5D Lagrangian for the gauge auxiliary field D is given by (from now on, σ stands for σ(y)):

LD =
1

2
D2 + e−2σD (∂y − 2σ′) Σ

− ge−2σD
(
qL(φLφL − φcLφ

c

L) + qR(φRφR − φcRφ
c

R)
)

− ge−2σD
(
qH0

u
φH0

u
φH0

u
+ qH0

d
φH0

d
φH0

d

)
δ(y − πRc) (G.13)

φH0
u

and φH0
d

being the scalar field components of the superfields H0
u and H0

d , respectively.
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The 5D Lagrangian for the auxiliary field FΩ is given by:

LΩ = e−2σFΩFΩ −
√

2ge−3σ ((qL φ
c
LφL + qR φ

c
RφR)FΩ + h.c.) . (G.14)

The 5D Lagrangian for the matter auxiliary fields, namely FL, FR, F
c
L, F

c
R, is given by:

LF = e−2σ
(
FLFL + F cLF

c

L + FRFR + F cRF
c

R

)
− e−3σ (F cLD5φL − FLD′5φcL + F cRD5φR − FRD′5φcR) + h.c.

+ e−3σ2g (qL(φcLFL + F cLφL) + qR(φcRFR + F cRφR)) Σ + h.c.

− e−3σY
(
φH0

u
φRFL + φH0

u
φLFR

)
δ(y − πRc) + h.c. (G.15)

where D′5 = ∂y − ( 3
2 + cL/R)σ′. This Lagrangian is obtained after integrating by part (for convenience).

The 5D Lagrangian for the Higgs auxiliary fields, FH0
u
, FH0

d
, is given by:

LH = e−2σ
(
FH0

u
FH0

u
+ FH0

d
FH0

d

)
δ(y − πRc)

− e−3σ
(
µFH0

u
φH0

d
+ µφH0

u
FH0

d
+ Y FH0

u
φLφR

)
δ(y − πRc) + h.c. (G.16)

G.4 Auxiliary field solutions

The solutions of the equations of motion for the auxiliary fields are the following ones,

D = −e−2σ
{

(∂y − 2σ′)Σ− g
(
qL(φLφL − φcLφ

c

L) + qR(φRφR − φcRφ
c

R)
)

−g
(
qH0

u
φH0

u
φH0

u
+ qH0

d
φH0

d
φH0

d

)
δ(y − πRc)

}
(G.17)

FΩ = −
√

2ge−σ
(
qL φ

c

LφL + qR φ
c

RφR

)
(G.18)

FL = −e−σ
(

(D′5 + gΣ)φ
c

L − Ȳδ(y − πRc)φH0
u
φR

)
, F

c

L = e−σ(D5 − gΣ)φL (G.19)

FR = −e−σ
(

(D′5 + gΣ)φ
c

R − Ȳδ(y − πRc)φH0
u
φL

)
, F

c

R = e−σ(D5 − gΣ)φR (G.20)

FH0
u

= e−σ
(
µ̄ φH0

d
+ Ȳ φLφR

)
, FH0

d
= e−σµ̄ φH0

u
. (G.21)

Plugging those back into the above Lagrangians, we get:

LD = −1

2
D2 , LΩ = −e−2σFΩFΩ (G.22)

LF = −e−2σ
(
FLFL + F cLF

c

L + FRFR + F cRF
c

R

)
(G.23)

LH = −e−2σ
(
FH0

u
FH0

u
+ FH0

d
FH0

d

)
δ(y − πRc). (G.24)
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G.5 Scalar field Lagrangian

The whole 5D Lagrangian – all SUSY Lagrangians given in terms of 5D fields in this Appendix G are

provided before field redefinition through warp factors – for scalar fields, Lkin. + Lscalar with Lscalar =

LD + LΩ + LF + LH , can be rewritten in explicit forms as:

Lkin. = e−2σ∂µφ̄H0
u
∂µφH0

u
δ(y − πRc) + e−2σ∂µφ̄H0

d
∂µφH0

d
δ(y − πRc)

+ e−2σ∂µφ̄L∂
µφL + e−2σ∂µφ̄

c
L∂

µφcL + e−2σ∂µφ̄R∂
µφR + e−2σ∂µφ̄

c
R∂

µφcR, (G.25)

−
√
G
−1Lscalar = D5φLD5φL +D5φRD5φR + |µ|2 φH0

u
φH0

u
δ(y − πRc)

+
∣∣Yδ(y − πRc)φH0

u
φL −D′5φcR

∣∣2 +
∣∣Yδ(y − πRc)φH0

u
φR −D′5φcL

∣∣2
+

∣∣∣µφH0
d

+ Y φLφR
∣∣∣2 δ(y − πRc) + 2g2 |qL φcLφL + qR φ

c
RφR|2

+
1

2

∣∣∣(∂y − 2σ′)Σ− g
(
qL∆φL + qR∆φR + [qH0

d
φH0

d
φH0

d
+ qH0

u
φH0

u
φH0

u
]δ(y − πRc)

)∣∣∣2
(G.26)

where e.g. ∆φR ≡ φRφR − φcRφ
c

R. By developing the |D5φ|2, |D′5φ|2 and |(∂y − 2σ′)Σ|2 terms from above,

one finds the 5D scalar masses:

m2
φL/R,φ

c
L/R
≡ (c2L/R ± cL/R −

15

4
)k2 + (

3

2
∓ cL/R)∂y(∂yσ) , m2

Σ ≡ −4k2 + 2∂y(∂yσ). (G.27)

If one now develops the last two lines proportional to the g gauge coupling in the above Lagrangian, one

finds (after few simplifications):

−
√
G
−1Lscalar = D5φLD5φL +D5φRD5φR + |µ|2 φH0

u
φH0

u
δ(y − πRc)

+
∣∣Yδ(y − πRc)φH0

u
φL −D′5φcR

∣∣2 +
∣∣Yδ(y − πRc)φH0

u
φR −D′5φcL

∣∣2
+

∣∣∣µφH0
d

+ Y φLφR
∣∣∣2 δ(y − πRc) +

1

2

∣∣Dk
5Σ
∣∣2

− g
(
qL(φLφL − φcLφ

c

L) + qR(φRφR − φcRφ
c

R) + δ(y − πRc)(qH0
u
φH0

u
φH0

u
+ qH0

d
φH0

d
φH0

d
)
)
Dk

5Σ

+
g2

2

(
q2
L(|φL|4 + |φcL|4) + q2

R(|φR|4 + |φcR|4) + δ2(y − πRc)(q2
H0
u
|φH0

u
|4 + q2

H0
d
|φH0

d
|4)
)

+ g2
(
q2
L|φcLφL|2 + q2

R|φcRφR|2 + qH0
u
qH0

d
δ2(y − πRc)|φH0

u
φH0

d
|2
)

+ g2qLqR

(
|φLφR|2 − |φLφcR|2 − |φcLφR|2 + |φcLφcR|2 + 2(φcLφLφ

c

RφR + φcRφRφ
c

LφL)
)

+ g2
(
qL(qH0

u
|φLφH0

u
|2 + qH0

d
|φLφH0

d
|2) + qR(qH0

u
|φRφH0

u
|2 + qH0

d
|φRφH0

d
|2)
)
δ(y − πRc)

(G.28)

with Dk
5 = ∂y − 2σ′.

One can also simply add the soft bilinear terms for the Higgs fields on the TeV-brane and having, as

usually in RS, soft squared Higgs masses and Bµ (Higgs mixing) scales of order k squared leads to 4D

effective soft terms with a scale at the TeV. The soft scalar trilinear A couplings are discussed in details in

the main text.
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G.6 Fermion field Lagrangian

We now derive the fermionic part of the 5D Lagrangian issued from the actions in Eq.(G.10)-(G.12):

Lfermion = −e−4σ
(
χLD

′′
5 ζL + χLD

′′
5 ζL + χRD

′′
5 ζR + χRD

′′
5 ζR

)
− ie−3σ

(
ζLσ

µ∂µζL + ζRσ
µ∂µζR

)
− ie−3σ (χLσ

µ∂µχL + χRσ
µ∂µχR)

− ie−3σ
(
ζH0

u
σµ∂µζH0

u
+ ζH0

d
σµ∂µζH0

d

)
δ(y − πRc)

− e−4σ

(
λ2(∂y −

3

2
k)λ1 + λ2(∂y −

3

2
k)λ1

)
− ie−3σ

(
λ1σ

µ∂µλ̄1 + λ2σ
µ∂µλ̄2

)
− e−4σ

(
µ ζH0

u
ζH0

d
+ YφH0

u
ζLζR + YφLζH0

u
ζR + YφRζH0

u
ζL

)
δ(y − πRc)

− i
√

2e−4σg
(
qH0

u
(φH0

u
λ1ζH0

u
− φH0

u
ζH0

u
λ1) + qH0

d
(φH0

d
λ1ζH0

d
− φH0

d
ζH0

d
λ1)
)
δ(y − πRc)

− i
√

2e−4σg

(
qL(φLλ1ζL − φLζLλ1) + qR(φRλ1ζR − φRζRλ1)

)
+ i

√
2e−4σg

(
qL(φ

c

Lλ1χL − φcLχLλ1) + qR(φ
c

Rλ1χR − φcRχRλ1)

)
− i

√
2e−4σg

(
qL(φcLλ2ζL + φLχLλ2) + qR(φcRλ2ζR + φRχRλ2)

)
+ h.c. (G.29)

where D′′5 = ∂y − (2− cL/R)σ′ and ζH0
u,d

are the higgsino two-component spinors.

G.7 Gauge field Lagrangian

Finally, the gauge interactions encoded in the superfield actions of Eq.(G.10)-(G.12) read in terms of the 5D

gauge fields as,

Lgauge = −1

4
FµνF

µν +
1

2
e−2σ∂yAµ∂yA

µ +
1

2
e−2σ∂µΣ∂µΣ

+ e−2σ
(
DµφLD

µφL +Dµφ
c

LD
µφcL +DµφRD

µφR +Dµφ
c

RD
µφcR

)
− e−3σ

(
iζLσ

µDµζL + iχLσ
µDµχL + iζRσ

µDµζR + iχRσ
µDµχR

)
+ e−2σ

(
DµφH0

u
DµφH0

u
+DµφH0

d
DµφH0

d

)
δ(y − πRc)

− e−3σ
(
iζH0

u
σµDµζH0

u
+ iζH0

d
σµDµζH0

d

)
δ(y − πRc) (G.30)

where

Dµ ≡ ∂µ + igqL/RAµ / ∂µ + igqH0
u,d
Aµ

DµφD
µφ ≡ ∂µφ̄∂

µφ+ igq
(
φ∂µφ− φ∂µφ

)
Aµ + g2q2φφAµA

µ

iζσµDµζ ≡ iζσµ∂µζ − gqζσµζAµ.
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To compare with another parametrization often found in literature, one can rewrite the second term of

Eq.(G.30) in terms of the new coordinate z = eσ(y)

k (y = 0⇔ z = 1
k ≡ R and y = πRc ⇔ z = ekπRc

k ≡ R′):

1

2
e−2σ (∂yAµ)

2
= −1

2
Aµ

(
∂2
z −

1

z
∂z

)
Aµ. (G.31)
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Appendix H

Wave functions

H.1 Generic relations

Any wave function fn(y), for a nth KK state along the fifth dimension y, satisfies the orthonormalization

condition (after the usual RS field redefinition)∫ πRc

−πRc
f̄n(y)fm(y)dy = δnm, (H.1)

showing that fn(y) has dimension 1/2, and the completeness relation (see for instance Ref. [77])

∞∑
n=0

f̄n(y)fn(y′) = δ(y − y′). (H.2)

H.2 Solutions for free vectorial fields

For the equations of motion in the warped SUSY background, the solutions for the wave functions along the

fifth dimension of the free 5D vectorial field in Eq.(G.8), with KK decomposition

Aµ(xµ, y) =

∞∑
n=0

A(n)
µ (xµ)g++

n (y),

are [2] for n ≥ 1:

g++
n (y) =

1√
2πRc

eσ

Nn

[
J1

(
M (n)eσ

k

)
+ b++

1 (M (n))Y1

(
M (n)eσ

k

)]
,

b++
1 (M (n)) = − J1(M (n)/k) + (M (n)/k)J ′1(M (n)/k)

Y1(M (n)/k) + (M (n)/k)Y ′1(M (n)/k)
(H.3)

where σ = σ(y) = k|y|, J1, Y1 (J ′1, Y
′
1) are the (differentiated) Bessel functions, M (n) = M

(n)
KK is the n-th KK

gauge mass and Nn is the normalization constant. Note that these wave functions are given here before the

field redefinition usually done in the RS model. The solutions for the wave functions of the associated 5D
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scalar field in Eq.(G.9), with KK decomposition

Σ(xµ, y) =

∞∑
n=1

Σ(n)(xµ)g−−n (y), (H.4)

are [2] for n ≥ 1:

g−−n (y) = sign(y)
1√

2πRc

e2σ

Nn

[
J0

(
M (n)eσ

k

)
+ b−−0 (M (n))Y0

(
M (n)eσ

k

)]
,

b−−0 (M (n)) = −J0(M (n)/k)

Y0(M (n)/k)
= b++

1 (M (n)). (H.5)

For completeness, we present the wave functions of the would-be A5 component, even if we work in the gauge

where A5 = 0 together with the constraint ∂µAµ = 0,

A5(xµ, y) =

∞∑
n=1

A
(n)
5 (xµ)a−−n (y),

with, for n ≥ 1,

a−−n (y) = e−σ g−−n (y). (H.6)

Using the various relations on Bessel function derivatives, one obtains the useful following relation:

(∂y − 2σ′)g−−n (y) = −M (n)e2σg++
n (y). (H.7)

There is also a term −(σ′′/σ′)g−−n but this term gives rise to a vanishing contribution when replaced in

couplings and integrated over y cause σ′′ = 2k[δ(y)− δ(y−πRc)] and g−−n vanishes at y = 0, πRc. One finds

also the relation

∂yg
++
n (y) = M (n)g−−n (y). (H.8)

Eq.(H.7)-(H.8) allow to recover the differential equations [78]

∂y

(
1

e2σ
∂yg

++
n (y)

)
= −(M (n))2g++

n (y) (H.9)

and [2]

−e−4σ∂y

(
1

e4σ
∂yg
−−
n (y)

)
− 4k2g−−n (y) = (M (n))2e2σg−−n (y). (H.10)
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H.3 Scalar/fermion fields and SUSY breaking

Similarly, the solutions for the wave functions along the fifth dimension of the 5D scalar fields introduced in

Appendix G, with KK decomposition

φL/R(xµ, y) =

∞∑
n=0

φ
(n)
L/R(xµ)f++

n (cL/R; y), (H.11)

φcL/R(xµ, y) =

∞∑
n=1

φ
c(n)
L/R(xµ)f−−n (cL/R; y), (H.12)

read as [2]

f++
0 (cL/R; y) =

√
k

2

√
1− 2cL/R

1− e−(1−2cL/R)kπRc
ek( 1

2−cL/R)(y−πRc) (H.13)

for the unique zero-mode and as [defining α±L/R = |cL/R ± 1/2|]

f++
n (cL/R; y) =

1√
2πRc

e2σ

Nn

[
Jα+

L/R

(
m

(n)
L/Re

σ

k

)
+ b++

α+
L/R

(m
(n)
L/R)Yα+

L/R

(
m

(n)
L/Re

σ

k

)]
,

b++

α+
L/R

(m
(n)
L/R) = −

[2− (3/2− cL/R)]Jα+
L/R

(m
(n)
L/R/k) + (m

(n)
L/R/k)J ′

α+
L/R

(m
(n)
L/R/k)

[2− (3/2− cL/R)]Yα+
L/R

(m
(n)
L/R/k) + (m

(n)
L/R/k)Y ′

α+
L/R

(m
(n)
L/R/k)

(H.14)

f−−n (cL/R; y) = sign(y)
1√

2πRc

e2σ

Nn

[
Jα−

L/R

(
m

(n)
L/Re

σ

k

)
+ b−−

α−
L/R

(m
(n)
L/R)Yα−

L/R

(
m

(n)
L/Re

σ

k

)]
,

b−−
α−
L/R

(m
(n)
L/R) = −

Jα−
L/R

(m
(n)
L/R/k)

Yα−
L/R

(m
(n)
L/R/k)

(H.15)

for KK modes (n ≥ 1), where m
(n)
L/R = m

(n)
KK(cL/R) is the n-th KK scalar mass (the KK fermion spectrum

is identical as we do not consider Sherk-Schwarz like mechanisms of SUSY breaking) and Nn is the norma-

lization constant. At this level, the field redefinition has not been performed for the nth wave functions.

From the above wave function expressions, we deduce the useful relations

(∂y − (cL/R +
3

2
)σ′)f−−n (cL/R; y) = −m(n)

KK(cL/R) eσf++
n (cL/R; y), (H.16)

(∂y − (−cL/R +
3

2
)σ′)f++

n (cL/R; y) = m
(n)
KK(cL/R) eσf−−n (cL/R; y). (H.17)
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Concerning fermions, an example of KK decomposition is (in the two-component notation),

ζL(xµ, y) =

∞∑
n=0

ζ
(n)
L (xµ)ω++

n (cL; y), (H.18)

χL(xµ, y) =

∞∑
n=1

χ
(n)
L (xµ)ω−−n (cL; y), (H.19)

where cL parametrizes the 5D mass of the ΦL superfield in Eq.(G.11). The wave function ω++
n (cL; y)

(respectively ω−−n (cL; y)) is exactly equal [after the RS field redefinition] to the scalar superpartner wave

function f++
n (cL; y) (respectively f−−n (cL; y)) as imposed by SUSY. This remains true as long as the SUSY

breaking does not occur through the Scherk-Schwarz mechanism. In fact, these scalar wave functions f
++/−−
n

depend on the scalar bulk mass a and boundary mass b which are imposed by 5D SUSY to be the following

functions of the fermionic superpartner bulk mass cLσ
′ [c.f. Eq.(G.29)], a(cL) = c2L ± cL − 15/4, b(cL) =

3/2∓ cL [c.f. Eq.(G.27)], relations rendering the scalar and fermion wave functions identical in terms of the

cL parameter. Analog remarks hold for the cR case as well as for the KK masses m
(n)
KK(cL/R).

A possible SUSY breaking framework – that we consider in this study without specifying the underlying

breaking mechanism – is that additional bulk/brane masses arise for the scalar fields, encoded e.g. in

a(cL) + δa and b(cL) + δb: these corrective masses spoil the SUSY relations between scalar and fermion

bulk/brane masses and in turn break SUSY. It is more convenient for the numerical calculation parts to

define e.g. a new csL parameter for scalars such that a(cL) + δa = a(csL) and b(cL) + δb = b(csL), csL
being different from the fermion (or superfield) mass parameter cL in this framework. Then the fermion

wave functions can still be written ω
++/−−
n (cL; y) while the scalar wave functions f

++/−−
n (csL; y) are now

controlled by an independent mass parameter related to the amount of SUSY breaking.

Note that such a SUSY breaking framework resembles the situation where additional (w.r.t. the pure 5D

SUSY Lagrangian) bulk masses e.g. δcLσ
′ would appear for fermions. Indeed, the SUSY bulk masses for

fermions cLσ
′ would be shifted to cfLσ

′ = (cL+δcL)σ′, a new mass independent from the scalar ones depending

on a(cL), b(cL) [one would deal here with ω
++/−−
n (cfL; y) and f

++/−−
n (cL; y)]. This framework would be

quantitatively equivalent to the previous one for final physical masses but would lead to an interesting

alternative to usual SUSY breaking frameworks (4D or 5D): here typically both fermions and their scalar

superpartners would be initially heavy (mainly due to their large and identical effective Yukawa couplings

generated by equal wave functions), i.e. respecting the lower bounds on scalar masses, while the fermions

would become lighter (reduced down to their measured masses) because of the effect of their arising SUSY

breaking bulk masses [δcL/R > 0] on wave functions.
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Appendix I

4D versus 5D propagators

For a generic bulk field (expressed in terms of z = eσ(y)

k )

Φ(xµ, z) =
∑
n

φ(n)(xµ)S(n)
a (z)

satisfying the orthonormalization condition∫ R′

R

dz

(
R

z

)3

S(n)
a (z)S(m)

a (z) = δnm,

the 5D action and the corresponding KK decomposed 4D action are given by:

S5 = −1

2

∫
d4x

∫ R′

R

dz

(
R

z

)3

Φ̄(xµ, z)

[
ηµν∂µ∂ν − ∂2

z +
3

z
∂z +

a2

z2

]
Φ(xµ, z) (I.1)

S4 = −1

2

∫
d4x

∑
n

φ̄(n)(xµ)

(
ηµν∂µ∂ν +m2

n

)
φ(n)(xµ). (I.2)

The equation of motion reads as[
−∂2

z +
3

z
∂z +

a2

z2

]
S(n)
a (z) = m2

nS
(n)
a (z)

and the 2-point functions are defined as follows,

From S5 :

[
p2 + ∂2

z −
3

z
∂z −

a2

z2

]
GSa5 (p2; z, z′) = δ(z − z′) (I.3)

From S4 :
[
p2 −m2

n

]
G

(n)
4 (p2) = 1. (I.4)
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From above, one can find the relation between the 4D and 5D propagators:

GSa5 (p2; z, z′) =

∞∑
n=0

G
(n)
4 (p2)S(n)

a (z)S(n)
a (z′) =

∞∑
n=0

S
(n)
a (z)S

(n)
a (z′)

p2 −m2
n

(I.5)

=
S

(0)
a (z)S

(0)
a (z′)

p2
+
∑
n≥1

S
(n)
a (z)S

(n)
a (z′)

p2 −m2
n

. (I.6)

Indeed, one can check that:[
p2 + ∂2

z −
3

z
∂z −

a2

z2

]
GSa5 (p2; z, z′) =

[
p2 + ∂2

z −
3

z
∂z −

a2

z2

]∑
n

G
(n)
4 (p2)S(n)

a (z)S(n)
a (z′)

=
∑
n

G
(n)
4 (p2)

[
p2 + ∂2

z −
3

z
∂z −

a2

z2

]
S(n)
a (z)S(n)

a (z′) =
∑
n

G
(n)
4 (p2)

[
p2 −m2

n

]
S(n)
a (z)S(n)

a (z′)

=
∑
n

S(n)
a (z)S(n)

a (z′) = δ(z − z′). (I.7)
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